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Abstract 

This dissertation reports the findings of a critical ethnographic study of the 

cultures of five secondary schools in Western Canada, focusing on the structural and 

symbolic systems related to information and communications technologies (ICT). The 

researcher used multiple methods at multiple sites to probe the persistence of inequities in 

the uses of ICT in secondary schools. The problem of lower levels of female participation 

in the full range of possible uses of ICT has been researched extensively without 

producing significant change in the structures or interactions in schools. This study 

expands our understandings of “how” and “why” the socio-cultural contexts of computer 

technologies become masculine. The findings reveal a number of dividing and 

constraining practices that persist within the interactions, instructional practices, and 

institutional and social contexts of secondary schools. These recurring practices reduce 

the agency of students and educators, and shape their attitudes and choices. The complex 

interplay of factors discourages educators from negotiating learning environments that 

are more inclusive, less hostile, and with fewer gender stereotypes. The implication for 

educational change is the need to establish structures and mechanisms that foster the 

courage of individuals who speak and act in ways that challenge the grand narratives of 

“choice” and “equality of opportunity.” 
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Chapter 1 Locating the Points of Choice 

Power/knowledge relations, the interweaving of effects of power and knowledge 

(Foucault, 1977/1980), are so deeply embedded in Western cultures that people are often 

not consciously aware of this phenomenon. Moreover, when these connections are 

brought to people’s attention – they are denied or rejected as being unspeakably cynical. 

Western liberal ideology is expressed in a dominant discourse of enablement, or 

empowerment, emphasizing individual potential with the words, “equal opportunity,” 

“freedom of choice,” “fairness” and “democratic inclusiveness.” These words and ideas 

come readily to our minds and tongues. The discourse of enabling individual 

development is present in the stated purpose of the province of British Columbia’s 

education system (British Columbia School Act, R.S.B.C. 1996):  

The purpose of the British Columbia school system is to enable all learners to 
develop their individual potential and to acquire the knowledge, skills, and 
attitudes needed to contribute to a healthy, democratic and pluralistic society and 
a prosperous and sustainable economy. (BC Ministry of Education, 2002a, p. 5) 

In this instance, the statement that all learners are able to develop their individual 

potential is circumscribed by larger social and economic concerns – contradictory 

provisos that students’ acquisition of knowledge, skills, and attitudes must contribute to 

specified social and economic goals. These purposes of enculturation and vocationalism 

reveal the presence of a set of conditions that governs the ability of students to make 

choices and places limitations on their development. These contradictions are not unique 

to British Columbia; Young and Levin (2002) state, “We expect schools to be places of 

learning and development for students. Yet this rhetoric masks the multiple functions that 

have been assigned to public schools since their establishment as compulsory institutions 

in Canada” (p. 7). These contradictory tensions are present in the everyday choices that 

educators’ and students’ make to produce and reproduce patterns of unequal educational 

attainment for socially constructed categories of people, such as race, class and gender.  

The repetition of patterns of sex inequality in secondary schools is the focus of 

this research study. One of the sites of sex inequality in secondary schools is revealed in 

the access to, and use of, information and communication technologies (ICT). The 

computerization of schools has created a new power élite – a privileging of the groups 
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and individuals who control these technologies. Hughes and Macleod (1986) identified, 

“a new hierarchy with those who understood computers at the top and other teachers 

feeling left out” (p. 207). Accompanying the process of privileging, micro-level 

techniques of disciplinary practices within educational institutions exclude and 

marginalize certain groups.1 These techniques of exclusion, consciously and 

unconsciously applied, exist within the discourses, practices, and material forms related 

to computer technologies (Franklin, 1999, Law, 1991, Menzies, 1996). Longino and 

Hammonds (1990/1995) refer to this as “the play of power among those who seek 

knowledge” (p. 77).  

Leaders, broadly defined as those who move “people towards goals through a 

system of organization,” (Hodgkinson, 1996, pp. 78-79) face many challenges when 

attempting to “enable all learners.” These challenges begin with identifying and naming 

“the problem.” When the state defines the purposes of the education system as serving 

both individual and societal interests, this kind of speech constitutes the norm and 

forecloses the possibilities of speaking of group interests.  

The fourth goal of the British Columbia education system introduces the concept 

of group interests (See Figure 1.1). This statement establishes parity of achievement for 

all students as a goal, including gender as one of the identified groupings of students. It is 

immediately reinscribed by the stated objective, which repeats the language of individual 

achievement and aligns itself with the other goals emphasizing “improved achievement,” 

“competition,” and a “top-notch performance-oriented education system.” The absence of 

a linguistic means to conceptualize achieving parity other than through competitive 

performance has a silencing effect on educators. As Hodgkinson (1996) informs us, “No 

one can escape leadership acts and responsibilities since no one can evade the  

 

 

                                                 
1 Categorical statements about who is disadvantaged by the organization of society need to be accompanied 
by recognition of the particularities of social context and diversity. I use binary sex categories of male or 
female when speaking about the divisions of people into one of two sex categories at birth, based on their 
apparent and probable anatomical/chromosomal differences. I use the word gender to signal, “gender is 
both the product and the process of its representation” and is non-binary, where it is used as a lens for 
looking at the production of difference/s, desire, alterity and inequality in the organization of activity 
(Butler, 1997).  
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Goal 1 Improved student achievement 

Objective 1: To improve student performance in areas of intellectual development 
 
Goal 2 Responsible citizens who contribute to a competitive and growing economy 

Objective 1: To improve student achievement in career development 
Objective 2: To improve student achievement in areas of human and social 

development 
 
Goal 3 A top-notch performance-oriented education system. 

Objective 1: To establish the infrastructure needed to focus the education system 
on student achievement 

Objective 2: To improve and maintain student, parent and teacher support for the 
K-12 education system 

Objective 3: To reduce burdensome and/or inefficient regulations in Ministry 
policy and legislation 

Objective 4: To perform at a high level in comparison to other jurisdictions 
Objective 5: To build an open, performance-oriented culture inside the Ministry 
Objective 6: To build a performance-oriented culture within each school district 

 
Goal 4 Parity of achievement for all students regardless of their ethnic origin, gender, 

geographic location, physical characteristics, or socio-economic status. 
Objective 1: To reduce the inequalities among students in terms of their abilities 

to meet the goals of education  
 

Figure 1.1 BC Ministry of Education goals, Sept. 2002 
 
 
administrative-managerial processes” (pp. 78-79). Every educator is constitutive of the 

educational system’s linguistic norms and faces a leadership challenge when reiterating 

discursive regimes.  

 

Researching the Gendered Digital Divide in Secondary Schools 

The contradictions between the liberal discourse of educational empowerment 

through individual development and the disciplinary techniques embedded in the 

enculturation and vocationalism functions of schooling produce alternative interpretations 

of the gendered digital divide. Educators who use a developmental deficit model, one of 

the major explanations offered for gender differences, often attribute sex-based choices to 

differences in male and female attitudes towards computers. A poster developed by a 

consortium of high technology industry and government representatives, and distributed 
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to every secondary school in Canada, provides an example of this developmental deficit 

interpretation. The poster promotes the need for girls to take more math and science 

courses and to develop “attitude” to overcome their under-representation in the high 

technology industry (See Figure 1.2).  

 

 

Figure 1.2 Poster promoting developmental deficit model. 
 

An alternative model refocuses attention on the influences of educational 

discourse, practices, and material goods to ask, “What is it about schools that has limited 

the participation of women and girls?” Michel Foucault’s (1975/1977) concept of 

disciplinary power provides a means of exploring how actors within schools use 

computer technologies to produce and maintain asymmetrical power relations that both 

shape and are shaped by social constructions of gender. His research methodology of 
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“genealogy” (Foucault, 1977/1980, Kendall & Wickham, 1999, Smart, 1983), a “history 

of the present” concerned with the analysis of power, produces an “insurrection of 

subjugated knowledges” (Foucault, 1975/1977, p. 81). This technique of listening to the 

local knowledges of school participants has a purpose of disrupting and challenging the 

dominant discourses of technological determinism and the gendered nature of the 

networks of power within schools. “The function and role of [educational] discourse, the 

practices it sanctions and in which it is invested” (Foucault, 1968/1998, pp. 312-313) 

constitutes students as individual subjectivities who make choices within a pattern of 

rules. The perspective that educators use to interpret, or “name the problem” influences 

how they enact the problem. A recursive relationship exists between the problem and the 

problem perceivers. A researcher who examines “What is it about secondary schools that 

has limited the participation of women and girls with ICT?” needs to choose a 

perspective carefully to avoid the trap of simply repeating the hegemonic discourse that 

frames the problem as developmental; one of individual choices.  

Choosing a perspective. 

Conceptions of asymmetrical power relations differ depending on the theoretical 

framework used for interpretation, either a structural perspective of hierarchical power 

based on legitimate authority structures or a post-structural “network of power relations.” 

Within a structuralist framework, classical management theorists use a mechanistic 

metaphor, viewing asymmetrical power relations from a managerial perspective as a 

division of labour and process of specialisation to control work processes (Morgan, 

1997). Theorists using a mechanistic metaphor frame out problems of inequity.  

Managers using a more organic, systems theory approach concentrate on 

eliminating system dysfunctions, and implement school improvement projects aimed at 

extending the technical knowledge base to a greater percentage of teachers. They 

perceive social inequities as human relations problems that can be managed by focusing 

on individuals and developmental processes. Perrow (1986) argues that the human 

relations model is deficient, “as it fails to grapple with the realities of authoritarian 

control in organizations and the true status of the subordinate” (p. 119). Since the initial 

introduction of educational technologies into schools, many reform-minded educators, 
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such as Fullan, Miles & Anderson (1988), Hargreaves and Fullan (1998), Knapp & Glenn 

(1996), Papert (1980), Schank & Cleary (1995), and Skinner (1954/1996) have provided 

advice for ICT planners. They use a technological rationality concerned with 

implementation effectiveness and efficiencies, while ignoring or setting aside the 

problem of gendered power relations. This creation of a technical-managerial discourse in 

schools of “just getting things to work” (Couture, 1997), works to “frame in” a particular 

set of power relations based on compliance and control while “framing out” values-based 

questions of gender equity (Menzies, 1996).2 The critique of the systems and human 

relations perspective is that it assumes “functional unity” (Morgan, 1997, p. 70) and 

ignores the presence of power relations, and conflicting interests among individuals, 

groups, and the organization. Bolman and Deal (1997) state, “the structural frame’s 

orderly, rational optic and the humane, collaborative images of the human resource frame 

miss the dynamics of power and politics” (p. 163). An alternative, political perspective, 

sees conflict as an inevitable part of organizational life, “stemming from organizational 

characteristics rather than from the characteristics of individuals” (Perrow, 1986, p. 132). 

In the political perspective, power is not seen as a negative force that disrupts 

organizational life, but as a constructive force for the achievement of goals.  

Critical (Smyth, 1993, 2001) and feminist (Brodie, 1995, Ferguson, 1984) 

perspectives on power in organizations provide critiques from within a structuralist 

framework. Researchers using critical perspectives focus on demystifying “Who 

benefits” from asymmetrical power relations, which provides a means of questioning 

managerial assumptions and aims to overturn oppressive power relations of domination 

and subjugation.  

Another perspective that provides an alternative to structural-functionalism and 

positivism is the poststructuralist/postmodern perspective following the writings of 

Foucault. Poststructuralist researchers using a resistance perspective (Alvesson & Deetz, 

1996, Fraser, 1991) foreground the inextricable interweaving of power and knowledge, 

and seek to disrupt power/knowledge relations that place technical knowledge at the top 

of a power hierarchy.  
                                                 
2 Foucault refers to this interweaving of effects of power and knowledge as a “discursive régime” (1980, p. 
113). Menzies (1996), who writes on aspects of gender and technology in Canada follows Foucault’s 
concept of these “régimes of truth.” 
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Research that rejects the universalising language of educational reform and 

foregrounds the differences in people’s experiences is designed to disrupt existing power 

relations in schools. I believe that people both benefit and suffer inequitably from the 

impacts of computer technologies in schools. The presence of institutionalised discourses, 

practices, and material goods work together to produce and reproduce asymmetrical 

power relations that result in benefits accruing to some people more than other people. As 

Foucault argues, “power produces, it produces reality” (cited in Bolman & Deal, 1997, p. 

168). The oppositional perspectives of critical, feminist, and postmodern theorists share a 

desire to question assumptions that construct universal images of teachers and students, 

while denying social conflicts based on differences, such as gender (Lather, 1991). Anti-

oppressive educators view oppression as characterized by “harmful repetitions of certain 

privileged knowledge and practices” (Kumashiro, 2002, p. 67). In conducting this 

research, I am joining other anti-oppressive activists and educators who work against 

educational policies and practices that deny and mask limitations on the participation of 

women and girls with ICT. As Raimundo Cuervo Lloréns (1999) argues, “my truth being 

more in the way the questions are articulated rather than in their answers, what seems to 

me most remarkable is how very few people actually pursue these lines of inquiry” (p. g). 

Patti Lather (1986, 1988, 1991, 1993), Mats Alvesson and Stanley Deetz (1996), 

and Nancy Fraser (1991) depict theoretical perspectives that speak from a critical 

perspective informed by the insights of postmodern discourse theories. My research 

benefits from their theorizing. From the writings of Anthony Giddens (1984, 1990) I have 

taken the concept of structuration theory to describe institutionalised practices and 

relations, particularly the duality of structure and agency. I am also guided by the 

writings of Elizabeth Ellsworth (1989) and Jennifer Gore (1993), who provide important 

warnings about the dangers of teaching for liberation with an assumption of superior 

knowledge and understanding that reproduces relations of domination. My research 

purpose of opening up spaces within schools for new discourses and practices to emerge 

is not designed to emancipate people, but to emancipate the discourses and practices in 

which they engage.  

My understanding of the concept of power/knowledge derives from the writings 

of Michel Foucault (1980a). Its application to gender and androcentric bias is further 
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informed by the writings of Sandra Harding on the “epistemological crisis of the West” 

(1987, 1991, 1996). I also acknowledge the influence of the work of Ursula Franklin 

(1999) and Heather Menzies (1996) on gender and technology, two Canadian researcher-

theorists, who argue against the use of a technological rationality of economic 

imperatives and careerism. Also, the work of pioneering researchers, Myra and David 

Sadker (1994), who explored gender issues in K – 12 education, and Mary Bryson and 

Suzanne de Castell (1995, 1999) who focus on the power relations of gender and ICT in 

schools.  

Aligning Feminist Critical Theories with Poststructualism 

I draw on traditions of feminist critical theory and postmodernism3 to discuss how 

gendered power/knowledge relations interact with and (re)shape discourses and practices, 

and gendered subjectivities. While acknowledging that many differences exist between 

these traditions, the convergences, extensions and alternative possibilities provide unique 

contributions to an understanding of complex issues. The four developments in Western 

thought that postmodern and critical theories share are: (1) power/knowledge relations, 

(2) a constructionist account of experience and language, (3) social conflict theory, and 

(4) a complex human subject (Alvesson & Deetz, 1996, p. 193). All four of these 

theoretical constructs are applicable to this study of computer technologies and the social 

construction of gendered identities in secondary schools. 

Power/Knowledge relations. 

Patti Lather writes that postmodernism offers feminists ways to work within, and 

yet challenge, dominant discourses by avoiding single-cause analysis and taking 

“advantage of the range of mobile and transitory points of resistance inherent in the 

networks of power relations” (1991, p. 39). One of the points of resistance to hegemonic4 

                                                 
3 There are two general models for theorizing language that have emerged from France. One, derived from 
the writings of Saussure and Lacan, studies language as a symbol system. The other, seen operating in the 
works of Bakhtin, Foucault, and Bourdieu, provides several potential advantages for feminist politics, and 
is described by Nancy Fraser (1991) as the pragmatic model. I am using this second, pragmatic model as it 
recognizes the importance of social context and challenges the status quo. 
4 Hegemony is a term used by critical theorist, Antonio Gramsci (1971), to denote the power to define 
social reality through authoritative definitions of social situations and social needs, and to shape the 
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forms of managerial discourse, such as classical management theory and systems theory, 

is the Foucauldian concept of power/knowledge that sees all knowledge as situated within 

networks of power relations (Foucault, 1980). The Foucauldian notion of power is that it 

is embedded in social relations and can be maintained only by “a dense web of 

interlocking authorities in constant communication with subjects thus permitting a 

constant surveillance of the totality of their lives” (Anderson, 1998, p. 334). Anderson 

describes how disciplinary power in schools operates through disciplinary practices,5 

which link knowledge and power – “discourses shape practices and practices produce 

discourses” (p. 338).  

Feminist researchers who share a focus on women’s educational issues and 

organizational studies attempt to articulate problems in both the theory and practice of 

schools which otherwise might go unnoticed (Calás & Smircich, 1996, p. 218). This 

focus on the study of the “unseen,” “non-decision-making,” and the “non-event” provides 

“ways to study the invisible and unobtrusive forms of control that are exercised in 

schools and school districts (Anderson, 1990, p. 39). Political processes define 

educational goals and implementation strategies. The failure, or refusal, of some 

educational researchers/theorists and educators to see people as different, with different 

interests, excludes a question commonly asked by those who adopt a critical perspective: 

“Whose interests are being served?” This question refocuses our attention on 

power/knowledge relations and an exploration of “How is the under-representation of 

females in the study and broad range of uses of computer technologies in schools 

repeated?” Making the points of choice more visible in the discursive practices within 

schools opens up space for resistance or “acts of transgression,” such as asking, “What 

can be done differently?” 

                                                                                                                                                 
political agenda. The concept of hegemony refers to the advantaged position of dominant groups who can 
control the discourses and thereby subjectivities (Fraser, 1991, p. 100). 
5 Disciplinary power is exercised through disciplinary practices, such as “dividing practices” (fragments 
knowledge and promotes a form of rationality that facilitates control), “normalizing discourses” (individual 
self-discipline and group control), “concertive control” (the negotiation of a new set of consensual core 
values among organizational members),and “pastoral power” (reaches inside people’s minds and makes 
them reveal their innermost secrets) (Anderson, 1998). 
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Constructionist account of experience.  

The cultural production and reproduction of institutionalized discourses and 

practices of inequality is a shared focus of critical, feminist, and postmodern thinking. 

Richard Johnson,6 defines critique as a procedure for approaching other traditions “for 

what they may yield and for what they inhibit” (1996, p. 75). This concept applies to 

differing conceptualizations of “experience.” The extremes of differing constructivist 

traditions position people, on the one hand, as totally determined by either material and 

ideological structures or by hegemonic discourses, or on the other hand, as fully 

autonomous agents, consciously shaping the world around them and able to directly 

access their experiences. These extreme, or radical, positions are accompanied by various 

attempts to develop theoretical and practical means of drawing upon the strengths of each 

(Calás & Smircich, 1996, Denzin, 1997, Giddens, 1984, Hall, 1996, Lather, 1991).  

Within the field of educational computing, the dominant perspective derives from 

a Cartesian view of knowledge. Educational software “amplifies the cognitive, or 

information processing, view of individuals as autonomous decision makers who base the 

rational process on either objective information or, … on direct experience” (Bowers, 

1988, p. 36). All three traditions of critical theory, feminisms, and postmodernisms reject 

a positivist view of reality as being external to social relations, replacing it with a view of 

reality as socially constructed. 

Those who adopt a culturalist perspective, view subjects as collectively acting 

upon and shaping culture, thereby producing “unconscious structures” (Hall, 1996, p. 41). 

Within this tradition, accounts of experience are accepted as representing the meanings 

attached by active agents in the making of their own history (p. 42). The strengths of 

culturalism lie in its focus on people as conscious agents,7 able to intervene in their social 

conditions and to organize masses of people (Hall, p. 45). The writings of Antonio 

Gramsci (1971) on hegemony and the potential of “organic intellectuals” in education for 

                                                 
6 The Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies in Birmingham University (CCCS) has been the main 
British location for cultural studies (Storey, 1996). Richard Johnson is one of the Centre’s members. 
Members of the CCCS developed theories of language codes and the symbolic and moved from a focus on 
cultural reproduction to a focus on youth subcultures of resistance and production (Bernstein, 1975, Willis, 
1977). Feminist researchers from the Centre shifted the emphasis to the dynamics of gender and class and a 
focus on the lived experience of females in subcultures (McRobbie, 1978). 
7 People become agents when they act historically and politically upon their surroundings. 
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producing counter-hegemonic practices draw on this view of people as conscious agents. 

Australian feminist educational researchers, Jane Kenway, Sue Willis, Jill Blackmore and 

Léonie Rennie (1998) conducted a five year study of gender reforms in schools using a 

cultural studies framework. They state: 

In our view, gender reform consists of at least two intersecting sets of cultural 
processes. The first is that which exists at the macro level of the wider gender 
order, and of governments, as policy and curriculum are produced and circulated 
by policy-makers and their agents and as they become part of the garrulous world 
of education policy. The second set of processes exists at the micro gender-
political level of the school itself. Here gender reformers, key mediators of policy, 
bring their readings and rewritings of policy into the school and, through such 
policies, read and seek to rewrite its gender regime. (p. xv) 

These researchers view people at the macro and micro levels as active agents producing 

culture. 

In the structuralist counterposition, following the work of Lévi-Strauss and 

Althusser, subjects’ accounts of their lived experiences derive from within culturally 

constructed categories and are the “effect” of one’s conditions (p.41). The strengths of 

structuralism lie in its focus on social structures as “conditions not of our making.” 

Abstraction and analysis are required to reveal the whole context of relationships and 

structures that have become invisible through the mystifying powers of ideology (Hall, 

1996, p. 44).  

In critical poststructuralism, the emphasis shifts from the material world to 

discourse and the belief that language and speech does not mirror experience: they are 

productive and create experience. In both the structuralist and poststructuralist 

perspectives, the subject does not have direct access to his or her lived experience. The 

strength of Foucauldian (1968/1998) discourse theory lies in its focus on the discursive 

practices constituting networks of power/knowledge and his challenge to bring out: 

The set of conditions which, at a given moment and in a determinate society, 
govern the appearance of statements, their preservation, the links established 
between them, the way they are grouped in statutary sets, the role they play, the 
action of values or consecrations by which they are affected, the way they are 
invested in practices or attitudes, the principles according to which they come into 
circulation, are repressed, forgotten, destroyed, or reactivated. In short, it is a 
matter of the discourse in the system of its institutionalisation. (p. 309). 
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This challenge to trace the conditions that govern the acceptability of speech is echoed by 

Judith Butler (1997), who argues, “To become a subject means to be subjected to a set of 

implicit and explicit norms that govern the kind of speech that will be legible as the 

speech of the subject” (p. 133). She examines the forms of implicit censorship that 

produce “impossible speech,” which if spoken would be considered, “ the ramblings of 

the asocial, the rantings of the ‘psychotic’ that the rules that govern the domain of 

speakability produce, and by which they are continually haunted” (p. 133).  

I follow the work of Lather and Giddens, and combine the strengths of these three 

perspectives by adopting an assumption of the interconnectedness of structure and 

agency. People are both conscious agents and unconscious subjects, limited by their 

contexts to partial knowledges of social conditions. People act to shape, and are shaped 

by, the discourses and practices that surround them. School contexts that lack forums for 

communication, or that foreclose the emergence of particular forms of discourse, limit the 

ability of people to gain knowledge from, and of, their surroundings, thereby producing 

particular forms of citizens. Technical-managerial and pedagogical discourses that ignore 

sex-based inequities or assume gender as a collection of inherent or developmentally 

determined character traits maintain gendered power/knowledge relations that inscribe 

gender inequities as “unspeakable.” With this research, I will pay attention to the role that 

language and communication plays within a social context of material artifacts and 

institutionalised practices in secondary schools by asking Butler’s (1997) question: “What 

must remain unspeakable for contemporary regimes of discourse to continue to exercise 

their power” (p. 139). I will also ask the question posed by Kenway, Willis, Blackmore 

and Rennie: (1998) “What social, cultural, personal and educational practices shape the 

‘choices’ made” (p. xiv). 

Historically based social conflict.  

When analysing discursive events, Foucault (1968/1998) argues that it is essential 

to break free of a set of notions, including tradition, influence, development, evolution 

and a spirit of an age, – to abandon readymade syntheses and those groupings which link 

together thoughts and their discourses (pp. 302-303). He presents these cautions to 

remind us that predetermined categories of thought do not have “intrinsic characteristics 
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that are autonomous and universally recognizable” (p. 303). Foucault discards social 

categories, such as gender, as not being analytically useful, preferring to focus on the 

micro-level of interactions between and among individuals. Nancy Hartsock (1990) 

warns, “systematically unequal relations of power ultimately vanish from Foucault’s 

account of power” (p. 165). She argues that feminists need a usable theory of power, and 

that the relations of domination between groups are relevant to the situation of women (p. 

157). 

A feminist perspective examines the experiences of girls and women within a 

wider historical and social context of patriarchy8 and androcentrism9 and considers 

females as a category. A critical perspective adds a theoretical dimension of an economic 

base of capitalism and a three tiered class system of workers and the under-employed, 

managers, and owners. A post-colonial perspective reminds me of my privileged position 

of being of white, European, Christian descent, educated and living in an industrialized 

nation of the Northern Hemisphere. My experiences are social constructions, bounded by 

time, space, and social position, that provide me with a limited perspective and 

understanding of any social context. I need to continually expand my limited 

knowledgeability by interacting with people who perceive the world from different 

perspectives. Probing the intersections of social constructions of gender with those of 

class, race, and religion has a potential to expand and enrich understanding.  

According to Bowers (1988): 

The values to be achieved through educational computing, …include efficiency, 
and ever increasing capacity for problem solving, and an increase in power over 
an external and chaotic world that must be brought under rational control (p. 90).  

The networks of power relations circulating within society, organizations, and families 

create bounded knowledgeability and result in a bounded rationality as well. Critical 
                                                 
8 Lather (1987) defines patriarchy as the socially sanctioned power of men over women, which operates in 
both the private and public spheres to perpetuate a social order that benefits men at the expense of women. 
Kate Millett (1969) used the term patriarchy to depict male power within U. S. society. She pointed out 
“the military, industry, technology, universities, science, political office and finance – in short, every 
avenue of power, is entirely in male hands (pp. 34-35).” 
9 “Androcentrism is the privileging of male experience and the ‘otherizing’ of female experience; that is,  
males and male experience are treated as a neutral standard or norm for the culture and females and female 
experience are treated as a sex-specific deviation from that allegedly universal standard (Bem, 1993, p. 41). 
Simone de Beauvoir (1949/1999) said that the historical relationship of men and women is not best 
represented as a relationship between dominance and subordination. “He is the Subject, he is the Absolute 
– she is the Other (p. 3)”. 
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theorists, feminists and postmodernist thinkers, question the concept of a fully logical 

rationality. “Rational for whom?” becomes the question. The historical context of social 

conflict cannot be resolved solely through processes of rational communication 

(Ellsworth, 1989). We need something more than faith in logical rationality or a 

Foucauldian focus on individual interactions to work against oppressive structures and 

discursive practices. 

I believe that the Enlightenment project, which promotes Kantian assumptions of 

the possibility of universal moral reasoning (Raphael, 1994), is a technique for masking 

the power/knowledge relations that continue to assign and maintain privileges for 

particular groups of people. Cultural feminists who promote a new moral vision, such as 

Karen Zuga (1999), have a goal “to create, for women and men, not just inclusion in a 

male dominated society, but a means of promoting the value of women’s ways of 

thinking and acting” (p. 58). While some feminists, such as Chodorow (1974) and 

Gilligan (1982) use a psychological development framework for describing women as 

having essentially different personalities and moral development, cultural feminists reject 

essentialism and view historically-based social conflict as continuing to produce and 

reproduce traditional gender patterns.  

Complex human subject.  

The framing out of gender categories in technical-managerial discourses also 

excludes questions of identity. To reinscribe gender, we need to ask: How does the 

presence of computer technologies contribute to the production of gendered 

subjectivities? Harding (1996) believes that structuralist and poststructuralist 

epistemologies are drawing closer together. She emphasises the need to reject 

essentialism and to recognise both differences and commonalities among women. 

Harding outlines five shifts made in theorizing gender:  

(1) gender is now understood to be a relationship between women and men, not a 
property;10  

(2) gender is produced primarily not by individual choices, but by social 
structures and their culturally distinctive meanings ‘discourses.’ Individuals 

                                                 
10 While Harding’s view of gender as a relationship is now commonly accepted, her use of binary sex 
categories to conceptualize gender as “between women and men,” conflates sex with gender. Gender can be 
a relationship between, minimally, women and women, men and men, and women and men. 
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become gendered through the positions they are assigned in culturally varying 
gendered structural and symbolic systems;  

(3) gender is always inextricably interlocked with “macro” social relations of 
class, race, ethnicity, religion, imperialism, etc.;  

(4) gender relations are dynamic and historically changing, never fixed or 
transcultural; and  

(5) gender relations are always power relations, struggles over the distribution of 
scarce resources, be they material or symbolic. (pp. 431-451) 

Harding’s view of socially constructed gender identities derives from symbolic 

interactionism and the pragmatic, rather than the structuralist, model of discourse theory. 

The pragmatic model, also evident in the writings of Foucault, sees discourses as 

historically specific social practices of communication (Fraser, 1991).  

The cultural environments constructed around educational technologies produce 

gendered conceptions of technology as a masculinized environment (AAUW, 1998, 

2000). Researcher-theorists exploring the relations between gender and computer 

technologies have argued that the socialisation of girls and boys results in attitudinal 

differences (Harrell, 1998) such as “helpless girls” and “expert boys” (Volman & Ten 

Dam, 1998) and produces the stereotype of computer-phobic girls and women 

(Robertson, 1998).  

The problem of “choice” performed as the voluntary segregation of the sexes 

within co-educational schools into gendered subject areas, has interested researchers for 

some time (Martin & Murchie-Beyma, 1992, Stanley, 1993). Along with courses in 

mathematics and the sciences, computer studies have been the focus of concern for 

official state interventions to alleviate sex-based imbalances (Status of Women Canada, 

1989), often without significant improvements (AAUW, 2000, Avril, 1998). The debate 

within the various feminist perspectives about the nature of female identities plays out in 

the various political and pedagogical approaches to state interventions.  

Organization researchers’ interpretations of the interrelations between individuals 

and social and organizational structures and discursive-practices derive from their 

assumptions about the autonomy of individuals to act as knowing, conscious subjects and 

informs their perceptions of the potential for change. Three differing assumptions of 
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subjectivity underlie differing feminist political projects of organization 

researchers/theorists Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1977), Kathy Ferguson (1984), and 

Rosemary Pringle (1989): 

(a) Kanter’s conception of a core identity as a function of organizational roles leads to 

her neo-liberal goal of gender equality, 

(b) Ferguson’s focus on female psychological development patterns underlies her radical 

argument for segregation based on female difference, and 

(c) Pringle’s adoption of a poststructural view of fractured and shifting identities ensuing 

from multiple, competing discourses produces her desire to demystify and disrupt 

existing power relations.  

Girls and boys who choose whether or not to engage in computer science studies, 

and teachers who choose whether or not to use computers in their pedagogical practices, 

are making conscious choices. Their points of choice and their consciousness are limited, 

however, by material conditions, by the discourses and practices in which they engage, 

and by hierarchical power relations within schools and the broader cultural milieu that in 

turn, limit these. Educational reforms that focus on structural changes to provide equal 

opportunities, and on disciplinary practices, such as counselling services, awareness 

campaigns, and training programs, frame out the power/knowledge relations that 

construct feminized subjectivities through adherence to normalizing rules and practices. I 

believe that developmental political projects need to be expanded to include a 

demystification of the networks of power relations that have effectively inhibited and 

limited the potential benefits of these projects. 

The Research Questions 

The contradictions contained in the statement of purpose for British Columbia’s 

educational system, the language of enablement and development within a context of 

meeting social and economic goals, reveals the influences of power/knowledge relations. 

In this study, gender is understood as socially constructed, and people in secondary 

schools as continually making conscious and unconscious choices that reconstitute 

gendered identities through their practices and discursive events. I believe we can learn 

from the everyday relations of ordinary people interacting symbolically in secondary 
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schools. The social construction of gendered identities and the power/knowledge 

relations of ICT in secondary schools, the workings of the educational structures and 

discursive practices of students, teachers, computer technicians, and school managers, 

need to be explored. My research purpose is one of locating the points of choice and 

opening up spaces within schools for new discourses and practices to emerge by asking: 

 

What is it about schools that has limited the participation of women and girls with ICT? 

 

How does the presence of computer technologies contribute to the production of 

gendered subjectivities? 

How is the under-representation of females in the study and broad range of uses 

of computer technologies in schools repeated? 

What social, cultural, personal and educational practices shape the choices 

made? 

What must remain unspeakable for contemporary regimes of discourse to 

continue to exercise their power? 

Who benefits from asymmetrical power relations?  

What can be done differently? 
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Chapter 2 Learning from the Literature 

Computers as learning resources and administrative tools are relatively recent 

inventions. The development of related policies and implementation strategies has 

occurred since the rise of “second-wave feminism”11 and within an atmosphere of official 

concern about issues of equity. In British Columbia, the mechanism for monitoring the 

provision of “equal opportunities” for educational technology has been the collection of 

data comparing the ratio of computers per student across schools and school districts 

(British Columbia Ministry of Education Standards, 2002). This adoption of equality of 

opportunity in quantitative terms, rather than assessing “equity of benefit,” the 

terminology used in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (Canada Department 

of Justice, 1982), supports the reproduction of social inequalities based on historical 

disadvantages of sex, race and class.  

Educators are faced with inherent contradictions between, on the one hand, 

instrumental managerial strategies based on monitoring efficiency and effectiveness, and 

ideologies of individualism and competition (Stein, 2001), and, on the other hand, an 

educational goal of equity as the right of full development for all students (Ignatieff, 

2000). The concept of equity of benefit requires a sophisticated understanding of the 

historical context of social, political, and economic influences. If educators are unaware 

of the mechanisms that produce perceptions of computers as gender-marked resources, 

they have no alternatives but to repeat these influencing patterns. Those who are aware of 

this contradiction at the level of discursive consciousness may revert to more easily 

resolved moral strategies, as predicted by Hodgkinson’s (1996) “postulate of 

avoidance.”12 

                                                 
11 The first-wave of mid-nineteenth century feminist advocacy established women’s basic political rights 
and made the inconsistency between ideology and the treatment of women widely visible for the first time. 
Second-wave feminism, part of the social turmoil of the 1960s, raised social consciousness further by 
exposing the “sexism” in all policies and practices that explicitly discriminate based on sex.  
(Bem, 1993, p. 1) 
12 Hodgkinson’s “postulate of avoidance” states, “There will be a natural tendency to resolve value 
conflicts at the lowest level of hierarchy possible in a given situation. This is equivalent to seeking the line 
of least resistance. We seek to avoid higher-level moral issues” (p.122). Using the hierarchical value 
paradigm developed by C. Hodgkinson (1966), the two goals of equal opportunities and equity of benefit 
are both utilitarian Type II values based on cognition and reason, but the first goal, equal opportunities, 
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As gender-marked resources, computer technologies exemplify the problems 

associated with achieving gender equity in education systems. Researchers investigating 

classroom interactions have focused on the experiences of girls and boys and provided 

descriptions of some of the mechanisms of control used to influence the psychological 

development of gendered identities. Are educators aware of this body of research? Do 

they consider the concept of gender equity when they engage in institutional discourses 

about policies and practices related to computer technologies? Do teachers incorporate 

appropriate pedagogical activities? These questions are posed within a liberal 

philosophical framework that assumes educators are knowledgeable actors who will 

consciously anticipate the consequences of their actions, and act in a manner that will do 

no harm to students or colleagues. A more critical view, and the one I adopt in this study, 

focuses on the power/knowledge relations within educational institutions. 

Educational administrators, teachers and students act within intersecting webs of 

power/knowledge relations influenced by historical, social, political, economic and 

cultural considerations. The questions that will reveal these power/knowledge relations 

differ substantively from those of the liberal discourse above. Who has the most influence 

over what knowledge becomes the dominant discourse within institutions? Whose 

purposes does that knowledge serve? In what contexts do educators acknowledge 

discursively that unequal power relations benefit dominant groups within educational 

institutions? As power relations are constantly shifting and need to be constantly 

maintained, how can, and do, educators act individually, and in groups, to produce more 

equitable relations? How do students act within a power/knowledge framework to 

produce their own interpretations around the issue of gender equity and computer 

technologies? As computers are a limited, gender-marked, resource within educational 

institutions, do the allocative and use patterns reveal particular patterns of dominance and 

subjugation? I believe that educators need to discuss the answers to both sets of questions 

to demystify the power/knowledge relations that constitute and are constituted by the 

gendering of computer technologies.  

                                                                                                                                                 
represents a Type IIB value of counting heads and the second, equity of benefit, represents a higher, Type 
IIA value, of assessing contingencies within a social context. At the pragmatic level of school 
administration, the value conflict between these two goals is resolved in favour of the first simply because 
the second goal is much more difficult to articulate, implement and to measure.  
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In bureaucratically organized schools, patterns of power and authority are fairly 

stable and defined (Morgan, 1997); authority is invested in school administrators, 

department heads, and teachers, as respective role incumbents. Computer technologies 

complicate and challenge these structures of authority, by requiring varying levels and 

types of technical knowledge, and creating additional webs of “expert power” that are 

still largely unquestioned in schools by either teachers or school administrators 

(Robertson, 1998). Both claims of expert knowledge and actual technical ability reshape 

the networks of power/knowledge within schools. A teacher’s or administrator’s 

technical expertise can influence the allocation of scarce resources by claiming 

knowledge of the best or most appropriate technological infrastructure, and a student’s 

ability to disable or reconfigure computer networks can create a perceived need for 

security systems that restrict the access of other users. A teacher may become dependent 

upon the skills of a student who has learned how to operate a specialized piece of 

equipment. A technician who controls administrative passwords can monitor confidential 

data files and emails. Specific forms of technical expertise can be held by persons 

positioned anywhere in an organization, giving them a form of informal authority over 

other members of the organization who require that knowledge. Because of the arcane, 

remote, and changing nature of knowledge systems architecture, it is difficult to know 

whether claims to expertise represent genuine knowledge or are a form of image 

management. Those who do not lay claim to expert knowledge are marginalized in the 

decision-making processes when technical knowledge of computers is privileged over 

other forms of knowledge, such as pedagogical and social justice knowledges. The 

privileging of technical knowledge can also take the form of promotions into positions of 

formal authority, including the principalship and committee membership or chairs. These 

webs of expert power are linked with webs of gender perceptions, which add a third layer 

of authority and complexity as moral agents attempt to exert power by expressing and 

acting on their beliefs, either challenging or reinforcing the status quo.  

While equality of opportunity can be legislated, equity of benefit must be 

negotiated. We cannot implement the concept of equity of benefit by introducing 

simplistic measures, such as providing a standard ratio of computers to students. It 

requires a shared understanding of the complex interplay of both psychological and social 
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influences that produce and maintain computer technologies as “masculine” territory 

(AAUW, 2000, p. 7, Ungerleider & Burns, 2002). Both males and females are complicit 

in the production and reproduction of dichotomised gender categories and their 

reconceptualisation depends upon discursive interactions and an inversion of power 

hierarchies (Castell, Bryson & Jenson, 2002). Those members of educational 

organizations who want to build more equitable learning communities need to have ways 

to question and challenge the status quo of gender inequalities. Educational change 

initiatives need to incorporate new ways of seeing, speaking, and acting so educators and 

students can become more critically conscious of how their discourse and practices work 

to divide and constrain people. 

Research Findings On Equity And Computer Technologies In Education  

A 1991 literature review synthesized a decade of research in Europe, North 

America, Australia and New Zealand on equity and computers in the schools and 

reported that “the use of computers maintained and exaggerated inequities” and “girls 

used computers in and out of schools less than boys” (Sutton, 1991, p. 475). Another 

review of the research literature, also conducted in 1991, by Delia Neuman, concluded: 

The literature on computer equity reveals that many students - not only minority, 
disadvantaged, and inner-city, but also female, handicapped, and rural, - have 
been hampered by inequitable access to computers and by widespread patterns of 
inequitable distribution and use of computers with and across schools (quoted in 
Sayers, 1995, p. 768).  

The digital divide between males and females in North American secondary schools is 

associated with similar historical patterns of gender differences in the maths and sciences 

(Kenway & Gough, 1998), and vocational courses (Weiner, 1989). These patterns of 

male dominated courses have come under intense scrutiny, and several decades of 

concerted efforts have resulted in improvements in the participation levels of girls in 

secondary level maths and sciences, yet women still account for much smaller shares of 

full-time post-secondary enrolment in mathematics and science faculties:  

In 1997-98, women made up 22% of students in engineering and applied sciences, 
up from 3% in 1972-73. At the same time, women’s share of enrolment in 
mathematics and physical sciences rose from 19% in 1972-73 to 29% in 1997-98. 
Most of the latter increase, however, occurred in the 1970s. Indeed, there have 
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only been modest gains in the share of students studying in these areas accounted 
for by women since the early 1980s. (Statistics Canada, 2000, p. 87) 

Computer science, however, has remained resistant to female participation, except 

in the area of clerical and data entry courses (AAUW, 1998, p. 14). Despite the inequities 

in the involvement of male and female students and adults with information and 

communication technologies (ICT), there are almost no education reform efforts directed 

towards this problem (Bryson, de Castell, Petrina, & Braundy, 2001). In the “technology-

intensive areas” in British Columbia’s secondary schools, the “situation of under-

representation and disciplinary ‘ghettoization’ … has not improved over the last ten 

years” (Bryson, de Castell, Petrina & Braundy, 2001, p. 3), and “girls are only one-fourth 

as likely to complete a computer education course than boys in secondary schools” (p. 6).  

In British Columbia, the percentage of secondary school teachers who are female 

assigned to computer education was only 10.6%, mathematics was 20.9%, and science 

was 17.8% (BC Ministry of Education, 1991, p. 9). The percentage of students who are 

female in grades 11 and 12 computer studies courses were 44% and 17% respectively, 

showing a large drop off rate between these two grades (p. 2). A report distributed by the 

BC Ministry of Women’s Equality (1993) declared: 

The school curriculum has been designed to follow the development patterns of 
white, able-bodied males. The curriculum does not reflect the fact that girls tend 
to mature earlier, have control of small motor skills sooner than boys and are 
ready for math and reading skills at an earlier age than boys (p. 4).  

At the same time, in 1993, a statistical survey prepared for the Gender Equity Program, 

BC Ministry of Education revealed, “Girls continue to be poorly prepared to pursue 

careers requiring a background in science or technology” (p. 19).  

The “second wave” of the Canadian women’s movement led a resurgence of 

interest in social, political and economic justice in Canada (Brodie, 1995, p. 10). 

Canadian social, political, and educational institutions were placed under scrutiny, and 

the established ways of doing things were questioned in ways that challenged the 

dominant grand narratives:  

Once recognized, the ‘question of women’ did then play a large part in upsetting 
established ways of thinking and practice in the human sciences. Those systems 
and institutions once viewed as just, egalitarian and progressive came to be 
understood as unjust, unequal and regressive. Previously all those suffering from 
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the inequities of dominant structures had been both unheard and unseen, for the 
most potent strategy of Western establishment ways of seeing, whether for 
political or academic intent, was not to see all those who had been categorized as 
not just like self, that is, the white, middle-class, propertied male. (Benhabib, cited 
in Rapport & Overing, 2000, p. 142) 

In education, the ability to see students as boys and girls was stimulated by the 

1982 post-secondary studies by Roberta Hall and Bernice Sandler that became known as 

the “chilly climate” report. This described, “the myriad small inequalities that by 

themselves seem unimportant, but taken together create a chilling environment” (Sandler, 

Silverberg & Hall, 1996). Following their lead, other researchers worked to expose and 

critique the educational structures and practices that produce different situations for 

males and females, situations that are less satisfactory for females. In Europe, Cornbleet 

& Libovitch (1983); McRobbie (1978); Ohrn (1993); Stanley (1993); Volman & Ten 

Dam (1998); Walkerdine (1990); and Weiner, (1989). In Australia, Blackmore, Kenway, 

Willis & Rennie (1993); Diamond (1991); Kenway (1997); Kenway & Gough, (1998); 

Kenway, Willis, Blackmore & Rennie (1998); Kessler, Ashendon, Connell & Dowsett 

(1985); and Yates (1990, 1997). In the United States, the American Association of 

University Women [AAUW] Educational Foundation (1992, 1998, 2001); Eder & Parker 

(1987); Kelly & Nihlen (1982); Luttrell (1996); Sadker & Sadker (1994); Streitmatter 

(1994), and Wolpe (1988).  In Canada, Coulter, (1996, 1998); Eyre (1991); Gaskell 

(1985, 1995); Larkin (1994); Lewis (1988); McLaren & Gaskell, (1995).  

A particular focus on the problem of gender and ICT in schools is a discourse that 

parallels the more general research and theoretical discussions of gender in schools. 

These authors examine the digital divide by exploring factors such as participation rates, 

attitudes, access, and uses of ICT (American Association of University Women, 2000; 

Becker, 2000; Butler, 2000; Corbett & Willms, 2002; Kenway, 1997; Kenway & Gough, 

1998; Looker & Thiessen, 2002; Millar, 1998; Moll, 2001; New York State 

Commissioner’s Advisory Council on Equal Opportunity of Women and Girls, 1995; 

Robertson, 1998; Turkle, 1984, 1990, 1995; Turkle & Papert, 1992; Ungerleider & 

Burns, 2002; Whitley, 1997)  

The findings from these studies vary, but there is a general consensus that there 

are sex differences in (1) the participation rates (the percentage of women in ICT is 
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dropping rather than increasing (Withers, 2000, p. 103), (2) the uses of ICT (Chan, 

Stafford, Klawe & Chen, 2000), and (3) in attitudes toward ICT (Looker & Thiessen, 

2002). The digital divide in terms of male and female access to ICT is sometimes not 

perceived as a major issue, as one report explained, “After all, by and large, they [males 

and females] live in the same households and attend the same schools” (Looker & 

Thiessen, 2002, p. 5). The sex-based analysis may also be combined with other factors to 

give it a greater sense of urgency; “when socio-economic status (SES) is considered, low 

socio-economic families [with] females were [10%]… less likely to have access to 

computers and the Internet at home” (Corbett & Willms, 2002, pp. 1, 13).  

A psychological focus on attitudes. 

A series of international studies, Pupils’ Attitudes Towards Technology (PATT), 

developed in the early 1980s and conducted over a number of years, elicited the attitudes 

of school students of all ages (Heywood, 1998). The PATT findings reported significant 

differences between boys and girls in both attitudes toward, and knowledge of 

technology, as “boys indicated a greater interest in technology than girls (This seems to 

be a worldwide phenomenon and many studies of attitudes towards science and 

technology have been undertaken)” (Heywood, p. 3). The PATT findings also revealed, 

“having a personal computer at home had a significant positive effect on [students’] 

general interest in technology,” and “taking or having taken technology 

education/Industrial Arts made a significant difference on all attitude scales, as well as 

the concept scale” (p. 3). A meta-analytic review of the Pupils Attitudes Towards 

Technology (PATT) studies, reports the findings indicate gender (meaning binary sex 

categories) was the most explanatory factor and frequently used variable for studies on 

students’ attitudes towards technology (Kim, 2000, p. 1).  

The general research literature on differences in attitudes towards computers 

describes a number of differing attitudinal factors to explain why “boys generally have a 

more positive attitude toward computers than girls” (Collis, 1985). These include:  

males are more comfortable with computers, they are more likely to use 
computers out of interest and for pleasure, and feel more confident and competent 
(Looker & Thiessen, 2002, p. 7);  
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A cultural bias that technology is a ‘male’ domain, a perception that computer 
technology is linked to mathematics, a lack of women teachers as role models, 
aggressive behavior of boys in the classroom, software biased in favor of boys’ 
interests, boys tend to prefer games, essentially random play, and girls seem to 
prefer goal-oriented computer use, tendency of girls to use computers less at 
home than boys, and girls (especially in early adolescence) tended not to find the 
social atmosphere of computer labs congenial to their social development (Butler, 
2000, p. 2).  

Whitly (1997) conducted a meta-analysis of the empirical studies in Canada and the 

United States that measured attitudes and behaviour of males and females, related to 

computers. He found:  

Boys and men, compared with girls and women, saw computers as more 
appropriate to themselves, saw themselves as more competent on computer-
related tasks, and reported more positive affect toward the computers. …The 
increase in effect sizes generally found for high school students …is consistent 
with the hypothesis that gender differences in attitudes toward computers result 
from socialization processes: the longer that children are in school, the greater the 
gender difference becomes. (1997, pp. 12 - 13) 

This shift towards a focus on socialization processes in schools is echoed by Zuga (1999) 

who states,  

“young women today, given the opportunity to do so, are still not taking 
technology education courses in great numbers. Women and girls often perceive 
the subject of technology education as a male domain, especially after they have 
had a course in technology education. (p. 57) 

The liberal feminist political project of encouraging female participation in more science 

and math courses is challenged by these findings. The “add women and stir” approach of 

simply placing females in a masculinized cultural environment has not lead to increased 

and continuing participation. The psychological analysis of male and female attitudes 

towards [computer] technology perpetuates a theoretical and pedagogical blindness 

towards the learning context. Girls have been considered their own worst enemy for 

conforming to the gender stereotype and rejecting technology (Wajcman, 1991, p. 152). 

Perrow (1986) argues against this theoretical blindness, “One cannot explain 

organizations by explaining the attitudes and behavior of individuals or even small 

groups within them. We learn a great deal about psychology and social psychology but 

little about organizations per se in this fashion” (p. 114). 
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A more recent approach to attitudinal research includes a more qualitative 

approach that includes observations of the discursive practices in classrooms and a 

female perspective, such as “girls are not afraid of computers, but reject using them as a 

waste of intelligence” (AAUW, 2000, p. 8). The cultural feminist argument is that “there 

are differences in the way in which women experience and, therefore, think about the 

world” (Zuga, 1999, p. 63). This is not an essentialist argument for cognitive differences 

in males and females, but a focus on what Franklin (1999) refers to as technology as a 

system and as practice linked to culture.  

A sociocultural focus on digital culture. 

Researchers who have conducted discourse analyses of digital culture in Wired, 

the most popular computer magazine (Millar, 1998), and of the developers of multimedia 

educational software (Rose, 2000) have exposed the sexism permeating these cultures. In 

a study of the culture of post-secondary engineering classrooms where computers are 

used for learning, Sandra Ingram and Anne Parker (2002) focused on the communication 

styles of male and female students. They found: 

Although none of these women were shut out interactionally or made to feel 
uncomfortable by their colleagues, there is some indication that they were 
subjected to a “culture of engineering,” …This culture refers to a subtle force that 
permeates many engineering interactions and activities, and for men reinforces 
their competence and sense of ownership in the profession. Carol’s experiences of 
listening to sexually explicit and demeaning jokes from her teammates as well as 
the displays of technical knowledge and self-confidence on the part of Melissa’s 
colleagues may be illustrative of this culture. (pp. 108-109) 

A “culture of engineering” in post-secondary faculties, is an indicator that a masculine 

“culture of ICT” may exist in secondary schools. There have been some studies that 

explore this possibility, for example, a study of children aged between 13 and 14 years 

old, who were placed into same-sex or mixed-sex pairs for paper-based and computer-

based tasks. There was no significant sex difference for paper-based tasks, however, “in 

the mixed-gender [sic] computer-based pairs, boys dominated both the amount and type 

of verbal interaction and the control of the mouse” (Keogh, Barnes, Joiner & Littleton, 

2000, p. 33).  

Research on coeducation classrooms generally, and with computers, has shown 

evidence that boys take over the direction of the activity and the physical manipulation of 
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the equipment (Eyre, 1991, Kirkup, 1992) while girls experience “gender neutering, 

schism, and internalized misogyny” (Morgan, 1996, p. 117). The provision of single-sex 

education can also be problematic if girls’ lack of confidence leads to failure (Kirkup, 

1992, p. 276). Studies such as these, point to socially constructed gender differences that 

are not attributable to essential characteristics inherent in male and female behaviour 

patterns. Wajcman (1991) asks us to take seriously “the requirement to understand the 

masculinity of technology as a social product. Men’s affinity with the masculinity of 

technology is then seen as integral to the constitution of male gender identity” (p. 38). 

That teachers do not take up the problematic of gender and ICT is attributed by 

Castell, Bryson & Jenson (2002) to “the usual power structure of the culture of school-

based computing, in which girls are absent and silent, and their absence and silence are 

typically invisible to their teachers” (p. 8). To alleviate these inequities, Anderson & 

Dexter (2000), researchers on educational technology leadership, recommend: 

A stated policy that the school is committed to equal access to technology could 
result in reduction of access discrimination. A more potent policy would specify 
details of different types of access and specifically mention the digital divide with 
respect to income, race, gender, ability, and disability. 

They point to the absence of school-based educational technology policies that explicitly 

address the need to alleviate gender inequities, as a matter of concern.  

In a study of gender inequities in British Columbia primary schools, Bryson & de 

Castell (1998) report that most of the adult interviewees began by denying that any 

gender differences in access to, or uses of, educational technologies existed in their 

schools; it was a “non-issue.” This phenomenon relates to the concept of linguistic 

“foreclosure,” a form of power that uses implicit censorship to produce “discursive 

regimes through the production of the unspeakable” (Butler, 1997, p. 139). Bryson and de 

Castell inform us that while unable to speak of gender differences as a generalized 

problem, many of these same respondents went on to relate significant sex differences 

that they attributed to learning styles or differing interests. Female teachers expressed 

concerns about a deliberate withholding by mostly male computer coordinators of their 

technological expertise. Male computer coordinators and principals had very clearly sex-

differentiated conceptions of male and female technological competence, even describing  
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sex-differentiated pedagogies to accommodate these supposedly differing levels of 

competence. Bryson and deCastell report: 

Only once it was pointed out to them empirically, were school personnel able to 
acknowledge the gendered character of technological expertise, and even then, 
most participants appeared unwilling to attempt to intervene directly in order to 
bring about more equitable conditions. (unpaged) 

This refusal to openly acknowledge and to consciously intervene to change gender 

differences is an indicator that educators may benefit from producing social conditions 

that maintain the status quo. “Gender is not just about difference, but about power” 

(Wajcman, 1991). Another possibility is suggested by Butler, “The agency of the subject 

is not a property of the subject, an inherent will or freedom, but an effect of power, it is 

constrained but not determined in advance (p. 139). She questions whether or not 

individuals can legitimately be held accountable for their repetition of a discursive regime 

that has shaped their consciousness. 

In 1998, a report prepared by Shirley Avril of the BC Ministry of Education, 

Special Programs Branch, reiterated the importance of the statement made by the 

Sullivan Commission, “schools have a particular responsibility to ensure that they do not 

perpetuate traditional kinds of stereotyping or inequalities” (p. 1). Despite policy efforts 

undertaken by the Ministry of Education to monitor and alleviate gender inequities in the 

selection of learning resources (BC MoE, Evaluating, selecting, and managing learning 

resources, 2000) and in the revision and application of curricula (BC MoE, Diversity in 

BC schools, 2001) there are still inequities indicated by participation rates, particularly in 

the computer sciences:  

Boys and girls in elementary school still see the computer expert and the scientist 
as male. Negative images of women still abound in computer games and 
magazines. Girls and young women learn to use the computer as a tool but rarely 
move on to develop programming and design skills. They are seriously 
underrepresented in the computer studies which would prepare them for the 
emerging labour market and would place them in the planning, creating and 
decision making roles of the technological future (BC Ministry of Education, 
Special Programs Branch, 1998, p. 16).  

This report ends on a note of frustration with the comment that any improvements which 

had occurred over the past ten years were piecemeal and in some cases, short lived, 

without the foundation of policy and implementation support (p. 17). Avril lists three 
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requirements for significant change in equity to occur in British Columbia’s schools; a 

foundation of policy and supporting implementation strategies, champions at the decision 

making tables, and consistent effort over time (p. 17).  

As a school district education technology policy and implementation planner, I 

became concerned that provincial and school district educational technology planning 

processes revealed an almost total absence of concern about issues of difference, such as 

gender and race. My perception was that the distribution of computing machinery was the 

central focus of policy makers, and that the universal application of equipment and 

programs was having a totalising effect in the schools. To achieve an educational goal of 

“equal opportunity,” normalizing implementation strategies required students and 

teachers to comply with provincial and school district policies that established standards 

for the number and type of equipment and software they were to use. The early adopters 

labelled the students and teachers who did not wholeheartedly embrace the presence of 

the equipment as “resisters,” “computer phobic,” or “dinosaurs” and marginalized them 

from the decision-making processes. 

My research intention is to move beyond attempting to prove, once again, that 

educational technology has gender effects. I want to locate and trace the networks of 

power to reveal the mechanisms that produce gender effects. I intend to explore the 

socio-cultural factors, such as organizational structures and policy discourse, searching 

for the intersecting webs of authority and expertise that influence the choices that 

students and educators make, and do not make.  

 

The Policy Discourse 

Public policy cycles and policy subsystems are complex, non-rational, politically 

motivated and contingent on the context and the actors (Howlett and Ramesh, 1995). This 

summary statement about the public policy process is evidenced by the policy-based 

implementation of computer technologies in school systems. Technology, in the form of 

computerized “new media,” communication and information technologies, is so recent 

and software and hardware technical developments so rapid, that there is no historical 

record of pedagogical achievement or any reliable predictability of future achievement 

(Ungerleider and Burns, 2002). There is an urgent sense of concern, however, that it is 
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essential for students in the British Columbia K-12 school system to have access to these 

technologies (BC Ministry of Education, Technology and Distance Education Branch, 

1995, p. [3]).13 There are two reasons given for this concern: (a) “technological literacy 

… [provides] students with the resources to make informed choices about future work 

and education;” and (b) for “British Columbians to take advantage of the new 

opportunities that science and technology bring” (p. [2]). These two justifications 

contributed to major changes in British Columbia’s prescribed K-12 curricula and the 

$100 million funding of a five-year school technology plan that emphasized equal access 

to technology for all BC students. 

In the process of developing a policy for computer technologies in the public 

schools of British Columbia, the Ministry obtained feedback from a variety of sources, 

considered the implications of a number of options, and decided to use a variety of policy 

instruments that reflect the complexity of implementing significant changes in the 

education of students. The resulting implementation process was problematic on several 

counts: an allocation of insufficient resources, a trend towards managerial control, a 

shifting of pedagogical goals from developmental to vocational, an overemphasis on 

economic competitiveness, and the further ingraining of inequities based on gender, 

ethnicity, and class. An examination of these value-based issues, with a particular focus 

on gender equity, form the rest of this section. 

The social, political, and economic context. 

Technological choices have the power to shape a society: the irrigation systems of 

Meso-America transformed the population from localized rural farmers to urban 

dwellers; warfare technologies allowed the Romans to build armies that conquered vast 

territories and created a centrally controlled empire; and the Industrial Revolution in 

Britain stimulated a massive movement of dispossessed people from rural agriculture to 

urban factories and the great migration to settle North America. The current digital 

revolution has the same potential power to shape civilization by moving it from regional 

economies and governments to a global economic and communications network. The 

rhetoric surrounding this transformation to a knowledge-based society has assumed the 

                                                 
13 No actual page numbers given. 
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dimensions of a crisis. “Crises of production invariably provoke transformations of both 

technology and of the social organization of production” (Bates, 1987, p. 82).  

Critical theorists, such as Michael Apple (1993), John Smyth (2001) and Heather-

jane Robertson (1998), have deconstructed the application of this “crisis of production” 

to education and revealed its socially constructed nature. Governments are supportive of 

the market forces that generate these technological developments because of the 

immediate economic benefits that accrue to government treasuries and the vision of 

potential dominance in a competitive, globalized marketplace. The marketing of British 

Columbia’s distance education technology in Mexico is just one example of this 

phenomenon in education of “a new mandate from the provincial government to become 

more entrepreneurial and to return to the province's education system the benefits derived 

from our expanded activities” (Open Learning Canada, 1998). The Ministry of Education 

Service Plan for 2002/02 – 2004/05 outlines a strategic shift in legislation, “School 

Boards have the ability and are encouraged to engage in entrepreneurial activities such as 

the marketing of locally developed resources and offshore schools” (BC Ministry of 

Education, 2002, p. 1). To ameliorate the effects of reduced government funding, the 

Vancouver School Board (2002) has begun a process of funding teachers to translate their 

course materials for online delivery and is negotiating with the Chinese government to 

provide their students with grade 12 graduation certification from British Columbia. 

The advantages of competing in a global market have been well articulated by 

government spokespersons with a deterministic tone of “this is the future…we need to 

prepare our future citizens” (Martell, 1998). As well articulated, but not as well 

publicized, have been concerns about digital technology’s impact upon social values such 

as those related to resource allocation, the control of work processes and equity. Ursula 

Franklin (1999) warns against the dangers inherent in prescriptive technologies that 

divide labour processes into clearly identifiable steps and require people to change and 

adapt to fit technology. She argues for the development and use of more holistic 

technologies that allow “doers” to maintain control of the process, and that complement 

and support societal values of caring and the making of principled decisions. In a 

ministry policy document, Technology in BC Schools 1995-2000, the introduction from 

the then Premier, Mike Harcourt, and Minister of Education, Art Charbonneau, includes a 
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political statement rejecting a deterministic vision of future society in preference for a 

vision in which educated citizens consciously “shape our society, its values and 

institutions” (p. [2]). This articulated vision of BC students learning to make critical 

choices might be indicative of a governmental recognition and concern about the 

potentially prescriptive nature of computer technologies as “designs for compliance” 

(Franklin, p. 91-92). This political rhetoric is, however, followed and overshadowed by a 

statement of concern about vocational skill development for economic competitiveness. 

The technologies that have spawned the clichéd phrase “the rapidly changing 

world of information technology” are being developed so quickly by corporate actors 

who reaped huge economic benefits from soaring high tech stocks, that governing bodies 

can not rationally analyze and predict the outcomes of these changes, let alone make 

value judgments about them and attempt to control them for the good of the general 

public. The globalization of the economy, and the development of digital technologies, 

have moved communications technologies and multinational high technology 

corporations beyond the standard means of social control (Dyson, 1997; Menzies, 1996; 

Smith, 1998). To effect control, government policy development mechanisms move too 

slowly and have too local a focus. Denmark’s consumer ombudsman believed that the 

Walt Disney Company Web site posed a threat to Danish children because of its thinly 

veiled marketing pitch. The Danish Marketing Practices Act, however, which forbids 

“sales promotions addressed to, or likely to influence children,” has no jurisdiction over a 

Web site generated in the United States (Strassel, 1999, January 13). In addition to 

commercial content, and just as difficult for governments to control, is the pornography 

and racist hate literature that flourishes on the Internet and in computer labs, replacing the 

“girly calendars” and racist jokes of the past with a new method of maintaining a “chilly 

climate” for everyone but white male computer users (Franklin, 1995, p. 3). The result is 

an even greater level of complexity that can make equity issues such as gender, ethnicity, 

and class fall aside while bigger economic issues are confronted.  

In British Columbia, a utilitarian vision of establishing a physical technological 

infrastructure to provide equality of access was a major part of its five-year action plan. 

This first step did not, however, recognize the differences between equality of 

opportunity and equity of benefit. The policies and practices of the provincial Ministry of 
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Education were a means of standardizing the policies and practices of school districts. A 

focus on equality of access to technology rather than equity of benefit at the Ministry 

level influences discursive practices throughout the province.  

To analyze the value-orientation of these policies and discourses, I have chosen to 

use an inductive approach because of the flexibility that it provides in response to a 

postmodern understanding of a gendered, pluralistic, and classed society. I search for 

evidence of awareness, concern, and action plans to address the issue of gender equity 

with a post-positivist method of analysis that integrates multiple methods and 

perspectives to achieve a complex picture of complex processes. 

Questioning the value-neutrality of technology. 

Many issues arise from the question of values in policy making related to 

technology. The first issue that should be addressed is the supposed value neutrality of 

technology. This concept is assumed in the motto of the American National Rifle 

Association, “guns don’t kill people- people kill people” and in the paean of computer 

developers “the computer is a tool.” The concept, as applied to technology, views it as a 

tool and places all responsibility for the economic, environmental, social and political 

consequences on its users. No inherent value orientations are recognized as influencing 

the research, design, and manufacturing processes, and eventually, the usage of 

individual technologies. Technology is viewed as an inevitable consequence of the 

advancement of science; technological feasibility results in the manufacture of new 

technologies (Harris, 2002; Robertson, 2001). 

Claims for the value neutrality of technology come most often from developers 

and implementers of technologies. Ian Reinecke (1984) quotes one of the founders of a 

high-technology communications company in the United States as saying that “the 

technology is absolutely [value] neutral and its use is dependent on the values that society 

and individuals have” (p. 211). Heather-jane Robertson provides an example of this type 

of rhetoric applied to computer technologies in schools. She quotes the Ontario Minister 

of Education as saying in 1997 “that personally he never believed all that stuff about 

technology replacing schools and teachers. ‘Technology, he said, is only a tool.’” (1998, 

p. 5). Built-in value orientations, such as the isolating effects of individualized computer 
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workstations and the loss of user control to invariable programmed sequences and 

centralized control mechanisms that monitor productivity, are deliberately obscured or 

promoted as benefits. The view that technology is a neutral tool used by people as moral 

agents, like the alleged neutrality of science, is long-standing. 

An alternative view is Jacques Ellul’s claim that the neutrality of technology “is 

no longer a useful distinction. The power and autonomy of technique has become the 

judge of what is moral and is the creator of a new morality” (1954/1964, p. 134). 

Postmodern criticism of the technorational approach to the design of technologies results 

from an understanding of the culturally constructed nature of social reality that 

determines whose corporate interests govern project funding and which actors are hired 

to develop and promote the products. Socially derived attitudes determine which topics 

technoscientists focus upon, and attitudes of mind come into play that are dictated by 

social, political, ideological and religious preconceptions (Gross and Levitt, 1995, pp. 43-

44). When technoscience is viewed as the one true reality, based on the empirical 

certainty of Descartes and Locke, rather than a culturally and historically bounded way of 

making meaning, the possession of the universal truth becomes a justification for the 

dominance of one class, race, sex, over the other. The hegemony of the white male 

technocratic elite is based on the mythic structure of the neutrality of science. The “noble 

lie” of Plato’s Guardians, based on a belief that the élite have a greater understanding of 

what is at stake (Bok, 1989), is echoed in claims of the rationalism and empiricism of 

technoscience as a neutral tool for the public good. 

The joint interests of state, public, and corporate actors in producing citizens who 

can compete in a global technological market place, provides a vivid example of the non-

neutral use of technoscience as a means of domination. The educational goal for students 

to learn a set of social norms designed for individualistic competition in the corporate 

world underlies the use of computer technologies within our schools for socialization into 

the existing relationships of power within society (Bates, 1987). Students observe the 

techniques and practices of domination through a system of differentiated economic 

rewards as the competition for scant technological resources is won or lost in their 

classrooms and school libraries. Students, both consciously and unconsciously, absorb 

knowledge of which groups are privileged and which are disadvantaged. Teachers and 
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school counsellors reinforce these observations when they engage students in discourses 

about the vocational purposes of education and the economic necessities of using 

computer technologies (Goodson & Mangan, 1996). The valuing of competition for 

future job prospects and economic rewards on a global scale is readily translated by 

students and teachers into a need for competition within their schools and classrooms 

(Smyth, 2001). The boundaries between global and local behaviours are artificially 

drawn, and discursive patterns that emphasize particular attitudes and behaviours for one 

arena do not leave the other unaffected (Apple, 1993). To gain control over the end uses 

of technology, educators must become what Marshall McLuhan called “critically aware 

insiders” (Menzies, 1996, p. 23) and develop a critical understanding of technology and 

its justificatory discourse. 

Critically Aware Insiders and Moral Choice 

Once we understand that the introduction of computer technologies in schools is 

not value neutral, then we must ask, which values are related to the use of educational 

technologies in our schools and how should they be decided? W. H. Lowrance writes that 

there are three fundamental questions that have pervaded value-laden decisions and 

actions throughout history: (1) how should choices be made when options cannot all be 

pursued or when they conflict?, (2) how should collective societal goods be pursued with 

least erosion of the rights and goods of affected individuals?, and (3) how should specific 

guidance on particular real actions be derived from abstract high precepts (1990, pp. 428-

429)? In the context of schools with prescribed computer technology policy requirements, 

these three fundamental questions can be rephrased as: (1) with limited budgets, 

instructional time and facilities, how should choices be made amongst the various 

conflicting pedagogies?, (2) how can schools provide equality of access and not ignore 

equity issues affecting those who are socially and historically disadvantaged?, and (3) 

how can day-to-day, practical, decision-making at the instructional level be guided by 

societal values? I will examine each of these three questions, with a particular focus on 

the issue of gender equity. 
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Question 1: How should choices be made? 

The PACET Report (1995) outlined recommendations to the BC Ministry of 

Education from the Provincial Advisory Committee on Education Technology (PACET). 

The Report included strategic directions, action plans and implementation strategies 

adopted by the Ministry of Education in response to the recommendations. The PACET 

committee, formed in 1993, included representatives of twenty-two government, 

education, business and labour organizations (PACET plan, [1995], p. [31]). Of these 

twenty-two organizations, there was a remarkable lack of representation from the end-

users of the policy, students and teachers or from groups knowledgeable about equity 

issues. There was however, an abundance of representatives concerned with training and 

employment issues: from post-secondary institutions, government Ministries, labour 

unions and the corporate sector. In addition, there were several managerial associations 

concerned with funding and management issues. The influence of these groups can be 

seen throughout the document’s thirty-one recommendations and the Ministry of 

Education’s action responses. 

The background rationale provided by the PACET Report is based on values of 

self-interest and competitive individualism: “It has become clear that those best able to 

use computer-based information will be the most successful in achieving their social and 

economic goals” (p. [5]). The underlying assumption is a deterministic vision of a society 

structured by technology: “The new information technologies… will define not only how, 

but how well, we will live” (p. [5]). The five-year technology plan developed by the 

Ministry in response to the needs expressed in the PACET Report attempts to temper the 

single-mindedness of the economic arguments by including a second rationale based on 

the needs of a democratic society (p. [2]). However, after this introductory political 

statement, the following vision statement and statement of needs return to an image of the 

computer as tool for future career advancement and economic competitiveness. It 

becomes apparent that the action plans and implementation strategies are a better 

indication of underlying values than the lip service given to the preliminary statements of 

intent. 

The government’s policy directive to implement equal access to computer 

technologies unsettled the networks of power/knowledge relations among school district 
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and school actors, producing changes in the physical settings, resource allocations, and 

discursive practices of schools. Adapting the writing style of Jerry Mander (1978), who 

wrote about the changes emanating from the introduction of television, I provide an 

illustration of the sweeping range of changes implemented throughout BC schools:  

If one accepts computers as educational tools, one also accepts that students will 
be scheduled into class time devoted to learning the techniques of computer 
usage. One accepts that teachers will also need time to be trained in the use of 
these technologies. Executive, management and instructional personnel will spend 
decision-making time determining the implementation strategies for the newly 
acquired computers. One accepts that school learning resource budgets will be 
reallocated towards the purchase of hardware, software, and networking systems. 
One also accepts that staffing budgets will be reallocated to hire computer 
technicians and systems managers to keep the computers running and that hiring 
and promotion practices, as well as student assessment and evaluation practices, 
will favour the technologically adept. Classroom and library spaces will be 
reallocated to house computers. In accepting all of these changes, one also accepts 
that information access, learning technologies, and production processes will be 
mediated through computer technologies. (pp. 43-45) 

While this piece uses a deterministic tone to describe the wide-ranging changes that 

occurred in the past decade, the actors decided to implement these changes by 

reallocating existing resources and by redirecting traditional implementation strategies 

and practices rather than developing alternatives. The organizational structures and 

practices remained essentially unchanged; computers were integrated into the existing 

systems with a shift in power relations that favoured the technological. 

The directives to implement province-wide technology policies came from 

provincial level politicians. The assumption, or “noble lie,” is that value-based questions 

of “why should students use computer technologies?” were addressed at the state level 

and subsequent directives to implement at the school district and individual school level 

often become pragmatic questions of “how” to implement. Christopher Hodgkinson 

(1996) refers to this as the militaristic fallacy in value theory, “wherever administrative 

value questions are presumed not to exist by virtue of all critical values having been 

predetermined extraneously by putative policy makers” (p. 125). The challenge for 

school-level administrators and teachers is to resist adopting a “zone of indifference” 

(Barnard, 1972) or “zone of acceptance” (Simon, 1965) by maintaining a critically 

conscious level of recognition and understanding of the values underlying their choices. 
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Each individual actor must maintain a personal sense of responsibility for his or her 

decisions and actions rather than surrendering their value systems to a reified 

organizational value system in exchange for the comforts of anonymous, group decision-

making. The practice of not including the personal names of the various policy formation 

actors in official state documents is a conscious attempt to obscure the connections 

between power and policy (Ferguson, 1984, Mangan, 1994). These types of practices 

reinforce the seductive illusion that the “will of the people” is expressed in policy 

documents and therefore overrides personal moral responsibility.  

Each stage of the policy process provides opportunities for various individual 

actors, groups and institutions to exert influences. The degree of influence varies 

according to the power of the actors and the particular stage of the policy cycle. Howlett 

and Ramesh’s (1995) five stage policy cycle framework (agenda-setting, policy 

formulation, decision-making, policy implementation and policy evaluation) is useful for 

interpreting this process (p. 11). As policy actors move in and out of influence positions 

through the five stages of the policy process, the individual actors who represent 

corporate, public, and bureaucratic interests exert the most influence during the initial 

two stages of agenda-setting and policy formulation. The number of actors involved at 

the third stage of decision-making is drastically reduced to a few politicians and top 

executives because of the inherently political nature of public policy-making (p. 138). By 

the time the fourth stage of policy implementation is entered, the influence of these 

external actors has been replaced by the daily practical realities of teacher-student 

interactions.  

In conclusion to the question of how choices should be made; actors who know 

what the choices are should make them. We need leaders who understand not only the 

socially constructed nature of technologies, but can also foresee the effects these 

technologies can have on the structures, practices and relationships within schools, and 

leaders who have an underlying philosophy of social equality. We need leaders who see 

technology not just as a tool for career advancement and economic competition, but as a 

means of enabling educated and literate citizens of a democratic society to make critical 

choices that will shape our society (The Ministry, Technology and Distance Education 

Branch, p. [2]; Franklin, 1999; Goodson & Mangan, 1996; Saul, 1995). We need school 
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and district level leaders who use a critical understanding and pedagogical knowledge to 

put theory into practice.  

Those teachers and administrators who implement the state mandated policy of 

equal access to computer technologies using a techno-rationality that is value-phobic, will 

consequently play “a numbers game” and focus only on the practical necessities of 

internal resource allocations, the “how’s” of implementation. The denial of the values 

underlying decision-making is part of the power/knowledge game that maintains the 

status quo. 

The question of “how choices should be made” is best answered by ensuring that 

all the actors, at all stages of the process, have the skills, knowledge, and desire to 

understand and openly communicate the underlying values and intent of the policies. 

They should also have the ability and desire to base their decisions on a rational and 

moral analysis of predictable social impacts from a variety of perspectives, including 

gender, class, disability, and ethnicity at the individual, group and institutional levels 

(Rachels, 2003). To Brenda Almond (1988), it “involves a double commitment: first, 

commitment to the truth … ; and secondly, commitment to certain moral virtues ..: 

honesty, openness and impartiality” (p. 13). To achieve this level of understanding, 

caring, and commitment, the discursive practices around computer technologies in 

schools needs values-based leadership.  

Question 2: How should equity issues be addressed? 

A focus on equality of access reinforces the assumption that “equality” equals 

“fairness” and fails to inform and promote an understanding of equity as an essential 

means of achieving equal treatment for those marginalized citizens who are 

disadvantaged. The concept of “equality of access” is consistent with a utilitarian 

philosophy, first conceived by Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) and further developed by 

his godson, John Stuart Mill (1806-1873), that promotes an empirically-based concept 

establishing the fundamental moral rule of government as “Act always to promote the 

greatest happiness for the greatest number” (Lawhead, 1996, p. 457). The philosophy of 

utilitarianism holds great appeal for twentieth century policy-makers because it is based 

on rational analysis, is quantifiable, and facilitates cost-benefit analysis. The BC Ministry 
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of Education required school districts to submit an annual report on progress towards 

achieving a numerical goal of a student-to-computer ratio of 6:1 in Elementary (or better) 

and 3:1 in Secondary by the year 2000 to achieve “equitable access to computer 

technology” (Technology initiatives, 1998, p. 1). The language has changed from equal 

access to equitable access, but the ministry continues to use a utilitarian quantitative 

means to measure a qualitative problem. Counting the number of computers in schools 

continues to reinforce an “equal access is fairness” attitude and ignores the issues of 

equitable use. Using the hierarchical value paradigm developed by C. Hodgkinson 

(1978), the line of least resistance for administrators is to emphasize values, yet adopt 

measures that are easy to implement and will demonstrate success, hence the counting of 

computers. 

“Equity” can be defined as individual rights, granted by law, that emphasize 

equity as a means of achieving equality. This notion of equality, embedded in the 

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, is more in tune with J. S. Mill’s focus on the 

development of individual human potential than with the BC Ministry of Education’s 

utilitarian argument that economic prosperity depends on technologically effective 

citizens (The Ministry, 1995, p. [4]). The latter tends to treat people solely as means 

rather than as ends in themselves. Based on this reasoning, an examination of equality of 

opportunity replaces one of individual needs: “Justice is interpreted as fairness, economic 

distribution finds its path to righteousness in equality of opportunity and a seeming 

reconciliation of elitism and egalitarianism” (Hodgkinson, 1996, p. 222). This is an 

important distinction because Section 15 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

guarantees:  

Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal 
protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and, in particular, 
without discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, 
sex, age or mental or physical disability. (Canada, Department of Justice, 1982, p. 
4).  

The Charter applies to all legislation, policies and practices, and supersedes all other 

legislation.  

Equality does not mean treating all groups alike. The phrase “equal benefit of the 

law” recognizes that, to achieve true equality, it is frequently necessary for policies and 
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programs to treat different individuals and groups differently in accordance with the 

social context. As Bourdieu (1974) cautioned: 

To penalize the underprivileged and favour the most privileged, the school has 
only to neglect, in its teaching methods and techniques and its criteria when 
making academic judgments, to take into account the cultural inequalities 
between children” (p. 37-38).  

Both the intent and the result of a policy must ensure the equality of benefit to women 

and men. Policies that appear to be “neutral” can lead to discrimination if, in their 

application, “they have a disproportionate impact or adverse effect on women” (Status of 

Women Canada, 1996, p. 6). 

A gender-based analysis is just one of many perspectives that should be 

considered when education policy is developed, it serves, however, as an example of the 

conflicting values between a quantitative approach to providing equality of opportunity 

and a consequential analysis which focuses on both quantitative and qualitative benefits 

for individuals and groups. The two perspectives can be aligned if equity is seen as a 

means of addressing social and historical disadvantages to achieve equal results. The 

ministry texts focusing on computer technologies in education, expressed a concern about 

all students receiving an education, but relied on monitoring and evaluation methods that 

simply assessed distribution of hardware. An examination of some of the research 

literature on gender and the use of computer technologies reveals that this assumption of 

equality of opportunity is flawed. 

Political will is needed at all levels to recognize that equality of access does not 

always have equitable results for a number of socially and historically disadvantaged 

groups. Researchers using statistical surveys, participation rates, and qualitative surveys 

have documented sex-differentiated access and use of computer technologies in 

education. This information was, and still is, readily available for the policy actors at all 

stages of the policy process. There is no need for further documentation; there is a need 

for action. Our society needs leaders who act as champions at the decision-making tables 

to bring forward anti-sexism policies, and implementers who can act upon those policies. 

“Anti-sexism shifts the focus from the realm of morality (I am not sexist) to the realm of 

political practice (What can I do about sexism?)” (Briskin cited in Eyre, 1991, p. 217). 
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Morally and legally, gender equity should be an integral part of any provincial 

Ministry policy document. As a result of Section 15 of the Canadian Charter of Rights 

and Freedoms, all Federal government policies must be examined to include a gender 

perspective. The British Columbia Ministry of Education used to include gender equity as 

an area of interest in the appendices to the Information Technology curriculum. In 2000, 

a general policy statement on diversity in BC schools (MoE, Special Programs Branch) 

replaced the gender equity statements contained in the individual curriculum documents.  

The PACET Report (1995) includes a reference to meeting the needs of students 

who face particular challenges because of social factors. Recommendation 3: Gender 

Equity states: 

The Ministry of Education should work with school districts and the British 
Columbia Teachers’ Federation to ensure that there is equitable access to 
computer technology by both male and female students, and a program should be 
developed to encourage girls to enroll in computer science courses. (p. [15])  

This recommendation is the only one among the thirty-one recommendations that is not 

referenced to a Ministry objective, nor is it followed by a list of actions taken in support 

of the Recommendation. The PACET Report’s equity recommendation again focuses on 

access to computer technology rather than use, and by recommending a program to 

encourage girls to enrol in computer science courses, it repeats the use of a 

developmental deficit model and places the blame on individual girls rather than 

encouraging a re-examination of computer courses, instructional practices, and the school 

career counselling process to identify and alleviate the factors discouraging the 

participation of girls.  

But even these efforts by PACET to acknowledge a problem with gender equity 

disappeared when the BC Ministry policy document Technology in BC Public Schools 

1995-2000 was issued. In the latter document, the sections titled Where We Are Going: 

Challenges for the Public School System” and “How We Get There: School Technology 

Plan, 1995-2000 set out the challenges to be met by school technology plan writers. The 

objectives are the distribution of computer equipment evenly among BC schools and 

equal access to technology. The policy document contains no references to the concepts 

of gender, ethnicity, class, or disability, and their social and historical disadvantages in 

the uses of computer technologies. 
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Gender-based conditions and practices need to be explicitly analyzed and 

compensated for before equality can be achieved. Making gender equity a more visible 

part of Ministry of Education policies and texts can be a powerful force for social change, 

particularly when establishing policies for new areas of academic endeavour, such as 

computer technologies, where school districts are just establishing their own policies. 

Gender issues should be acknowledged and addressed throughout Ministry texts. Policies 

are no more gender-neutral than technology is value-neutral. Because of the clear 

documentation of differentiated gender effects for computer technologies, by neither 

“naming the problem” of gender inequity, nor promoting a discourse on gender equity, 

the Ministry instead condones, and contributes to, an attitude of “gender equity is a non-

issue.” 

Question 3: How is decision-making guided by societal values? 

The BC government has selected its goals of student achievement, a competitive 

and growing economy, a top-notch performance-oriented education system, and parity of 

achievement, to be achieved by means of educated and technologically literate citizens. 

Because of the complexity inherent in achieving these goals, the government uses a 

combination of policy instruments: (a) voluntary (challenges to school districts and the 

business community to develop public/private partnerships (p3s)), (b) mixed 

(conferences, resource identification and provision, and development and funding grants 

dependent upon equality of access (eliminated in 2002)), and (c) compulsory instruments 

(prescribed curricula, standardized tests, satisfaction surveys, and accountability 

contracts).  

Despite the multiple instruments used to implement educational technology 

policies, evaluation research conducted in British Columbia by Mary Bryson and 

Suzanne de Castell (1997) reveals the apparently widespread resistance of teachers to the 

intrusion of new technologies into schools. This evidence of resistance is consistent with 

findings in Bryson and de Castell’s review of the research literature which often cites 

teacher “resistance to change” as a causal factor in the lack of significant changes 

following implementation attempts (p.4). An assumption of the PACET Report was that 

teachers lack the necessary technical skills, so a number of the report’s recommendations, 
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and the Ministry’s action responses focused on providing teachers with technical training 

(p. [17]). A summary of in-service topics requested by teachers revealed that teachers 

reported concerns about skill levels but also express concerns about educational change 

and the role of technology (p. 14). This is evidence that teachers’ concerns about 

computer technologies have to be considered beyond their technical skills. Extensive 

attitudinal and behavioural changes are being demanded of teachers and resulting value 

conflicts must be resolved.  

There are few existing mechanisms for monitoring and evaluating the impacts of 

teaching practices on specified target groups. Teachers measure individual student 

achievement by their knowledge, skills, and abilities related to prescribed learning 

outcomes. The individualistic nature of education’s criterion-referenced assessment and 

evaluation practices places the responsibility for lack of achievement on students who 

may actually be the victims of social and historical disadvantages. Teachers require a 

high level of critical understanding and commitment to overcome the lack of a specific 

mandate; gender sensitive practices conflict with the dominant values around which 

society is organized.  

A variety of gender-sensitive options needs to be provided and evaluated for 

outcomes. Alternate Routes to Computing (ARC), which is a joint pilot program leading 

to a diploma in computer studies, is offered between Simon Fraser University and the 

University of British Columbia. ARC, an example of a programming alternative for 

females, shows early signs of success. An admissions goal of welcoming at least 50% 

female students was surpassed; twenty-seven out of thirty-eight students are female 

(Lazarus, 1998). Alternatives intended to reduce the competition and domination 

associated with computers and to restore a sense of human agency controlling the design 

and uses of technology can be explored in elementary, secondary, and tertiary level 

schools.  

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Section 28 provides legal backing 

for a direct focus on ensuring that females receive equal benefits from policies on 

computer technologies. The legal costs of a Charter challenge are borne by the 

complainant; which makes it an unlikely choice. If change is going to occur it requires a 

revaluing of gender equity by all of the actors in the policy process. The social, 
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economic, technological and political context has to be considered along with the 

administrative structure of schools and the political and economic resources of teachers 

(Howlett & Ramesh, 1995, p. 154-155).  

In conclusion to the question how is decision-making guided by societal values 

the vision of computer technology as our high tech ticket to economic salvation (Dobell, 

1995) in an increasingly competitive global marketplace has to be recognized as 

contributing to a competitive atmosphere in schools, which assumes and rewards the 

dominance of white male technocrats. Valuing gender equity means working to ensure 

that individuals are not systematically disadvantaged in the competition for scarce 

resources because of their sex. As we work towards a short-term goal of eradicating 

attitudinal and systemic disadvantages in our schools, we must keep in mind a long-term 

goal of reducing the level of societal competitiveness that requires the domination of the 

many by the few. Computer technology maintains its exclusionary nature through its 

arcane and militaristic language structures. Ensuring that girls benefit from the use of 

these technologies will require more than finding ways for them to compete on an equal 

basis. A new understanding of how to design and use these technologies is required so the 

technology is responsive to and supports the culture of its users rather than determining 

it. “The action of technological forces is linear, progressive, cumulative…how can we 

prevail against the determinism we have created for ourselves” (Jonas, 1990, p. 55)? 

British Columbia’s students and teachers should not be molded to adapt to the use of 

computer technologies. Current pedagogical values should instead be re-evaluated and 

clearly articulated with appropriate computer technologies selected to enhance and 

reinforce those values. The common phrase of “don’t let the hardware drive your 

decision-making” has to be enshrined in policy, and honoured in practice. 

Closing Comments 

Issues of equality and equity illustrate the complexity of the policy making 

process. Questions of values and the political motivations of the actors should be 

examined and understood before policies are developed and policy instruments selected. 

Conflicting values within society affect the implementation process when the actors 

reframe and effectively alter the original intent of a policy. Gender equity is legally 
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enshrined in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and the British Columbia 

Ministry of Education has a framework for diversity (2001), but the intent of these 

policies has been largely reinterpreted and refocused as equality of opportunity for 

individuals, rather than equity of benefits. Equity of benefit requires attitudinal and 

systemic institutional changes for marginalized groups. Educational leaders who 

understand and value the differences between equality of opportunity and equity of 

benefits have a mandate to institute gender sensitive practices. These efforts could 

contribute towards a continuing discourse that can build upon these beginnings, but 

without highlighting the need to achieve observable results in technological competencies 

and uses, the ministry is only paying lip service to gender equity. Girls will not all want 

to become computer programmers and entrepreneurs, but they should have enough 

knowledge, skills and abilities to maintain a sense of control over technology by making 

informed, value-based choices, and acting upon those choices. The “spiral of an 

increasingly male industry developing an increasingly masculine technology” (Kirkup, 

1992, p. 275) must be interrupted. 

In closing, gender inequalities are reinforced in the rush to ensure students acquire 

technological skills. Government policies, such as British Columbia’s, establish a 

framework for implementation of computer technologies: a deterministic vision of the 

future, instrumental rationality that emphasizes vocational goals for all students, and 

utilitarian implementation and evaluation methods based on equality of opportunity. The 

focus on equality of opportunity rather than equity of benefit ignores the social and 

political context of schools. 
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Chapter 3 Research Design 

Based on a critical, feminist and post-structuralist focus on the political dimension 

of organizations, I hypothesize that power/knowledge relations are the most influential 

factor underlying the continuing under-representation of females in the use, decisions, 

and creative control of ICT. In this, I believe that identifying and naming the problem is 

the first step toward taking action. My purpose for conducting this research project is 

based on my conviction that educational leaders, acting collectively to address issues of 

gender equity, can produce anti-oppressive change in schools.  

I have framed this research problem to explore the connections between 

computer-based technologies and the power/knowledge relations of gender within five 

secondary schools. My research design has three objectives related to process: (1) to 

include self-reflexivity that challenges my taken-for-granted understandings through a 

consideration of multiple perspectives, (2) to build empowering14 relationships between 

the researcher (myself) and the research participants through collaboration, and (3) to 

generate emancipatory knowledge through a process of demystification. The research 

design is focused in three ways: (1) on the duality of social structures and agency in the 

social construction of gendered identities, (2) on computer technologies as gender and 

power-marked administrative tools and learning resources that emanate from, and 

influence, social relations and interactions, and (3) on the micropolitics of interactions in 

educational organisations.  

Anderson (2000) uses Habermas’s (1971) outline of knowledge interests to 

distinguish emancipatory interest as research aimed at critical reflection on how 

understandings are constrained or distorted by power relations. Lather (1991) expands 

Habermas’s continuum to include the post –structural/postmodern interest in “keeping 

things in process, to disrupt, to set up procedures to continuously demystify the realities 

we create”. Feminist research can be located within all four of the distinct paradigms of 

inquiry: positivism, hermeneutic/interpretive, critical/emancipatory and postpositivism 
                                                 

14 Lather (1991) defines empowerment as a process one undertakes for oneself. Collaboratively, 
the participants and I “analyze ideas about the causes of powerlessness, recognizing systemic oppressive 
forces, and acting both individually and collectively to change the conditions of our lives.” (p. 4) 
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(See Figure 3.1). Like Lather (1991), I situate my research within the feminist 

emancipatory framework, with a deep interest in the poststructural pragmatic discourse 

model. 

 

Categories of 
human interest 

Inquiry paradigms Intended purposes 
(emotional base) 

Relation with 
theory 

Goals 

Technical Positivism Prediction 
(fatalism) 

A priori theory To confirm theoretical 
hypotheses 

Epistemological break: Post-positivism 

Practical Hermeneutic/    
Interpretive 

Understanding 
(empathy, 
analysis) 

Grounded 
theory 

To generate 
empirically grounded 
theoretical knowledge 

Epistemological break: A critical social science with an openly emancipatory intent 

Emancipatory  Critical/Emancipatory 

• Neo-marxist critical 
ethnography 

Research as 
Praxis  
(outrage, hope, 
faith)  

A priori 
theoretical 
framework 

To generate 
empirically grounded 
theoretical knowledge 

 • Freirian participatory    To encourage self-
reflection and deeper 
understanding 
(conscientization)  

 • Feminist    To take action 
(consciousness-
raising) 

Epistemological break: post-paradigmatic diaspora 

Poststructural/ 
postmodern 

Deconstruct 

• Pragmatic discourse 
model of historically 
specific social practices 

Praxis based on 
strategies of 
displacement 

Interrelation of 
theory and 
practice 

To keep things in 
process, to disrupt, to 
set up procedures to 
continuously 
demystify the realities 
we create  

Figure 3.1 Four distinct paradigms of inquiry. 

 

Underlying Assumptions 

An epistemological assumption of power/knowledge. 

My concern with the persistence of gender inequalities in the uses of ICT led to 

my adaptation of a critical ethnographic approach to studying the research problem 
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(Anderson, 1989, Carspecken, 1996). Henriquez et al. states that a critical ethnography 

includes “a concept of culture that incorporates questions of power and the dialectical 

construction of meaning, … and the view that practices are the fundamental structures 

through which multiple and contradictory positions are constituted within subjectivity 

(cited in Simon & Dippo, 1986, p. 198). To conduct research that probes the choices girls 

and women, and boys and men make regarding ICT, the practices constituting their 

attitudes and beliefs need to be revealed and examined. My critical ethnography 

methodology is grounded in a body of feminist critical theory and research (Lather, 1986, 

1988, 1991, 1993) and is informed by Michel Foucault’s (1975/1980) concern with 

seeing culture as management or administration, “a set of (governmental and other) 

practices aimed at producing certain sorts of citizens (Kendall & Wickham, 1999, p. 

122).  

Across the many different forms of feminist theorizing, an exploration of 

subjugated voices is a recurring theme. Foucault’s poststructuralist approach states that 

both the manager and the managed are trapped within the discourses of power. I have 

adopted Foucault’s concept as a reminder of the constricting and enabling influences of 

both “masculinity,” and “femininity.” The subjugated voices in schools include those of 

students, teachers, and administrators (Anderson, 2000). Poststructuralist feminist 

research methodologies seek to make the social construction of gender differences 

visible, and focus the concept of power/knowledge on the micropolitics of the practices 

that create and reproduce social inequities. Using these methodological perspectives 

reveals the institutionalisation of gender inequities in schooling and the processes 

whereby the use of computer technologies derives from, and contributes to, the 

construction and reproduction of these inequities. 

Foucault (1975/1980) believes that in all societies, people exercise power through 

the production of truth. In Western society, the relationship between power, right, and 

truth is organised in a highly specific fashion. Foucault’s combining of the two terms, 

power and knowledge, into one, “power/knowledge” illustrates his concept of the 

subservience of knowledge to power and focuses attention on the effects of power 

circulating within the discourses of “truths” surrounding gender and computer 

technologies. Researching the mechanisms of power within an organisation means 
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examining what is accepted as truth and questioning “whose needs are being served.” 

Foucault offered a number of methodological precautions for those who would apply his 

method of analysis: 

1. Rather than concerning oneself with regulated and legitimate forms of power and 
their mechanisms, one should try to locate power at the extreme points of its 
exercise, where it is less legal in character and where resistances may be more 
visible. 

2. Rather than asking why certain people want to dominate, one should ask how 
things work at the level of on-going domination - resistance. How are “subjects 
gradually, progressively, really and materially constituted through a multiplicity 
of organisms, forces, energies, materials, desires, thoughts, etc.” (p. 98)? 

3. Rather than viewing power as that of one individual, group or class over others, 
power must be analysed as something that circulates. It is never localised here or 
there. The individual which power has constituted is at the same time its vehicle. 

4. Rather than attempt a deduction of power starting from its centre, one must 
conduct an ascending analysis of power, starting from its infinitesimal 
mechanisms (the micro-mechanisms of power), and then see how these 
mechanisms of power have been utilised and colonised by more general 
mechanisms, and by the entire State (pp. 97-99). 

Foucault’s emphasis on researching from the level of practices of everyday conduct of 

life, rather than from a theoretical analysis of central, or sovereign authority is compatible 

with feminist research methodologies as described by Lather. I have heeded the cautions 

that a Foucauldian analysis does not allow researchers to identify systemic and persistent 

gender imbalances in power/knowledge relations by incorporating a critical perspective.  

Feminist critical ethnography. 

I have chosen the anthropological form of ethnography because it permits a focus 

on multidimensional phenomena that includes both the socio-political context and the 

discursive practices of individuals. Such research requires a long-term, in-depth, 

personal, intensive and encompassing commitment (Peshkin, 1982). Ethnography 

supports a gendered project that produces descriptions and accounts about the ways of 

life of the writer and those written about (Denzin, 1997, p. xi). I am a woman who has 

worked as a teacher-librarian and as a district level coordinator and consultant for 

educational technology within the selected research settings for the past twenty years. I 

am currently on a leave of absence from one of the participating school districts. As a 
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practitioner-researcher,15 I had a prior acquaintance with the research contexts and some 

of the participants. This dual role of practitioner and researcher, often referred to as an 

insider-outsider positionality (Anderson, 2002, Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993, Zeni, 

2001) presents a particular set of practical, epistemological, ethical, and political 

challenges. I discuss the ethical dilemmas of practitioner research in detail in chapter 

four.  

Electronic communications systems and educational learnware are not bounded 

by constraints of time and place. The postmodern world of diversity and shifting 

identities has entered the lives of the research participants through these globalized 

information and communications systems. The users of computer-based learning 

resources are participating in a culture that is part of, but apart from, the culture of their 

local community. The postmodern ethos may not have infiltrated and transformed all 

aspects of modern Western culture, but the use of computer technologies decenters 

cultural experiences and, thereby, the identity of users.  

The implications for ethnographers, according to Denzin (1997) are the need to 

recognise that the ethnographic writer does not own the text she produces. The classic 

realist ethnographic text is giving way to the recognition that research participants have 

their own understandings of how they want to be represented (p. xiii). The texts that 

researchers produce are inscriptions of ordinary speech that are interpreted again by 

readers. As the researcher/writer, I brought my own experiences and understandings to 

the act of interpretation and shared with the participants the creative process of 

identifying practices that produce gendered subjectivities. Multiple constructions of 

meaning constitute this socially constructed world. I have conducted research that 

presents these differences, rather than imposing a totalising discourse reflecting a desire 

to identify causality and to impose order by predicting future outcomes. By researching 

from the perspective of cultural practices, I have tried to “discover the multiple meanings 

and effects of diverse cultural practices” (Denzin, p. 60).  

I am not attempting to find absolute or universal answers to the problem of gender 

equity. Instead, I located spaces for discussion and opened new possibilities for action 

through a process of connecting the issues of gender equity and computer technologies.  

                                                 
15 A practitioner researcher is someone who conducts research in the same site where he or she works. 
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Feminist emancipatory perspective.  

An additional reason why I have used feminist research methodologies is their 

recognition of the process of consciousness-raising inherent in the qualitative research 

process. As a woman who has adopted the label of “feminist” and has worked in the 

women’s movement as both an activist and service provider, I bring a feminist, 

communitarian ethic to my research. Shulamit Reinharz (1992) has compiled a 

description of the full range of feminist research methods that have been used in actual 

practice. Her analytical compilation shows that while a wide range of methodologies and 

methods can be considered feminist, there are many assumptions that feminist theorists 

share, including a claim that research is feminist “particularly when it is linked to action 

and social change ” (Kirby & McKenna, 1989, Mies, 1983, Miller, 1997, Wolf, 1996). 

Patti Lather (1986), in referring to this as “Research as Praxis,” points out that each 

researcher examines the context and constraints of her particular research project and 

determines the most appropriate design based on her understanding of feminist theory 

and the contingencies of the field. For the purposes of my research, I acknowledge, 

positively, the potentially emancipatory features of the qualitative research process and, 

negatively, the deep contradictions that lie within research methods that can reinforce 

power differentials. I carefully considered the warnings of Elizabeth Ellsworth (1989) 

about the dangers of emancipatory research conducted from a position of assumed 

authority. 

Feminist research as praxis. 

Feminism is based upon a belief that we are living in an unequal and unjust world 

and that there is no neutral technoscience (Harding, 1986, Bowers, 1988), no neutral 

education (Freire, 1994) and no neutral research (Harding, 1986, Lather, 1986).16 All 

people have interests and values, and the dominant social values, reflecting unequal 

power relations, do not benefit people equally. One feminist agenda is to recognize 

women as “meaning-makers.” Through the ontological assumption of nominalism (the 

world is socially constructed through the process of “naming,” which has been a male-

                                                 
16 The selection and definition of problematics – deciding what phenomena in the world need 

explanation, and defining what is problematic about them – have clearly been skewed toward men’s 
perception of what they find puzzling (Harding, 1986, p. 22). 
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dominated activity), women recognize that we can reconstruct the discourse of 

organizations and affect social change (Reynolds, 1995). By abandoning the positivist 

pretence of neutrality, feminist researchers live by an understanding that “we are both 

shaped by and shapers of our world” (Lather, p. 269). My research design includes a 

process of working collaboratively with others to critique the status quo by naming the 

problem. By this, I refer to the absence of discourses and practices that acknowledge the 

problematic of gender equity and ICT. A challenge to my study’s validity/17credibility 

was whether or not this process stimulated participants to incorporate a discursive 

consciousness of equity within their everyday routines. In the next section, I consider 

whether changing discourses changes practices. 

Methods 

I have chosen the work of Patti Lather (1986, 1988, 1991, 1993) as a guide for 

using research methods that acknowledge social inequities and support social change. 

The three concepts of (1) reciprocity (a mutual negotiation of meaning and power), (2) 

collaborative theory building (the relation of an a priori theoretical framework to data), 

and (3) validity (process, construct, face, and catalytic) are defining features of my 

research methods. In conducting an interpretive critical ethnography of five educational 

institutions, I am aware of the recursive interplay between institutionalised social 

structures18 and social interactions and have focused on both the reproduction of rules 

and resources, and the strategic actions of actors within the institutions. Ethnographic 

methods provide a means of paying attention to the “role played by institutional contexts 

in the definition and structuring of human agency” (Gronn & Ribbins, 1996). I wish to 

avoid overemphasizing agency and neglecting structural properties, by focusing on the 

intentions and actions of individuals within an historical, social, and institutional context.  

                                                 
17 The term validity is used by research theorists, such as Gary Anderson (1999) and Patti Lather (1991) to 
denote judgements of the rigor, or quality, of the research processes and content. As the term validity 
derives from a positivist understanding of truth claims, I prefer to use the postpositivist term credibility as 
suggested by Lincoln and Guba (1985), and Patton (1990) who states credibility depends less on sample 
size than on the richness of the information gathered and on the analytical abilities of the researcher.  
18 I am using Giddens concept of the duality of structure and agency. “Structure as the medium and 
outcome of the conduct it recursively organizes; the structural properties of social systems do not exist 
outside of action but are chronically implicated in its production and reproduction” (Giddens, 1984, p. 374).  
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Governance issues, such as the changing economic climate and fiscal policies of 

the provincial government, the Ministry of Education’s policies and practices regarding 

gender equity and technology, and the changing roles of parents, School Board Trustees, 

school district executive, and administrators, form part of the context that influences 

school-based actors. In addition to governance issues, the influence of mass 

communications on discourse and individual relations is a significant contextual factor in 

the social construction of gender and technology.  

The inclusion of historical, social and political perspectives does not necessarily 

result in a research design that focuses on the reproductive mechanisms of patriarchy and 

androcentrism. The realist ethnographies that focus on a cultural transmission model are 

now considered a “flawed and inadequate model” (Denzin, 1997). New ethnographic 

practices that focus on treating individuals as subjects who know and act rather than 

objects who are known and acted upon are advocated as a means of empowering research 

participants (Anderson, 1989). Prolonged ethnographic observation and collaboration 

with actors in natural settings facilitates an understanding of how and why people act and 

how and why changes occur over time. I have adopted the norms and values of the 

feminist, communitarian ethic as described by Denzin (1997) and the three elements for 

mesolevel ethnographies proposed by Gronn and Ribbins (1996) – situated, individual 

portrayals, multi-actor perspectives, and an analysis of leaders in action (p. 460). Context 

becomes a means for broadening an understanding of the actions of individuals rather 

than a deterministic force reproducing social relations. 

Selection of sites and participants 

I acted as a participant (teacher-librarian/researcher/collaborator) observer at five 

secondary schools with students in grades 8 - 12. I explored the social construction of 

gendered identities in relation to computer technologies, and provided a means for 

participants to see and (re)theorize the social relations organizing their experiences 

(Smith, 1987). As concepts of the self are constantly forming and reforming, this inquiry 

included both students and adults. I selected adult research participants following a 

process of observation and informal discussion. I observed the routinized interactions and 

discourses around technology that occurred in the schools and selected key-respondents 
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who appeared to occupy different positions in the school’s power/knowledge relations. I 

also selected based on participants’ willingness to participate in an extended process of 

individual and group discussions. My selection of student participants conformed to the 

university’s ethical requirement to avoid coercion through the “targeting” of specific 

students, or the use of my “power over” position as a teacher-librarian in one of the 

schools. I accomplished this through the assistance of people who acted as “a neutral 

third-party” to acquire informed consent from volunteer student participants.  

Upon obtaining approval from the governing authorities in different school 

districts, I sent letters to twenty secondary schools, requesting the administrator’s 

permission to conduct research. From the positive responses, I purposely selected the five 

secondary school research sites for their potential to reveal the structural and discursive 

patterns that are experienced and (re)produced throughout the educational experience. I 

based my judgements on prior knowledge of some of the schools, and an examination of 

their school websites and the descriptions of their information technology programs. I 

chose a variety of schools, including some with well-developed information technology 

programs and others with a less developed technological infrastructure.  

The five selected research sites are located in five different municipalities, in 

inner city and suburban locales. The majority population is students of European descent 

and a smaller number of students of oriental and Central and South American descent. 

The socio-economic status of the students includes a mix of salaried working parents and 

professional/managerial parents. The schools have various secondary level grade 

configurations, from grade eight to grade twelve. The size of the schools ranges from 

approximately 500 students to slightly over 1,100 students. All of the schools had 

computers located in classrooms called “computer labs” and in the school libraries, 

approximating the provincial average of 6.3 students per computer. 

To obtain approval to conduct research in one of the school districts, I agreed to a 

restriction not to gather data based on racial or ethnic characteristics and not to provide 

an analysis of these differences. This requirement was based on a stated concern that 

asking students questions about race could “cause problems.” While the intersections of 

difference, such as race and gender, is an important and often neglected focus of research 

in schools; because of this restriction, there are very few references to race and ethnicity 
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included in this report. The examples that are included did not come from the school 

district where the governing officials expressed their concern about this type of research. 

Critical researchers (Anderson, 2000, Smyth, 2001) have expressed warnings about the 

increasing political sensitivities of organizational gate-keepers who perceive a need to 

restrict the types of research conducted in schools. 

Data collection.  

Viewing secondary schools from the “inside” as a practitioner-researcher, 

involved extended naturalistic participant-observation over a two-year period, 

researching culture-sharing groups within the schools. The longest period of participant 

observation in one of the sites was six months, with lesser periods of immersion in four 

additional secondary schools, from two weeks to two days in each. To address 

Anderson’s (2000) concern about the need for practitioner-researchers to “make the 

familiar strange,” my personal experiences and interpretations were part of a 

collaborative process of shared reflection and a search for the invisible and unspeakable 

rules and practices.  

Creswell (1998) recommends using a table to help readers understand the multiple 

methods used for gathering information (See Table 3.1). Using multiple methods, I was 

able to produce a “thick description” (Geertz, 1973) of male and female interactions and 

discourses within the technocultures of five secondary schools. Anderson (1999) 

recommends the use of multiple methods of data collection as a way for practitioner-

researchers to avoid epistemological blindness and achieve “process validity” (p. 16). 
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Table 3.1 Data collection matrix, by sources of information 

 Interviews Focus 
Groups 

Observations Journal 
Response 

Print 
documents 

Internet 
& 

Multi- 
media 

Researcher    Yes   

Students 15 2 Yes  Yes  

Student teachers  1  Yes    

Classroom Teachers  19 2 Yes 3 Yes  

Teacher-Librarians 6  Yes 3 Yes  

Teacher-Counsellors 3  Yes  Yes  

Teacher Assistants 5  Yes 1 Yes  

Career Counsellors 3  Yes    

Computer Technicians 5 1 Yes    

School Administrators 5 1 Yes  Yes  

School buildings   Yes    

Public speakers in 
schools 

  Yes    

Ministry of Education     Yes Yes 

Career resources.     Yes Yes 

Course selection guides      Yes Yes 

School websites      Yes 

Course selection data      Yes Yes 

Posted student work   Yes  Yes Yes 

Published school reports      Yes Yes 

Ministry, District, & 
School policies 

    Yes Yes 

Technology Plans     Yes Yes 

Accreditation reports     Yes Yes 

Accountability contracts     Yes Yes 

Newspaper articles     Yes  

Mass Media products      Yes 

Internet websites      Yes 
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My data collection methods align with methods for empowering participants 

through partial reciprocity, conditional upon emerging circumstances: 

1. Repeated, individual open-ended and informal interviews with major participants 
to achieve deep levels of understanding (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, Lather 1991); 

2. Dialectical practices that invite reciprocal-reflexivity through self-disclosure, and 
critique (Lather, 1988; Smith, 1987; Wolf, 1996); 

3. Focus groups, conducted as a series of open discussions so women can begin to 
collectivize their own experiences (Lather, 1986; Mies, 1983; Smith, 1987); 

4. Observations while employed as a teacher-librarian in one of the selected research 
sites, and while visiting the other four sites, to share reflections on teacher and 
student interactions in the school libraries, hallways, computer labs, and large 
gathering places, such as the theatres and gymnasiums.  

Interviews and dialogues with partial reciprocity.  

The issue of reciprocity is of particular importance, because of my background 

experience and positioning as a practitioner-researcher. I had observed and reflected upon 

issues of gender inequities and the power/knowledge relations surrounding computer 

technologies during my six years as a school district employee responsible for promoting 

and co-ordinating the use of these technologies as educational learning resources and as 

administrative tools. These power relations and my interpretations of my experiences 

shaped my own self-concept. I recognise the contributions I bring to my research project, 

while also recognising that my experiences and interpretations are not universal. I needed 

to attend to, and learn from, the experiences of others, both female and male. I am aware 

of the need to remain open to new and differing interpretations, and that participants are 

also re-conceptualising their understandings.  

To better ensure an expansion of my understanding, I conducted 67 informal, 

open-ended interviews with a wide variety of participants, consisting of 15 students and 

52 adults. I adopted the use of unstructured, non-directive, informal interviews that 

involve listening, expressing interest, and recording (Neuman, 1997). This kind of 

interview is a shared production of the researcher and the active participants, whose 

insights, feelings, and cooperation are key elements of a discussion process that reveals 

subjective meanings. Neuman emphasizes that one of the most important features of field 

interviews is that members express themselves in forms that they normally speak, think, 

and organize reality. This talk is closer to a friendly conversation. Each of the    
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interviews was audio taped and fully transcribed. Many, but not all, were returned to the 

interviewees for review and additional commentary.  

Because of my extended stay as a practitioner and researcher in one of the 

schools, I also engaged in everyday conversations and teaching practices with 

participants. As the teachers were fully informed of my position as both researcher and 

teacher-librarian, they would often ask me questions about the progress of my research 

and make suggestions regarding data collection methods and theoretical constructs. 

Among other things, they mentioned documents they thought would be informative, 

suggested opportunities for me to observe their computer labs and teaching practices, 

shared stories of gendered interactions within the school, and gave their opinions about 

the research problem. Several teachers offered to redesign their lessons to facilitate my 

observations of students interacting with computer technologies. These types of 

interventions varied, but all of them were designed to broaden my experiences and to 

help me with my sense making. The female computer lab teachers were particularly 

helpful, one gave me the names of female students that she considered “stars” in 

computer programming and encouraged me to interview these girls. Another asked me to 

come to her lab to observe a large group of boisterous boys interacting with a computer 

game that featured violent interactions, while a group of girls sat quietly alongside 

viewing their email. A third invited me to join her class while two local police officers 

spoke to the students about the potential dangers of Internet predators and pornography. 

The male computer lab teachers were also helpful, volunteering to become participants, 

suggesting students to interview, and sharing their opinions, lesson planning and 

multimedia production techniques with me.  

After five months of conducting observations and interviews at my own site, I 

encountered resistance in the form of the newly appointed school administrator’s concern 

that I had not fully informed all of the school staff of the purpose of my research and of 

my data collection methods. He questioned why, if I was researching “gender and 

technology,” I was asking teachers questions about the school accreditation process, the 

professional development processes, and other decision-making processes in the school. 

The school administrator also expressed a concern that since I was only conducting my 

research at one site, that I could not ensure complete anonymity for the site. He asked me 
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to cease my data collection until these and other issues, such as the parameters of my 

ability to conduct observations, were resolved. I complied with his request to cease data 

collection and engaged in an ethical review process to regain his consent, the consent of 

the School District officials, and the university human research ethics committee.  

The second review process took six months, but eventually these three levels of 

governing authorities gave me permission to resume my on-site data collection with my 

methods essentially unchanged, except that I redesigned my research to include an 

additional four sites to provide greater anonymity to participants. To do this, I requested 

and was granted a three month leave of absence from my position as a teacher-librarian to 

conduct research at other sites. My role as an insider, doing critical ethnographic research 

at my own site, subsequently changed to that of an outsider conducting research at 

multiple sites. This expansion of the original research design to include additional sites 

not only yielded the benefit of greater anonymity for the participants, but also gave me 

access to a greater range of opinions and experiences to further enrich my sense making. I 

was able to increase process validity (Anderson, 1999) by including multiple sites, 

multiple data collection methods, and multiple perspectives.  

As part of the process of gaining the consent of the new school administrator, I 

attended a series of meetings with staff members and presented detailed descriptions of 

my research purposes, methods, and my initial findings and emerging analysis (See 

Appendix). I asked the members of the school staff to reconfirm their consent for my 

ongoing research. Almost the entire staff voluntarily signed and returned forms stating 

their continued support. The willingness of these teachers, both male and female, to 

provide guidance and support, and to become involved in interviews and focus group 

sessions, contributed immensely to my ability to regain the confidence of the school 

administrator and to develop new insights into the political nature of the research 

problem.  

I encountered a similar desire to participate when I conducted my observations 

and interviews at the four other school sites. All of the teachers that I selected to request 

an interview agreed to allocate some of their time to this research. I did not encounter any 

refusals, or even a feeling of annoyance or resentment from teachers or the other school 

administrators. An illustration of the level of cooperation was evident during a teachers’ 
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collective job action that began during the final stage of my data collection and lasted for 

several months. The job action included teachers’ collective refusal to do any work 

unrelated to instruction, including communication with their administrative officers. 

Despite this position, teachers continued to participate in this research, I suspect, because 

of my status as a fellow teacher, while school administrators continued to participate 

because of my status as an academic researcher. As my data collection continued over 

two years, I do not believe that any generalized ill will generated during the period of job 

action had a major effect on the type and quality of the data collected. 

Working towards full reciprocity means treating subjects as active agents 

empowered to understand and change their situations (Lather, 1991). Achieving full 

reciprocity with participants was problematic because of my desire for academic 

acceptance of the process. Feminists who are writing for the purpose of obtaining 

academic credentials have tended to maintain control over research projects and 

knowledge creation, which undercuts a mutual negotiation of meaning and power (Wolf, 

1996). I believe that the academic researcher/researched relationship was not fully 

egalitarian or reciprocal, as I have retained control over the final drafts. The right for 

respondents to negotiate was limited to the right to review and comment on interview 

transcripts and some of the initial drafts of the theoretical concepts, as to whether they 

conveyed intended meanings (Tripp, in Mies, 1983). As Chapter 9 reports some of my 

self-reflection on my personal interactions with colleagues, this chapter was shared in its 

completed form with selected respondents to ensure their agreement with my final 

interpretations, and their comfort with the publication of my description and 

interpretations. 

While feminist research based on principles of full reciprocity may not be 

possible when one of the purposes is academic credentialing, I attempted to reduce power 

differentials whenever possible. Not for the self-interested purpose of gathering richer 

data, but to consciously use my research to help participants understand and change their 

situations (Lather, 1988). Lather (1986) and Smith (1987) believe individual and group 

negotiation of meaning beyond the descriptive to the theoretical can result in what were 

once thought to be individual problems being redefined as social problems that require 

political solutions. I tried to break through barriers of individualism and isolation, and 
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habits of silence and inaction by sharing my observations and interpretations with other 

teachers. We engaged in many dialectical practices that grew out of the questions 

presented in my interviews. Several teachers continued to bring me articles to read, or 

added commentary to supplement their interviews. One teacher wrote down her thoughts 

following our informal interview to ensure that I had a complete description of her 

situation. Two female teachers who cried during their interviews later informed me that 

their situations had improved and they were now feeling more able to cope. Based on 

these interactions, I believe that my goal of achieving partial reciprocity was achieved. I 

also believe that the process of conducting research increased the opportunities for 

collegial dialogue among teachers.  

For students, there were fewer opportunities to move from informal interviews 

and focus groups to increased peer interactions and reflexive dialogue without revealing 

their status as research participants to other students. As I interacted with many students 

in my roles as teacher-librarian and researcher, I took advantage of every possible 

opportunity to ensure that students of both sexes had opportunities and encouragement to 

expand their ICT knowledge and skills.  

Focus group interactions.  

According to Geertz (1973), the aim of anthropological ethnography is the 

enlargement of the universe of human discourse (p. 14). I decided to expand beyond my 

naturalistic observations and individual interviews by creating focus groups as forums for 

dialogical interactions, with the intention of stimulating participants into self-sustaining 

processes of critical analysis and enlightened action. The focus groups involved five 

separate types of homogeneous participants, including, (1) computer-using female 

students, (2) male computer technicians, (3) male and female teachers belonging to the 

same department,19 (4) female teachers from different schools, and (5) a male computer-

using teacher and an administrator. These sessions lasted from one hour to three hours, 

depending on the richness of the dialogue and the desire of the participants to continue. 

They were held in a variety of locations, including my home, a restaurant, and school 

meeting rooms. 

                                                 
19 The focus group questions for this session are included in the Appendix. 
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The hallmark of focus groups is the explicit use of the group interaction to 

produce data and insights that would be less accessible, both to me as researcher and to 

the participants, without the interaction found in a group (Morgan, 1988). I concentrated 

on two aspects of the focus group method, as described by Morgan – to gain insight into 

participants’ natural vocabulary, when they are willing to challenge others, and how they 

respond to such challenges, and to place a greater emphasis on participants’ point of view 

as placing control of the conversation in their hands. I conducted the focus group sessions 

by introducing the participants to the problem of gendered uses of ICT and then 

encouraging participants to continue the conversation unguided. These conversations 

flowed easily without much researcher intervention, as the participants were anxious to 

share their beliefs and opinions on issues of gender, and of ICT. They did, however, not 

readily make connections between these two issues, tending to discuss them as separate, 

unrelated social practices. 

Judging the Quality of my Research 

Because of the challenges to the academic research community that practitioner-

research presents, issues of rigor, or quality, are particularly important. Practitioner-

research is more closely connected with the more pragmatic tradition of action research 

than with the research traditions of more established academic disciplines of the social 

sciences, such as anthropology, sociology and psychology. Because of this closer 

connection with professional preparation programs, the research produced is more 

susceptible to questions about rigor (Anderson & Jones, 2000).  

The voices of teachers are often missing from educational research generally, and 

in the field of educational administration, recently reconceptualized in many universities 

as “leadership studies,” the voices of teachers are often absent. While the voices of school 

administrators are starting to make their way back into the research literature (Anderson 

& Jones, 2000) the perspectives of teachers are usually restricted to classroom research 

and interactions with students. Teachers do not normally publish on topics of educational 

policy making, school organizational structures, or decision making processes. Nor are 

teachers’ voices the only ones absent from leadership studies. Students are also often 

forgotten or ignored when organizational issues are discussed. As Smyth                   
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(2001, April 2001) argues, when a political perspective is used, the potential threat to 

organizational stability will likely result in attempts to constrain the voices of 

subordinates. Because of my concern about the need to include students’ and teachers’ 

perspectives on educational organization and leadership, I pay particular attention to 

issues of quality and ethics. These are discussed in this section and in the next chapter. 

A process of self-reflexivity and shared reflection. 

To provide a means of disciplined self-refection, I maintained a journal in which I 

regularly jotted down my musings about the process and contents of my research. I used 

my journal to reflect on particular conversations or research observations made during the 

day, and to develop my interpretations, constantly questioning and challenging my 

assumptions about what was going on. I slowly began to develop some theoretical 

constructs that I recorded as Thoughts so I could return to them in light of new 

conversations and observations. As I proceeded, I discovered that my journal was also an 

important means of dispelling my feelings of anger and frustration as I encountered 

resistance to my research purposes and processes. I found that saying in my research 

proposal that I would have “a ceaseless respect for the experiences of people in their 

daily lives and for their intellectual and political capacities” (Lather, 1991), did not 

necessarily make it so. Developing a ceaseless respect for others, when I perceive them to 

be engaging in, or condoning practices that dominate and constrain others is a difficult 

process of breaking down my tendency to psychologize and blame individuals for their 

interpretations and enactments of social conditions. I had to adopt the use of “reminders,” 

little phrases to remind myself not to place blame, such as, “That’s what she hears all the 

time,” and, “He read that in the newspaper,” or “He’s caught in the system and doesn’t 

know any alternatives.” Butler (1997) questions whether we can hold accountable 

individuals who are constituted by discursive regimes that use the language of 

domination. I had to consciously work to deconstruct and unlearn habits of blame and 

individualism, to refocus on the relations of power and knowledge within schools. It is a 

process of unlearning that I continue, as I struggle with the problems of agency and the 

subjectification of individuals within networks of power/knowledge relations and 

structural constraints. There are no easy demarcation points to identify those moments 
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when people make choices. Are they making choices, or simply repeating an enactment 

of the habits, rules, and regulations within their institutions? How can I know whether 

something is a “strategic action,” or a “reproduction”? How do the other actors know? 

Does it matter? Perhaps knowing why we do things does not matter, what matters is 

becoming more conscious of the effects of our choices and actions. 

The legitimation of knowledge in contemporary postpositivism requires a 

rethinking of concepts of validity/credibility. Lather (1991) states that a rigorous self-

reflexivity is the best evidence of validity. Anderson (1999) refers to a process of 

reflection as necessary to ensure practitioner-researchers achieve “process validity” (p. 

16). Freire’s (1994) concept of “conscientization”, which, according to Butterwick (1987) 

is similar to feminist consciousness-raising, rejects education as a neutral practice and 

states that one of the finest things about education’s emancipatory potential is precisely 

that it is impossible to engage in it without running risks (Freire, p. 77). The example 

Freire offers is the risk of not being consistent, of saying one thing and doing something 

else. Based on his advice, I accepted the risk of researcher bias, premised on recognition 

of the reality-altering impact of the research process, and my desire to consciously 

channel this impact to test my biases. To learn new ways of sense making, I had to risk 

engaging in a process of unlearning, and to risk the possibility of imposing my 

understandings on others. Without accepting these risks, I could not have moved forward, 

nor asked others to move forward. 

My self-reflexivity included an ethic of conscious understanding of the multiple 

experiences of participants and their resultant multiple interpretations of reality. My goal 

was that I, as researcher, together with the participants would gain greater self-

understanding through shared reflection on our discursive practices and, ultimately, self-

determination. My personal challenge was to ensure that my intention to enhance 

participant reflexivity did not become a conversion to my understandings, for, as Lather 

(1993) warns:  

To attempt to deconstruct one’s own work is to risk buying into the faith in the 
powers of critical reflection that places emancipatory efforts in such a 
contradictory position with the poststructuralist foregrounding of the limits of 
consciousness. (p. 685)  
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As consciousness is socio-culturally constructed, it is difficult for us to deconstruct our 

own understandings. In many places throughout the report of my research I have 

documented for readers my process of self-reflexivity, while acknowledging its 

limitations. The final production of a multi-voiced, multi-centered text represents an 

“insurrection of subjugated knowledges” (Foucault, 1957/1980, p.81), both my own and 

those of the participants. 

Multiple sites, sources, methods, and theoretical schemes.  

The validity of my research is enhanced by the use of multiple sites, sources of 

data, methods, and theoretical schemes (Lather, 1991, Anderson, 1999). By combining a 

focus group process of collective conscientization with individual interviews, 

observations, and text analysis to explore participants’ experiences, my research design 

allows both counter-patterns and convergence (Lather, 1986, Mies, 1983; Reinharz, 

1992). I replace the positivist concept of “triangulation” to produce validity, with a desire 

to achieve credibility in the minds of those who read the research reports. I believe I can 

best achieve credibility by representing the experiences of the participants in all their 

complexity and “messiness” (Denzin, 1997). A greater complexity, rather than a 

simplification. 

Three forms of validity/credibility.  

Construct validity is an attempt to have participants in agreement with theoretical 

statements. Construct validity requires, on my part, a ceaseless respect for the 

experiences of people in their daily lives and for their intellectual and political capacities 

(Lather, 1991). This underlies my data gathering and analysis process of systematized 

reflexivity, which shows how a priori theory has been changed by the data (Kirby & 

McKenna, 1989; Lather, 1986). Construct validity requires a recycling of the transcripts, 

descriptions, emerging analysis and conclusions back through at least a subsample of 

respondents as part of the theory-building process. These participants were informed they 

were able to make further comment. None of the participants used the opportunity to tell 

me to withdraw specific comments made during interviews or conversations. A couple of 

the adult participants initially expressed concerns that their employment status was not 

assured, and asked me to hold their interview data until they felt more secure. I agreed, 
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and was eventually informed that I could use their interview comments. A third expressed 

her relief at how her comments had been interwoven into the final report, saying she had 

spent an evening crying after her interview from fear that she had put herself at risk by 

speaking too honestly. 

Face validity requires having participants recognise ethnographic descriptions and 

theorizing as representing their experiences. The test of a good theory will be whether it 

has evocative power and resonates with the participants’ lived experiences (Lather, 

1991). Because of the extended time between data collection and the final reporting of 

findings, most of the student participants have graduated from the public school system 

and I was not able to contact them. I was, however, able to share several of my 

descriptions and theoretical constructs with other teachers, both participants and non-

participants, who confirmed their face validity. 

A third form of validity, catalytic, can be recognised by the degree to which the 

research process reorients and energises participants (Lather, 1986; Mies, 1983). I used 

Anthony Giddens (1984) concept of “analysis of strategic conduct” which “places in 

suspension institutions as socially reproduced, concentrating upon how actors reflexively 

monitor what they do; how actors draw upon rules and resources in the constitution of 

interaction” (p. 373). I observed and discussed with research participants how they drew 

upon their understanding of gender equity when rationalising their actions. As people are 

constantly acting throughout their everyday work, I noticed whether actors’ routine 

activities included an increased level of awareness about gender equity. New, or changed 

practices, or material forms, such as the relocation of computers or purchase of new types 

of software, were used as indicators of catalytic validity. I did not prejudge or project a 

direction for the changes that I hoped would occur, as I did not know why female 

students were not enrolling in the schools’ IT12 courses, for example, or why there were 

no girl members of an after-school computer club. I concerned myself with how the 

actors made their choices, and I tried to be sensitive to indicators of catalytic validity, 

noting if actors’ rationalization of action changed as a result of their reflexive monitoring 

of gender equity.  

One rare, but significant, example of catalytic validity was from a computer lab 

teacher who informed me that she had started to ask students to indicate their sex  
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when completing their evaluation of the courses she taught. She wanted to use this data to 

gain a better understanding of how the female and male students felt about her courses.  

I encouraged the creation of forums for dialogue among research participants. I 

expected that through a dialectical process, the control mechanisms of power/knowledge 

relations operating within educational institutions would become more visible and reveal 

the suppression of alternative forms of knowledge. I also anticipated that those who 

benefited from unequal access to the use of computer technologies will act to retain their 

dominance. By engaging in a critical discourse, those who are marginalized by social 

constructs of gender are more able to recognise, express and resist acts of dominance and 

submission (Welton, 1991). My purpose was to explore whether engaging in individual 

and communal discourses about gender equity would reduce the bounded 

knowledgeability of actors and have a catalytic effect of moving them to question and 

change existing inequitable power/knowledge relations. The report of my observations 

and the voices of the participants reveals the extent to which I achieved, or failed to 

achieve my goal of catalytic validity. 

Transferability. 

The research findings are reported in the form of a multi-voiced text that is 

evocative of the experiences of individuals within particular contexts. Working within an 

understanding that the reader constructs his or her own interpretation of received 

messages (Eco, 1967/1986), I believe that each reader will be able to assess the 

applicability of the descriptions and statements to other contexts. I emphasize difference 

and the particular, rather than universalizing the experiences of the participants. Readers 

will decide the transferability of this study to their particular situations.  

Analytical Framework 

I adopted an a priori theoretical framework that focuses on an analysis of the 

socially constructed, institutionalized structures that are interrelated with the discourses, 

practices, and material forms within schools. I attempted to apply this framework to the 

data in a flexible and responsive manner. Geertz (1973) refers to this process as being 

more similar to that of a literary critic than of a cipher clerk, as analysis involves sorting 

out the “structures of signification … and determining their social ground and import” (p. 
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9). As T. B. Greenfield (1993) states, “experience is mysterious, for it is not entirely clear 

how we come to understand what we do and what is happening to us. The placing of 

meaning upon experience is therefore an act of enormous importance” (Greenfield & 

Ribbins, p. 75). A reciprocal relationship between data and a priori theory keeps 

preconceptions from distorting the logic of evidence. I tried to avoid oversimplification 

and the imposition of my own interpretations. The participants and I juxtaposed, 

explored, and jointly analyzed our narrated stories, interview responses, informal 

discussions, observations, and related comments from other participants, for both 

commonalties of experiences and for idiosyncratic exceptions, as a single description 

would instigate the (re)conceptualization of theory.  

The search for meaning included questioning the reasoning of actions, and the 

actors themselves best explain these. I retained the principle of reciprocity whenever 

possible during this process of theory building, while recognising that my unique position 

as a researcher observing different sites and listening and reflecting deeply on these 

issues allowed me to see more readily beyond the everyday. I did not make a 

commitment to agree with the statements and interpretations of the participants. Rather, 

whenever I felt it was appropriate, I revealed my interpretations and used the 

contradictions to continue the dialectical process. In my final reporting, I have tried to 

avoid certainty and have presented particular theories in a manner in which the research 

participants can reject them (Lather, 1991).  

While conducting the interviews, observations and group discussions, I began by 

paying attention to these sub-components of the research question: 

1. Power relations. How do the power relations surrounding computer technologies in 
educational organisations contribute to gendered hierarchies? 

2. Contextuality. How does positioning in time-space and life-paths, and routinized 
social relations based on gender, influence social interactions and the 
knowledgeability of actors?  

3. Cultural production and reproduction mechanisms. How do females and males 
express values, beliefs, and discursive patterns that construct gendered social 
relations? 

4. Framing. How do females and males make meaning of their experiences with 
information technologies and construct alternative interpretations and ways of being?  

5. Emancipatory change. How do changes in the use of language, practices and material 
forms unmask and contest existing hierarchical power/gender relations and move 
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towards more democratic, inclusive and liberating relations? How are leadership acts 
manifested? 

From this beginning, the research analysis continued to evolve as I identified new paths 

to pursue and new opportunities presented themselves. As I gained greater understanding 

of some issues, I began to pursue others. The more formal forms of sharing the analysis 

of data and theory development with the participants was not an analytically useful 

process (See Appendix for samples of the emerging theorization shared with the 

participants). The responses tended do be, “I don’t understand what this means.” Because 

of this resistance to the more academic language and conceptualization that I used, I 

moved to a more informal discussion of particular incidents or processes, querying the 

participants by asking such questions as, “What do you think” and Why is this 

happening.” I would sometimes describe my own observations and then listen carefully 

to the alternative interpretations of the participants. In this more informal style, I was able 

to continue to engage participants in a process of shared theory-building. 

Before I can start describing my research observations and interpretations, I 

believe I need to address more fully the ethical concerns that arose because of my 

position as a practitioner-researcher. The next chapter presents some of these concerns, 

and proposes resolutions for other practitioner-researchers and authorities responsible for 

ensuring that research is conducted ethically.  
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Chapter 4 Resolving the Ethical Dilemmas of Practitioner-Researchers 

The “insider” positions of practitioner-researchers in schools create ethical 

dilemmas that can be resolved by developing alternative guidelines and processes that 

value the ethical principles of justice and inclusiveness. This chapter addresses the 

problem of graduate students as practitioner-researchers who want to use ethical research 

methods within the schools where they are employed. Practitioner-researchers encounter 

ethical challenges that limit their ability to inquire, reflect, and engage in discourse within 

their schools. I identify the ethical barriers to access that can restrict knowledge 

production, and examine the moral philosophical reasoning justifying these restrictions. I 

argue that expanding these moral imperatives to also include ethical principals of justice 

and inclusiveness and the virtues of courage, generosity, and honesty, would provide a 

moral ground for practitioner-researchers who want to explore and challenge existing 

organizational understandings, and advocate for better education systems. Research 

ethics boards and organizational gatekeepers who are willing to broaden their ethical 

principles can support school improvement processes that include practitioners in 

knowledge production. 

At the 2001 meeting of the Canadian Association for Studies in Education 

Association (CASEA) at the University of Laval, there were a number of presentations 

that included discussions of research ethics. These discussions revealed a general 

perception among academic educational researchers from across Canada that it is 

becoming more difficult to gain access, and to conduct human subject research within 

schools (for an example, see Rogers, 2001).20 Among the concerns, were questions about 

the interpretation of “harm” and “benefits,” and constraints on the procedures for 

obtaining free and informed consent from students and organization members. University 

researchers described their perceptions of increasing difficulties in obtaining ethical 

approval to conduct research at every stage of the process of gaining access to research 

sites and participants.  
                                                 
20 A paper presented at the 2001 AERA conference by John Smyth (2001) draws attention to an increasing 
number of restrictions on critical educational research on an international scale.   
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The process in Canada for obtaining ethical approval to conduct human subject 

research involves three stages, obtaining university-level consent, organizational, and 

individual consent. Research Ethics Boards (REBs), are locally situated in each Canadian 

research university. These individual REBs follow the guiding ethical principles 

established nationally by the Tri-Council. The Tri-Council consists of three publicly 

funded national research councils, the Medical Research Council of Canada (MRC), the 

Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) and the Social 

Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC). The purpose of the Tri-

Council is to ensure research across Canada is conducted according to the highest ethical 

standards. The ethical principles established by the Tri-Council were derived from a 

consultation process that identified the controls necessary to ensure the protection of 

people from harm.  

The first stage for a graduate student to obtain ethical approval is to submit an 

application to the sponsoring university’s REB. Designated members of the REBs review 

committees interpret and apply the Tri-council policy statement as a minimum standard, 

and any additional guidelines developed by the individual universities.  

The second stage for obtaining ethical approval involves the REB requirement to 

gain organizational consent from gatekeepers at the School District and school levels. 

These organizations typically rely upon the recommendations and procedures established 

by the academic institutions, but may also establish additional criteria before granting 

approval. The responsibility for granting final approval is passed from the Tri-Council, to 

the local university’s REB, and from them to the School District Board and finally to the 

principals of individual school sites. It is this process of passing the negotiation of the 

criteria for access to local authorities that creates a potential for the interpretation of what 

qualifies as ethical conduct by a researcher to become politicized. 

The enrolment of full or part-time educators in post-graduate programs continues 

to expand across Canada, and internationally, creating an increasing number of 

practitioners who conduct site-based education research to fulfill degree requirements 

(Anderson & Jones, 2000). In my experience as an instructor of graduate level research 

methods courses, Graduate students in Master’s and PhD programs in education 

commonly want to conduct practitioner-research in the schools where they are employed. 
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These students often attend their academic classes part-time and continue to work in their 

schools while completing requirements for academic research projects. A desire to 

conduct research within their own school may be a solution to a pragmatic need for 

access to a research site and participants during the workday. There are, however, more 

important reasons for Graduate students to want to conduct research within their own 

“backyard” (Glesne & Peshkin, quoted in Creswell, 1998). One of these reasons is that 

practicing teachers and administrators undertake post-graduate studies to grow in self-

reflexivity, expand their understandings, and to become better practitioners. Practitioner-

researchers are already immersed in the culture of a particular school, and engage in its 

decision-making and implementation processes. They have a desire to closely examine 

and learn from their own experiences and those of others.  

Graduate studies coursework in education administration prepares school 

administrators and teachers to become more critically reflective practitioners, 

practitioners who are able to examine people’s social realities. A dual role of researcher 

and participant is a common situation in educational research, following Donald Schon’s 

(1987) call for a “reflective practicum” as a means of bridging the worlds of theory and 

practice. Graduate students in education are often encouraged to become more critically 

reflective practitioners through thoughtful examination of their own practices, and by 

examining the values and motivations that they and others bring to their work 

(Hodgkinson, 1996, Leonard, 1998, Mitchell & Kumar, 2001, Wallace, 1998). Some 

theorists advocate for practitioner-research, as “educational research should be the 

province of those closest to the work, with their hearts and hands in the trenches” (Girod, 

Pardales & Cervetti, 2002, p. 2). When conducting feminist and critical theory research 

on educational inequality, for example, research “should empower the people who are 

normally the objects of research, to develop their capacity to research their own situation 

and evolve their own solutions” (Connell et al, in Kirby & McKenna, 1989, p. 26). 

When graduate students attempt to put these concepts into practice within an 

academic research framework, they encounter ethical requirements that limit their 

abilities to inquire, observe, reflect, and engage in discourse within their schools. A 

tension is revealed, between the universal moral frameworks used by conservative 

university and school board authorities to control the milieu-based research of 
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practitioner-researchers, and the moral virtues needed to support the advocacy research 

work of teachers and administrators. When the researcher is a practitioner-researcher, 

positioned “inside” the school being researched, the challenges of obtaining ethical 

approval are further complicated by the perception of such potential problems as research 

relationships that exert  “power-over.” The ethical dilemmas created for practitioner-

researchers need to be identified and resolved so practitioners can participate in the 

production of knowledge about life in schools and encourage the development of more 

inclusive (Mitchell & Kumar, 2001) and communicative (Wallace, 1998) school 

environments. 

Problems Identified with Practitioner-research 

The literature on research methodologies mentions three types of problems 

associated with practitioner research;  (1) pragmatic problems associated with a lack of 

skills and time, (2) epistemological problems associated with learning to understand the 

situated knowledges of others, and  (3) political problems associated with having access 

to what Creswell refers to as “dangerous knowledge” (1998, p. 114). In this section, I 

address each of these problems in more detail and consider the challenges they create for 

the ethical conduct of research.   

Pragmatic challenges.  

The authors who discuss how to conduct critically reflective research do not often 

view practitioners as contributing to greater understanding, but instead focus for the most 

part, on the pragmatic problems they encounter, of insufficient time (Wolcott, 1988) and 

inadequate skills (Eisenhart & Borko, 1993). A common assumption underlying 

practitioner-research is that it is for the purpose of credentialing, not for enhancing 

understanding. The research projects conducted as partial fulfillment of the requirements 

for academic degrees qualify student researchers for increased salary levels and for 

particular job classifications, which can reinforce an attitude of conducting research for 

the instrumental purposes of career and wage enhancement. Instrumental purposes and 

inadequately prepared researchers can compromise the ethics of conducting respectful 

research by using poorly designed and executed methods. 
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There are increasing public and governmental pressures on educators to 

demonstrate accountability by producing evidence of their instructional effectiveness, 

such as the trend toward accountability contracts (British Columbia Ministry of 

Education, 2002c) and satisfaction surveying (Alberta Learning, 2002; Ontario Ministry 

of Education, 2002; British Columbia Ministry of Education, 2002a, 2002b). Schools are 

viewed as “open systems” and educators as needing to be responsive to environmental 

circumstances, including changing economic, legal, social, and cultural contexts. To do 

this, educators use methods of scanning both the internal and external environments of 

schools to identify issues requiring an organizational response. The data collected in 

these environmental scans supports evidence-based decision making processes for school 

improvement. The quantitative data generated by satisfaction surveys, and 

disaggregations of standardized tests and participation rates provide evidence of 

compliance with accountability requirements. To interpret this data in a more meaningful 

way, educators also need to learn qualitative, interpretive forms of research that can 

explain the mechanisms for “why” and “how” the quantitative results are produced 

(Coupal, 2002). Educators wanting to learn research principles and techniques are often 

interested because it has direct application for school improvement processes. They have 

a legitimate pragmatic and theoretical interest in learning how to conduct site-based 

research. 

The increasing interest in site-based research has taken on movement-like 

proportions, with many school districts adopting the concept of “learning communities” 

and funding “teacher as researcher” as a staff or professional development activity (Zeni, 

2001). The teacher-as-researcher movement can be viewed as a possible co-optation of 

the concept for managerial purposes (Anderson & Jones, 2000) or as empowering new 

ways for teachers to contribute to knowledge production and organizational sense-making 

(Ebest, 2001; Hajj, 2001). The effects of this movement are an increasing interest in 

conducting practitioner research and in the ethical dilemmas encountered when 

practitioners conduct site-based research. 
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Epistemological concerns.  

Epistemological concerns centre on the problem of how practitioners can 

overcome their preconceptions of a situation (Spindler & Spindler, 1982). Because of this 

difficulty, Creswell advises against studying the backyard, “especially in ethnographic 

research, the investigator tracks norms and values of which participants in the culture 

may not be aware; being an insider may not yield this information (1998, p. 114). This 

problem is not unique to practitioner-researchers. Greenfield wrote about his struggles to 

understand the hegemonic grip of systems theory in educational administration “Systems 

theory - or at least a well-ordered organizational world - floated comfortably around me. I 

didn't question it, any more than the goldfish does his bowl. There was no alternative" 

(1978, p. 10). One of the learning objectives of post-secondary educators is to teach 

practitioners to step outside the goldfish bowl and view a situation from multiple 

perspectives.  

There are, however, ethical concerns that arise when commonly accepted 

understandings are examined and different perspectives are revealed. One of those 

concerns is the possible imposition on research participants of a project of social 

transformation (Ellsworth, 1989, Lather, 1990). Introducing new perspectives or bringing 

marginalized perspectives into the discourse of an organization, such as critiques of the 

inner workings of secondary schools from the “standpoint of women” (Harding, 1991, 

Hartsock, 1987, Smith, 1987) can create unexpected challenges to the status quo, both for 

individuals and the organization. Patti Lather defines discourse as “a word used to signify 

the system of relations between parties engaged in communicative activity and a concept 

that is, hence, meant to signal the inescapably political contexts in which we speak and 

work” (1991, p. vii). The process of conducting research changes the discourse within an 

organization and changes in discourse can either be encouraged and integrated into the 

process of school improvement, or suppressed and marginalized when conceived as 

“dangerous knowledge.”   

Being a practitioner as participant observer can be both a highly advantageous 

position, and a problematic one. McMillan & Schumacher state, “some studies on highly 

sensitive problems probably could not be done by an outside investigator” (1993, p. 416). 

A researcher who has “residence in the field” and performs a role within the community 
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being researched can develop a greater understanding of the experiences of the members 

of that community, as they occupy the same physical spaces, engage in the same 

activities and discourses, and encounter the same rules and regulations. These shared 

experiences can result in greater levels of trust and more opportunities for shared 

construction of meanings, while still respecting differences. Being an insider enhances 

ethnographic methods (hooks, 1994). When the researcher is an actual participant, fully 

engaged as a member of an organization prior to researching that organization and is 

concerned with changing aspects within the organization, he or she is uniquely positioned 

to pursue more sensitive, yet important, research questions such as “what do relationships 

of power feel like from the inside, where are the possibilities for resistance, and what 

personal and collective processes will take us there?” (Deveaux, 1999, p. 253).  

The process of obtaining participants’ informed consent is made more complex 

when the academic researcher is also a practitioner within the institution or organization 

being researched. The participants’ understandings of that person’s values, attitudes, and 

behaviour were established prior to their taking on the role of researcher, and friendship 

ties may lead participants to grant consent without fully considering the implications. 

Conducting practitioner-research in schools provides graduate students with a chance to 

put their new learning into practice while under the supervision and guidance of an 

academic advisor, who can act as a balance to ensure that the process of knowledge 

production remains respectful of individuals and provides a fair representation of their 

views.   

Political concerns.  

The French post-structuralist historian and philosopher, Michel Foucault, focused 

attention on the ways in which the interweaving of effects of power and knowledge shape 

our understandings of what and who’s knowledge is valued (1977/1980). According to 

Foucauldian thinking, the ability of practitioner researchers to derive alternative 

meanings from situations in which they are immersed cannot be addressed without also 

considering the effects of power. Research is a political act and the choice of research 

purposes and methods is tied to both power and knowledge relations. Research that 

produces knowledge from a managerial or technological perspective marginalizes the 
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knowledge of teachers and students. Practitioner-researchers must make choices about 

whether they value and want to learn from both the standpoint of the organization and 

from the standpoint of students’, teachers’ and administrators’ lived experience.  To 

adopt a research perspective from the margins and explore the social, political, and 

economic relations in which people live, is to attempt to trace the manifestations of 

power/knowledge and raise them into consciousness (Smith, 1987). In all organizations 

there is a plurality of values and interests that create conflicts between the views of 

individual organizational members and those of the organization. It requires virtues of 

courage and honesty for organization members to be willing to raise value conflicts into 

consciousness. It also requires a virtue of generosity for organizational authorities to 

allow their examination. Practitioner-researchers are positioned as “insiders” within an 

organization and are part of the power/knowledge relations constituting that organization. 

As they engage in the process of collecting and producing knowledge to represent the 

voices of organizational members, they are repositioning themselves and others within 

the power networks of the school. This repositioning can be perceived as a threat both to 

the functioning of the organization and to individuals within the organizations. 

This is the area of greatest ethical challenge for practitioner-researchers. When 

knowledge production is viewed as a neutral practice, using ethical guidelines for a fair 

and balanced representation of the views of participants is workable. When the political 

ramifications of power/knowledge relations are considered, the limitations of the 

standards for ethical research behaviour are revealed. The interests of individuals are 

different from those of an organization (Hodgkinson, 1996). Who is responsible for 

providing consents to conduct research, and who has the authority to control the research 

agenda? What are the responsibilities of practitioner-researchers when they are positioned 

between the interests of the organization and extra-organizational interests of public 

accountability? A re-examination of the moral philosophies underpinning the ethical 

guidelines that currently guide our research practices can provide some guidance for 

these decisions. 
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The Moral Imperative for Ethical Research 

The protection of individual and organizational interests. 

The guiding ethical principles of the Tri-Council are: respect for human dignity, 

respect for free and informed consent, respect for vulnerable persons, respect for privacy 

and confidentiality, respect for justice and inclusiveness, balancing of harms and benefits, 

minimizing harm, and maximizing benefit. The Tri-Council’s ethical guidelines contain a 

form of moral philosophy developed in 18th century Prussia by Immanuel Kant.  A 

Kantian moral philosophy demands a universal, a priori respect for human dignity, and 

an uncompromising rationalism. It is based on a belief that humans act rationally because 

they are capable of rational thought. The Kantian ethical principle is commonly known as 

Kant’s categorical imperative because it tells us “what we should do” and contains no 

qualifications. It is that “humans [because they are rational agents] may never be ‘used’ 

as means to an end” (Rachels, 1999, p. 132). The Tri-Council Policy Statement includes 

the “moral imperative of respect for human dignity” and “the welfare and integrity of the 

individual remain paramount in human research” (1998, i.5). It is a moral prohibition 

against manipulating people to achieve our purposes, no matter how good those purposes. 

It is this principle that underlies the ethical requirements to obtain the fully informed 

consent of participants before conducting research, and to ensure that the consent is freely 

given.  

A Kantian emphasis on the universal rationality of moral decisions does not mean 

that all contradictions can be avoided. One of the most controversial of 20th century 

research studies was research that included the deception of subjects. Stanley Milgram’s 

famous experiments testing the level of “obedience and disobedience to authority” were 

justified by him on the grounds that “a concern for human dignity is based on a respect 

for a man’s potential to act morally. … a conception of human dignity insofar as it sees in 

each man a capacity for choosing his own behavior” (Milgram, 1974, p. 197). Milgram 

felt that the participant, rather than the external critic, must be the ultimate source of 

judgement as to the ethics of the research (p. 199). The decision as to who decides the 

ethics of a research project is not easily resolved.   
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A second form of moral philosophy evident in the Tri-Council’s ethical principles 

and their applications is the 19th century utilitarianism movement developed by Jeremy 

Bentham and further refined by his godson, John Stuart Mill. The fundamental moral rule 

of utilitarianism is to “Act always to promote the greatest happiness for the greatest 

number” (Lawhead, 1996, p. 457).  This ethical theory requires an analysis of the 

anticipated consequences of actions and an assessment of the possible harms and 

benefits. The requirement of REBs that researchers obtain the consent of organizational 

authorities prior to obtaining the consent of individuals within an organization can be 

seen as conforming to this moral rule. Research institutions need to protect themselves 

from potential legal liabilities and maintain good working relationships with school 

districts. Asking the Superintendent of a school district and the principal of a school to 

grant consent for practitioner-research projects is a means of maintaining the security of 

educational organizations.  

Like the Kantian ethics of human dignity, the utilitarian moral rule produces 

ethical contradictions in its applications. The former is intended to protect individual 

rights, but can be questioned in terms of “Who’s dignity?” while the later protects 

organizational rights and can be questioned in terms of  “Who benefits?” The 

requirements for individual and organizational consent can result in the overriding of the 

group interests of school administrators, teachers, and students. The purposes for which 

research is being conducted must also be considered (Smyth, 2001). The Tri-Council 

recognizes this need and includes the ethical principles of justice and inclusiveness to 

extend benefits to individuals and groups, as “distributive justice also imposes duties 

neither to neglect nor discriminate against individuals and groups who may benefit from 

advances in research” (p. i.6). Critical and feminist research may legitimately challenge 

and “may ethically result in the harming of the reputations of organizations or individuals 

in public life” (p. i.6). The Tri-Council policy statement cautions those who interpret their 

policy: 

Researchers and REB should also be aware that some research may be 
deliberately and legitimately opposed to the interests of the research subjects. This 
is particularly true of research in the social sciences and the humanities that may 
be critical of public personalities or organizations. Such research should, of 
course, be carried out according to professional standards, but it should not be 
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blocked through the use of harms/benefits analysis or because it may not involve 
collaboration with the research subjects. (p. i.7) 

The need to extend protections to group interests. 

The position of practitioner-researchers inside the research site creates an 

additional challenge when requesting research access. The questions of who controls the 

culture and discourse within a school, and what research can be conducted for what 

purposes, needs to be negotiated (Smyth, 2001). Differences in power/knowledge 

relations change our understandings of what is considered to be ethical practices. Is it 

ethical to require prior organizational consent when there are irreconcilable interest 

conflicts between the level of organizational interests, and the level of researchers who 

are operating on extra-organizational interests, such as feminism and social justice 

(Hodgkinson, 1996)?  

An additional moral imperative becomes evident: “to place ourselves and our 

work squarely within the political context, constantly scrutinizing our perspectives for 

evidence of privilege, constantly working towards challenging privilege when appropriate 

(Code, Ford, Martindale, Sherwin & Shogan, 1991, p. 23). This political project of 

challenging privilege is a necessary part of the negotiation of research ethics and requires 

the application of ethical principles of justice and inclusiveness.   

 Seeking Solutions for the Ethical Dilemmas of Practitioner-research 

Data collection methods.  

The standard processes for ethical approval are based on assumptions that 

researchers’ data collection can be time and space limited, and method and activity 

specific. These ethical review processes for obtaining fully informed consent do not 

acknowledge that when a practitioner-researcher is the research instrument, he or she has 

already collected knowledge and constructed understandings about the research site, the 

participants and the research question under investigation. Placing artificial constraints on 

what a practitioner sees and hears cannot effectively restrict data collection and analysis. 

A test of an ethical principle is that it is humanly possible, “a sound morality must be 

based on a realistic conception of what is possible for human beings” (Rachels, 1999, p. 
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70). In the case of practitioner-researchers, the principle of fully informing participants of 

data collection methods would fail Rachels’ test.     

Practitioners, and expert researchers, bring their entire lived experience to the 

research problem. Using Giddens’s (1990) terminology, they are “always already 

knowledgeable agents.” The differences between a practitioner observer and an outside 

expert observer are that the practitioner’s knowledge, while still partial knowledge, 

always already includes particulars about the past and the present, material conditions, 

and interactions within the research site. Individual and organizational interests can be 

better served by supporting the practitioner-researchers’ efforts to increase their 

interpersonal and organizational awareness, and self-reflexivity. By becoming more 

aware of both organizational values and interests, and those of other individuals, 

practitioner-researchers are better able to engage in organizational sense making.  

The selection of research participants.  

Participant recruitment requires free and informed consent. Practitioner-

researchers may be perceived as having “power over,” their staff, or colleagues and 

students, thereby potentially compromising the ethical principle of freely given consent. 

The possibility of coercion because of a power-over relationship with research 

participants is the rationale for prohibiting the “targeting” of potential participants. For 

example, school administrators may be seen as using their power to coerce participation. 

Similar power imbalances can be seen to exist between a teacher and her students, 

teacher assistant, or colleagues. Because of this concern for the prevention of coercion, 

REB rulings have required the avoidance of face-to-face contact in participant 

recruitment in favour of broadly cast, open invitations for volunteer participation.  

An assumption underlying the ethical concept of voluntariness is that people can 

and do make free choices. This notion denies the different circumstances of people’s lives 

and privileges some on the basis of material conditions, and understandings. Not all 

potential participants value their own experience sufficiently to volunteer their 

contributions. The effect of requiring that people make free choices to participate in 

research projects is the self-selection of participants and the elimination of the 

contributions of people who, due to circumstances not of their making, cannot contribute. 
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It also eliminates those who wish to prevent their thoughts and actions from becoming 

subjected to scrutiny. In schools, the voluntary participation of students is difficult to 

achieve without face-to-face contact or the targeting of key informants. Students need to 

have sympathy for the purposes of the research and sufficient trust in the researcher to be 

willing to reveal their thoughts and feelings. These conditions are difficult to achieve 

when practitioner-researchers cannot initiate direct individual contact. Students and 

colleagues have to sense the caring of the researcher and this cannot be conveyed through 

third-party intervention.  

When engaged in the research process, it is apparent that the discourses and 

practices of all actors within an institution combine to create that institution’s culture. 

Describing the institutional context is essential for developing an understanding of how 

people make choices within a pattern of rules. If actions occur in group settings and 

become part of the experience of other people, including the practitioner-researcher, how 

can they be discussed, analyzed and described? The essential question is “Who owns an 

experience?” A strict interpretation of the ethical principle of voluntariness creates a 

claim that the generator of an event owns that event and must willingly consent to its 

being described; the person who experiences it as the subject does not have the right to 

describe her experience.  

Requiring individual informed consent may seem like the only ethical option; you 

cannot force people to become subjects of your research. One solution, suggested by 

Rogers (2001), is to permit organizational consent for student participation when the 

research involves only minimum risk of harm to the subjects. Another option is to place 

the same trust in practitioner-researchers that is placed daily in teachers and 

administrators. Teachers are trusted to serve the best interests of the students in their care 

and to act professionally with their colleagues. Why is that trust withdrawn when a 

teacher is also conducting academic research?   

Obtaining informed consent.   

To obtain permission to conduct research within a school, the common practice of 

university REBs is to have the researcher first obtain the permission of the governing 

authorities for the school district. The School Board Trustees can grant approval to 
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conduct research within the school district, but will most likely also require that 

researchers obtain approval from individual school administrators before conducting 

research in particular schools. As a result, individual school administrators are granted 

the authority to approve, or to block, a researcher’s access to staff members and students 

within a school. Using psychological terminology, members of an organization are 

viewed solely at the universal, or nomothetic level; they are members of an organization, 

rather than at the idiographic level of individuals. 

There are moral arguments that can be advanced in favour of organizational 

control of research practices. One argument is based on pragmatic consequentialism; to 

ensure the greatest amount of benefit for the most students, universities may perceive a 

need to maintain positive working relationships with school district officials. To ensure 

that academic researchers do not offend these officials, the right to review and approve 

research projects is extended to include the organizational gatekeepers. A second 

supportive argument is derived from the Kantian ethical principle of respect for human 

dignity; school administrators may not wish to allow a public examination and discussion 

of organizational practices, and may decide to act on behalf of organizational members to 

protect them from the possibility of harm.  

The adoption of an ethical stance that grants authority to organizational 

gatekeepers conflicts with the ethical principle that individuals have a right to exercise 

their own moral agency. The rights and desires of individuals within schools are not 

extinguishable by their membership in an organization, and university REBs should not 

act in concert with those who hold positions at the top of the power hierarchies to 

suppress individual rights. An alternative ethical review process would evaluate the ethics 

of research practices by applying the ethical principle of “distributive justice also imposes 

duties neither to neglect nor discriminate against individuals and groups who may benefit 

from advances in research” (Tri-Council Policy Statement, 1998, p. i.6). Assessing 

whether or not individual members of an organization have been fully informed of the 

research purposes and methods, and if they are willing to freely grant their consent to 

participate in a research project. Organizational approval processes should not suppress 

the rights and desires of individuals, as “research subjects reasonably expect that their 
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rights shall be equally recognized and respected” (p. i.2) and “the welfare and integrity of 

the individual remain paramount in human research” (p. i.5).  

When balancing the ethical duties to minimize harm and to maximize benefits, 

educational research that is focused on particular groups that have been historically 

disadvantaged, such as females, “may ethically result in the harming of the reputations of 

organizations or individuals in public life” (Tri-Council Policy Statement, 1998, p. i.6). 

The Tri-Council takes a strong position against the suppression of knowledge production 

by organizations, stating: 

Researchers and REB members should also be aware that some research may be 
deliberately and legitimately opposed to the interests of the research subjects. This 
is particularly true of research in the social sciences and the humanities that may 
be critical of public personalities or organization. Such research should, of course, 
be carried out according to professional standards, but it should not be blocked by 
harms/benefits analysis or because it may not involve the collaboration with the 
research subjects (p. i.7). 

Feminist analysis, [is] centered on context, relationships of power and allocations 
of privilege that perpetuate disadvantage and inequality. Hence, the approach may 
help to correct the systemic exclusion of some groups from research…. Public 
policy research… may legitimately have a negative effect on organizations. Such 
research does not require the consent of the subject, and the research should not 
be blocked merely on the grounds of harms/benefits analysis because of the 
potentially negative nature of the findings. (p. i. 9) 

The rights of individuals to exercise their moral agency, and the distribution of justice to 

include research that alleviates the historical disadvantages of particular groups, such as 

females, are both intended to supersede the rights of organizational gatekeepers to protect 

their own interests.  

Legal positions.  

When considering the legal aspects of educational research, it is important to 

remember that the law is a servant of public consciousness. The law at one time stated 

that women could not vote, could not own property, were not persons, could not have 

control over their reproductive systems; the law has protected the status quo and the 

dominant for centuries, it can and should be challenged and changed when it is used to 

suppress knowledge and oppress people. John Stuart Mill was an early champion of the 

need to question the social and legal conventions “that place right on the side of might” 
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(1869/1988, p.7). This thinking was extended to include knowledge production by 

Foucault’s proposition that “truth is linked in a circular relation with systems of power 

which produce and sustain it…. A ‘régime’ of truth” (1977/1980, p. 133). We need to be 

vigilant that the régimes of truth in education do not create a one-dimensional 

construction of knowledge by suppressing attempts to publicly question, critique and 

research. The rights of teachers to self expression and the public to access information 

and to question the inner working of publicly accountable institutions are well established 

in law. But these rights have to exist in our practices. Using the criteria suggested by Bok 

(1989), we can test ethical justifications by (1) having recourse to one’s own conscience, 

(2) asking friends and colleagues for advice, and (3) having an open public discussion 

about the practice in general rather than specific cases (p. 100-102). Public discussions 

about the ethics of research have already considered these issues, and the individual 

rights of research subjects and of organizations are balanced by an acknowledged need 

for the social benefits of feminist and critical research.  

Moral concerns with social justice have been widely debated and have found 

expression in a number of ways, including the United Nations Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights (1948), the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (1982), the freedom 

of information and protection of privacy acts (FOIPP), the provincial Human Rights 

Codes, and the Tri-Council Policy Statement (1998) on ethical conduct for research 

involving humans. These expressions of the rights of individuals include societal 

concerns about eliminating the oppression of peoples on the basis of membership in 

definable categories. The Tri-Council Policy Statement contains recognition of the need 

for feminist and critical research and explicitly includes a series of exceptions declaring 

that this type of research should not be blocked; The Tri-Council calls for the “sensitive 

and thoughtful implementation of the spirit and requirements of the document” (p. i.1).  

Closing Thoughts 

I hope that by raising these issues, I will encourage the public debate 

recommended by Bok (1989) to continue. Practitioner-research is becoming more 

difficult within a politicized context of conflicting interests. To have knowledge 

production that includes multiple perspectives, research ethics boards and organizational 
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gatekeepers need to apply ethical guidelines that extend the principles of justice and 

inclusiveness to the protection of group interests. We need to enter into conversations 

with authentic openness (Wallace, 1998) to find ways for research practices to be aligned 

with the spirit and requirements of the Tri-Council policy document.  
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SECTION 1  STUDENTS 

This section consists of four chapters that “locate power at the extreme points of 

its exercise … where resistances may be more visible” (Foucault, 1975/1980, p. 97). I 

begin with an exploration of the micro-mechanisms of power in secondary schools from 

the position of the students. Students are often declared to be at the centre of the learning 

enterprise, but in terms of having political influence or participating in the decision-

making and policy processes in the schools, they are the most marginalized of groups. 

Students pass through educational institutions, some of the schools in this study have five 

secondary-level grades while others have only two. As temporary members of the 

organization, students have a limited ability to become agents influencing change. They 

need to quickly learn a set of formal rules and regulations, and assimilate a set of 

practices that allow they to successfully perform their roles as students. Their eventual 

reward for accomplishing this task is a grade 12 graduation certificate. 

I am following Foucault’s methodological precautions and asking, “How are 

subjects gradually, progressively, really and materially constituted through a multiplicity 

of organisms, forces, energies, materials, desires, thoughts, etc” (p. 98)? I adopt a view of 

power as something that circulates, it is not localized in a particular individual or group 

of individuals, but is a force that is used by students, and over students, at different times, 

and in different ways, to accomplish goals. To develop a snapshot of how power 

circulates at the level of students and how they become constituted by these forces, I have 

produced four chapters focusing on students, that provide different representations of the 

school context and particular situations related to ICT: 

1. Chapter 5 provides a description of the culture of the schools, and the 

gendered nature of common every day interactions. 

2. Chapter 6 focuses on the data sets commonly collected by performance 

measurement tools, and then disrupts these official forms of 

power/knowledge relations by juxtaposing the quantitative data with 

conversation segments of students discussing aspects of the data questions.  
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3. Chapter 7 reveals some of the intimate and personal ways in which 

individual students produce and resist power relations associated with 

ICT, and in the process constitute their understandings of who and how 

people use computers. 

4. Chapter 8 reveals the effects of these constituting forces as female and 

male students discuss how their struggles to develop school and career 

goals and pursue their interests, are shaped by the bureaucratic structures 

and regulatory and disciplinary practices of the schools. 

These four chapters trace how students who enter the schools as gendered subjects, 

already shaped by social, economic, political and psychological forces, become vehicles 

for these forces. 
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Chapter 5 Learning From What We See 

This chapter begins our exploration of the technocultures of secondary schools, 

focusing on information and communications technologies (ICT) and the 

power/knowledge relations of gender categorization. I begin with a depiction of my 

observations in these five schools.21 Seeing is the most easily accessible means for 

students and educators to learn from their environment. Every person in the school, who 

has the ability to see, observes variations of these phenomena as they appear; how they 

learn to interpret them is both an individual and a social process.22 As an individual 

conducting research, I focused my attention on  (a) the physical design of the schools, 

classrooms, and computer workstations; (b) students’ and teachers’ texts that are 

displayed for viewing; and (c) student discourses, interactions and practices within the 

schools. 

This representation is an amalgamation of my environmental scans of five 

secondary schools governed by different public School Boards and located in four 

different Canadian West-coast municipalities, some in suburban communities and others 

in downtown urban centres. My presence in these schools varied from two years to two 

weeks, and then to two days, as I became more adept at focusing my observations. 

Several thousand students, and several hundred educators were observed in their 

everyday contexts for approximately one month. These observations were of the 

interactions, discourses, and practices as people engaged with peers, teachers, students, 

administrators, computer technicians and the technological artifacts within the school 

sites. I have interwoven my observations with some segments of students’ and teachers’ 

speech-in-action, to produce a representation of their lives as males and females in these 

five secondary schools.  

I actively sought out and included disconfirming evidence to avoid the trap of 

only confirming my own preconceptions (Creswell, 1999). When I observed interactions 

                                                 
21 Czarniawska-Joerges (1992) states observation is the most obvious way for a researcher to grasp the 
social drama, the organizational ways of life, to achieve a representation of people’s work and organization 
as it appears to the actors (pp. 197-198).  
22 One of the schools had posted a large sign in the school hallway declaring “three principles of learning,” 
one of which was “learning is both an individual and a social process.”  
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that appeared to me to be based on gendered conceptions, I would deliberately broaden 

my focus to include the larger environment and the variations of behaviours. To conclude 

this section, I revisit the research problem.  

Describing the Context 

As I drive towards the schools in the early mornings, I pass the students quietly 

walking or driving, mostly individually, towards the schools to arrive before the first 

warning bells. Using a gender lens to focus my attention, I note signs of sex-

differentiated activities. A public notice board in front of a school congratulates a girls’ 

sports team for winning a provincial championship while, beyond the sign, a boys’ soccer 

team is busy practising. I enter a school, and walk past rows of photographs and trophy 

displays proclaiming and preserving the accomplishments of decades of athletic 

achievements: boys’ rugby, girls’ basketball, boys’ soccer, and girls’ track and field. In 

another school, my attention is drawn by the notice board in the main entrance where the 

central item is an exhortation for boys to join the Student Council (see Figure 5. 1). 

 

Join the Council 

Are you a guy that has ever thought about joining Students’ Council? More 

masculine input at meetings would be greatly appreciated by the school. Not only 

will you be getting involved with the Student Body and making a difference, but 

Students’ Council meetings are a great place to meet GIRLS! Come and check it out! 

 

Figure 5.1 Announcement inviting male participation in the Students’ Council. 
 

I confirm there have been public announcements that I am in the schools observing, 

before starting to record the gendered nature of student interactions (See Appendix). 

Forming friendship groups. 

As the students enter the schools, they gather by their lockers, greeting their 

friends and gathering their books and supplies for class. As the locker doors open and 

close, viewers get brief glimpses of various photographs, posters and magazine cut-outs, 
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personalizing students’ private spaces. The girls favour pictures of friends and smiling 

actors or musicians with bared chests while some boys paste up slightly more seductive 

photos featuring females’ “tits and ass,” as commonly described by the students. As 

students arrive at their lockers, they start forming into friendship groups and chatting, 

boys with boys, and girls with girls. There are a few mixed-sex couples who greet each 

other with hugs and kisses and then walk through the halls holding hands, but most of the 

students are in gendered groupings. The racioethnicity of the students does not appear to 

be a major dividing factor in these schools. While the majority of students appear to be 

Caucasian, there are both mixed groupings of students, including those of Asian, 

European, African and Central and South American origin, and homogeneous groupings 

by language and cultural heritage. Those students who remain by themselves appear to be 

engaged in the task of preparing for class, and either ignore the surrounding social scene 

or greet the people who pass by them. While the socio-economic make-up of the 

neighbourhoods varies somewhat, the working and professional class politesse of the 

students is consistent. The streams of students move steadily and orderly towards their 

classrooms, interrupted occasionally by a few boys who carelessly bump into people as 

they pass. There are moments of agitation as the boys’ bumping progresses into shoving 

and mock punching as a means of greeting, while the girls appear to ignore the boys’ 

antics and move by. Occasionally, a girl greets a particular boy with a mock punch or 

shove. These moments are short-lived, and the boys rejoin the orderly streams of students 

progressing through the halls. The teachers are also passing through the hallways and 

either walk silently by, or share morning greetings with students. Occasionally, I see a 

male student hold a door open for a teacher and, noticing that I am a stranger in the 

school, a boy smiles and offers assistance to help me find my way.  

Sex-differentiated course divisions. 

As the first bell rings and students enter their classrooms, the sex-differentiated 

divisions become more apparent. Some of these practices are institutionalized cultural 

divisions, based on primary sex characteristics.23 This can be seen most obviously in the 

                                                 
23 Primary sex characteristics are considered to be the body organs directly involved in reproduction, (e.g., 
the ovaries, uterus and penis). During puberty, the balance of reproductive hormones changes, stimulating 
the maturation of the primary sex organs and the growth of secondary sex characteristics. These include, in 
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physical construction of the schools, which reflect societal norms of separate male or 

female washrooms and change rooms. The students accept this division by primary sex 

characteristics unquestioningly and I have not observed any attempted transgressions. 

Sex divisions also appear in some of the schools, which have segregated courses 

according to secondary sex differences, into segregated, male or female PE classes, dance 

classes, and sports teams. This is attributed more to cultural understandings of social 

acceptability than to varying physical capabilities. One PE teacher explained, “The grade 

9 and 10 boys are less body-conscious without the girls watching them.” Another teacher 

using similar reasoning for the segregated school programs for boys, such as a boys’ 

dance program, “The boys didn’t feel comfortable joining a class of girls.” These 

divisions by sex also occur within some programs, such as music courses. Teachers 

arrange the students who join the school choirs into male and female voice sections, a 

division based on the musical use of the secondary sex changes of the larynx and the 

deepening of male voices. The students themselves select instruments based on gender, 

the larger the band instrument the more likely it is played by a boy.24 

Gender demarcations also occur in co-educational courses, as the girls enter the 

textiles lab and the boys, the auto-mechanics classes. While the institutionalized sex 

divisions, such as separate PE classes for males and females, are absolute, the self-sorted 

divisions are not, sometimes a girl will sit amongst a group of boys or a single boy will 

enrol in a textiles class. As I enter a Metal Work classroom, for example, I see a group of 

girls working together in a corner, creating silver jewellery rings, while the boys are 

working at the larger machines and showing each other how to weld and how to use a 

tool to bend a piece of steel. All of the schools have observable sex-differentiated 

divisions in the courses that students select. Some courses have a greater number of 

males enrolled and others have a greater number of females enrolled.  

                                                                                                                                                 
males, facial, pubic and body hair, a deepening of the voice, a growth spurt, broadened shoulders and 
increased muscle mass, and in females, breast development, increased hip width and redistribution of fat. 
“Puberty starts as early as 6 or 7 years old and no later than 12 years old in girls. It occurs as early as 8 or 9 
years old and no later than 13 years old in boys. The whole process lasts about 4 years. Boys generally start 
about l to 2 years later than girls, and the time during puberty when there is very rapid increase in height – 
the growth spurt- occurs earlier in a girl’s pubertal development than in that of a boy. The result is that in 
sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, girls usually are much taller than boys. The boys catch up in the ninth and 
tenth grades” (Brown, 2000). 
24 Harris (1991) also described this phenomenon in her dissertation, which compared music education 
programs in three school districts.  
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Sex-differentiated seating patterns. 

These self-sorted divisions are also apparent within the spaces where computers 

are located. Libraries are spaces in the schools where students can work independently 

and in groups during their spare periods, and breaks in the instructional time. This 

provides an opportunity to observe their behaviour when they are in supervised classes 

and when they are working or socializing independently. When students enter a school 

library, I see them glance around the room at the students already seated, and then, most 

often, move to the tables or computer workstations where they can sit with friends, by 

themselves, or with students of the same sex. They do not readily join a group of the 

opposite sex. These are not absolute categories, but generalized patterns of behaviour that 

can be seen in Figures 5.2 – 5.8, seven examples of seating patterns in school libraries. 
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Figure 5.2 Lunchtime in the library 
Male (M) and female (F) seating patterns at school library computers during 
lunch. More than one M or F symbol means students shared the computer. 
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Figure 5.3 Lunchtime in the library. 
Male (M) and female (F) seating patterns in a school library during lunch.  
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Figure 5.4 Lunchtime in the library. 
Male (M) and female (F) seating patterns in a school library during lunch.  
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Figure 5.5 Lunchtime in the library. 
Male (M) and female (F) seating patterns at school library tables and computers 
during lunch. More than one M or F symbol means the students shared the seats. 
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Figure 5.6 Study period in the library 
Male (M) and Female (F) seating patterns in a school library during study period. 
This figure shows the students in both homogeneous and heterogeneous 
groupings. 
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Figure 5.7 Social Studies class in the library. 
Male (M) and female (F) seating patterns at school library tables and computers 
during a Social Studies research lesson. More than one M or F symbol means the 
students shared a computer  
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Figure 5.8 Spanish class in the library. 
Male (M) and female (F) seating patterns at school library tables and computers 
during a Spanish research lesson. 
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This same pattern of sex-differentiated seating is visible in classrooms. In a 

Business Education class, the girls move to the same row of computers, while the boys 

seat themselves in the next row. In an IT classroom, a girl sits at the end of a row, while 

boys occupy all the other computer workstations. The teacher for this class identifies the 

students who are absent when he notices three empty computer stations at the end of the 

row and states, “three girls are missing today.” This indicates that the teachers are aware 

of these habitual seating patterns, and the sex of the students who occupy specific seats. 

As the teachers begin to take control of the classes by getting the students’ attention, the 

sex-differentiated seating patterns appear in the teachers’ use of admonitions, such as 

“Girls, listen, pay attention” and “You boys over there, settle down.” The teachers that I 

observed in the school libraries and computer labs, did not ask the students to reseat 

themselves in mixed-sex groupings or to sit and work with the socially isolated students 

who were seated alone. The teachers’ efforts to reseat students are normally directed 

towards breaking up overcrowded or unruly groups. When I spoke with these teachers 

after the classes were started, and mentioned the sex division amongst the students, both 

male and female teachers responded with statements like, “Oh, I don’t notice gender, I 

really don’t. I see the students as people, not as boys or girls.” The gender lens that I am 

using to observe the actions of the students is not necessarily the lens used by these 

teachers.  

Some IT teachers did acknowledge their awareness of the sex of their students. 

When I spoke with Melanie and asked if I could visit her classroom to observe and record 

the seating pattern, she smiled and said, “Oh, you’ll want to see this.” She opened her 

classroom door to reveal a grade 8 keyboarding classroom with three rows of computer 

workstations. Girls filled the back row and the first seat in the middle row, while boys 

filled the rest of the middle row and the front row, except for one Aboriginal girl seated 

in the middle of the front row. She explained that the students selected their seats as they 

entered the room on the first day of classes and then preserved this same seating pattern 

for the entire course. 

These common patterns of separation by sex are occasionally disrupted by other 

characteristics, such as being designated “Special Needs” students who sit with a 

Teacher’s Assistant (T. A.), and race, as the single Aboriginal girl sat amongst the boys 
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rather than in the row of Caucasian girls. When students were free to select their own 

seats, whether at computer workstations, individual desks, or tables, common patterns of 

separation by sex were observable in all five of the secondary schools. Figures 5.9 to 5.15 

are diagrams of sex-differentiated seating patterns in classrooms with computer 

workstations. 
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Figure 5.9 A Keyboarding 8 Class. 
Male (M) and female (F) seating patterns at computers in a grade 8 Keyboarding 
class. 
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Figure 5.10 An IT 9 class. 
Male (M) and female (F) seating patterns at computers during a grade 9 IT class. 
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Figure 5.11 An IT 10 class. 
Male (M) and female (F) seating patterns at computers in an IT 10 class. 
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Figure 5.12 An IT Career Prep meeting. 
Male (M) and female (F) seating patterns at computers during lunch in an IT 
classroom. 
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Figure 5.13 A Business Education 10 class. 
Male (M) and female (F) seating patterns at computers during a grade 10 Business 
Education class. 
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Figure 5.14 A Graphic Arts 12 class. 
Male (M) and female (F) seating patterns at computers during a grade 12 Graphic 
Arts class. 

 

Gender displays in social interactions. 

As the students’ days progress, there are numerous other practices, beyond 

institutionalized divisions in courses and students’ friendship circles, which flow from 

and reinforce sex categories. The students engage in their own gendered interactions. 

Remembering the need for practitioner-researchers to “make the familiar strange,” I pay 

attention to the obvious, those patterns of social interactions that are so familiar and 

accepted that they are not normally noticed or mentioned. One of the most accepted is 

that the students conform, for the most part, to clothing and grooming traditions that 

highlight sexual differences. I can usually tell immediately, even when looking at the 

back of a seated student, whether or not the person is a he or a she. Whether the student’s 

hair is short or long, whether they are wearing low-cut t-shirts that display their breasts, 

midriffs, and navels, or a shirt that stretches across their biceps; skirts or pants, shoes or 

sneakers, pastels or earth tones, their visual display of gender signs combines to inform 

me of the sex of the student. The students’ sexual characteristics are heightened and 

signalled through clothing and grooming and become socially constructed gender 
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characteristics that remind viewers of one of the most fundamental social differences. 

When students gather for a school assembly, the guest speaker acknowledges these 

categories by greeting the students as “Ladies and gentlemen.”  

The cultural cues needed to produce these gender displays are readily available in 

the schools. The magazines arranged for public display in the school libraries and 

counselling centres, provide detailed grooming and fashion tips, along with sexually 

explicit descriptions, such as the article in Flare: Canada’s fashion magazine that 

includes an illustrated guide for “choosing the dildo that is right for you.” Some of these 

magazines are obtained through school subscriptions and others are complimentary. The 

article Kissing: The complete guide in the magazine What: The voice and choice of 

Canadian youth is a commercial product, distributed free through high schools across 

Canada. In addition to the magazines provided through the schools, both male and female 

students bring leisure reading materials into the schools; I observed several single-sex 

clusters of students happily paging through copies of Maxim, Cosmopolitan and FHM’s 

annual poll to determine the 100 sexiest women. While students view these images of 

how to display male and female sexuality, they also see words that promote ways of 

behaving. Students viewing photographs of a splay-legged model with spiky, red-dyed 

hair, and metal, spiked-heel shoes are exhorted to adopt “attitude”: 

ATTITUDE: Make it the right one. Case in point, the bold moves of Hamilton-
born Angela Featherstone, who moved to Toronto, after living in Nova Scotia and 
Manitoba, at the tender age of 17 with $10 and not much more, except a lot of 
moxie. Although she became a top model, her personality-plus led to acting and, 
therefore, LA. (Flare: Canada’s fashion magazine, Dec. 2001, p. 125) 

Some teachers use the popularity of these types of hypersexualized images to attract 

students’ interest, by displaying posters and computer screensavers of actors or music 

industry performers, such as Ricky Martin, Jennifer Lopez and Christina Aguilera. 

The students themselves are fascinated by both gender and sex. The majority of 

students in a Psychology class conducting social experiments, focused directly on 

gendered relationships, such as “Do males or females return more smiles?” and “Do 

males or females offer more assistance to a young women in distress?” The students’ 

interests in gender issues, however, are outweighed by their interest in sexuality. 

Powerful indicators of this interest in sexuality is in the forms of entertainment provided 
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in secondary schools: female cheerleading squads exhilarate students attending a football 

game; performing arts students produce a Christmas show that includes the song “Santa 

Baby,” with girls performing as female elves trying to seduce a drunken Santa Claus; 

girls rush towards the stage to hoot and cheer while the boys’ hip hop dance classes 

perform; the Students’ Council members decide to sponsor a “Dating Game” and a 

“Battle of the Sexes” to raise money; and a student club sponsors a “strip show” to solicit 

charitable donations. For final examples, when students attend school dances, many of 

them pair up into heterosexual couples, and the grade 12 graduation celebrations feature a 

fashion show of female evening gowns and male tuxedos and it is assumed that students 

will bring a heterosexual “date.” 

Gendered knowledge/power relations and ICT 

As I shift my focus from the environmental and social context to the interactions 

between students when using computers, I start to notice the many ways, both subtle and 

unsubtle, those students reproduce gender divisions and their assumptions about 

computer technologies. One of the computers is not functioning properly and the female 

teacher walks over to fix it. The girl that is seated at the computer turns, looks around the 

room and says, "We have to find a smart boy." On another occasion, a class of students is 

seated at the computers and the female teacher asks the students to turn off their monitors 

while she discusses something with the class. A couple of girls seated at computers act 

confused and the teacher repeats her request to them a couple more times before realizing 

that they do not know what the word “monitor” means. By then a group of boys seated 

close by are laughing and calling out to the girls “Man, are you stupid or what?” One of 

the boys runs over and overdramatically pushes the power buttons on their monitors, 

saying “There.” The teaching assistant for this class later informed me that both these 

girls were receiving learning assistance25 and this was the first time they had attempted to 

use a computer for a school project.  

A third example illustrates the difficulties encountered when students need to 

share the computers. While helping a girl with her search strategy, a computer kept 

freezing, so the teacher advised her to move to another bank of three computers. Three 
                                                 
25 Learning assistance is provided in the form of additional support and services for students who have been 
designated as having learning disabilities. 
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boys who were talking to each other rather than actually searching, were already seated 

there. The teacher asked if they still needed to use them. The boys responded “yes” and 

looked at their monitor screens for a few seconds. One of the boys then stood up and 

started chatting again. The teacher informed them that a girl was waiting and they again 

looked at their screens. The teacher stepped back and she and the girl waited for another 

minute. One of the boys walked away from his computer without saying a word. Another 

boy arrived and asked, “Can I use this computer” and the boy who had remained seated at 

the next computer replied, “I guess so.” The teacher intervened by saying, “ No, this girl 

has been waiting.” She sat down, but turned and called to the boy who had walked away 

to ask if it was all right. He didn’t respond, so she started to use the computer. I was 

leaving for another appointment, but as I walked away I saw the boy who had left the 

computer discover that his print command had failed. He turned to return to his computer 

and resend the command – only to see that the girl had changed the screen. I could hear 

him yelling at her as I walked out the door. 

A fourth example is the female student who raised her hand to ask the teacher for 

assistance, saying, “My password doesn’t work.” Before the teacher could respond, a boy 

shouted out “I hacked into it and changed it!” These types of power displays occurred 

sporadically, but often enough that I could easily observe them. A fifth, and final 

example, is seeing ways that the young boys, particularly in grades 8 to 10 would rush to 

be the first to sit at, and claim, the computers when entering the libraries. When a 

teacher-librarian asked the students to reseat themselves at the tables for instructions prior 

to moving to the computers, the boys took the computer chairs with them, and, in another 

case, asked the teacher to reserve their places at the computers.   

Learning From What We See 

The secondary school environments that I describe in this chapter are visible to 

any educator who chooses to see these practices. By adopting a gender lens to focus my 

observations, I have produced a representation that highlights, rather than obscures, sex 

and gender divisions. What I see are multiple, interlinked practices that work together to 

construct student identities that use gender as a way of being. Returning to one of the 

research questions, What social, cultural, personal and educational practices shape the 
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choices made, we can begin to see that there is a set of “dividing practices”26 in schools 

that produces gender as one of the fundamental constituting forces.  

At the microlevel of interactions within and between clusters of students and their 

teachers, dividing practices are revealed by their speech acts, their sexual displays in their 

clothing and grooming, by their formation of friendship groups, and by their competition 

for access to computers. Instructional environments extend these sex divisions through 

the architectural design of separate spaces for males and females, classroom composition 

with students clustered into gendered courses, and seating patterns. Bifurcated male and 

female sex categories are reinforced at the organizational level by a factory system of 

production that separates students through systems of course selection and design, 

producing classroom environments dominated by one particular sex. This multileveled 

set of dividing practices constitutes gendered subjectivities and reduces the number and 

type of students using ICT. There are characteristics other than gender that are screened 

out during this process, but this research project focuses on gender.27  

Secondary school students and educators, through their actions and choices, 

indicate their awareness of sex and gender as an integral part of the social milieux. The 

students’ interactions with ICT is just one of the many arenas in secondary schools where 

issues of sex and gender are negotiated. What is it about schools that has limited the 

participation of women and girls with ICT? In the following chapters, I offer a series of 

representations to illustrate how discursive practices produce culture, and culture 

produces persons. These descriptions elucidate the complex interplay amongst the micro-

processes of students’ discourse and interactions, the meso-level of school policies, 

regulations and practices and the macro-level imagery and messages of global 

technocultures. These representations do not produce simple stories of cause and effect, 

nor do they reveal a “conspiracy theory” of systematic social, economic, or political 

change. They do reveal the complexity of interpersonal, classroom, and organizational 

                                                 
26 “Dividing practices” is a descriptive phrase used by Michel Foucault (1971/2000) regarding his studies 
of the objectivizing of the subject. “The subject is either divided inside himself or divided from others. This 
process objectivizes him. Examples are the mad and the sane, the sick and the healthy, the criminals and the 
‘good boys’” (p. 326). I am adopting this phrase to describe the divisions created between genders and 
between ICT users and non-users. 
27 To obtain consent to conduct research from one of the participating school districts, I was required to 
make a commitment not to include race and ethnicity in my data collection or analysis. All such examples 
are drawn from other school districts. 
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practices that constitute gendered students who have internalised knowledge of what are 

“appropriate choices.” They illustrate a complex multilevel network of dividing practices, 

both visible and invisible, and both speakable and unspeakable, enacted by school-based 

actors (See Figure 5. 15). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15 A complex, multilevel network of visible dividing practices. 
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Chapter 6 Learning from Performance Measurement 

 
Having observed the sex-differentiated divisions apparent in course selection, 

seating patterns and social interactions, I sought to confirm my impressions by 

diagramming seating patterns, and by listening to the speech acts of students and 

teachers. This revealed gendered dividing practices embedded in the everyday life of 

schooling, including educational technologies. In this chapter, I begin to explore the 

assessment processes and instruments that educators currently use to monitor the 

interrelatedness of gender and ICT. This includes a consideration of  “how” and “what” 

data gathering practices are systematically used for the purpose of school reform.  

There are a number of formal mechanisms used to gather information about the 

educational programs in schools, some of which are mandatory accountability 

requirements, while others are school or district-based processes. These procedures are 

designed to collect quantitative data that are used to produce accreditation and annual 

school reports for the governing authorities, parents, and the community. The process of 

gathering, analyzing, and evaluating this data is expected to contribute to evidence-based 

decision making, a climate of reflective practice and continuous improvement within the 

schools.  

Surveying in a Climate of Accountability 

The problems of “what” and “how” to measure ICT educational outcomes are 

poorly understood and complicate the problem of assessing equity. The measurement of 

“inputs” such as expenditures and training programs, and “outputs” such as equipment 

levels and participation in training programs, has been the standard means of assessing 

the implementation of ICT in schools.28 These methods are complemented by surveys of 

                                                 
28 The Provincial Educational Technology Report for the 2000/2001 school year, which was a mandatory 
reporting requirement for technology funding, reported the four categories of (a) computer count, (b) 
expenditures on educational technology, (c) in-service hours, and (d) computer functionality, location, and 
primary use for categories of students, teacher preparation, and administration (2002). These factors are 
considered “inputs” and “outputs” because they measure investments in products rather than the 
pedagogical results, or “educational outcomes.”  
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self-assessment and satisfaction levels. There has been no systematic use of standardized 

student achievement tests for ICT in British Columbia because of the many obstacles 

inherent in the technological variables of equipment functionality, connectivity, and 

software, and in pedagogical practices.  

This chapter explores the ways that educators in this study systematically 

gathered information for the assessment and evaluation of educational programs related 

to ICT and gender equality. I provide examples taken from the student surveys conducted 

at the research sites. To “trouble” these findings, I also present methods of disaggregating 

student data to reveal answers to questions that are not asked. To further unsettle the 

certainty portrayed by these quantitative methods, I present related comments gathered 

from my conversations with students.  

Sex-based Course Selection  

To confirm statistically what I had already observed visually, I used the summary 

of one year’s course registrations from a school site with approximately 1,100 students, 

to produce a chi-square frequency distribution test. Using this process, I identified 

courses that were dominated by either male or female enrolment (See Tables 6.1 and 6.2). 

I compiled two tables using a probability value less than or equal to .05 as a measure for 

statistical significance; the results could not have been produced by chance ninety-five 

times out of 100 (p<0.05).  

In the grades 9 and 10 core program courses, which are mandatory for all 

students, the major division occurs in the sex-segregated physical education courses. 

Other statistically significant sex distributions are evident in grades 9 and 10 English, 

which have greater numbers of females in the enrichment stream and males in the regular 

stream. In this particular school, these courses are open to all students, and students self-

select into one of these two options for English. This pattern is less significant, but also 

apparent for the Social Studies enriched courses. In the elective courses, there are 16 

courses that have a greater number of males and 22 with a greater number of females. 

The computer technology-rich courses, Computer Programming 9 and 10, Information 

Technology 11, 12, and AP (Advanced Placement), Drafting, and the Career Preparation 

course in Information Technology have greater numbers of males, while more females 
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are enrolled in the Business Computer Applications 11 course. This statistical analysis of 

course enrolments by sex provides confirmation for my observations that there are 

significant differences in the sex distribution of students in secondary school courses. 

 

Table 6.1 Secondary courses with greater numbers of males enrolled. 
 
 Sex  Chi tests 
 
Subjects 

 
M 

 
F 

Statistically 
significant 

p<0.05 
GRADE 9/10 CORE PROGRAM:  
(mandatory for all students) 

   

English 9 and 10 220 149 0.00 
Physical Education 9 and 10, Boys 264 0 0.00 
Applications of Mathematics 10 42 21 0.01 
    
ELECTIVE COURSES:    
     APPLIED SKILLS:    
Computer Programming 9 and 10 52 5 0.00 
Information Technology 11, 12 and AP 54 28 0.00 
Drafting 10 to 12 14 5 0.04 
Metal 9 to 12 90 11 0.00 
Mechanics 9 to 11 43 6 0.00 
Woodwork 9 to11 75 15 0.00 
Construction 11 and 12 32 0 0.00 
     FINE ARTS:    
Dance Performance 9 to 12, Boys 31 0 0.00 
Stage Band 9 to 12 22 6 0.00 
     OTHER:    
English Communications 11 and 12 54 27 0.00 
Physical Education 11 and 12 129 68 0.00 
Physics 11 and 12 and Enriched 117 76 0.00 
     CAREER EDUCATION:    
Career Prep Information Technology 53 18 0.00 
Career Prep Recreational Leadership 45 20 0.00 
Career Prep Aviation Technology 9 0 0.00 
Career Prep Secondary Apprenticeship 23 7 0.00 
 
Note. N=approximately 1100 students from one secondary school, grades 9 – 12. Based on two factors, 
male and female, the degree of freedom is one (df=1). 
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Table 6.2 Secondary courses with greater numbers of females enrolled.  
 
 Sex  Chi tests 
 
Subjects 

 
M 

 
F 

Statistically 
significant 

p<0.05 
GRADE 9/10 CORE PROGRAM:     
English 9 and 10 Enriched 56 113 0.00 
Social Studies 9 and 10 Enriched 59 82 0.05 
Physical Education 9 and 10, Girls 0 256 0.00 
    
ELECTIVE COURSES:    
     APPLIED SKILLS:    
     Home Economics Foods Focus 29 72 0.00 
     Textiles 9 to 12 0 77 0.00 
     Business Computer Applications 11 7 22 0.01 
     FINE ARTS:    
     Choir 9 to 12 21 82 0.00 
     Dance Choreography 11 and 12 1 15 0.00 
     Dance Performance 9 to 12 3 101 0.00 
     Musical Theatre 9 to 12 16 70 0.00 
     OTHER:    
     English 11 Enriched 22 46 0.00 
     Social Studies 11 Enriched 15 37 0.00 
     Advanced Placement English/Lit 12 4 46 0.00 
     Biology 11and12 113 192 0.00 
     Family Management 11 4 25 0.00 
     Writing 12 5 23 0.00 
     Psychology 11 12 44 0.00 
     History 12 43 71 0.01 
     Beginner’s Spanish 11 8 20 0.02 
     Comparative Civilization 12 15 30 0.03 
     French 11 and 12 and AP 65 90 0.04 
     CAREER EDUCATION:    
     Career Prep Human Services 0 15 0.00 
      Career Prep Co-operative Education 430 506 0.01 
     Career Prep Art 3 11 0.03 
     Career Prep Teaching 2 9 0.03 
 
Note. N=approximately 1100 students from one secondary school, grades 9 – 12. Based on two factors, 
male and female, the degree of freedom is one (df=1). 
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If I can produce this type of statistical report and see these divisions in course 

selection so clearly, I began to consider why the gendered nature of student participation 

in ICT classes is not a major concern in these secondary schools. I began my analysis of 

this problem by creating a graph that illustrates in a dramatic way the sex-differentiated 

divisions in the computer classes offered by different programs: Business Education, 

Information Technology and Drafting (see Figure 6.3).  

After I developed this illustration of the problem, I started to think about the other 

sex divisions that are produced during the course selection process. If educators are used 

to seeing sex-differentiated selection patterns, there would be no reason for them to react 

with concern when computer classes revealed the same types of course selection 

divisions. I checked this line of thinking by developing another illustration, this time 

focusing on the Applied skills courses in Home Economics and Technology Education 

(see Figure 6.2). Here the divisions were even more dramatically revealed. Simple black 

and white graphs confirmed what I had observed in the schools by walking around and 

watching people moving through their daily activities.  

The graphs can only tell the simple story, as the explanation of anomalies, such as 

the female enrolment in a grade 11 Metalwork (MTL) class, needs to be explained by the 

“shop” teacher who described his efforts to attract female students by successfully 

incorporating silver jewellery making into his classes. A second anomaly is the more 

equitable participation rates of both male and female students in the grade 8 classes; 

keyboarding (KB8), business computer applications (BCA8), textiles (TEX8), woodwork 

(WW8) and metalwork (MTL8) classes, explained by the school’s design of course 

elective options emphasizing the acquisition of these skills for all students. This practice 

of mandatory course selection in grade 8 is not repeated after the grade 8 experiences. 

After grade 8, these students continued to practice traditional patterns of sex-

differentiated course selection. The exposure of students of both sexes to non-traditional 

courses does not alter their knowledge of what courses are gender-appropriate to choose. 

Neither does the targeting of a sex for a particular activity, such as jeweller-making. 

These attempts to bend the parameters of gender categories, do not effectively alter 

gender stereotypes. 
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Figure 6.1 Male and female enrolment in “Computer Classes” 
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Figure 6.2  Male and female enrolment in Applied Skills courses. 
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Equal Opportunities for Access 

This section explores one of the main criteria used to assess the digital divide -- 

Are there equal opportunities for access to ICT?29 The regular performance monitoring of 

schools in British Columbia includes an evaluation of students’ perceptions of their 

access to computers. The BC school accreditation process (2001) includes a student 

survey, using a five-point, Likert-type scale to measure responses to various statements. 

The number and wording of these statements change from year to year, but commonly 

include two statements about computer access and equal opportunities regardless of 

gender.30 The student responses to these questions at one school site are presented below. 

The data were collected by sex category, but the compilers of the report chose not to 

report by sex (See Table 6.3). 

Table 6.3 Student accreditation survey (2001) regarding access 

Survey statements Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

NA/ 
DK 

No 
Response  

At school, I have access to a 
computer when I need one 

23% 41% 21% 10% 3% .7% 

At school, I am provided 
with equal opportunities 
regardless of my gender 

34% 44% 13% 5% 2% 1% 

Note. (n>1000) 

 

The students’ responses indicate a majority of students are in agreement with the 

two statements. To explore the question of gender equality of opportunities for ICT 

access more fully, I expanded upon this quantitative data by observing the practices and 

discourses in the schools, and by engaging in conversations with the students. This 

process of questioning, listening and observing the levels of student access depicts a more 

complex and less harmonious picture than the one presented by the accreditation survey. 

                                                 
29 The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development/Centre for Educational Research and 
Innovation (OECD/CERI) (2000) and the British Columbia Premier’s Technology Council (2001) use this 
criterion for assessing the digital divide.  
30 The BC School Accreditation Survey (2001) asks students to respond to statements #8, At school, I have 
access to a computer when I need one, and #20, I am provided with equal opportunities regardless of my 
gender. 
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The students’ opportunities to access school computers are constrained through various 

mechanisms, material, regulatory and disciplinary. These constraining practices apply to 

all students and do not ostensibly target one sex category. The methods of listening and 

observing students’ access to school computers, however, reveal the effects of these 

constraints.  

Material constraints on ICT access. 

The material constraints on computer accessibility are an outcome of a decade of 

budgetary restraints in education and competing needs for resource allocations in the face 

of escalating costs. Despite British Columbia’s position as the most connected province 

in Canada,31 the schools are unable to keep pace with technological advances and the 

rapid obsolescence of equipment, and have less than adequate technological 

infrastructures. This means limited numbers of computers, limited network capacities, an 

insufficient quantity and quality of software, and insufficient technical support services. 

Several of the schools reported problems with equipment sustainability; having such 

small equipment budgets that they depended upon the donation of equipment through the 

Computers for Schools program.32 In at least one case, these donated machines were still 

sitting in boxes because the school could not immediately afford the wiring required to 

network a computer lab.  

The students sometimes accepted the poor quality of the equipment and 

technological infrastructures as a personal problem. Vicky explained, “It’s pretty 

common that everyone complains that [the computers] take too long to get to the 

[web]site or whatever, but sometimes it’s just because too many people have gone [to the 

same website].” Another phenomenon that I observed was the inability of some students 

to identify when the source of a problem is technological. While the more knowledgeable 

students are able to quickly locate and claim the computers with the fastest processor 

speeds, (as described in the previous chapter in the example of the boys asking the male 

                                                 
31 The Premier’s Technology Council reports “all of our K – 12 public schools are connected to the World 
Wide Web of information and ideas” (2001, p. 2). 
32 The Provincial report on educational technology for the 2000/2001 school year, compiles results from 41 
reporting school districts on “other sources” of funding for educational technology expenditures (2002). 
For some of these school districts, up to $135/student came from “other sources,” compared to $50/student 
from government funding. This contributes to problems of inequity, as different school districts are able to 
obtain different levels of funding. 
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teacher to “hold” a computer for them) the less knowledgeable students are left to access 

the slower machines, which also have less internal memory and are more likely to freeze. 

The students who unknowingly use the less reliable machines would often attribute 

problems to their own inadequacies, “This always happens to me. These machines don’t 

like me,” or “I made it crash.” 

Regulatory constraints on ICT access. 

In addition to these problems of inadequate and insufficient infrastructures, school 

district and school authorities express and respond to concerns about students’ personal 

safety and IT system security by establishing regulatory constraints on computer access. 

These include the enforcement of restrictions on both the spatial locations and times for 

computer access, and the types of uses and users. The students’ perceptions of ICT access 

outside of instructional time vary; some describe having to rush to the library at 

lunchtime to be first to claim use of the equipment, while others express satisfaction with 

their level of access to computers. The minimal ideal of “a computer in every 

classroom”33 is not a reality in all of these schools. In those schools where teachers do 

have a computer workstation on their desks, they will sometimes permit student access. 

This practice is discouraged by the computer technicians for security reasons as the 

teachers’ machines – either stand-alone or as part of an administrative network – provide 

access to student demographic and evaluation data. Teachers’ machines are considered a 

security risk.  

Because most secondary schools are not fully wired, students cannot access the 

Internet from their classrooms, or from some computer labs. Tina’s response was to state 

a preference for hand-produced materials:  

In all my classes, we don’t have computers actually. Well, there’s one for the 
teachers sometimes. Actually, in English class last term, a lot of the kids would go 
down to the computer lab to work on assignments and things, but I like working 
by hand.  

The students tended to associate the computers with “computers class” and did not 

necessarily express a belief that computers could, or should, be available for use in their 

                                                 
33 The phrase “a computer in every classroom” was a common goal statement during the early 
implementation stages of many School District Technology Plans.  
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classrooms and outside of class time. Cissi described greater accessibility to computers as 

potentially causing problems because of the competitive need for access: 

You mean like computers in the classrooms even? I think that we don’t use them. 
Like in my classes, we never want to have access you know. We know we could 
come to the library or the computer lab and I think that having four in a classroom 
would probably just cause problems because you’d have kids wanting to. Maybe 
if everybody needed to use them, you’d have to take turns, and we’re not very 
good at taking turns. 

The placement of the majority of the schools’ computers in computer labs that 

are, apart from instructional time, locked for reasons of security has the effect of making 

the majority of the schools’ computers unavailable for general student use. There are very 

few other computers available. Some students found ways of accommodating the 

difficulties, “You mostly do it on your own if you’re not in the computers class.” The 

students enrolled in computer classes are sometimes able to gain access to the locked labs 

through special arrangements with the teachers. One student noted, “If you let the teacher 

know that you’re going to stay in, then she’ll let you in and you just have to knock on the 

door and hope that somebody’s there.” Those students who are not taking computer 

classes are not able to access the labs. One girl “heard that you have to be in one of the 

computer classes to be able to go in there.” Those students who do not have home 

computers find alternative ways to work, or they compete for the use of the few school 

computers that are available. 

Students can usually access computers for non-instructional use in the schools’ 

learning resource centres or “libraries” where from eight to twenty-two computers are 

available in the research sites. These machines are usually placed in highly visible, 

central locations to comply with the School Boards’ policies requiring teachers to 

monitor students’ Internet access. It is not unusual to find schools with student 

populations of approximately 1,000 students that have as few as eight to eleven computer 

workstations available for general student use outside of “instructional time.”34  

The students who experienced access problems sometimes attributed this 

restriction to budgetary concerns beyond the control of the school. Gloria explained, 

                                                 
34 The British Columbia Provincial Report on educational technology (2002) indicates, for 21 reporting 
school districts, the average distribution of computers in three locations: computer labs (53%), classrooms 
(38%) and libraries (10%).  
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“Sometimes in the library … when a whole class comes in, there aren’t enough 

computers. But funding and stuff, you know.” I asked another student, Kimberley, 

whether the environment at the school was a friendly one for her to use the computers. 

She responded, “Not really, I don’t think. Maybe it’s because of cost reasons, but it’s 

very slow and it’s always broken, or the Internet connection is always down. And so it’s 

not user friendly at all.”  

Some female students resolved the access issue by accepting personal 

responsibility “It’s kind of hard to find a computer or something. I’m not really good with 

them either,” and “I only ever use them in my computers class because there’s other 

people around at lunch and break.” Both material and regulatory constraining practices 

combined to frustrate users. Crystal describes her attempts to gain access to the 

computers: 

Crystal: I sit [in the library] and I wait, and I wait, and I wait, and then I leave. I 
try to get to the library as quick as I can and the [computers] are usually 
used up. 

Ms. Coupal: Do you think there should be more computers? 

Crystal: Umhmm, definitely. If they could keep the computer lab open it would be 
nice to have them in the lab. Well, it is open sometimes. But it depends, 
there has to be a teacher in there, I think. So if there’s available 
supervision, then it’s open. It’s usually locked unless there’s a class going 
on in there. I’ve asked a few times why they don’t let us in there much and 
they just kind of dismissed my question, I guess.  

Ms. Coupal: Whom did you ask? 

Crystal: I think a teacher, because we were in class and I had to do something on 
the computer for that class and they weren’t open so they just said, “I’m 
not sure, you can ask the principal.”  

Ms. Coupal: Oh, and then did you go ask the principal? 

Crystal: No, I just let it go. 

This division between students who are enrolled in computer classes and, therefore, better 

able to gain access to the locked computer labs, and those who are not, is a major 

determinant of who has access to computers in schools and who does not. 

Students’ varied responses about access may be partially attributable to different 

perceptions of need. Some students report that they do not need to use the school’s 
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computers because they prefer to use their own equipment at home. Other students, 

however, report they do not have access to either a computer or the Internet at home. One 

of the schools located in a lower socio-economic status (SES) neighbourhood conducted 

a parent survey in the fall of 2001 asking the question, “Where do you have Internet 

access?” The responses (n= 434) indicated that 32% of the students at this school have no 

Internet access from their homes. The available data were not disaggregated by sex, so 

the digital divide for students attending this school cannot be analyzed further, but it 

likely follows the Canadian pattern.35  

Using Computer Technologies  

The criterion of computer use is also used to measure and evaluate school 

effectiveness. The difficulties students encounter accessing computers outside of 

computers class is not evident in their responses to the accreditation survey question on 

access. These obstacles are better elucidated, however, when specific questions on the 

use of computers are asked and when the student responses are disaggregated by sex. One 

of the schools conducted a student survey in the year 2000 that included questions based 

on types of computer use (see Table 6.4). 

Table 6.4 Student accreditation survey (2000) regarding use, by sex  

Survey statements Males Females 

 Percent agree Percent agree 

At school, I use computers to write 66 50 

At school, I use computers to learn about math  
(do not include calculators) 

17 7 

At school, I use computers to learn about science 25 14 

At school, I use computers to learn about social studies 37 27 

At school, I use computers to find and retrieve information. 72 79 
Note. (n>600) 

                                                 
35 Corbett and Willms (2002) conducted an analysis of the Programme for International Student 
Assessment (PISA) 2000 survey of 15-year old Canadian students, using the OECD measure of socio-
economic status (SES) to show that ICT access is related to both sex and SES. They found “a positive 
relationship between SES and the percentage of students who possess a computer and have a link to the 
Internet” (p. 12). For lower SES students there is an approximately 10% difference, favouring males for 
both factors. There is a convergence of the gradients for males and females, for both computer use and 
Internet access, as SES increases.  
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These responses appear to confirm somewhat one student’s comment regarding computer 

access, “In my classes, we never want to have access.” Less than a quarter of the students 

agree that they use computers to learn about math and science. The level of agreement 

rises for social studies, but remains surprisingly low considering the number of research 

projects and essays commonly assigned in secondary level social studies classes. The two 

questions about using computers “to write”, and “to find and retrieve information,” 

produce higher levels of student agreement, perhaps because these activities may be in 

the pursuit of personal pleasure, rather than associated with learning. Retrieving the latest 

soccer scores or emailing friends are activities that could produce agreement with these 

statements. The sex difference that were not apparent in the “access” statements can now 

be seen as statistically significant in the students’ use of computers -- for every statement 

but one. While the trends are similar for both male and female students, the extent of 

disagreement or agreement reveals a sex-differentiated digital divide. This quantitative 

data indicates a sex difference in the use of computers in this secondary school, but 

provides little information about what differences there are, or why and how they have 

developed. The difficulties of interpreting this data can be seen in the evidence provided 

from a Graduation survey conducted at the same school. The data show the responses of 

departing Grade 12 students, by sex, to a statement that compresses the types of computer 

uses into a single statement: “Secondary school helped me develop good skills and 

knowledge in using computers.” The responses show a higher number of females 

agreeing with the statement, but does not allow us to see any differences in the types of 

uses that are generating these statistically significant differences in agreement levels (see 

Figure 6.3).  
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Figure 6.3 Graduating students’ self-assessment survey responses.  
Students’ responses to the statement “Secondary school helped me develop good skills 
and knowledge in using computers (“percent agree” scores).  
 

There are several frameworks that categorize different types of technology uses. 

One that is commonly promoted in British Columbia identifies three broad categories of 

ICT use: “(1) literacy uses: learning is about technology stories, (2) integrating uses: 

learning is same stories with new tools, and (3) evolving uses: learning is new stories 

with new tools” (Porter, 1999, p. 32). Skills and knowledge in using word-processing and 

similar productivity programs are substantively different from the skills and knowledge 

required to use ICT for creating innovative learning tasks, such as engaging in 

collaborative research and problem solving of real world problems. The self-reporting of 

student satisfaction can mislead program evaluators if they do not ask or care about what 

these students mean by “good skills and knowledge in using computers.”  

Regulatory constraints on ICT use. 

Material and regulatory constraints on students’ access to computers, such as 

locked computer labs, are compounded by practices that restrict the types of usage. There 

were marked differences in the sites, with an absence of posted regulations in some 
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locations and a plethora in others. One of the schools provides a small computer lab for 

use by the general student population. Its use is highly regulated and monitored, with 

multiple copies of the following signs practically covering the walls (Figure 6.4). 

Computer Lab Rules: 
No Food 

No Drinks 
No Games 

No Rough Play 
No Way 
No TV 

 Priority of use: 
 

Class assignments 
Printing projects/essays 

Any school-related activity 
E-mail 

   

Thank you for only using the 
email at lunch and after-school 

 School assignments will be given 
priority over email 

   

Please make sure you always 
display your I-card 

 Please, no email during spare 

   

Please use the Internet for 
researching only school 
assignments 

 Please, no email during school hours 

   

If you don’t have your I-card, I’m 
sorry but you may not use the 
Internet or e-mail 

 This room opens 8:30 – 3:00 
Sorry, there is no Tutorial anymore. 

Figure 6.4 Restrictions posted in a general access computer lab. 36 
 

Another factor influencing students’ perceptions of need is the strength of their 

desire to communicate with friends and family in other countries. International and 

Exchange students, for example, often have daily routines for using school equipment to 

check for email messages from their families. One of the schools had different rules for 

International students, permitting them to access email, while not permitting other 

students. This rule was difficult to enforce as one teacher commented, “How can I tell if 

they are Exchange students? I’m not going to check every student with darker skin. They 

could be Canadian-born.” Students also found these sorts of distinctions unfair, as one 

                                                 
36 These speech-acts are referred to by Foucault as a “discourse of prohibition. The manifestation of power 
takes on the pure form of ‘Thou shalt not’” (1980, p. 140).  
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student, a Canadian citizen of European descent, who had lived in Syria for several years, 

argued, “I’ve made a lot of friends that I really need to be in contact with. Their dictator, 

Asad, died, so it would be good to email them.” Another Canadian girl said she had an 

aunt in Japan, “I email her every day, and talk to her. I can tell her things through email 

and then she can write back and I always ask her for advice.” Restricting access to email 

creates a major hardship for these students. 

Regulations restricting computer use constitute a major mechanism for the 

gendering of computers. In schools where teachers monitor students’ use and prevent 

email communication, for instance, the computer users are almost exclusively male. I 

first noticed this phenomenon in my own library, where the previous teacher-librarian 

had enforced a policy of disallowing email. The boys’ most common computer activity 

was surfing the Internet and viewing sites such as the World Wrestling Federation 

(WWF) or sports scores. As I could not justify this regulation to myself, I decided to stop 

enforcing the “no email” policy. Shortly thereafter, the library computers were attracting 

approximately equal numbers of boys and girls. When I asked why they had suddenly 

started using the library’s computers when boys had previously dominated them, one girl 

responded “Because you let us use email now. We couldn’t before.” When I asked a 

computer technician whether he had noticed any gender differences in the use of email; 

he told me that the computer lab in his previous school had been too crowded during 

lunch, so the teacher decided to prohibit email and “it worked. The girls stopped coming 

in and taking up the space.”  

None of the students interviewed made a direct connection between access to ICT 

and gender, but both girls and boys are aware of gender differences in the ways 

computers are used and can readily identify an interest in using communication tools as a 

significant factor:  

Heather: I think girls use computers more for like emailing their friends and 
sending cards that go ‘I love you’ and stuff. And then guys, maybe they do 
some emailing but they perhaps play more games and stuff like that. 

Chelsea: As a girl, I’d definitely rather be online talking to my friends or even on 
the phone or something, than playing a [computer] game with like guns 
and stuff. 

Kristen: Well the girls are on there to look up, to do their email and stuff like that, 
but the guys are on there looking at WWF, or they’re playing games, or 
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they’re looking up Baywatch and downloading pictures for wallpaper of 
these girls. And we girls don’t do that, we’re more calmer. 

In the diagrams of the students’ use of the computers during lunch breaks in different 

school libraries (See Chapter 5, Figures 5.2 to 5.5), Figure 5.2 shows the usage pattern by 

sex in a school library where the students are able to use the communications tools and 

access the Internet. The computers in this school library do not have any posted signs 

prohibiting different types of use. Both boys and girls use the functional computer 

stations throughout the lunch break.  

The most highly regulated environment is depicted in Figures 5.3 to 5.5, which 

diagram the usage patterns by sex in a school library where each computer has a yellow 

sign posted on the front (See Figure 6.5). 

Read this before using the computer 

NO email 

NO hotmail 

NO chatroom 

NO downloading 

NO inputting of discs 

NO word processing 

Figure 6.5 Sign listing restrictions on computer use. 
 
The relative absence of student use of these computers does not reveal a discernible sex 

pattern. The prohibitions against practically any form of use, including saving to disks, 

was accompanied by the teacher’s strict enforcement of a school policy requiring the 

students to display their identification cards, which indicate whether or not they have 

parental/guardian consent for Internet access. As the diagrams illustrate, the students’ 

reacted to these regulations, for the most part, by not using the computers at all.  

Disciplinary constraints on ICT use. 

Listening to students talk about their skills provides a glimmer of insight into how 

they conceive of the various uses of ICT. Both boys and girls use technical knowledge as 
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a form of disciplinary power37. The students perceive that possessing knowledge and 

skills in ICT, unknown or unavailable to others, conveys a higher status and leads to 

braggadocio. When I asked Bonnie, a student who was not enrolled in computer classes, 

whether she would be able to increase the RAM in her home computer, she responded 

excitedly, “If I knew how, I probably would. Could be kind of cool, actually. Yeah, 

because then I could go home and be like ‘Hey, I know more about computers than you 

do.’” Bonnie was not alone in expressing a belief that using technical knowledge and 

skills could increase her power over others. David told me about a boy who was the only 

person in the school able to operate specialized computer equipment. He associates this 

technical expertise with having “pull”: 

I mean it was unbelievably like a pivotal [technological] role in the operation of 
the school. And I guess at some times, he intimidated some of the teachers Not 
like he actually went out and gave them the evil eye, I mean the teachers were 
kind of made uncomfortable by having a student that had just about as much pull 
as they did. 

These were, however, temporary assertions of power because it could also lead to 

isolation, with the possessors labelled as “computer geeks” and teased as other students 

reacted by asserting their power. These types of interactions were observable in a variety 

of settings. Overt manifestations of peer teasing were observable in male interactions: a 

boy who carried a laptop became a target for other boys who sneeringly said “Ohhh, 

look, he’s got a laptop.” On another occasion, a boy who spent most of his time on the 

computers was asked, “What’s wrong with you, why don’t you ever talk to anyone?” Yet 

another boy, who was helping the technician plug in computer cables, became the focus 

of sucking sounds as other boys ridiculed his helpfulness. These forms of social 

discipline were practiced even when a student was in obvious need of help. One boy who 

was attempting to help by reaching behind a row of computers to access the cables, 

accidentally knocked over a shelf of books that landed on his head with some force. The 

boys watching his actions laughed uproariously and made derogatory statements. None of 

them moved to assist him. A couple of girls did take action to help lift the shelf from his 

                                                 
37 The concept of disciplinary power was developed by Michel Foucault (1980) to describe the mechanisms 
whereby external forms of authority become internalized and self-disciplinary. 
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head. Later, when I spoke with the student victim about this incident, he replied, “Oh, it 

happens all the time. Those guy are just jerks, so I ignore them.” 

The girls also experienced contradictory social pressures, both to develop their 

technological skills, and to avoid becoming too closely associated with using computers. 

The girls expressed fears of social isolation rather than overt discipline, although direct 

teasing and admonishment does occur, and is not just associated with computer use. 

During a Social Studies research project, while the students were working independently 

at some library tables, a boy complained that he could not understand something. An 

attractive girl sitting across from him responded helpfully, “Oh, that’s easy” and started 

to explain, but was quickly stopped by another girl standing close by, who interjected, 

“Vicki, do you always have to be so smart? Can’t you at least pretend to be stupid?” 

Vicki smiled sheepishly and resumed silence.  

This pressure to hide abilities is also apparent with technological expertise. Cissi 

is a skilled information technology student who does not want to pursue a career in the 

field, but enjoys using her skills in web design. She is praised for her abilities, but does 

not want to be seen spending time developing those skills. She does not want to become 

too closely identified with being a computer user, “I remember when I made my web 

page for school, people were like, Oh I know what you’re going to do when you grow up 

and I’m like, No, I’m not.” Another female student, Kathy, described for me the social 

pressures on girls to maintain an attractive appearance and the amount of hours it takes to 

purchase and maintain clothing, hair and cosmetics. She referred to the girls who 

succumb to these pressures and adopt an image of sexual attractiveness as “Twinkies.” 

Kathy talked about how this extends from maintaining physical appearance to also 

maintaining a personality image that restricts their thinking, and their use of computers:  

Oh, I think definitely their [Twinkies] image is not to talk about big problems; 
their image is to go have fun and party, and stuff like that. It’s not to sit down and 
have a conversation about world problems or even problems within our schools. 
Yeah, not to use computers, yeah definitely. I guess the whole image they’ve got 
attached to and they can’t break out of it. 

The girls were more able, or willing, than the boys to describe to me their experiences of 

peer pressures to avoid using computers. The discursive practices that constrain students 
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from using computers, and differentially effect girls’ choices are described more fully in 

the sections on harassment in chapter seven. 

Measures of Student Attitudes  

Attitude is the third category commonly used to assess ICT programs because of 

its possible predictive value.38 The BC school accreditation topics for 1999/2000 and 

2000/2001 included various phrasings of the question “to what extent are students 

developing knowledge, skills and attitudes related to information and computer 

technology?” The accreditation survey data reported at one school on the topic of 

attitudes, shows that the majority of students in this school indicated “agree” or “strongly 

agree” that they have a positive attitude towards ICT (see Table 6.5).  

Table 6.5 Student accreditation survey (2001) regarding attitudes. 
 

Survey statement Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

NA/ 
DK 

No 
Response 
Provided 

I have a positive attitude 
toward Information and 
Computer Technology 

23% 39% 17% 8% 12% 1% 

 

Note. This example comes from a survey of students that was conducted at one of the participating 

secondary schools during the 2000/2001 school year. (n>1000) 

 

The accreditation survey instrument did not provide the students with a definition of ICT, 

or with a way to express their attitudes towards different uses of ICT. The report 

produced for school-based analysis and communication with parents and the public did 

not disaggregate the responses by sex.  

Sex-differentiated differences in attitudes towards ICT. 

During my conversations with students, I found that both the girls and the boys 

readily characterized their fellow students as having gender differences in their 

preferences for ICT uses. These students’ sense of identity included a conception of 

                                                 
38 Borg and Gall (1989) state predictive value is the reason for the popularity of attitude measures in 
educational research (p. 311).  
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feminine and masculine predispositions to act. Two students, for example, made the 

following comments during separate interviews:  

Bonnie: Boys aren’t interested in [webpage design] as far as I see. They just like 
to look at web pages, they don’t like to design them. They think it’s too 
much work. They look at guy things, they look at cycling pages, they look 
at nude pages, just anything that they can look at. 

Howard: Girls don’t like to touch the computer boxes. They think they’re dusty 
and go “Yuck, I’m not touching that.”  They’re afraid of dust, just like 
they’re afraid of spiders. They don’t have the strength to pull the covers 
off and don’t want to damage their nail polish. See, I have scars all over 
my hands and arms from the sharp metal edges inside the boxes. Girls 
don’t want that.  

One of the girls, Sally, considered my follow-up query about whether or not these 

gendered uses of computers gave boys an advantage and responded: 

Sally: Girls use it more for chatting online and emailing and just going to popular 
websites. And I think boys probably use it more for technological things. 
If you’re chatting on line -- that’s not really going to do a lot for your life.  

These gender differences in attitudes towards computers are based on different uses of 

computers. None of the fifteen students that I interviewed expressed generalized attitudes 

towards computers. They instead referenced specific types of uses. The only times that I 

heard people express generalized attitudes towards computers was when teachers asked 

me as a teacher to work with specific students, always girls, who they described as 

“computer phobic.”  

Normalizing effects of disciplinary power. 

The girls were aware of the socially constructed nature of these attitudinal gender 

differences. Coral, for example, was aware of the significance of adult expectations: 

Yeah, a lot of guys I know are really computer literate. They’re really, really good 
and the girls are good. I don’t know if that’s because they’re getting messages at 
home or at school that guys are smarter, or that they can do more, and guys are 
feeding off this and doing really well. Or, they proved a little while ago that girls 
can be really good at mathematics. It’s just because [girls have] been told they’re 
not good at it that they’re not excelling. 

Cissi informed me at the very start of another interview that she had observed a 

difference that she thought might be influencing students’ attitudes: 
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At the top of my head, I think that within our school the people that teach us the 
computer sciences and programming and stuff, and the people who fix all the 
computers are males, whereas the people who teach us like typing business letters 
and keyboarding are all women. So that could be an issue.  

The students, both male and female, are readily able to describe their perceptions of 

gender differences in students’ attitudes towards ICT and to describe social and 

institutional practices that shape these differences. One boy, Howard, who is considered 

to be a “computer whiz,” described his understanding of girls wanting to use computer 

technologies. He said, confidently, “It’s always like that, the men invent something and 

then later on the women want to get in on it.” Howard’s assumption is that ICT is male 

territory and the girls who use computers are “girls imitating boys.”39 

I also found that both male and female students expressed concerns about participating in 

what they believed to be the “computer culture.” One grade eleven girl said: 

Cissi: I know that I’ll need to have the computer skills, but I think I’ve got a good 
enough background that, as a job, computers don’t interest me 

Ms. Coupal: Why? 

Cissi: Hmm, umm, because, just because I really, really would rather I was doing 
something where I was communicating with people.  

Her belief was that a computer-related career would not be people-oriented. Another 

student, a grade 12 male, expressed concerns about the type of colleagues that he would 

have to associate with: 

Ms. Coupal: Is this because you have career ambitions in this area? 

Andrew: Absolutely not. Originally I planned on going into the computer field. I 
developed skills and got good at using the computers and originally I had 
intended to go on, but the more I learnt about the computer field the more 
I don’t really want to go into it. It would be highly convenient and easily 
accessible but it’s not something I want to get involved with. 

Ms. Coupal: Why? 

Andrew: To be honest, I don’t like a lot of the people associated with the field. 

                                                 
39 Sacks, quoted in Silverman (1993), refers to an attitude in the American South that Black people who 
engage in activities appropriate for anyone, are considered ‘Blacks imitating Whites’ (p. 83). This attitude 
can also be seen in the comment reported by Kathy Gannon, the Associated Press Bureau Chief in 
Afghanistan, “This [Taliban] man said to me, ‘You are very strong. We have a word for a person like you,’ 
I said, ‘Oh yeah, what’s that?’ He said. ‘A man.’” (Globe and Mail, Nov. 17, 2001, p. F5) 
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Cissi and Andrew were highly skilled computer users, yet both expressed concerns about 

making a career choice that would place them within what they perceived as an 

undesirable cultural environment. 

The accreditation surveys provide an organizing schema40 for students’ attitudes 

towards ICT -- students have a choice of professing to have a positive attitude, or of 

disagreeing. The single, generalized question41 obscures the subtleties of context and 

students’ critical thinking abilities to assess when, and how, to use ICT. Attitude scales 

are a self-measure and it is impossible to know the level of honesty in the responses, as 

students are aware of the social and academic expectations that they express positive 

attitudes towards their school subjects. Teachers assign and report marks42 for attitude, 

and students with the highest scores receive awards during honours ceremonies and can 

also be awarded scholarships as a result. Awards ceremonies, are powerful normalizing 

procedures for enforcing social expectations. 

The “wasteland” is a term used by the OECD/CERI report to describe female 

attitudes towards ICT in terms of their rejection of the computer culture.43 This attitude of 

concern and rejection can arise from both students’ knowledgeable and thoughtful 

evaluation of options, and from a misunderstanding of stereotypes. The method of 

gathering data on student attitudes using a single-test scale of agreement, dismisses the 

possibilities for making these various positions explicit and totalizes the students into 

categories of those who comply with the expectations for a positive attitude, and those 

who do not.44  

                                                 
40 Hodgkinson defines attitudes as “expressions of preference and predispositions to act” (1996, p. 113). He 
believes that attitudes “can be observed, classified, and organized so as to make conceptual sense” (p. 113). 
41 Borg and Gall recommend that when measuring attitude, “the one-item test is extremely unreliable. A 
questionnaire dealing with attitudes must generally … use a number of items (usually at least 10) in order 
to obtain a reasonable picture of the attitude concerned” (1989, p. 432).  
42 A three-point attitude scale of U for Unsatisfactory, S for Satisfactory, and O for Outstanding, is 
commonly used in schools for reporting purposes. 
43 An AAUW report on educating girls in the new computer age reports, “this resistance also stems from 
girls’ view that a machine-centered, technical worldview is what the computer culture is all about. Girls 
reject a computer culture that they see as primarily focused on playing with machines” (2000, p. 10). 
44 The literature for educators on technology implementation is rife with commentary about the “nay-
sayers” who are described as critical of educational technology. Porter (2000), for example, uses Roger’s 
1962 research on the diffusion of innovations across cultures to produce statistics saying that 15% of a 
population can be expected to be nay-sayers. She thereby categorizes and dismisses any legitimate 
concerns. 
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Learning from Student Surveys 

In this chapter, I have described the messages communicated through the three 

criteria most commonly used to formally assess ICT in schools; (a) students’ access to 

computers and related technologies, (b) students’ uses of ICT, and (c) students’ attitudes 

towards ICT. When quantitative data obtained from student surveys is aligned with 

comments from students, a more complex depiction is achieved than one derived from 

the survey data alone; a depiction that brings into question the results communicated by 

the survey data. When we seek answers to the question of “how” power relations are 

exercised in schools, the techniques and forms of communication used to guide decision-

making require examination. In these cases, the Foucauldian “double-bind” of 

“individualization techniques and of totalization procedures” can be seen at play 

(Foucault, 2000, p. 332). The individual survey respondents were not given formal 

opportunities, before or afterwards, to engage in discourses regarding the issues 

contained in these surveys. The students were, instead, directed to sit quietly at their 

classroom desks and to individually respond to the survey questions by using a pencil to 

indicate agreement or disagreement with broadly based questions. The survey 

administrators take the answer sheets away and organize the responses into summary 

compilations. Individual subjects have their opinions treated as a totality. Educators and 

school governance authorities use these survey results to produce neatly packaged sets of 

base-line indicators to assist their evaluation of the effectiveness of a school’s educational 

programs. As described in this chapter, these survey responses produce evidence of 

results that conflate the varied possibilities of ICT access, use, and attitudes, into one-

dimensional forms. These results communicate the assumption that a majority of positive 

responses somehow negates the opinions conveyed by the “nay-sayers” who replied with 

disagree responses. Educators who want to meet accountability requirements to show 

school improvement, set goals of increasing the number of positive survey responses.  

The illustration introduced in Chapter 5 to illustrate the network of  dividing 

practices is an attempt to show how dividing practices are part of a culture of 

management in schools. I now extend the illustration to include constraining practices. 

Constraining practices are the forces of (a) material constraints, with (b) regulatory and 

disciplinary constraints on access and uses of ICT, and (c) disciplinary practices that 
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work to constrain the range of socially acceptable attitudes and behaviours (see Figure 

6.6).  These practices were masked by the survey data, but revealed in conversations with 

students. 

Constraining forces are productive, they combine with dividing forces to produce 

students as disciplined gendered subjects. Students, educators, and government texts in 

the form of surveillance instruments for school performance monitoring, work together in 

a complex interplay of discursive practices. The questions that are asked of students and 

educators inform people about “what matters.” The questions that are not asked, or asked 

so generally as to mask or distort the opinions and experiences of individuals, constitute 

students and educators in particular ways. They learn that their needs and desires are 

unimportant to the management of schools.  

 

 

Figure 6.6 Dividing and constraining practices that produce gendered subjects
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Chapter 7 Learning from Listening to Students 

 
The “chilly climate” for girls, a terminology used to describe classroom 

conditions that discourage the full participation of females45 has moved from the locker 

rooms onto the Internet.46 In secondary schools, the soft-core pornographic images of 

partially clad women are found in both hallway lockers and as flickering pixels on 

computer monitor screens. The verbal and physical bullying, teasing, and harassment of 

girls continues as part of the accepted ethos of secondary schools and part of the “boys 

will be boys” perspective by which adults and students abrogate themselves of 

responsibility for effecting social change. A view of the gendered uses and attitudes 

towards ICT cannot be complete without exploring both the effects of digital and 

physical harassment, and the social pressures on adolescents to be part of the “popular” 

crowd. This chapter begins with a focus on the micropolitics of schooling by describing 

the chilly climate surrounding ICT in secondary schools and its effects on both boys and 

girls, using conversation segments taken from my observations and interviews with 

students. This is followed by the personal stories of four students, two males and two 

females, who describe their journeys as ICT users.  

Interacting  

This section is divided into three different types of interactions, (1) the face-to-

face interactions where bullying, teasing, and harassment is experienced, (2) the digital 

harassment that is conducted anonymously, and (3) a powerful disciplinary mechanism 

for adolescents, social isolation.  

                                                 
45 In 1982, Roberta Hall and Bernice Sandler wrote the first comprehensive report on how women are often 
treated differently than men in the classroom. They coined the term "chilly climate" to describe the myriad 
small inequalities that by themselves seem unimportant, but taken together create a chilling environment 
(Sandler, Silverberg & Hall, 1996). 
46 Ursula Franklin (1995) warns “the girly calendars may be passé but pornography on the Internet and in 
the computer rooms is just coming at us and with it the ‘boys will be boys’ and the anti-censorship 
arguments”     (p. 3). 
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Bullying, teasing, and harassment. 

I take the phrase “scary man”47 from the students. It is the terminology that I 

heard from both male and female students, and teachers, who used it to describe 

computer technicians. Not the same technician, but several different technicians, being 

referred to as scary at different times and places, by different people. A teacher asked, 

“Have you seen the two new technicians?  Those two guys look like the Mafia. They 

don’t have any facial expressions – they’re just blank.”  The students, like the teachers, 

often do not know the names of the computer technicians. In some School Districts, the 

computer technicians are assigned to the schools on a part-time rotating basis, and 

because of the more lucrative pay rates offered outside of education, the turnover rate is 

more frequent than for teachers. These factors combine with the computer technician’s 

non-teaching role in the schools to make them unfamiliar and frightening to both students 

and teachers; they are not normally introduced to the students or staff and have not had 

their roles described.  

All of the secondary schools in this research project have male computer 

technicians. The personal demeanour of these men is noticeably different from that of the 

male teachers with whom the students usually interact. Differing aspects, such as their 

dress, personal hygiene and more introverted, machine-oriented focus, place them in a 

position of having students refer to them as “scary.” When one of the computers would 

not reboot, a student asked for help. When I informed her that the computer technician 

had been notified to come and attend to the machine, the boy seated next to her said “Oh, 

he’s scary.” They both laughed and the girl replied “Have you seen his hair? It’s from the 

seventies.” This led to more laughter. Several girls stated that they chose not to use the 

computer labs because they did not like the way a computer technician came up behind 

them and looked at their monitor screens. One recalled, “He’s always looking over our 

shoulders and trying to see what we’re doing.” These girls chose to use computers that 

were located in places where they could work with less surveillance. The attention 

required while concentrating on a monitor screen places girls in positions of 

vulnerability. Because of School District policies requiring teachers to monitor 

                                                 
47 The phrase scary man conveys a meaning similar to the “bogeyman” of my youth, defined as a real or 
imagined danger. 
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appropriate use, students are forced to sit with their backs to the traffic areas and are 

exposed to passers-by who want to approach them from behind. 

Several students commented directly about incidents of sexual harassment 

associated with computer use. This harassment was not identified by the girls as such, but 

would fall within that category as described by the American Association of University 

Women (AAUW) report (2001) on bullying, teasing, and sexual harassment in American 

secondary schools. The AAUW give examples, such as: “showed, gave or left you sexual 

messages, photographs, illustrations, messages or notes” and “spread sexual rumours 

about you.” June Larkin (1994), in her report on sexual harassment in Canadian schools, 

used a plain language definition “It’s more than rape; it’s more than just sexual assault. 

Sexual harassment is something that makes you feel uncomfortable about who you are… 

because of the sex you are.” Feeling discomfort in computer classes, “because of the sex 

you are,” are experienced by students, in many different ways, both subtle and overt. A 

mother who works as a school nurse, for instance, told me the following story about why 

her daughter, Kimberley, had stopped taking computer classes in grade nine: 

I received a phone call from the school and they told me that Kimberley was not 
in attendance. When I returned home from work she was in the kitchen and I 
asked her why she had skipped school. Kimberley immediately broke down 
crying and said she didn’t want to go to her computer class any more. When I 
asked her why, she said that there were some boys who had been trying to get her 
to talk to them for a while. She is a quiet girl and prefers to keep to herself. That 
day, she had gone to her grade nine computer class and the same bunch of boys 
were seated at the computers, surrounding her assigned computer. When she sat 
down, they started bugging her to talk to them. She left the class and went home. 
She dropped the computer course and never took another one.  

When I interviewed Kimberley, now a grade 12 student, she told me she is an excellent 

student in math and science and she likes to use her computer at home for email, 

research, and word processing. She does not want to take any more computer-related 

courses at her school. 

Another girl, MaryAnne, spoke about being teased in her grade 9 Social Studies 

classroom. She enjoys designing websites and carries a laptop computer around the 

school. There were few other students who shared her interest and the one other student 

she knew and could talk with about the web-design business was Ricky, a boy. 
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Grade 9 boys are just annoying sometimes because they tease me about 
computers. Some of them say I’m Ricky’s girlfriend. That’s totally not true 
though. It does make it harder to talk to him because people see me talking to him 
and they’re like ‘oooohhh,’ after and I don’t like that. I think it should be where a 
girl can just talk to a boy as a friend but it seems that everyone seems to think that 
if you’re talking to a guy you like him. And whenever someone hears I have my 
own [web-based] business, they’re like ‘Oh, you should be friends with Ricky. 
You should go out with him.’  

A third girl, Kathy, had graduated from one of the schools and reflected back upon her 

experiences. She made these comments about both teacher and peer influences at the end 

of the interview, when I asked if there was anything she would like to add: 

I can’t really think, maybe the intelligence thing. Girls in that school aren’t really 
taught to be intelligent. No they’re not really. There’s not much emphasis on 
being intelligent at that school, from the teachers as well as from the students. For 
some reason, it’s better to be stupid now-a-days. People brag about how they’re 
failing classes and stuff like that instead of how good you’re doing. I know with 
my sister she was 100% in every class basically and she hated being smart. My 
other sister, she had very big breasts and when she went to that school she always 
got hit on and hated that. 

Not all the teasing comes from boys. A couple of the students told me how a male teacher 

had made them feel uncomfortable when they were using the school computers. 

Beth: I don’t like dealing with [a male teacher]. When my friends and I are using 
the computers he comes up behind our chairs and puts his hands on our 
shoulders and neck and starts to massage us. 

Robert: He makes me feel uncomfortable too. I’ve seen him come up behind a 
number of students and touch them. But it’s okay, because he does it to the 
boys too, so it’s not a sexual thing. 

These descriptions of students’ feelings of discomfort are not restricted to incidents of 

teasing and touching, there are also examples that can be characterized as bullying. 

Miranda, a grade 12 student who is an accomplished web-designer but is no longer taking 

computer courses, responded with the following story when I asked her if anything would 

induce her to take more computer courses: 

Maybe, if I felt the teachers were more approachable. I’ve had experiences. I‘ve 
had encounters, as me as a student, not me as Miranda. Like going into that IT 
classroom and being yelled at for being in the wrong place or just being yelled at 
in general, and the teacher scares me. We don’t talk about it. We don’t compare 
girls vs. boys. But I definitely know lots of girls have had the same experience 
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and I’ve been in there and seen him helping out boys. But I’ve never heard any 
boy complain about being yelled at. 

These stories include examples of bullying, teasing and sexual harassment experienced 

by the students while using computers or talking about computers. The perpetrators, both 

male students and male teachers, were not reported to school authorities by any of these 

students. The girls all considered these to be individual, personal problems; they dealt 

with them quietly, by withdrawing from the situations. 

Digital harassment. 

In addition to verbal and physical harassment, the girls experienced digital 

harassment in the form of computer images and communications. Many girls like to use 

the chat rooms to communicate with their friends. Cissi explained that “a chat room is 

like live text where you type and then all the other people that are in the room can type 

back.” The most popular means of communication with these students, both male and 

female, were ICQ, MSN Instant Messenger and HotMail. Each of these girls responded to 

the pornography that is commonplace in these communications tools by using various 

avoidance mechanisms. For example, Ariella told of: 

Chatting on-line, I think that’s dangerous, down right dangerous if you don’t 
know who you’re talking with, and just a waste of time. Hotmail, you get a lot of 
junk mail and I hate it because some of that stuff’s really bad. I never open it up 
or anything, but it’s just cluttered and the subjects of those e-mails, like on-line 
pornography and stuff. I found a way to block that out. 

Cissi described similar experiences with using ICQ for communicating with her friends: 

ICQ, it was really complex for me when I got it and then I accidentally signed 
myself up for random messaging and I didn’t realize that’s what I did. So every 
ten seconds, somebody I didn’t know would send me a message that would be 
“Hey, come to my porn site.” or something, and I was not impressed at all. So I 
just deleted it and I’ve been Yahoo since. But now I know if I hadn’t signed up 
for random messaging it would have been an OK program. 

These girls responded to the problem of some people using the Internet’s 

communications systems for purposes of luring potential victims or posting pornography 

with a combination of disdain and avoidance. Viewing it as a personal problem, Cissi 

shouldered some of the blame by focusing on her inexperience with the technology. The 

students did not perceive themselves as being at risk, but expressed some concern for 
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others, who they characterized as being more vulnerable, as they might not know what 

they were doing. Even when girls characterized the images as “gross,” “pretty bad” and 

“startling,” they would not admit that it bothered them. They sought to preserve their own 

self-image of toughness in the face of harassment. 

Some of the digital imagery is produced by student peers in the schools. The 

students in the computer classes are often assigned their own computer workstations for 

the duration of the courses. One of the ways they can assert their identity is to change the 

desktop images and the screensavers by downloading images selected from the Internet. 

These images are often expressions of the masculine or feminine identities of the 

students. I had a conversation with a couple of girls from a grade 10 Business Education 

class, discussing the struggle over desktop images: 

Keely: I downloaded a picture of the Back Street Boys to get rid of the disgusting 
woman that was on the computer. The [teacher’s] got these little boys and 
their hormones are just like skyrocketing. 

Coral: Actually, there’s this nightmare of a child in grade nine that always comes, 
he uses my computer too and he changes the screensaver every day to this 
picture of a cabbage and it says “I am an official cabbage,” that’s what it 
says. And every day I come in and I have to change it. They do Britney 
Spears. There was one that was particularly, like just like a little too 
unclothed for me and I’m not a prude and I wasn’t going, “My God, 
someone should really”, and ”He needs to be put in jail” But I thought, 
“What’s he thinking? This is a school you know. 

My conversation with Keely and Coral about desktop images illustrates one of the many 

micro mechanisms of power strategies that draw upon and reinforce traditional gender 

categories. The digitized computer desktop images are just part of this process, as the 

imagery that these girls so easily identified as gender-based, also permeates the schools 

by means of photographs, magazines and posters. In another conversation, I asked Karen, 

who did not take any advanced computer classes, if she thought the school should be 

making stricter rules about the desktop images. She replied, “It’s not as though it’s only 

computers, like lots of guys have pictures in their lockers and stuff that’s even…You 

kind of go ‘whoa’ sometimes.” Karen has noticed these images, not only on the computer 

desktops but also on the locker doors, and characterizes them as making her go “whoa,” 

wishing it would stop. She avoids, however, admitting that it personally bothers her. She 

prefers to project her own feelings onto other students in an attempt to protect them. 
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Digital harassment is not just encountered when using email and chatrooms or 

when viewing a computer desktop. The Internet filtering that is provided in these 

secondary schools is not able to block all of the World Wide Web (WWW or Web) 

images and commentary that students may find offensive. As I observed a grade 9/10 IT 

class with a sex composition of six girls and 18 boys, a girl raised her hand and asked the 

teacher “How can I find pictures of eyes without having to look at a bunch of pictures of 

half-naked women?” The teacher suggested that she use “eyes” as the keyword search 

term. When she conducted another search using the terms “eyes” and “pictures”, she 

retrieved the movie Eyes wide shut48 as the most direct hit. She continued to search for 

eyes for about another five minutes, continuing to retrieve sexualised digital imagery, 

before quitting and saying to her friends beside her, “I can’t do that project, I’ll have to 

think of something else.” Later, when I discussed this incident with the teacher, he 

expressed his concern by saying, “I usually provide the students with a set of suggested 

sites for them to locate graphic images, so they don’t have to do broad searches.” I asked 

if the students encountered “red screens”49 very often and he replied, “No, they don’t 

very often do broad Internet searches and they’re pretty good, they know what’s 

appropriate and what’s not allowed.” This teacher attempts to provide solutions for this 

problem, but the responsibility is placed on the individual students to avoid encountering 

inappropriate Web material.  

Defaulting from the popularity contest. 

The schools’ student subcultures, referred to as cliques by both teachers and 

students, had similar structures in all of the secondary schools; there were the popular 

kids, labelled as the “preppies” with females called “twinkies” and males called 

“homies,” the athletes, known as “jocks,” the alternative style, known as “skids,” and the 

unpopular kids, sometimes known as the “losers.” Those students who become known as 

computer users are referred to variously as “geeks,” “whizzes” or “nerds.” Not all of the 

schools had an identifiable group of computer “geeks.” Without a place in the school for 

                                                 
48 Eyes wide shut is a movie starring Tom Cruise and his then wife, Nicole Kidman, and directed by Stanley 
Kubrick. The trailer for the movie states it is “a thriller of jealousy and sexual obsession” 
(http://eyeswideshut.warnerbros.com/videomedium.html).  
49 “Red screens” appear when Internet users in schools attempt to access websites that are blocked by 
filtering software. 
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students to hang out and use the computers, there is no close association with this 

activity. There is a general understanding, derived from media portrayals, of the image of 

a computer geek, and it is closely aligned with maleness. As Coral responded, “I don’t 

know of any girls who are computer geeks.” The girl computer users spoke of how they 

tried to avoid being associated with that activity. Cissi replied to my request for her to 

describe a “computer whiz”: 

They’re thin and they have really white skin because they never see the sun. Do 
you mean the stereotype, or what, really? Because I use the computers and I don’t 
have a pocket protector. I just laugh when I hear it [the stereotype] because I 
know it’s so wrong. Because, if they knew the stuff that I could do they’d 
probably be like “Oh wow,” but I’m not going to run out and show them. 

Later in the same interview, I asked Cissi if she thought that girls in the school would join 

a computer club that was for girls only. She did not mind having people know she uses 

computers, but didn’t want to go that far: 

I don’t think so. I think that even though everybody is open to admitting that they 
use the computers everyday and they do stuff, there’s this whole thing that comes 
on with ‘Oh, I’m in the computer club.’ and I think that would really deter people 
from joining it, you know. 

Part of the pressure to conform is based on the need to look attractive and the time that it 

takes to achieve that look. Coral and Keely supported each other’s thoughts on the need 

to be seen as attractive: 

Coral: And it’s hard, it’s just, it’s a harder life still for women. We’re worrying 
about how we look, how much we weigh, you know. And there’s a lot of 
guy pressure too. 

Keely: The guys pressure us, really, I mean. 

Coral: You’ll notice even that girls have more spares50 than guys do because we 
want time to… 

Keely:   Ourselves. 

Coral:     To make sure, you know, to ourselves, to our 
friends, to make sure our hair is looking right, you know. I’m not talking 
about us particularly but, you know, the people out there in the school. 
And um, it’s not very fun for a lot of girls, I know, to be out there on the 
computer. 

                                                 
50 “Spares” is a shortened form of the phrase “spare block,” which is a block of time during the school day 
when a student is not enrolled in any courses. 
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The girls, like Cissi, Coral, Keely, and Ariella, who willingly associate themselves with 

computers, distance themselves from the popularity contest. They see computers as a 

source of alternative power that gives them a place to belong. I asked Ariella how it felt 

to be geeky and she replied, “It doesn’t matter. I think it’s kind of cool actually. I think it 

sort of separates you from the regular people who don’t really know a whole lot about 

computers. It’s like you have an extra skill.” Ariella was willing to be separated from 

“the regular people,” and paid a high price by being isolated from her peers. She consoled 

herself by assuming a position of being “cool,” but this did not provide her with a social 

network within the school, as there was no reference group of “female computer geeks” 

for her to join. Her communications were with a virtual community of girl geeks through 

the Internet. 

Technologies of the Self 

Studying power relations by starting from the technologies of the self,51 requires 

paying attention to “those forms of understanding which the subject creates about himself 

[sic]” (Foucault, 1997, p. 177). In this chapter, I have introduced the reader to selected 

representations of my conversations with thirteen students. The first descriptive 

illustration is about students and teachers characterizing male computer technicians as 

being scary. The female students who described this situation chose to remove 

themselves from locations and conditions of discomfort. This pattern of resistance in the 

form of withdrawal is repeated in the following student depictions of computer use, as: 

(1) Kimberley stops taking computer classes to escape harassment,  

(2) MaryAnne limits her conversations with a computer-using boy to avoid 

teasing,  

(3) Kathy reflects on the pain and harassment attached to being intelligent, or 

having big breasts,  

(4) Miranda avoids the computer classes where the teacher yells at her,  

                                                 
51 Foucault (1997) extends Habermas’s framework of three major types of techniques that human beings 
use to understand themselves, (1) techniques of production, (2) techniques of signification or 
communication, and (3) techniques of domination, to include (4) “techniques that permit individuals to 
effect, by their own means, a certain number of operations on their own bodies, their own souls, their own 
thoughts, their own conduct, and this in a manner so as to transform themselves, modify themselves, and to 
attain a certain state of perfection, happiness, purity, supernatural power. Let us call these techniques 
“technologies of the self” (p. 177). 
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(5) Beth and Robert avoid using computers located where they are vulnerable to 

being touched,  

(6) Cissi and Ariella restrict their use of chatlines to avoid pedophiles and 

pornography,  

(7) Keely and Coral start their classes by changing “disgusting” desk-top 

images,  

(8) a girl in a computer class discontinues her graphics project because of the 

dominance of Internet images of half-naked women,  

(9) Coral, Cissi, and Keely hide their computer skills to avoid the stereotype of a 

computer geek, and  

(10) Ariella avoids face-to-face interactions in preference for virtual friends who 

accept her status as a computer geek.  

These multiple representations of the culture of computing in secondary schools reveal 

the power relations that students experience as they interact with each other, the 

computers, and their teachers and computer technicians. Secondary schools, as 

knowledge-producing sites are a “ragbag”52 of discursive and material practices that 

produce students who learn that computing is “dangerous territory.” Students internalize 

this knowledge and develop common sense understandings of where they are welcome or 

unwelcome, and how to act to protect their selves. The students do not describe these 

situations as acts of domination and resistance, the play of power is revealed in their 

stories of action and the counter-actions produced. When they encounter Internet 

pornography – they change their projects, when they are teased – they stop talking, when 

they are pressured – they leave the classroom, when they are harassed – they move to 

other spaces. For every form of action, there is a counter-action.  

The alternatives for students when choosing acts of resistance are very limited. 

None of the students’ stories involved taking a direct stand against the forces of power 

they experienced. Instead, they choose silence, withdrawal, or forms of remote or virtual 

resistance through technology. Their alternatives appear limited because these stories 

reveal an absence; the absence of a caring teacher providing pastoral care. None of the 

                                                 
52 Kendall & Wickham (1999) use the term ragbag to underscore the complexity of “knowledge, practices 
and programmes” in modern forms of schooling (p. 123).  
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students refer to teachers as providing possible mechanisms for disrupting or interfering 

with these harassment practices. The management practices in the classroom and the 

school give students no other recourse than quiet withdrawal. As presented in the 

previous chapter, the students hold deeply entrenched understandings of what computing 

behaviour is constructed as feminine and what is constructed as masculine. As depicted in 

this chapter, they also have developed understandings such as Coral’s, that they must be 

careful not to transgress the social expectations of “the people out there in the school.”  

The discursive practices of schooling and computing combine to produce 

particular forms of subjectivity. The socially acceptable expressions of gender are 

overlayered with the acceptable expressions of being a computer user. As disciplined 

subjects, the girls learn that resistance to harassment is best expressed through silence and 

withdrawal to other locations and other activities. The boys are produced as subjects who 

understand that their actions can continue with virtual impunity: to post sexualised 

images, to tease girls who communicate with boys, to laugh at big breasts, and to pressure 

or isolate girls who do not respond to them.   

Students in Positions of Special Responsibility 

Secondary schools have some technological support provided by computer 

technicians who are in different collective bargaining units than teachers. The IT systems 

architecture is not generally discussed or understood by the broader teacher or student 

populations. Network cables interconnect the computers with shared servers and printers, 

but the systems design and the destination of these cables are a mystery to most of the 

schools’ inhabitants. The data is stored and retrieved from different drive locations that 

give the impression of being virtually present, but the actual physical location of those 

drives is unknown to users. There are only a few people in each school who have 

knowledge of the system design, and even fewer who have the technological ability, and 

permission, to make changes. The rationale for this small group of system administrators 

with network privileges includes a need for (a) security to protect expensive equipment 

from theft and vandalism, and (b) specialized knowledge to protect against error.  

The network servers are located in small, sometimes even closet-like, rooms for 

security purposes and to provide working space for the technicians. Sometimes these 
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computer technicians are assigned full-time in one school; others are centrally assigned 

by District managers to provide services on a rotating basis to several schools. Because of 

collective agreements that assign particular job duties, some fairly simple technical 

activities, such as opening a computer box to replace, or add, memory are prohibited for 

anyone other than the authorized computer technician. These technicians were male in 

every one of this research study’s five sites. 

In addition to the trained computer technicians that are available for each of the 

secondary schools, a common pattern in all schools is to give access privileges to selected 

students. The workload is heavy in schools that can have up to 200 computers operated 

daily by over 1,000 students and 75 adults. Students who act as assistants to teachers and 

to computer technicians, are provided with more opportunities to expand their knowledge 

and experience of technical problem solving. In my study, with one exception, these 

student technical assistants are boys. Because of these positions of special responsibility, 

these young teenage males gain access to the small side rooms, and sometimes the 

schools’ network servers and routers. Some of these boys are granted password access at 

varying levels, to monitor network administration.  

The concept of network administration being managed by students has been 

actively promoted by the Ministry of Education, which has funded research and 

implementation grants to develop this practice as a teaching and learning strategy.53 One 

school in my study offers a course in network administration and students receive course 

credit. Other schools release selected students from other courses, or assign a student to a 

teacher mentor to obtain course credit. At the grade 9 and 10 level, students do not need 

to accumulate a required number of credits, but their instructional time needs to be 

engaged in learning activities. At the grade 11 and 12 level, students are working towards 

accumulating sufficient course credits for graduation.  

One common factor is that these students, with learning opportunities that are not 

readily available to other students or teachers, encounter and/or engage in struggles over 

control. A technician told me that his check of the password access to one school’s web 
                                                 
53 The BC Ministry of Education has supported pilot projects that meet the Skills Now funding criteria. 
“The programs were developed in partnership with schools and their communities to give students the best 
skills training and career preparation programs available in their districts. The Knowledge Architecture 
Project … delivers an Information Technology Management Program for Grades 10 to 12.” (BC Ministry 
of Education, Skills Now Pilot Projects: What We're Doing So Far, 1994). 
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server showed that three adults and two students had password access. Another school’s 

web server is totally managed by a student, and even the school’s computer technician 

did not know who else had knowledge of its location or how it was operated. Teachers’ 

requests for changes to this school’s web site had to be emailed to an anonymous student 

“web master.” In a third school, the teacher now in charge of the school’s web server, is 

doing so only on the condition that no students have any form of access. She has decided 

to take this position because of a previous incident, when one or more of her students 

with password access, posted web material that was defamatory towards her.  

A computer technician described an incident of a boy, with a position as his 

assistant, who had privileged access to the school server that defined the filtering controls 

for Internet access. When the computer technician was monitoring Internet activity, this 

male student noticed that someone had used a school computer to access a website for 

lesbians. The student then suggested to the school computer technician that the site be 

blocked and the technician responded without fully considering the purpose or the 

consequences. This became one of only three web sites that were blocked by this school’s 

server. The other two blocked sites were for security reasons, so students could not search 

and locate strategies for attacking the school’s security systems. There was still 

unblocked access to pornography sites, which were being accessed on an infrequent 

basis, but the one site that was blocked was the site designed for use by lesbians. When I 

responded to this story by suggesting to the school computer technician that there might 

be legitimate reasons for students to access this site, he replied that he had reacted to the 

student’s suggestion without giving it a lot of thought. He expressed regret and then 

unblocked the site. I include this story to illustrate how male students can gain access to 

power by being present at the site of technological decision-making.  

To complete this chapter on the culture of managing school computing, I now 

present the stories of two grade 12 male students, Andrew and Bruce, who obtained 

positions of special responsibility as technology assistants. While focusing on their 

personal goals and the issue of gender, these two boys describe their chosen responses to 

the challenges of gender differences and technological domination. While retaining the 

original wordings and essence of each student’s story, I condense the students’ 

transcribed interviews by deleting miss-starts, repeated comments, common phrases such 
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as “you know” and “like,” and comments that do not pertain to the topic. These stories 

reveal how these students perceive themselves and their interactions with the people and 

technological artifacts in secondary schools. 

Andrew’s story. 

My interest is in computers. My interest is more in, not the computer itself, but 
the logic behind it. I’ve taken mostly computer programming courses. Originally, 
it was almost an escape. Working with the code, not necessarily any end results 
but just dealing with the internal workings of the computer. I developed skills and 
got good at using the computers and originally I had intended to go on, but the 
more I learnt about the computer field the more I don’t really want to go into it. It 
would be highly convenient and easily accessible but it’s not something I want to 
get involved with. To be honest, I don’t like a lot of the people associated with the 
field. There are a lot of unsavoury characters. On the Internet as an example, 
there’s an elevated level of immaturity that seems not only to extend to just the 
Internet but people related to various careers involved with it. I’m not referring to 
racism, sexism because I consider that to be a little more serious than immaturity, 
but the casual butchering of spelling. I don’t mind typos but it always bugged me 
when people used U instead of typing out you or 4 instead of writing out four. 
Value’s hard to find on the Internet.  
This semester I don’t have anything to do. I’m not in the class anymore so I’ve 
been helping people around the computer science classes currently. I’m probably 
going to stick with the mathematics/scientists/computers field but I haven’t 
decided on anything specifically. I first gained computer skills after I accidentally 
deleted an important file on a computer. I had to scramble to repair it. So it all 
started differently for me than for most people. I had access to machinery, not 
necessarily quality, but I think not having quality was a quality in it’s own for 
learning. I’m mostly self-taught.  
 
My mom’s an example of a girl who would want to go into computer science and 
I think she really wanted to. She took Computer Science courses way back when 
they first offered them, but there wasn’t really anywhere to go with it back then. I 
know perhaps one girl interested in computers. I met her in Computer Science 
class. I guess she had a large problem solving capability. She was very math 
oriented. She won all sorts of math awards. Personality wise though, I wouldn’t 
be able to comment. There’re also noticeably less girls in the Physics class but not 
to the extent of Computer Science. There were a couple girls who were taking 
Computer Science as a course that would count towards an Applied Skills credit, 
and possibly a couple who did take it for what it was actually designed for. It was 
already male dominated in IT 9 and 10. There seems to be a minor correlation 
between mathematical ability, or interest in mathematics, and interest in computer 
science specifically. Most likely psychological upbringing I think. It’s highly 
related to less interest in physics, whatever factor that would be. And perhaps 
perception would make up for the difference between physics and computer 
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science itself. But I don’t really know exactly the girls’ lack of interest; I think it 
just might be our cultural, social, psychological upbringing. I definitely feel that’s 
social. I usually avoid situations where I can see it happening. It’s easier that way.  
 
The pornography is annoying. Girls probably find it irritating, or it would vary 
with individuals I guess. Some I imagine would just ignore it and move on. I think 
more than anything it’s probably because it’s taboo. Something that you’re not 
supposed to do around here; just a casual rebellion against the rules, and that they 
don’t really care about anything else. I don’t see that it’s specifically aimed at 
girls even if it does adversely affect them. I don’t think they have the mindset of 
deliberately attempting to coerce girls away from the computer. Those people 
won’t change.  

Andrew talked about the gender differences that he was familiar with from taking 

advanced, university entrance classes in math, physics and computer science. His 

perception was that the computer technology classes were “male dominated” from his 

grade 9 entry into specialized information technology classes, through to his grade 12 

graduation year. He did not speak about these sex-differentiated participation levels as 

being a problem, but as the current cultural condition in the school. Andrew identified 

three possible reasons for these participation differences: ability, interest, and perception. 

He did not attribute these differences to natural ability, instead, he offered the example of 

a girl in his Grade 12 class who was very intelligent and capable of thinking logically. He 

indicated that he was aware of the constructed nature of gender differences, but could not, 

or would not identify specific influences. His reference to “our cultural, social, 

psychological upbringing” shows a depth of understanding beyond the level of blaming 

girls for their lack of interest and inaccurate perceptions. Andrew’s understanding does 

not translate into a sense of personal concern or responsibility for enacting change. His 

acceptance of these cultural, social, and psychological influences is indicated by his 

greater desire to react to the “casual butchering of spelling,” rather than the racism and 

sexism he encountered on the Internet. 

When Andrew does identify one of the micro level mechanisms of power that 

adversely affects girls - the prevalence of pornography on the Internet - he states a belief 

that it is not done to deliberately “coerce girls away from the computer.” He considers the 

effects on girls as merely a side effect as boys engage in their own struggles for power by 

casually rebelling against the rules. His assumption that the pornography is posted and 

viewed by boys indicates a gendered aspect to the choice of methods of rebellion. Boys’ 
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use of pornography is something that offends enough to break the rules, while still 

maintaining their image of being cool. Andrew does not view rule-breaking as a means of 

creating victims or as actively marginalizing others, but as individuals struggling to assert 

their own identities within their environment. The sexually repressed nature of a public 

secondary school means that this is one way for boys to explore sexual imagery while 

reinforcing their status amongst male peers and disregarding the consequences for 

females. Andrew implies that he does not engage in this type of behaviour but he also 

does not condemn it. He accepts it, as a natural condition of “those people won’t change,” 

a statement similar to “boys will be boys.” His chosen response is one of avoidance, as 

“it’s easier that way.” His mother’s obstructed interest in computer science is also 

accepted as the way it was “back then.” Two parts of the psychological trilogy of “fight,” 

“flight,” or “passivity” are seen in his mother’s flight and Andrew’s passivity. The choice 

of passivity for Andrew can be considered a manifestation of power/knowledge relations, 

as he knows that he can personally continue to pursue his academic interests. He does not 

have to concern himself with the activities of others. His own career is not at risk.  

Bruce’s story. 

I can tell you right off the bat that I used to be a computer addict. I’ve been 
working with computers since the age of 9 or 10. My dad figured I was a gifted 
child. Every Saturday we drove to the University and there was a program that 
went on during the weekends, called ABC, the Association for Bright Children. 
There was people could enrich your knowledge in anything from chemistry to 
physics to aeronautics.  

I came to this school in grade 9. One of the first things that I ended up doing is I 
asked the library technician, when she looked busy, “Well, do you need any help? 
Is there anything that I can do to take some of the workload off you? And so I 
ended up volunteering in the library for the first year that I was at this school. I 
wanted a place to fit in. “This is something. I belong at this school because this is 
what I can do.” So that ended up being my first real entry point into just helping 
out around the school. At this point, I looked at the theatre. I helped out there and 
I ended up being a spot light operator. The first year was really library and 
theatre.  

The next year there was a grade 12 student who was really the man in charge. He 
said “Well, this is Bruce’s second year working on the theatre. He’s worked really 
hard and he’s the only person who’s showing any kind of keen interest in doing 
this kind of stuff, so he’d be the most likely next candidate.” It was a lot like that 
at first.  
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The Fine Arts department made him the technical director; they actually gave him 
that title. The teacher and the student kind of decided amongst themselves who 
would be the best couple of people to take over the technical jobs, and after that 
then they were like “OK, the people who are interested in doing technical stuff 
for the performances, come to room 430 at lunch.” Sometimes we did as many as 
three shows a day. It was a very brutal schedule and the teacher wanted to make 
sure that the people who he would sign on were not just doing it because they felt 
like it; they were doing this because it was something they would also stick with. 
Of the 15 people that showed up, there were only a couple who were really 
interested. Not many females. There haven’t honestly been that many females, as 
least as far as technical stuff goes. Both the stage directors were female for two 
shows. I was really helping out with the technical aspect of things; the female 
student stage director was really organizing. She was trying to get costumes 
ready; she was trying to find people to carry out certain tasks. The only girl I’ve 
seen, and I’m not saying this in a bad sense, who’s had a really keen interest, was 
[Bonnie.] There was three spot light operators last year and she was just one of 
them. There’s more of an interest from the guys I guess because it just kind of 
follows, ‘the boys with toys’ kind of mindset. There’s lots of buttons to push. 
Bonnie has gone on to develop a really significant interest in helping out with the 
theatre as well, actually that is important to note. She helps out with Radio a lot 
and so she’s one of the people who does the DJ stuff. I guess she’s not moving up 
as far as seniority goes, there’s really two people who have. I think the way that 
she’s made an opportunity for herself is by associating herself with Radio.  

There’s been only two ways in. I’m guessing the only time where people have 
been able to really gain exposure and knowledge is if they were, if they were kind 
of chosen to do that. There’s a little bit of job security in the sense that, what 
happened with me is, it was kind of decided that “Well, Bruce has put so much 
work into the theatre it would make sense to have him as the next student who 
should be looking after things.” And so, what they ended up doing is they brought 
in one of the students who had previously graduated and had held that role, to 
load all this knowledge onto me. Not too many other people were given that 
opportunity. You’ve got to really fight. You can go to the people and say, “Is 
there anyway I can help? Is there anything that you need done? Are you going to 
be working on this after school today? Because I’ve got plenty of time, I can come 
around and help.” In that instance, you can really pick up a lot but unless you 
fight that hard for it, it’s kind of hard to even get considered in the first place. It 
might have been just the instance where he was there at the right time. I was in the 
right place at the right time.  

Am I in the process of training somebody else? Yes. Before it has been really, 
really closed. I fought really hard to get into, like, to break down those barriers. 
And then for a while, I even considered, I kind of defended the system. Even 
though I didn’t like it, I defended it because I went through it. Other people 
should have to go through the same thing. We kind of wanted to keep it closed so 
that we can spot people who really wanted, who really exhibited that interest in it. 
We’ve had this discussion about how many people should be allowed to have 
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access to the booth, how open should we be. “Do we let everybody in the booth, 
or do we go to the point where we let people who exhibit a real interest in 
learning access to the booth or supervised access?” Because there’s always the 
risk something’s going to break. It’s not very practical letting everybody in the 
booth. The bane of the theatre director’s existence is people who have been 
working with the lighting board. They’re just like “Oh, what does this button 
do?” tap tap tap. “Whoops,” whole board erased so nothing works and they’re 
like, out of the door.  

The students are having to learn from students really. But when the students don’t 
know what to do they end up just pushing buttons, instead of just actually asking. 
And so things have actually been screwed up because of that. I think it’s the way 
to learn, sure, but there’s a limit to how much you can guess and check. There’s 
one person who’s really been trying to take the initiative to learn about it. And 
he’s been the person who’s really been teaching the other students how things are 
working. The scary part is he doesn’t know that much himself, so he’s been kind 
of learning as he goes. He’s been reading the manuals, which on paper make a lot 
of sense, in the real world - the way that we’ve got the board set up - it’s like 
another world. I’m guessing yes, he’s showing a genuine interest. Like this is his 
way to get in. If somebody were to come up to me in the hallway and they were to 
say “I know you do work in the theatre. I don’t know if you can, but if you can 
spare maybe an hour of your time in the next couple of weeks to show me what it 
is you do and what exactly I need to learn to be able to help out with that kind of 
stuff”. If they were to say something like that, if they were to just ask, then I 
would be more than happy to. I would actually take time out of my schedule from 
everything else and definitely show them how things were to work out. It doesn’t 
matter if it was male, female, whatever, I’d gladly show them. But that actually 
hasn’t happened yet.  

Bruce’s story of his assertive actions depicts “fight,” the first possibility of the 

psychological trilogy of “fight, flight, or passivity.” The tightly controlled culture of 

technologists is reinforced when teachers do not have technical knowledge and students 

learn from their peers. Bruce perceived himself as being able to choose the student to 

whom he was willing to pass his knowledge and power, and he had very specific 

requirements for that student to display attitudes of deference and respect for the current 

“man in charge,” while also displaying sufficient dedication and determination. Bruce’s 

belief that “you’ve got to really fight,” left him little room for other interests or activities. 

The boys who are willing to devote their efforts to learning and controlling the 

technologies are the ones who are “chosen” to gain access, “The only time where people 

have been able to really gain exposure and knowledge is if they were chosen.” The other 

way to “get in” is being at the “right place at the right time.” Bruce’s description of his 
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experiences and practices reveals the hidden hierarchy behind the concept of choice – 

you can only choose if you are one of the chosen. His use of the Royal “we” disguises the 

power held by him to make judgements about other students and individually control 

access to technological resources in the school. 

The opportunities to be in the “right place at the right time” are constrained by 

social norms that govern the appropriateness of students hanging around and being 

available at the right time. Young boys spending time in a darkened theatre booth with 

older males, is considered more socially acceptable than young girls associating with 

older males. An example of this division was provided by one of the computer 

technicians who drove to meet me for an interview. He said that he could not bring his 

female student assistant with him because he did not believe it was appropriate to have a 

girl alone with him in his car. He said, however, that he did occasionally use his car to 

take his male student assistant on field trips to view the technology in other schools. 

Opportunities made unavailable to his girl assistant.  

These two stories from boys who experienced recognition and support for their 

technological skills are now followed by stories from Ariella, a grade 9 student, who 

hopes that she may get similar learning opportunities, and Melanie, a grade 11 student, 

who appreciates any opportunities she can find. 

Ariella’s story. 

I’ve got myself a book on HTML, learned that within a week and bought myself a 
book on JavaScript and I’m still sort of learning. No one in my family can help 
me with this. It was just really this year that I got interested in computers. I had 
been doing all my schoolwork, just writing it out by hand and we decided it was 
time that we started doing computer things and stuff. I just sort of fooled around 
on the computer, looking at different things, seeing what they do. I’ve wrecked it 
a few times. Sometimes we’ve had to take it to a local store because it won’t start 
up or anything. I use my laptop for everything from typing out my homework 
assignments to doing my web pages and using the Internet when it’s hooked up to 
the cable. I usually just recharge it when I get home. No one taught me. 

Ricky’s my friend. We’re not like really good friends, but we talk and stuff and 
it’s nice to have someone to talk to about computer things, because I don’t really 
have any other friends this year. They were starting to party and smoking and 
drugs and stuff, and I don’t want to do any of that stuff. So yeah, Ricky helps me. 
Like I don’t know as much as him, but I’m learning.  
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I want to take more Computer Science courses. I’m signed up for Info Tech 9 but 
I think I could have underestimated my abilities because my friend who’s in Info 
Tech says that it would be way too easy for me. So I’m going to try and get 
switched to Computer Science. I talked to my counsellor about it. She’s been 
telling me about the things that they do in IT 9 and it’s things that I’ve been doing 
like years ago. It’ll probably be a little bit too easy. I want to learn C++ and more 
JavaScript and that sort of thing so I could write my own programs eventually. 
But I like to do Internet things like creating websites. So I want to learn more 
about JavaScript and Dynamic HTML.  

I like website design a lot, not so much technical, like fixing computers or 
anything. I’m not really good at that. I would eventually like to learn more about 
that, but right now I’ve just learned HTML and JavaScript and style sheets, so 
that’s really my area of expertise I guess. But I’ve got websites that I’m designing 
for other people and I’m doing newsletter things for my church and stuff. I prefer 
working on my own because it’s my ideas but I don’t mind having other people 
working with me. I wouldn’t want to have to be constantly explaining things. I’m 
also very meticulous about my work. I’m sort of a perfectionist. 

I don’t know any other girls who are really into computers. I haven’t gone into the 
computer labs, because I heard that you have to be in one of the computer classes 
to be able to go in there. I’ve got my own computer anyways, so it really doesn’t 
make that much of a difference.  

I like business things. I’ve just started doing the websites really recently so I 
haven’t made that much money yet, but the future looks good. I’ve got several 
prospective clients. For the websites, I base it on how much time I put into it and 
how big it is. Usually it’s around $50, maybe a little more, maybe a little less. I 
don’t have my new website up and running yet.  

I think the school should help a lot. I don’t know how, because you can’t do 
computer things in math or something like that. It doesn’t matter if a teacher is 
male or female as long as they’re a good teacher. I find that sometimes boys can 
get kind of annoying, but girls can be cliquey and annoying too and really 
obsessed with the way they look and who they’re seeing, so it really depends on 
the person’s personality. After school, my mom picks me up, I go home, and I 
have a snack, do my homework, and work on my business. It’s fun: my business 
is my hobby. I just do my homework and do my business. 

I’m going to go to university and take something computer-related like web 
design and stuff, and get into business, preferably incorporated as the CEO. The 
school could help give me more opportunities to do enrichment activities 
whenever I want. I’m worried that in university you’ll have to take this really 
complicated math and I’ll flunk and I won’t be able to do what I want to do. It’s 
not too soon to worry about it; it’s never too soon to worry about it. Then I could 
prepare more for it. JavaScript has some sort of math things in it, I don’t find that 
overly confusing because there’s parts of math that I really like. 
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Girls use [computers] more for chatting online and emailing and just going to 
popular websites. And I think boys probably use it more for technological things. 
I mean if you’re chatting online that’s not really going to do a lot for your life. 
Girls probably think it’s being geeky and they want to be popular. I took an online 
geek-o-meter test at girlgeeks.com and it ranked me as very geeky. It doesn’t 
matter. I think it’s kind of cool actually. I think it sort of separates you from the 
regular people, who don’t really know a whole lot about computers, it’s like you 
have an extra skill. Not a lot of people know it’s a laptop that I carry. I think this 
bag just sort of looks like book bags people are carrying around. And people 
when they see the laptop they think it’s really cool and they always ask me how 
much it costs and stuff. They ask ‘What games do you have on there?’ ‘Can I 
check my e-mail on there?’ I feel lonely sometimes, like when I eat lunch alone.  

I would like to be something where, you know, people recognize my position and 
stuff. I’d like to be sort of higher up, but I don’t resent Ricky’s position54, I think 
it’s great that he’s there because most people don’t want to read technical books 
and learn technical things for fun. Working on the school or library website would 
be one way I could get recognition. If I worked on the school website I’d like to 
have ‘Designed by Ariella’ with my name in little letters or something. I’m 
thinking business, that’s what I really like doing, not so much in school having 
people recognize me and go “Well maybe I want to be her friend” and that sort of 
thing.  

I actually talked to the art teacher about [digital art] and I don’t think he knows a 
lot about it. He says that I could probably teach the class and, I don’t know, you 
need special programs for it. He was like ‘Well, you could just do paint program 
things’ but I’m not thinking just drawing little things in paint programs. I’m 
thinking like image editing with different programs. I have Adobe PhotoShop and 
Adobe Image Ready and I use those together and I’m buying myself Adobe Live 
Motion for creating sort of Flash things. And I have a trial version of Flash on our 
computer at home and so I’ve learned that. If the art class was designing web page 
graphics or designing graphics for print, I would love that.  

Ariella did get a chance to work on the design of the school’s website, but her 

work remains anonymous and she did not get to add her name in little letters “Designed 

by Ariella.” Ariella’s story illustrates how the effects of power are felt by girls as 

pressure to conform, not to stand out from the crowd. She perceives other girls as 

“cliquey” and “obsessed with how they look,” and states that she is willing to forego the 

more social activities of “partying,” “smoking,” and “drugs.” Her focus on learning web 

design skills provides her with an alternative set of activities that are time-intensive and 

highly individualistic because she does not know any other girls who share this interest. 

                                                 
54 Ricky has a position as assistant to the school computer technician. 
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She has found one other student with whom she can talk about computers, but she 

describes how the other students’ sexualization of her cross-sex interactions creates a 

prohibition that limits her access to experience and knowledge.  

Ariella remains optimistic that “the school” can help her to develop her skills 

further and to find a place for herself, while preparing for her future in business. She 

actively pursues various possibilities, speaking with a school counsellor and an Art 

teacher to learn more about the school’s course options. She acts within the established 

school procedures and appears to be willing to trust and accept that her best interests will 

be upheld. She does not yet perceive a need to “fight” for her interests, despite the 

organizational response of maintaining established course divisions, and informing her 

that she must find a place within the existing program structures.  

Melanie’s story. 

I was in grade 5 and we had one computer per classroom, so I thought it was 
easier not to use it because everyone else wanted it. So, I sort of won by not 
wanting it, because I never not had what I wanted. I know that’s kind of 
confusing. Then, I got a computer when I was in grade 6 and I didn’t really 
understand it, so I basically just played around with it and figured it out. In grades 
6, 7 and 8 we had computer classes. I enjoyed that. It was kind of interesting 
because I had a computer and I was starting to do a lot of stuff on the computer, 
typing and stuff. And the more I did, the more I learnt.  

And then in grade 9 I had WordPerfect, so I started wanting to do graphs and 
things in science because I like doing everything on the computer. My Word 
Perfect was dying and it has this thing where you can pull up the codes, and I 
managed to play with it to get it to do what I wanted. And I learned some HTML 
that year in the Information Technology class. I really liked the HTML, the way it 
worked. And I like PowerPoint too. I don’t like typing things in. I have tendonitis 
in my wrists and that doesn’t help. But I sort of learned from there, and it opened 
my eyes and I liked it. Then in grade 10 I heard about Flash from something and I 
started working with Flash animation and playing with that sort of stuff. I have a 
friend, Geoff, he taught me a lot of what he knows, and I just learned more on my 
own.  

So I try to do everything on the computer. I have a little rule; I try to do 
everything that’s possible on my computer. My parents don’t like that, but I do it 
anyway. So for this project that I’m doing in Socials, I’m going to make a Flash 
presentation, sort of a little brochure or poster captions. So I got more and more 
involved. And then I started to wonder how computers actually work and I sort of 
wanted to have that hardware side. Because I was having some hardware 
problems at home and I wanted to understand, because I just like understanding 
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computers. So I actually ended up taking a course at College called Inside your 
microcomputer and you learn how they are laid out, sort of the basics of how they 
work. I was the youngest person in the class and we got hands on stuff. We could 
take apart a computer and put it back together. And so I sort of learned a lot from 
that. I did a basic CPU upgrade on my computer after that and began to 
understand more about the physical components of it too. And then I worked with 
the computer technicians over the summer and that was really good because then I 
learned more about the big network thing, so you combine troubleshooting and a 
lot of the hardware. We took out a lot of hard drives and a lot of network cards, 
and a lot of RAM and put it back in and learned about the different types of RAM. 
A lot of the stuff you forget it if you don’t do it, and so it brought back all the 
stuff that I had learnt. I could look at my notes and go “Oh, yeah, I know that.” 
So just watching them and participating was good.  

Today, I walked into school, and Mr Jones saw me in the hallway and went “Oh, I 
have a problem with my printer.” So I fixed his printer for him. It’s kind of nice 
to do that. The more you do, the more you learn, so I just continually do stuff and 
I make myself do stuff no matter what anyone says, even if my parents don’t want 
me to. I just do everything on the computer because if I want to learn something I 
just spend the time and sit down and do it. So I am going to learn more about 
Action Script, which is for Flash, so generally I just spend time doing it. That’s 
how I learn. 

I’m in grade 11 now and I really went into the Career Prep last year, a year early, 
just because I was interested. I talked to the Career Counsellor and said I really 
like technology and so he was like “Oh, you should talk to Mr. … and get into 
that Career Prep.” so I did that and I got in a year early and I’ve already got a 
hundred hours. I have all my hours done. I didn’t necessarily keep track of them 
all. Anything counts. Like I’ll take images, my uncle’s work had a picture, and 
they wanted to frame it. But it had cars in it. So I took the picture and I took out 
the cars and the lines with Adobe PhotoDeluxe, which is the worst program you 
can use. It’s very unprofessional. But that’s sort of what I do, I don’t use 
everything that’s professional or good. I would like to, but I use what I have to the 
maximum extent that I have.  

The Career Prep teacher has on occasion given me stuff, like he gave me an 
opportunity; I went to the University for a day and I worked with the computer 
technician. I don’t remember what building it was but it was all chemistry stuff 
and he was in charge of all the computers in that area. I spent a day doing that. He 
had an opportunity for me to go a week somewhere, or three or four days, but I 
didn’t do that because I didn’t want to miss out on school. There have been other 
opportunities here and there. If he sees something that he thinks would suit me, he 
comes to me. I was supposed to do a web page. James and me were making one 
together. For some reason it didn’t really work out, maybe because the guy never 
gave us information and he ended up actually hiring someone to do it and we 
didn’t really know about it, so when we did get information it was too late and it 
was in a format that really didn’t work and so I hardly heard anything from him. I 
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had questions and he wouldn’t reply and I wasn’t even sure how it worked. I’m 
just not going to worry about it. 

I did volunteer at the Summer Festival. In fact I was a volunteer for the people 
who were filming the Festival and doing the sound and the pictures and all that. I 
was like bringing them drinks and stuff, but I was all around there and keeping 
people from walking in front of the video camera so I liked being around there.  

I wanted to do something that had something to do with computers during the 
summer that I could learn from. So I just got the idea and I asked the computer 
technician if I could do that. I worked with them over the summer, and I thought it 
would be something I’d like to do. It really has sort of helped bring all the stuff I 
learned in the College course back because I could bring some of the things I 
learned and apply it, and remember it and sort of be retaught it and have a chance 
to use it. I was afraid for a little bit. That’s really why I took the course, because I 
was afraid of the computer box and I didn’t really know what was in it, sort of 
thing. And I didn’t want that, I want to know. I want to not be afraid anymore, 
and if I’m working with someone else it kind of bothers me, but when we were at 
the school, we worked with a lot of computers that were already open and being 
fixed and we took out a lot of stuff from computers we weren’t using. So 
probably, dealing with bad computers helped me dealing with the good 
computers. Sometimes I’m not like sure, and I just need someone to say, “No, 
watch me,” and someone to say, “Yes, you do this.” Or something. Just because I 
don’t have the confidence. But sometimes you have to do stuff without 
confidence anyways. It was great; it was perfect. They were absolutely wonderful. 
They didn’t make me feel like I didn’t know anything or whatever. They realized 
I had minimal knowledge, but they didn’t make you kind of stand there and teach 
you everything. The way they did teach you was really respectful. I didn’t have a 
problem; it was very good.   

But its really guy dominated, but I don’t really mind that. Guy dominated to some 
extent, but I think it’s improving. More girls are getting interested, maybe not to a 
really, really, large extent, but like different areas. Like some persons might be 
just interested in web pages. In my BCA 1155 class there’s a lot of girls who can 
do page stuff in HTML.  There are more girls in that class who are interested in 
that than guys. But, as far as like the regular programming stuff goes, I can think 
of 2 or 3 girls who I know who are in programming, or 4 or 5. I don’t know that 
many people who are, I’m sure I would recognize them. In my IT class right now, 
there’s a little less than half, the lesser half being girls, but not too bad.   

I chose the IT classes instead of Computer Science because I didn’t have a 
background in Computer Science at all. I didn’t feel confident enough in that. 
And I sort of wish I had. I sort of had to plan that I might want to go into that the 
next year, because I sort of wanted to do both. And I didn’t really know exactly 
where Information Technology was going to go. I liked the idea of web page 
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design and PowerPoint, but you don’t know everything from the way they word 
the course descriptions. I would have liked a mixture, less of the secretary-like 
stuff. But I do like knowing how Micro Soft Access works, for graphs and stuff. 
I’ve been in science and I’ve wanted to know how to do that and I’ve needed to 
know how to make forms and stuff for certain contacts, for printing out envelopes 
and stuff at home. But, I kind of like a mixture of them both. I’ve never really 
chosen one over the other. I kind of like them both, except I don’t really like the 
typing. Just doing business letters and how that form goes out. I like learning that, 
but I’d rather learn that in English. I kind of like English and I could put it 
together in a class. Which is what I like about web pages because you can 
combine English and technical skills, too and make it look nice.  

I think this school is doing a good job of helping me. They are relatively 
supportive. If you want to do PowerPoint presentations they like that and if you 
say “Can I make you a web page?” they are relatively supportive. I’ve had the 
opportunity to work with the computer technicians. Some schools, they don’t 
have anything.  

Melanie has acted as aggressively as she could to acquire the skills and 

knowledge that she desires: she has self-taught, taken extra courses at the local College, 

and volunteered to gain more experience. She perceives these actions as being in the face 

of opposition and difficulty: “I sort of won by not wanting it,” “I have tendonitis in my 

wrists,” “My parents don’t like that, but I do it anyways,” “I had questions and he 

wouldn’t reply,” and “I make myself do stuff no matter what anyone says, even if my 

parents don’t want me to.” Despite her interest, and her actions to persist and improve her 

skills and positioning within the school, she is still in a position of learning “secretary-

like stuff.” She admits that her lack of confidence has hampered her, but she also knows 

that “sometimes you have to do stuff without confidence.” Like Ariella, she expresses a 

belief in the goodness and support of the people who create and enforce the 

organizational structures and practices that are constituting her through her education. 

She may be frustrated with the limitations of her learning experiences, but she accepts 

these limitations without anger or resentment. 

Summary 

This chapter focused more directly on those aspects of disciplinary power that 

create a ‘chilly climate’ for all computer users: forms of harassment by peers and adults, 

and the adolescent popularity contest. Disciplinary power is a technology of the self that 

uses these experiences and internalised understandings to shape and divide gendered 
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subjectivities. These micro level interactions call on expressions of values that apply 

traditional definitions to those uses of ICT that are considered “secretary-like” and 

therefore women’s work. These gendered social norms act as dividing practices that 

differentially affect the choices of girls. 

Some girls, like Kimberley, have completely withdrawn from taking computer 

classes, while those who persist, like Melanie and Ariella, are caught on the wrong side 

of the school organization divisions created by courses that are streamed to accomplish 

different learning outcomes. They both enrolled in the IT stream while wishing they 

could be in the Computer Science stream. The particular skills they hope to learn, such as 

digital imaging and web site design, are not currently available as part of the standard 

instructional offerings. So they must either resign themselves to self-instruction, or 

attempt to seek these skills outside of the school.  

Bruce and Andrew, while experiencing the competition for scarce resources that 

exists within schools, and the social isolation that can come from single-minded 

dedication, are positioned differently. They can view the instances of digital pornography 

and hate positively, as expressions of masculine rule-breaking. They can cultivate 

mentor/mentee relationships with older male authorities, without fear of breaking social 

norms for sexual prohibitions. And, perhaps most importantly, their course selection 

processes led them to assume the appropriateness of the Computer Science courses. They 

still have to fight to become one of the “chosen ones,” but they are not caught on the 

wrong side of the digital course divide.  
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Chapter 8 Students Making Choices 

 
The issue of “career choices” arose often in my interviews with students. I probed 

the question of whether students felt pressured or optimistic about developing 

technological skills for the “Information Age.” One of the features of the “New 

Economy” is a concern about preparing students for careers in high technology 

industries. “Are you ready for the twenty-first century?” is the question prominently 

displayed on the student “career passports” developed for a local high tech career fair. 

The demand for labour in this fastest growing sector of British Columbia’s economy 

drives local employers and the Premier’s Technology Council to call for increased 

technological skills in high school graduates.56 In response to this perceived need, the 

schools have a variety of career development programs and career counselling services 

designed to help students develop career goals and to plot a path to achieve those goals. 

These include various work experience programs, and a mandatory course called Career 

and Personal Planning (CAPP). The schools also have Career Centres staffed by teachers 

and/or clerical staff who promote various career options, including those in the high 

technology (high tech) sector, by organizing special events, such as guest speakers, a bi-

annual high tech career fair, and information displays. As these programs and services are 

provided to help students make informed course selection choices, I wanted to explore 

their perceptions, looking for practices that produce a gendered digital divide. 

The Limitations of Choice  

When I probed for comments about career choices in ICT, most female students 

said they wanted other career goals, the main reason being “to work with people.” The 

girls, who had identified goals of becoming a teacher, pharmacist assistant, and/or 

lawyer, characterized these preferred career choices as being people-oriented:  

                                                 
56 There are two recently issued reports that recommend increasing the number of British Columbia’s 
secondary school graduates with technological skills (VIATeC, 2001, Premier’s Technology Council, 
2001) 
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Gillian: I know that I’ll need to have the computer skills, but I think I’ve got a 
good enough background that, as a job, computers don’t interest me. 
Because I really, really would rather I was doing something where I was 
communicating with people. Politics interests me because I love debating 
and I like to talk things over with my friends. And English because I like 
to write so much, so it just seems like those would be the natural choices.  

Angela: I did want to take more computer courses just because technology’s come 
a long way and you kind of need computers and things. When I grow up, I 
was hoping to be maybe a pharmacist assistant. They need to use 
computers a bit too, just to put things in. I don’t know, I just like working 
with people and I wanted to do something to help people.  

Not all girls rejected high tech careers. A couple of girls mentioned the possibility of 

careers in website design. Bonnie, for example, felt confident in her technological skills 

and saw that as a career option:  

Bonnie: Oh no, no, maybe not a secretary, but I would like to do something 
involved with computers, like maybe designing web pages or something, 
because I’ve gotten pretty good at that lately. 

None of these girls, however, had a strong sense of how to achieve this career goal. The 

school-to-work or post-secondary transition was not a clear path. All of the girls voiced 

frustration with various aspects of career development. Some of this frustration was 

targeted at their inadequate knowledge of the requirements for specific careers and of 

how the schools’ course offerings related to those careers. They considered career 

planning important, and one girl expressed a sense of responsibility for her own 

economic support and the support of her future family and husband. Some girls 

manifested this as frustration towards the school. Roberta, a grade 12 graduate, was 

concerned about the inadequate amount of school time allocated to guide students 

towards career choices:  

People just go out and smoke up, you know, just to not think about it. Because it’s 
just ridiculous. You need to invest more time for your students in order for them 
to figure it out. And we don’t really do a lot. I found out more about what I want 
to do with my life in Psychology class than I have in CAPP. Just knowing what 
kind of person I am, how personal I am, what I’m good at. That was all taught to 
me in Psychology, not in CAPP class. 

Two friends, Keely and Coral, shared Roberta’s concern about an insufficient amount of 

time allocated for career development: 
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Keely: We don’t know really what’s out there you know. We sign up for college 
or for university and “Okay, I’ll just go in there and see what I can do.” 
but this school hasn’t really prepared us. I mean it’s sad to say, really. 

Ms. Coupal: Well, do you think that the CAPP periods… 

Keely:           They’re useless. 

Coral: They’re so ridiculous. 

Keely: We sit around and throw food at each other practically. 

Coral: We have 25 minutes every Wednesday and then we go to our next class. 

Keely: No, we haven’t had it in ages. I guess we don’t have for… 

Coral:            Like months! 

Keely: A month, two months. So, there needs to be CAPP help here because it’s 
the last thing on the list, and it’s the first thing that’s on our list because 
we need to get out there and do jobs and have careers and there’s nothing 
there.  

Coral: Like, I don’t want to sit behind a till all day at like $8.50 an hour, you 
know. I want a $15 hour job at least, you know, so I can support myself 
and my husband. There isn’t the support here actually, I find with [this 
school] to push us for the future. Really, I mean there isn’t. I don’t see any 
help out there to help you find what you want to do. Like work experience, 
like Whoopie, right? 

Keely: Thirty hours of slave labour for some person that doesn’t want to employ 
someone, right? Yeah. It’s not right. 

Despite the variety of ways these CAPP courses were organized and the different 

teaching styles for guiding student learning, there was a common pattern of student 

anger, frustration, and fear about the future. 

Course selection processes. 

These students described feeling stress as they anticipated the school-to-work 

transition. A number of factors contributed to this stress, including broader political and 

economic uncertainties, the need to achieve financial independence, and a desire to be 

seen as a contributing member of society. Within secondary schools, students are also 

influenced by the pressures placed upon them to make decisions.  

There are landmark moments, usually in the spring of each year, when students 

from grades 8 through 11 must complete forms indicating the courses they wish to take 
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during the following school year. They fill out their course selection forms without any 

guarantee that they will be able to enrol in their first choice, as these courses may be 

under or over-filled and, therefore, no longer available as options, or there may be 

timetable conflicts with other core and elective courses. For these reasons, students are 

asked to indicate their first, second and third preferences for elective courses and, based 

on these requests, the timetables for courses are generated automatically by means of 

timetabling software. The school administrators and teachers then review the timetables 

to make manual adjustments and to assign staffing. The students do not receive any 

feedback until they receive mailed copies of their schedule of courses during late August. 

This course selection process means that when students indicate their course preferences, 

they do not know for sure who will be teaching a particular course, which courses will be 

run, which they will be able to enter, or which courses their friends will take.  

The formal mechanisms for helping students to select courses are the Course 

Selection Handbooks. These Handbooks are reviewed and prepared annually in time for 

the spring course selection process and include the expected prerequisites for entering 

particular courses, and short descriptions of course content. The content of the 

Handbooks is organized into separate categories, reflecting the organization of the 

provincial curricula into separate disciplines and the organization of the schools into 

separate departments. These descriptions of the departmentalized courses often include 

flowcharts that show the students the recommended paths for progressing through the 

courses to achieve particular outcomes by grade 12 graduation (See Figure 10.1 for an 

example). It has recently become common to also place course selection information on 

the school websites for viewing from home.  

Educators present this course selection information to the students in various 

ways. Some schools hold grade assemblies and describe the process to the students in 

large groups, followed by smaller group and individual support in classrooms. Other 

schools have a team of people visit each class to provide students with an overview of the 

process. Because of the number of courses offered, there is not sufficient time to describe 

each possibility and students are expected to do some investigation on their own. Some 

particular programs may be highlighted for the students, such as newly introduced 

courses, or Career Prep programs. 
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The atmosphere surrounding course selection can become tense, as students are 

paradoxically warned to both “Keep your options open,” “Don’t close any doors for 

yourself,” and being required to make specific choices: “You have to consider your 

options and make some decisions,” “What do you want to do?” and “Make a plan.” 

Students are reminded to select the appropriate prerequisite courses for future courses, to 

satisfy grade 12 graduation requirements, and to consider admission requirements to 

postsecondary institutions. One event described to me highlights these tensions. A 

popular motivational speaker was invited to speak to student assemblies about the 

importance of career planning. His method of keeping the students’ attention was to have 

bunches of balloons labelled with possible career choices. He would shout at the students, 

asking if they had taken particular courses. If the answers were “No,” he would shout, 

“Opportunity lost!” and burst one of the balloons. These pressures to plan are 

institutionalized in the mandatory requirement for each student to produce a “Student 

Learning Plan” that is kept on file in the schools. 

Gail, a grade 12 student, phrased her response to my questions about these 

processes as a fear of making career decisions. She said, “I admire those people who 

know what they want to do. It takes a lot of courage to think about your future. It’s 

scary.” A grade 12 boy, Andrew, maintained, “There’s a lot of mystery in figuring out 

what’s going on.” This mystery surrounding course selection was a common obstacle for 

the students. I was talking with Bonnie, a grade 12 student taking Business Education 

classes and wanting to pursue a career in web design, about her interest in learning to 

design game software. She thought it would be fun to develop that skill, but when I asked 

her what class she would have to take to do that, she responded, “I have no idea.” Perhaps 

if I had used the phrase “to program game software” she would have been able to identify 

the senior IT classes for learning those skills. When I enquired, the students did not report 

receiving information about various course options from their teachers, neither the 

teachers in their classes, nor from teachers promoting other possible courses. 57  Their 

stated means for learning about other course options was through their peers “All my 

                                                 
57 Educators who are reading this may disagree with this point. Please remember that I am representing 
students’ reports of their experiences. Teachers and school counsellors will have different perceptions of 
these processes, and these will be described later. 
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friends took it last year and they said it was a really good course,” or by reading course 

descriptions in the Course Handbook.  

Missed opportunities. 

The girls described the course selection and registration processes in the schools 

as confusing and restrictive, causing them to miss opportunities to achieve their goals. 

One of the girls described speaking with a school counsellor after her friend told her “IT 

9/10 would be way too easy for me.” The counsellor’s recommendation was for her to 

consider enrolling in other grade 9 elective courses, like Foods or Textiles, so she could 

get a more rounded education. There were no other high tech course options suggested to 

her. Bonnie, a grade 12 student, felt that her career aspirations would suffer because there 

were no appropriate courses offered. She decided she couldn’t join an IT Career Prep 

class for grade 12, partly because of her existing job commitment and the program’s 

requirement for work experience: 

Bonnie: I would love to see a course in something related to the Internet. Like 
web page design or something. Because obviously that’s going to be huge 
in the future. And I think there is something like that coming up next year, 
is there not? 

Ms. Coupal: I think that’s IT Career Prep class.  

Bonnie: Umhmm, that would have been interesting had I known about it. I 
probably would have done that if it had been around last year for me to 
sign up for in grade 11. But that would be really interesting. 

Ms. Coupal: But you wouldn’t do it in grade 12? 

Bonnie: I wouldn’t just join in the middle, no. Because it’s a two year program. 
The Career Preps are usually two years, and you need 100 hours [of work 
experience in a related field], and I already have a job. 

The possibility of transferring to another school that provides the desired courses 

is not a consideration. When I asked one girl if she knew if other schools could provide 

her with a course in web design, she replied “No, I don’t think so.” There is no 

mechanism available within the school for students to learn about the courses offered in 

other secondary schools, and the students may be unaware that different schools offer 

different opportunities. School Board policies that require students to attend the school in 

their designated catchment area create both bureaucratic and logistical obstacles to 
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transferring between schools. These legal impediments have since been removed.58 Not 

knowing about the courses, being unable to meet the requirements, or not following the 

bureaucratic processes are among the reasons girls provided for not being enrolled in the 

available ICT classes.  

One student described how overcrowding constrained her access to a desired ICT 

course: 

Bonnie: I was too late to get on the [IT Career Prep] list. Yeah, I tried. He told me 
that the list was full and they had to wait for people to drop it before any 
more could get in.  

Ms. Coupal: Oh, that’s too bad. Are you on a waiting list? 

Bonnie: I didn’t bother. 

Another constraining factor on girls’ enrolment in classes is the need to have classes full 

in order to run them. When I asked a school secretary what the sex configuration was in 

the grade 9 and 10 IT courses that are described in her school’s course selection 

catalogue, she responded, “Those classes aren’t running. We didn’t have a large enough 

enrolment and we had to cancel them.” School administrators are constantly performing a 

balancing act; they must have enough students to run a class, while not exceeding the 

class size maximums contained in the Collective Agreements between the School Board 

employers and the local associations’ of the teachers’ union. If the numbers are too many, 

or too few, students can lose the opportunity to take a chosen course. 

The myth of individual choice. 

When I asked the girls directly why they thought there were fewer girls in the 

senior IT classes, I received responses that attributed the reasons to individual choice. 

The following conversation between Coral and Keely illustrates this belief:  

Coral: [IT is] one of those courses you can take or leave, it’s not like English. We 
all know how important it is, but they feel, a lot of kids, most, I think, 
most kids have computers at home. 

Keely: Yeah, oh I’d say probably about 98%. 

                                                 
58 The Flexibility and Choice Act (2002) established the principle that students are free to attend the school 
of their choice. More schools are now posting their course offerings on school websites, and this greater 
accessibility to information may increase student awareness of course options in other schools and their 
mobility. 
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Coral:       Yeah, I would too. And so they 
know what they want, they can check up Seventeen magazine if they need 
to, and they can look up Ricky Martin and stuff, and there’s email and 
that’s all they need to know. I don’t know a lot of kids who are thinking 
about their futures.  

Bonnie also responded to my question, but expanded the common concept of choice by 

speculating about the reasons people make their choices: 

Bonnie: I wouldn’t know because I haven’t taken it [senior IT course], probably 
intimidating in some sort of way. 

Ms. Coupal: Intimidating how? 

Bonnie: Oh, I don’t know, it’s just, normally when people don’t take courses, 
either they think it’s too much work or it’s too hard or they’re intimidated 
or I don’t know, just. … 

In addition to my conversations with students during private interviews, I was 

present during a classroom discussion that considered the topic of choice. A grade 9/10 

IT teacher, who conducts weekly class discussions on social issues related to technology, 

provided a collection of newspaper articles to stimulate students’ thoughts on various 

topics. Several of these articles addressed the lower participation rates of females in the 

IT profession. There was a visible correlation between these articles and the classroom, 

which had six girls and 18 boys enrolled. I observed the students’ speech-in-action as the 

teacher led his students in a discussion that included three questions, (1) Where are the 

girls? (2) Why aren’t they here? and (3) What can we do to attract girls to this course?  

The students took the discussion very seriously and seemed eager to present their 

opinions. None of them argued with the premise; they focused, instead, on trying to 

analyze the reasons for the sex imbalance. Initially, only boys responded to the questions. 

The teacher noticed this, and prompted the girls to verbalize their opinions. Generally, 

both male and female students confidently stated that the girls were taking the courses 

“for girls” and identified these as Art, Home Economics, Sewing, Cooking and Drama. 

One boy stated that he refused to generalize, as many girls prefer shop and power 

mechanics to the “girly” classes. The reasons they gave for why girls were not in the IT 

class varied, one girl argued strongly that “girls are more active and don’t want to be 

stuck in front of a screen,” while other girls commented that it is intimidating to be in a 

course with so many boys, and other girls might feel out of place. One girl said that other 
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girls might fear that “the guys might shun them.” They felt that other girls might feel less 

secure about themselves, so “they don’t want to be judged by the boys.” Other comments 

from the girls were that the courses are “boring” and “not popular.”  

The boys’ discourse was similar. They offered comments attributing the sex 

imbalance to girls’ preferences for other courses and activities, and their 

misunderstandings of computers and course requirements. One boy commented that the 

girls might lack confidence with computers and fear failure. It was also a boy who 

suggested that “the stereotype of a computer geek is more extreme for girls,” and another 

who posited “the media show girls not doing much with computers.” The attitudes of 

these students appeared to be ones of concern and respect for the feelings of the other 

students present. There were no attempts to make any sarcastic or put-down comments. 

They listened politely as other students spoke and did not “jump-on” others’ comments. It 

seemed to me that these students were used to having this type of classroom discussion.  

A higher level of emotion became apparent later in the discussion, when students 

began to discuss the possibility of change. Some of the students, both boys and girls, 

began by eagerly offering suggestions for improving and promoting the course. A few 

students suggested changing girls’ attitudes and making them more confident. One boy 

suggested that the boys should encourage more girls to attend and another boy took 

personal responsibility by saying, “I will encourage them to join the course.” The girls 

added the solution of organizing girls-only courses. The final comments from the girls 

were that you couldn’t force girls against their will; they should choose what they want to 

do. After this the girls fell silent, as the boys took back the conversation. The line of 

thought that you couldn’t force girls against their will was taken up by some of the boys, 

who fatalistically claimed that “nothing can be done” and “that’s their choice.” This 

discourse of inability to effect change was then challenged by a heightened sense of 

annoyance from boys who argued against the need for change, “this is not a matter for 

concern” and “nobody complains about the guys not being in cooking or sewing.” The 

most negatively phrased response was from a boy who added “girls have their own 

courses, we should reserve the IT courses just for the males.” His suggestion differs from 

the girls’ requests for sex-segregated classes; he wanted to reserve the entire IT field for 

boys. The teacher intervened at this point and gave the students a writing task to perform. 
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I was left with a reinforced impression that the students had a very strong sense of which 

courses were “for the girls” and which were “for the boys.”  

A male student from another school echoed the comments regarding courses that 

are either for boys or for girls. Kevin, a grade 12 student who had taken four years of 

computer classes, explained during an interview: 

I know there’s two distinct types of classes, there’s sort of the programming class, 
which I think is Computer Programming 9/10 and the Business Education 
teacher’s class, which I don’t know what that is off hand. But I know it’s 
something to do with the Business Education something around there. I know she 
has a grade 11 class that’s basically Business Education. Those people work with 
Power Point and the Office tools. This is going to be sort of …- the women go 
there and they learn how to type and how to do things like this - and that’s all. 
The girls I know, they don’t necessarily complain too much, but they’re not 
interested in knowing anything other than, you type and use Microsoft Word, 
right? 

These students may be aware that there are equal opportunities provided for them, but 

they are also aware of gendered behaviour expectations. The boys can have just as vague 

an understanding of the teaching and learning done within the Business Education stream 

as the girls have of the teaching and learning within the Computer Science stream. The 

course divisions in schools produce students who understand that girls enrol in the 

Business Education classes to learn productivity programs and boys enrol in the 

Computer Science courses to learn computer programming. The names of the grade 9 and 

10 courses varied from school to school, but the students understood which courses were 

associated with which gender. 

Learning from Students’ Experiences 

This chapter has provided readers with some insights into students’ experiences 

with the course selection and registration processes that are common in secondary 

schools. The routines are well established in the schools and organized to efficiently 

generate course schedules for over a thousand students every year. These processes are 

begun early in the new year because the students’ course selections are the drivers for the 

school administrators to allocate teaching assignments for the next school year. While 

there is some flexibility in the courses offered to students, the courses conform, for the 

most part, with those courses mandated by the Ministry of Education and customarily 
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taught by the schools’ teachers. Students, who come to school with particular interests 

and abilities, must somehow find a niche for themselves within the established structures 

of the school. There are opportunities for students to pursue idiosyncratic goals, but as 

they do not fit the normal instructional patterns of the schools, these require active 

pursuit. 

The students’ primary method of finding out about courses is through their peers. 

Friends share descriptions of their experiences in different classes. The more official 

mechanisms of providing course information through the Course Handbooks, web sites, 

assemblies, or individual counselling have limited effectiveness. The technical 

descriptions provided for some computer courses can intimidate students who assume 

that they do not have sufficient background knowledge. The listings often adopt a tone of 

seriousness, and include statements asking for prerequisite courses and knowledge, rather 

than statements that welcome and encourage enrolment. A sense of social belonging is 

one of the physiological, social and psychological requirements included in Abraham 

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs. People tend to associate where they feel they belong, and 

the set of practices in these schools produced students who had a clear understanding of 

where they belonged. For some students, a sense of belonging happened through 

establishing exclusivity – this is our course – it’s “for the boys,” or “for the girls.”  

The course selection processes are based on a philosophy of equal opportunity – if 

you meet the prerequisites you can enrol in this course. The students knew they were free 

to make their choices, and the choices they made were attributed to their personal desires. 

They were, however, also aware that many of the opportunities that they sought were 

made impossible by a variety of external factors. This created feelings of frustration and 

anger in the students, but they did not believe there were processes available for them to 

express, or act upon these feelings. So the alternative path of “passivity,” by “smoking 

up,” and “not thinking about it” often became their choice. 
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Summary of Student Section 

The gendering practices illustrated in these four chapters can be seen as producing 

a culture of management in schools. The students are divided and constrained by a ragbag 

set of practices that they internalise as a particular set of gendered understandings that 

shape their attitudes and their knowledge of what choices should be made. The 

management of the course selection process relies on students making individual and 

independent choices, within social expectations that fit the bureaucratic structures of the 

schools. After my initial description of the common every day nature of gendered 

interactions in the school (Chapter 5), I focused on what counts as official knowledge 

about gender and ICT in schools, and provided illustrations of how the marginalized 

voices of students are masked and silenced by these official processes. Despite the 

visibility of sex divisions in courses and interests, gender is officially constructed as 

invisible. Students are not normally asked to voice their opinions or desires, beyond the 

ability to tick a box in response to a predetermined, generalized question. 

I turned my attention to the microlevel of student interactions to reveal the 

embedded nature of student understandings of how boys use computers and how girls use 

computers. The students who transgressed these boundaries, were subjected by their 

peers to disciplinary techniques that included teasing, harassment, and social isolation. 

They not only learned certain skills, they learned certain attitudes.  

The techniques for students to resist these mechanisms of power were limited to 

passivity and withdrawal. The few students who were able to gain positions of power 

through technological expertise were almost exclusively male, and were consciously 

aware of the competition for scarce resources and the need to fight to obtain a legitimate 

position of power/knowledge. The female students, for the most part, acted out their 

resistance by withdrawing from the competition for legitimised forms of computer use, or 

enrolling in the lower status ICT skills courses described as being “for the girls.” 

Students described the bureaucratic processes that rely on student choice for course 

selection as stressful and mysterious. They did not view these processes as emancipatory. 
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SECTION 2 TEACHERS 

While students occupy the outermost regions of the networks of gendered power 

relations within schools, the teachers who spend their days in classrooms, libraries, and 

school counselling offices, teaching and learning with students are also both enmeshed in 

and productive of these relations. It is time to move this ascending analysis of power to 

the level of teachers and an exploration of their understandings and practices. 

The discursive practices of teachers that become institutionalised as bureaucratic 

structures and rules are explored in the next three chapters. These consist of: 

1. Chapter 9 is a self-reflection on my own situation as a teacher in one of the 

research sites. Because of my positioning as a practitioner-researcher, I need to 

pay close attention to my own understandings of what it means to be a teacher and 

how my practices related to gender and technology are shaped by and shape 

others. I approach this task of reflection by focusing on one particular day, but 

this is only a device to guide and prepare the readers and I to enter into the 

cultural world of teachers. This is an extended and intimate representation of the 

professional practices of one teacher. The lessons learned here will inform our 

understandings of how other teachers perform their roles as teachers. 

2. Chapter 10 focuses directly on the discursive practices of the teachers who teach 

what the students commonly call “computer classes.” The teachers reflect on their 

roles as computer lab teachers, and describe their perceptions of the purposes and 

processes of student course selection, providing a context for interpretations of the 

students’ comments.  

3. Chapter 11 continues the Foucauldian technique of an ascending analysis of 

power by broadening the focus to examples of the interconnections between 

teachers’ and students’ ICT related practices in other sites of technology use in 

the school and beyond; including illustrations of the external conceptualisations of 

gender and technology that enter into and influence practices and relations in 

schools. 
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Chapter 9 Learning from the Everyday 

This chapter is a description of one day in my research life as a teacher-librarian 

in a secondary school. It was a typical day in some ways, but not in others. As this 

particular day progressed, I become more consciously aware of how technology, which I 

previously considered an important aspect of my work, had colonized my workday to the 

extent that it was now the main focus. I decided near the end of this day to construct a 

descriptive record of the day’s events. I had been conducting research for approximately 

four months, focusing mostly on interviews with teachers and administrators. I was in the 

habit of maintaining a personal diary of reflections on my research as one of my doctoral 

committee members had said in a class on interpretive inquiry “you are already a 

researcher – start keeping a record of your thoughts.”  

On this particular day, I started to feel that everything I was doing was in some 

way being shaped by machines and my relationship with them. I could not isolate 

particular incidents as worthy of note, as everything was blending together into a 

technological net in which I felt increasingly trapped; a net that I helped to produce. To 

help me gain a better understanding of “what is going on here?” I shared my personal 

story with the main people who had participated with me in creating these events. I asked 

them to read it to see if my description was evocative of their own experience and to add 

any comments they might want to make. A number of respondents, but not all, did 

provide additional comments; these are now included exactly as written, alongside my 

descriptions. I include some of my thoughts at the time and, later, my personal 

reflections. 

At the time this was written, I was employed in the role of full-time teacher-

librarian in a secondary school. The arc of my working day is portrayed, from arrival at 

the school at 8:20 am to final departure at 9:30 pm. I worked in a large suburban 

secondary school with a student population of over 1,000 mainly white, middle and 

professional class students. The school staff members are proud of their academic 
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program and the achievements of their students. The Fraser Institute,59 a research think-

tank, publishes an annual report that consistently rates the school among the top 30% of 

secondary schools in the province. There are well-developed performing arts and creative 

writing programs, and the school is considered to have one of the province’s best 

technological infrastructures, attracting students from other catchment areas who want to 

pursue an ICT education.  

The school library is centrally located on the main floor, close to the three 

computer labs where computer-related instruction is provided. The library has four 

computers for teacher preparation and administration use, and 11 computer workstations 

for students’ use. These 11 computers are the only ones made available for general 

student use both before and after school, and during breaks in the school day. During 

instructional periods, they are reserved primarily for use by classes that have pre-booked 

access. When available, the computers are used independently by students, within 

“acceptable use” restrictions, such as seeking and viewing material that is defined as 

“appropriate.”60 The library computers are connected to a school-wide computer network 

with high-speed Internet access. The network printer assigned to these machines is 

located on the library technician’s desk. The security mechanism is Fool Proof61 software 

loaded onto the individual machines, and set to block access to designated functions. 

Students are able to log on to the network using their personal identification numbers, or 

they may log on anonymously as “student.”  The computer technicians have stated that it 

is too time-consuming for them to allocate passwords for each individual student.  

The library also has a print collection of learning resources, including quality 

resources selected for their relevance to the provincial curriculum. There are a few pieces 

of equipment available in the library to sign-out, including a newly purchased data 

                                                 
59 The Fraser Institute uses seven quantitative indicators to arrive at its conclusions regarding the 
comparative ranking of schools’ academic performance. These are (1) average provincial examination 
mark, (2) percentage of provincial examinations failed, (3) difference between the school mark and 
examination mark in provincially examinable courses, (4) difference between male and female students in 
the value indicator for English 12, (5) and Mathematics 12, (6) provincially examinable courses taken per 
student, and (7) graduation rate (The Fraser Institute, 2001). 
60 Each school district has policy and regulations that define acceptable use of the Internet. These are 
commonly known as AUPs for Acceptable Use Policies.  
61 Fool Proof is the leading desktop security solution. “FoolProof solutions are licensed on over 2 million 
computers in 30,000 schools in the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Japan (where it is 
localized), and over 20 additional countries worldwide (SmartStuff Software, 2001).” 
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projector and a laptop computer. The physical design of the library creates two 

instructional spaces, each large enough for classes of up to 30 students to work with their 

teachers as a whole class. There is additional seating and independent study space 

available for up to another 30 students. It is not unusual to have close to 100 students in 

the library at the same time, researching, studying, and just hanging out. The space is 

attractive and the atmosphere is generally welcoming. The instructional program that is 

collaboratively planned and taught by the teacher-librarians is well coordinated with the 

general teaching staff, and there is a pattern of busy usage. On this particular day there 

are five scheduled bookings; two Social Studies classes to research topics related to the 

Second World War, a Visual Arts class researching graphic images related to the 

environment, and two Biology classes researching the kingdom Protista. Another teacher-

librarian and I share responsibility for working with these teachers and students and for 

managing the ongoing library operations.  

The library staff members do not have assigned responsibility for providing 

technical support in the school. That function belongs to the school’s two computer 

technicians, who are sometimes supported by temporary co-op students from the local 

university and by students from the school. Their office is located next to the computer 

labs and they report directly to a school administrator. 

The day described is an idyllic time of year, when the evenings are cool, but the 

days are warm and bright. The library staff members, however, are experiencing high 

stress working conditions. The computers that were functioning well the previous school 

year now seem to be under active attack62 from vandals or hackers. Since school opening 

in early September, there has been a daily disruption of the functioning of the library’s 

computers.63 The problems are varied, but consistent, and move from computer to 

computer on a seemingly random schedule. Having discussed these problems with the 

computer technicians and administrators of the school, the library staff members are 

attempting to be vigilant to identify the perpetrators. Because of the decision to have 

anonymous network logons using “student” as the identifier, we cannot trace the actions 

                                                 
62 Attack is “an attempt to subvert or bypass a system's security. Attacks may be passive or active. Active 
attacks attempt to alter or destroy data. Passive attacks try to intercept or read data without changing it” 
(McAfee.com, 2001). 
63 One of the responding teacher-librarians agreed, “Similar issues arise at the start of every school year.” 
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of individual students. Students’ access to the computers was previously on a “come and 

go” basis, but now students are required to manually sign-in, so we can identify who was 

operating the machines prior to a functional breakdown. This has created an atmosphere 

of tension, as the students are aware that we are watching them as suspected vandals or 

hackers. The students have also been asked to help detect and report the source of the 

problem, as the malfunctioning of the computers also affects them. The students have 

become part of the surveillance mechanism and several have commented to me that they 

don’t believe students are responsible because “we would have seen them.” A couple of 

the regular computer users have been questioned in private by the library staff and two 

students have been referred to the administrators for further interrogation.  

A few days earlier, as I described the specific details of the attacks to one of the 

school administrators, he was suspicious that the mechanism for disrupting the computers 

might be Back Orifice.64 He came to the library and the first machine he scanned 

confirmed the presence of Back Orifice. We were then aware that one or more students 

could control the computers remotely. Our assumption, based on discussions with people 

familiar with the computer hacking culture, was that there may be only one hacker, 

because of the consistency in the problems, but this person likely had friends who knew 

and assisted him. A knowledgeable student had told me “hackers like to brag about their 

accomplishments, that’s why they do it.” A second assumption was that the hacker(s) 

were male. People throughout the school were aware of these problems and whenever it 

was discussed amongst the staff, masculine pronouns were used in phrases like “I hear 

you have a virus problem. Have you caught the guys yet?”  

These problems with computer malfunctioning in the library have been occurring 

for six weeks now and everyone, the library staff, the technicians, the administrators, and 

the staff and students who use the library, is losing patience. With this information to 

establish the background, readers can now accompany me through my day. My 

chronological description of the various situations is on the left hand side, while the 

reflective comments from other respondents and myself, are on the right hand side:  
                                                 
64 Back Orifice (BO2K) is a program originally developed by the hacker group, the cult of the dead cow 
(cDc), that can let unwanted people access and control your computer by way of its Internet link. “It is not 
a virus; it is a remote administration tool with potential for malicious misuse. If installed by a hacker, it has 
the ability to give a remote attacker full system administrator privileges to your system. It can also 'sniff' 
passwords and confidential data and quietly e-mail them to a remote site” (McAfee, 2001). 
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Diary of a Wednesday 

 
Before class.  

I arrive at the school library thirty minutes 
before the first class and start the day by 
checking the 11 student computer stations. 
The Library Technician has, as usual, 
opened the doors and turned on the lights 
to let the early arriving bus students into 
the library. My teacher-librarian partner is 
at her desk, busy preparing her lessons. 
About 10 students are here quietly 
engaged, sitting at tables visiting with 
friends, reading magazines, doing 
homework or at the computers. I had a 
Teacher-on-Call (TOC) replacing me the 
previous day and so I need to determine the 
working status of the computers.  
 
Two of the six computers on one side of 
the library are functioning, but unable to 
print. One had the printer drivers deleted, 
probably by a student, and the other could 
not access the printer because a school 
computer technician had changed the 
network address of the printer a few days 
earlier and had not readdressed the 
computers. The library staff members 
know how to readdress the printers but we 
have not yet done so. On the other side of 
the library, I discover that two more 
machines are now unusable for Internet 
access, leaving only two machines that are 
functioning, but also unable to access the 
printer. I remind the students who are using 
the computers to sign the log sheets that are 
taped to the top of the CPUs to indicate 
when they are using the machines, and ask 
them to report any problems they may 
encounter. A total of four, out of eleven 
computers, are fully functional. 
 

Library Technician: I was feeling 
frustrated by the number of machines 
having problems. I re-installed Internet 
Explorer on one of the computers on the 
right hand side of the room, but then other 
computers had problems. It seemed the 
only answer was to put “out of order” 
signs on all the unusable machines.65 
 
Many students over the course of the day 
needed to print but were unable to do so. I 
offered to lend them disks and print their 
work for them from my computer. Some of 
the students gave up on printing. This 
printing problem resulted from my 
computer being renamed by a computer 
technician. I had been shown how to 
redirect the printer on the circulation 
computer, and in theory should have been 
able to do it for the other computers too. 
There were so many to do and so many 
other things that needed attention that I 
didn’t even try. 
 
Teacher-Librarian 2: I arrive at school 
shortly after 8:00. I quickly check my 
email before I begin preparing for the first 
class. As most of the computers are down 
and we are double-booked in C Block I 
am quite concerned that this lesson will be 
a flop. Students are researching Protists 
for their Biology II class and they have 
been given specific biological terms to 
look up. I am unable to direct them to the 
Internet so I begin to scour the reference 
section to see if I can find any leads. The 
full-time teacher-librarian arrives and 
asks me if I reminded students, who are 
using the computers, to sign-in. I reply no. 

                                                 
65 Another teacher-librarian respondent commented that she experiences similar technical problems with 
the school computers. 
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A female teacher comes to request the data 
projector for use in her classroom, as her 
students will be doing oral presentations 
using PowerPoint. There is now a large 
number of students in the library needing 
supervision and research assistance, so 
instead of going with her to help set-up the 
equipment in her classroom, I describe how 
to plug in the cables and to turn on the data 
projector before turning on the computer 
processor. She states that she has never 
done it by herself before, but will try. 

I feel badly about this but I also feel 
consumed by this class. I want teachers to 
think I am competent and I want them to 
continue using the library, so I make this 
my priority. I am able to find a few things 
in the reference collection and begin to 
feel better about the class. I have a few 
tools at my disposal for when they arrive.  
 

First period.  

The Library Resource Centre is not booked 
for classes on my side during this Block, so 
I have the time allocated to prepare for the 
classes that will be coming in during the 
next three blocks. I begin searching the 
shared network drive for the lesson plans 
and am soon interrupted by one of the 
school’s computer technicians. He wants to 
install a more recent version of McAfee 
ActiveShield66 for improved virus 
protection on my teacher preparation 
computer. He says the installation should 
not take too long, but he will wait until 
after I have printed out my lesson plan. As 
I am about to do so, he says “I’ll just check 
something.” He takes over the machine to 
see what version of McAfee I had been 
running. While he is doing this, he also 
does the software installation and starts a 
virus scan of my computer.  
 
I mention to the computer technician that 
there are seven student computers that need 
to be made operational for the classes that 
are coming to do research. He tells me that 
there is other work that he needs to do, as 
he needs to ghost67 a set-up for the three 
new machines that have been purchased for 

Teacher-Librarian 2: 
The classroom teacher decides not to send 
the whole class to the library. Students 
straggle-in in small groups. I am able to 
help students find information in the 
reference section; however, there is 
general disappointment that the Internet is 
not working. They are also required to 
find pictures of their research topics. 
Unfortunately, the reference books do not 
contain pictures for each group. A student 
comments that she will just do this at 
home and leaves the library. This is what I 
didn't want to have happen.  
 
My own thoughts: The following week 
the technician comments to me that he 
never did get to complete the system scan 
because I needed to use the computer. I 
am not sure to what scan he is referring. 
 
 
 
 
My own thoughts: I had requested that the 
most recent version of Office be installed 
so students who have this newer version at 

                                                 
66 McAfee.com claims to be the world’s leading security Application Service Provider (ASP). McAfee now 
detects Back Orifice 2000. 
67 Norton Ghost, from Symantec, clones one hard drive to another. Users can create one ideal set-up for a 
computer and then clone, or copy, this set-up to a group of machines. 
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 the library and he is still working on the 
laptop computer that I had requested be 
ready by today. He does not have a copy of 
Office 2000 available, so I lend him a CD-
ROM of my home-purchased version of 
MicroSoft Office 2000. The two previously 
available laptop computers in the Library 
Resource Centre inventory are out on 
permanent loans for administrative work. 
 
A student arrives from the classroom of the 
teacher who borrowed the data projector 
and requests my help to set-up the 
machine. When I arrive in the classroom, I 
realize that the computer and projector is at 
the back of the room and that I will need to 
move them closer to the screen. The 
projection screens in the schools’ 
classrooms are smaller than usual and 
despite the telephoto lens, the projector has 
to be in the centre of the room to fit the 
projected image to the screen size. The 
teacher suggests taping white paper onto 
the blackboard, but I proceed to ask several 
students to move their desks and start to 
move the desk that the projector is sitting 
on towards the centre of the room. The 
computer cables are too short, so the entire 
computer station has to be moved forward 
as well. The power cord is not long 
enough, so I ask whether or not the teacher 
has an extension cord. She replies no, so I 
look around the room and spot a tall AV 
trolley with an overhead sitting on it. It has 
an electrical assembly with an extension 
cord, so I again have students move their 
desks to bring the trolley into position and 
use its electrical assembly to move the 
computer closer to the centre of the room. 
The image is still larger than the screen but 
the teacher is satisfied that the students will 
be able to see the main part of the images.  
 
Some of the students tell me that their 
presentation uses sound. I take out the 
audio cable from the side pocket of the 
projector storage bag but I cannot find an 

home and saved their presentations as 
PowerPoint 2000 can access a school 
machine capable of opening their 
presentations. The laptop will also provide 
more flexibility for classroom 
presentations, as the teachers’ desktop 
computers are not mobile and do not have 
soundcards or CD drives.  
 
The computer technician returns the disk 
to me stating that it was a one-time only 
install and he could not use it. This will 
cause a further delay, as I will now have 
to wait for the purchase of Word 2000 for 
the laptop. Maintaining compatibility with 
students’ home computers is difficult and 
costly, but they often are unaware that the 
work they have done at home cannot be 
shown at school. They tend to not plan 
ahead and so do not discover the 
incompatibility until they are standing in 
front of the class about to do their 
presentations. As I want to encourage 
students to learn to use the capabilities of 
multimedia presentations, I believe that 
the school library needs to have the 
appropriate hardware and software to 
support student needs. 
 
I am as conflicted as the computer 
technicians about priorities. I need to have 
both the laptop functional and the student 
workstations functional. The need for all 
these resources keeps resurfacing 
throughout the day. 
 
 
 
 
Teacher: Although initially there were 
some glitches in the students’ PowerPoint 
presentations (small screen, no sound 
card, set-up took a long time) some 
students’ presentations were excellent and 
all students learned about both the 
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projector storage bag but I cannot find an 
audio plug on the back of the classroom 
computer. As I am not confident that I have 
sufficient knowledge of the different 
computers, I inform the teacher that I will 
have to call for a computer technician. I 
locate a technician in the work area on the 
lower floor and tell him that I could not 
find an outlet for an audio plug. He says 
that there is nothing he can do if it doesn’t 
have a sound card. I return to the classroom 
and inform the students that it is not 
possible to provide sound for their 
presentation. They are disappointed. I stay 
and watch the first of the student 
presentations. It goes well, except for some 
complaints about the lighting in the 
classroom (the teacher closes the blinds on 
the windows) and the projected image 
being too large for the screen.   
 
I return to the library and look at the 
progress of the virus scan on my computer. 
The scan has found an email virus and is 
stopped and waiting for my response. I 
clean the virus and the scan continues. It 
discovers one more email virus before the 
end of the period and I request it to clean 
that file as well. After the scan is 
completed, I check the report and set the 
program to scan again. It does this in a few 
seconds and reports that there are no 
viruses on my C drive or my network 
drives. 
 
The computer technician returns to see how 
the virus scan is working. I ask him about 
Norton Antivirus because I have heard that 
it provides more effective virus protection. 
We have been having a problem with 
losing programs from the computers since 
the beginning of Sept. The pattern is that 
Internet Explorer or Windows Explorer is 
deleted from the computers, or the printer 
drivers are deleted. The executable files are 
suddenly missing from the machines, 

technology and about oral presentation. 
Students found the presentation to be a 
valuable learning tool. The set-up went 
much more smoothly on the second day.  
 
My own thoughts: I felt foolish for not 
remembering that the classroom 
computers don’t have sound cards. Once 
the laptop computer is available, the 
problems of image size and audio 
capabilities will be solved more easily. I 
need to confirm that the laptop has a 
sound card, and I should bring the 
problem of the small classroom screens 
forward to the school budget committee. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Library Technician: During the day, one 
of the computer technician came by my 
desk and told me how much work was 
involved in getting the library machines to 
function again and how much other work 
he had to do. 
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although the folders and related files 
remain. This happens sporadically to 
different student machines located in the 
library, at a rate of once or twice a day. The 
most common occurrence has been the 
deletion of Internet Explorer. We obtained 
a disk with the required file from a 
computer technician so we can replace the 
IE file ourselves as necessary. The 
technicians want to replace the printer 
drivers and Windows Explorer themselves. 
This problem has been getting worse as 
time goes on, and at this time, only 4 of the 
11 student machines are operational. The 
technicians have stopped coming to the 
library to reinstall the deleted programs as 
their plan is to wipe the machines clean and 
do a complete reinstall.  
 
The student or students who are accessing 
the machines remotely are probably doing 
so from within the school because of the 
external firewall protection that is in place. 
The fact that the same three problems keep 
recurring is puzzling. A new wrinkle that 
has just occurred is that students inform me 
four of the machines have started to freeze 
when the font is accessed in Word. As 
Word is installed on the C drives, it is 
exceedingly strange that they would all 
develop the same problem at the same time. 
Previously, the students used Word on a 
daily basis and there were no complaints 
about not being able to change the font. 
After numerous discussions with one of the 
technician, it was decided that he will wipe 
all the machines clean and reinstall them 
with an updated virus checker. 
 
I ask him why he is not installing Norton 
Anti-Virus 2001 (NAV). He agrees that 
Norton might be the better solution and 
says that 25 copies of NAV were ordered 
two weeks earlier but they are for the 
servers and the administrative machines, 
and are too expensive to install on the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This cleaning and reinstallation is 
accomplished on Friday of this same 
week. 
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library machines. The school’s regular 
supplier was out, so they are on back order. 
I ask him what the cost is and he says 
around $69 each machine. I point out that 
$3,000 dollar machines are sitting there 
unusable because of problems that could be 
prevented by better security. I telephone a 
local computer software store and ask for 
the program. They have it available for $30 
for the educational price. I authorize the 
purchase, ask to be invoiced and request 
the program be delivered to the school that 
day. The technician checks the original 
order form and after calculating the cost 
discovers that the school’s supplier is 
charging $27 per machine. He comments 
that I am causing him more work, so I 
reply that we have to do everything we can 
to protect the machines from attack. I ask 
him to order three 5-paks of NAV from the 
supplier so we comply with copyright and 
to use the CD that will arrive today to 
prepare the ghosting set-ups for the library 
machines. He agrees.  

 
 
My own thoughts: 
I am surprised to learn that better security 
software has recently been ordered and 
the library was not included in the order. 
Our security problem has been occurring 
for the last six weeks and the library is a 
high use and high-risk area because it is 
available for the general student 
population. We have our own library 
budget for resources, so I realize that we 
need to purchase our own software. The 
technician later informed me that the 
school’s supplier is still back ordered and 
the copies ordered for the administration 
computers may not arrive for another two 
weeks. I am pleased that I made the 
decision to purchase our own set from a 
local supplier.  
 

Mid-morning break  

A teacher comes to ask me where the data 
projector is so he can use it in his 
classroom. I tell him the previous user has 
not yet returned it and he goes to retrieve it. 
A while later, another teacher, comes to tell 
me that they cannot get it to focus properly. 
Could I have a look? When I enter the 
classroom I see that they have the computer 
and data projector located at the front of the 
room, less than 10 feet from the screen, so 
the image is much smaller than the screen. 
The image is very blurry; particularly the 
top half of the image and it is very difficult 
to read the menu bar across the top. I 
suggest that the problem could be a 
keystone effect, which can be compensated 
for through the equipment settings. One of 
the teachers says that he has already gone 
through the menu selections and has not 
found that option. I remember it being 
demonstrated by the sales representative, 

My own thoughts: 
A few days later the teacher informs me 
that a third teacher noticed the problem; 
the translucent lens cap was still on the 
projector. I again silently chastised 
myself, this time for not noticing that the 
lens cap was still on. It seems such an 
obvious problem and one that is so easily 
fixed. I try to console myself by 
rationalizing that the room was already 
darkened when I arrived and the two 
teachers directed my attention to the 
problem of the focus. Because of the 
problems I had encountered earlier in the 
morning with the location of the projector 
and the size of the screen, I focused on 
those factors as the possible source of the 
problem. Because of the overcrowding in 
the classrooms and the lack of appropriate 
equipment, teachers’ desks are surrounded 
with stacks of boxes and sometimes loose 
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but cannot remember how to do it, so I 
return to the library to get the manual.  
 
When I return to the classroom, they are 
still trying to adjust the settings but having 
no luck. I cannot locate any information 
about the keystone effect in the index or by 
scanning through the manual. I start to 
wonder whether the screen is rippled or 
distorted and move forward to examine the 
screen. It is not a typical projection screen, 
as it has a silver-grey vertical striping 
rather than a white reflective coating. I ask 
what kind of a screen it is and the younger 
teacher says “See, I’ve being telling you for 
a year this is not a normal screen. You 
have to get another screen.” The older 
teacher agrees that the screen has been a 
problem for years. I say that I will go and 
see if I can find another screen. I return to 
the library and discover that the portable 
screen is not there and has not been signed 
out. I take a wall screen on the chance that 
it can be mounted on the wall. When I 
return to the classroom, the teacher 
examines the mounting of the existing 
screen and determines that it is permanent 
and we cannot substitute the other screen. I 
now try to move the trolley that the data 
projector is on, so the image can be 
enlarged and perhaps refocused. I discover 
that the extension cord is badly tangled 
around the legs, and the trolley cannot be 
moved without untangling the cord. I 
unplug the machine and start to untangle 
the cord, but the bell rings and more 
students start coming into the room. The 
teacher says to leave everything as it is, this 
will have to do. So I plug in the power cord 
and leave the classroom. 

with stacks of boxes and sometimes loose 
papers that make it physically difficult to 
access power plugs, and to move 
equipment trolleys.  
 
I sent out an email a few days later 
inquiring whether many of the classrooms 
have difficulties because of the small 
screens. There were two responses from 
the teachers, but neither is about the size 
of the screens. One screen is hanging 
improperly on the wall, constituting a 
safety hazard. The other problem is the 
silver-grey screen. Both problems are 
resolved as I give the one teacher the wall 
screen from the library and a maintenance 
worker properly secures the loose screen. 
One of the problems that still remains is 
having little room to move and position 
projection equipment in classrooms filled 
with students, desks, and resources.  

Second period.  

I remember that a class is coming to the 
library to do research on the Second World 
War and realize that my preparation time 
was spent troubleshooting technology 
problems. As I have not readdressed my 

Teacher: I have most LRC [library] 
projects planned so that if the computers 
are not working, thorough research is 
possible through printed materials. I want 
the students to use the Internet last and to 
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problems. As I have not readdressed my 
computer to access the renamed printer, I 
quickly use the library technician’s 
computer to locate and print the lesson plan 
and research guide. I had done this lesson 
last April with the same teacher and the 
support materials were still accurate and 
useful. The class of students arrives with 
the teacher and I realize that I did not 
photocopy the resource guide, so I ask the 
teacher what she wants me to do. She asks 
me to start providing instructions for the 
class while she photocopies the handouts. I 
thank her, introduce the lesson and provide 
instructions and support to the students 
throughout the period. Only four machines 
are available for Internet searching and 
they cannot access the printer. I inform the 
students that there are numerous print 
resources available on the Second World 
War and their teacher tells them that she 
does want them to use the Internet, but to 
concentrate on the print materials first. I 
ask the students to use the computers only 
for the library catalogue and not to do 
Internet searching, as they need to share 
them with other students.  

the students to use the Internet last and to 
concentrate on print materials today. Day 
2 in the LRC will be available for Internet 
searches. 
 
 
My own thoughts: 
I am grateful that this teacher is so 
cooperative. She could have become 
angry and frustrated by the inadequate 
level of Internet access and by my less 
than fully prepared start for her class. 
Instead, she helped me out and then 
confirmed for the students the importance 
of their learning to locate and use print 
resources, rather than solely relying on 
Internet resources. Her statement that the 
students could use Day 2 in the library for 
Internet access was misplaced optimism, 
as the computers were not fixed by the 
following day.  

Lunch-break.  

I start lunch break by going to the room 
where the collection of school software is 
stored to return the box for Norton System 
Utilities. I had planned to try to fix the 
machines myself, but when I opened the 
box, the manual inside was for Windows 
97 and the software was missing. A school 
secretary is in the room retrieving some 
student files. When she sees me, she thanks 
me for the time I spent previously showing 
her how to insert a graphic into the 
PowerPoint program that is used for the 
daily student announcements. These are 
displayed on two video projectors mounted 
on the walls in the hallway and the student 
lounge. She adds that she wishes she could 
spend some time learning the program at 
home as she needs to use it more to be able 

Library Technician: During the lunch 
break I walked past the computers and 
reminded students to sign in and out when 
using them. I didn’t notice anything 
unusual going on. 
 
 
My own thoughts: 
As I read this description, I am now 
worried about my possible breaking of 
software copyright law. In the case of my 
home purchased licence for Office 2000, I 
had already ordered a copy for the library, 
and was only intending to install my home 
version pending the arrival of the 
purchased copy. Whether or not this is 
legal, I felt that the situation was not 
unethical. In this case, when I told the 
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to feel confident in her ability. I ask her 
what equipment and software she is using 
at home. She responds that she has a 
Pentium III computer and is using Corel. I 
inform her that the school has a license for 
MicroSoft Office and that PowerPoint is 
one of the applications in Office. I locate 
the CD and hand it to her, asking if she 
knows how to load it onto her home 
computer. She responds that she doesn’t, 
but there are others in her home that would 
know how. She says she is pleased to be 
able to learn the program as she had been 
given a template of the announcements and 
told how to edit them every morning, but is 
not able to do anything other than repeat 
the same format every day.  
 
I enter the staff room and see one of the 
computer lab teachers. She tells me that she 
will give me a draft copy of the guidelines 
she has prepared for use of the computer 
labs. She expresses a concern about the 
virus she has heard is in the library 
computers and says she does not want to 
open up the computer labs for out-of-class 
users until the virus problem is resolved. 
She does not want to risk having her 
machines attacked. I reply that I understand 
her concern. 
 
I walk to the office to ask whether a courier 
has left a package for me. Nothing has 
arrived. 
 
As I return to the library, the technician 
reminds me of a lunchtime meeting being 
held in one of the classrooms. I rush to 
attend. While I am at the meeting a teacher 
comments that she could not send out the 
minutes of our last meeting as an email 
attachment because she has a virus on her 
machine. I ask her why she hasn’t had her 
machine cleaned, because it has been about 
two weeks since I first told her about the  

unethical. In this case, when I told the 
secretary that she could install a copy of 
the school’s licence on her home machine 
to learn the program, I am not so sure that 
I am on either solid legal or ethical 
ground. My reasoning was purely 
pragmatic; she wanted to learn the 
program so she could perform her job 
better and the program was sitting there, 
just waiting to be used. Because she was 
using it for work purposes, I felt that using 
a work copy was justifiable. At the time, it 
did not occur to me to consider that she 
should be given time during the workday 
to improve her skills. I knew that her 
workload was already full and this was 
not an option that was easily achieved. 
 
My own thoughts: 
I had requested access to the computer 
labs either after-school or during the 45 
minute lunch breaks. I wanted to run a 
computer club for girls, to provide a time 
and space for girls who enjoyed working 
with computers. The library was an open 
space for all students so I did not feel it 
would provide the feeling of being special 
that I wanted to create for the girls. The 
computer lab teacher was very supportive 
of my initiative to start a girls’ club, as 
was the school administrator when I asked 
his permission. Several obstacles arose, 
however, that prevented me from 
achieving this goal. One was the teacher’s 
concern about the Back Orifice program 
that was thought to be creating the 
computer problems in the library She did 
not want to the computer lab machines at 
risk, as she needed those machines to be 
functioning for her classroom instruction. 
Her second concern was that a supervisor 
had to be hired so the boys could also 
have access in the other computer lab. She 
worried that if the boys were denied 
access, they might get annoyed and claim 
discrimination. An administrator agreed to 
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virus on her previous attachment. She 
replies that it takes too long to have it done. 
She had heard that one of the science 
teachers had asked to have his machine 
scanned for viruses and a technician had 
placed a sign saying ‘out of order’ on it and 
it had stayed like that for some days. She 
distributes printed copies of the minutes. 
 
I go to the office to check for the arrival of 
the NAV software. It is now here and as I 
return to the library, a computer technician 
arrives and sees it in my hands. I give it to 
him and request him to make this a top 
priority, as we need to get the library 
machines operational.  
 
I meet the teacher whose class was in 
earlier and thank her for being so flexible 
and helpful. She responds by saying “We 
have no time to process information. We 
have to focus just on what we are 
responsible for. We talk about the need for 
students to have ‘think time’ but there is no 
think time for teachers.” Another teacher is 
standing nearby and when she hears me 
comment about my frustrations with the 
non-working computers, she states “Thank 
heaven for technology. I can just edit my 
quiz sheets slightly and use them again.” 

hire a supervisor for the other lab, but the 
computer technicians needed to up-grade 
and re-ghost the machines before the 
general student population could use 
them. I continued to pursue resolutions for 
these concerns for several weeks, but 
eventually gave up the idea of being able 
to use the computer labs for the purpose 
of a girls computer club. 
 
The next day, a computer technician tells 
me that he thinks the setting up of the 
SuccessMaker lab is a higher priority and 
he may not be able to get the library 
machines up. I take him into the 
principal’s office, as I am Teacher-in-
Charge for the day, and sit him down to 
reinforce the importance of my message. I 
remind him that the next day is a Pro-D 
day and there will not be any students in 
the school or distractions. I expect that if 
he prepares the ghost set-ups today, he 
could get them all installed on Friday. I 
state that I need the machines operational 
for Monday as classes need to use them 
for research. He agrees to do this. 
 
 
  

Third period.   

There is an art class booked into the library 
to look for images that will inspire their 
imaginations for an environmental art 
project. I am instructing these students 
throughout this period, except when 
responding to teachers’ requests. 
 
A teacher comes to ask me if her 
department can use the videoconferencing 
equipment in the library to join a 
videoconferencing session from the United 
States that will be broadcast on the Friday 
Professional Development day. She has an 
advertising brochure that says teachers in 

 
 
 
 
 
 
My own thoughts: 
I made a number of phone calls to find out 
the cost and procedures for having a 
teleconference. The telephone numbers 
that were on file for the now defunct 
company, BCTel, are no longer working 
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advertising brochure that says teachers in 
the other cities will be participating. I 
respond that it may be possible as we do 
have the Ubiquity equipment, but we 
would have to confirm that the equipment 
is still functioning, as it has not been used 
for some time. She says that the 
presentation is for a full day and she 
thought that teachers might want to wander 
in and out during the day as it was on. I 
state that it is pretty boring to watch a 
video presentation for a full day. She 
agrees and we decide not to pursue the 
matter. She queries why we have such 
expensive equipment if we can’t afford to 
use it. I state that it has been used once in 
the last two and a half years and comment 
that perhaps we should try to sell the 
equipment. She agrees that it should be 
sold before it becomes completely 
obsolete.  
 
I am using a student workstation and 
discover that another one of the last four 
functioning computers now has IE deleted. 
No one saw anyone do it. I go to the 
computer technicians’ office to retrieve the 
disk with the IE executable files, which he 
had borrowed from us. He is not there, so I 
ask the other technician if he knows where 
the disk is. He replies that it could be 
anywhere.  I look around the room to see if 
I can spot it on the counter. The technician 
looks as well and repeats that it isn’t here. 
Just then, the other computer technician 
returns to the room and first technician 
shouts out “He broke it and threw it out.” I 
ask what happened, and the second 
technician explains that when he tried to 
use the disk it crashed, so he threw it out 
and created a new one. He opens the 
cupboard and hands me the new disk. I 
thank him, return to the library, and use the 
disk to reinstall IE on the machine.  

and I cannot find the correct numbers for 
its replacement, Telus. I have left a couple 
of messages, but have not received any 
responses as of a month later. When I 
eventually do locate someone with this 
knowledge, he informs me that the line to 
the school is no longer active. I discuss 
the situation with an administrator and we 
agree that I should pursue the sale of the 
equipment. I arrange for an assessment of 
its value and find that it is already 
obsolete for teleconferencing and now 
worthless, except for the big screen 
monitor, which we use for videos. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teacher-librarian 2: 
The second Biology class arrives. Once 
again they straggle-in. This time the 
library has been double-booked so there 
is a definite strain on the computers we 
have. One of the Teacher Assistants asks 
if she can use my desk computer. I reply 
that I would like to keep one machine 
open to search the on-line catalogue. She 
is visibly disappointed in my answer; 
however, I do ask a student (on a spare 
block) to log-off so that she has a 
computer to use. Students collect 
whatever information they can, mainly 
from the reference books I have set aside.  

Fourth period.  
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I forget the time and am late returning from 
speaking with the computer technicians. I 
am rushing up the hallway when the 
teacher spots me and calls for me to hurry. 
I apologize but am flustered and have 
difficulty remembering my instructions for 
the students. This class of students is also 
in the library doing research on the Second 
World War. As I am helping one student 
look for material on the library catalogue, 
L4U, the program freezes. As I am trying 
to find out why, another student says that 
her L4U has frozen. The Library 
Technician speaks up and says that her 
copy of L4U has also frozen, so we realize 
that the server is the source of the problem. 
I no longer know where the L4U server is 
located, as the technicians moved it during 
the summer, so I cannot reboot the server. I 
ask the library technician to find a 
computer technician and ask about the 
problem. We now cannot use the library’s 
online catalogue to locate the print 
resources. The period ends before the 
program is working again. 

Block B teacher returns with a different 
class to research WW II.  
Teacher: This is the class when you 
[teacher-librarian] ran in late and said 
you were in the technicians’ office. I 
started the introduction to the LRC 
research project but prefer your more 
expert and directed advice to students. 
When you rushed back, the students were 
anxious to begin individual research and 
not listen to more instructions. 
 
Library Technician: 
L4U froze several times during the day 
and I rebooted my computer and was able 
to continue. In the afternoon L4U froze on 
some of the other computers as well as the 
circulation computer.  I called a computer 
technician who admitted that he had been 
looking at the L4U server, but felt that he 
hadn't done anything to cause it to freeze. 
He said he would see what he could do. 
L4U was functioning again soon after 
that. (The library technician chuckles as 
she relates this to me.) 
 
My own thoughts: 
By now I am frustrated and overwhelmed 
with fatigue I have spent the day trying to 
get and keep the computers functioning 
and deal with other technical problems 
throughout the school while also trying to 
instruct classes and assist students. I seem 
to have failed on all fronts and nobody is 
happy 

 

After school.  

A student that was recommended by one of 
the IT teachers as being knowledgeable 
about hacking techniques and Trojan 
viruses comes to the library. I have asked 
him to help me locate and delete the Back 
Orifice 2000 virus in the hope that I can get 

Teacher-librarian 2: 
I remain in the library to work after 
school. I have an evening commitment to 
be the teacher sponsor for a presentation 
on Internet Safety and I decide it is easier 
to stay here and get some work done, 
rather than going home and coming back. 
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the computers functioning for the next day. 
He shows me how to look up the regedit 
files in Settings and to examine the 
pathways rather than the file names. He 
also describes how to examine the 
properties of any files that are pointed 
towards the Start up folder, and to delete 
any that are not identifiable as a 
commercial product. I write down all of his 
instructions. At one point he says he has to 
go and discuss the problem with someone. 
When he returns, he tells me that the plan 
is to re-ghost the machines, so I realize that 
it was one of the computer technicians that 
he spoke with. We discuss the capabilities 
of BO2000 and he agrees that this is 
probably how someone is tampering with 
the library machines. The trick will be to 
keep that person or persons from 
reinstalling the program after we have 
redone the machines.  
 

rather than going home and coming back. 
I feel exhausted and resentful that I am 
staying tonight. This booking has not gone 
smoothly and I anticipate that there will 
be some problems with the evening. For 
starters, the theatre was double-booked, 
there is a student technician in tonight 
and I don't know who he is. I don't have 
keys to the building. The administrator 
has forgotten to leave his, and the 
secretary isn't comfortable giving hers 
out. I keep reminding myself that I believe 
in the cause of "Internet Safety" therefore 
I should be more enthusiastic about the 
evening.  
 
My own thoughts: 
I decide to wait for the re-ghosting and 
not to attempt to clean the machines 
myself. This means that tomorrow will be 
another day with few machines 
functioning in the library. I feel even more 
guilty as I will not be working in the 
library the next day and my teacher-
librarian partner and TOC will have to 
deal with the problem of informing 
people. 
 

Dinner hour.  

I return home for dinner and a Ministry of 
Education staff member personally delivers 
a package of presentation materials from 
the Education Technology Branch. The 
package contains resource materials for a 
presentation I am doing on the Friday Pro-
D session. As a member of the original 
writing team, I am promoting a new 
Ministry of Education mentoring project 
for grades 6 to 9 teachers who are learning 
to integrate information technology skills 
with the research process. I have requested 
that the PowerPoint presentation be printed 
onto overhead transparencies so I do not 
need to use a data projector. Another 
teacher has requested use of the data 
projector for a presentation on digital video 

My own thoughts: 
I run out of preparation time and use the 
black and white overheads on Friday. The 
overheads work well and I realize that 
having colour was not necessary. It is a 
relief not to be using the data projector, as 
I do not have to worry about lugging it 
and a laptop around as it is poring rain 
that day. 
 
My own thoughts:  
My partner TL has rearranged her plans to 
attend his digital video workshop as we 
have applied to the Parents’ Advisory 
Committee for funding for a digital video 
camera and Mac with iMovie so we can 
provide support for students. 
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editing on that day, so I feel his need for 
the equipment is greater than mine. When I 
see the transparencies I am disappointed 
that they are in black and white. I phone, 
and a woman from the Ministry explains 
that the colour printer at the Technology 
Branch is very slow and it would take too 
long to print them in colour. I ask her to 
email me the presentation so I can print 
them on my own colour printer. 

provide support for students. 
I go home and spend the time between 
working with the student “hacking expert” 
and the evening’s public presentation 
writing about the day’s events before I 
forget them. It makes me feel better to be 
externalizing my own frustrations and 
feelings of not being in control of the 
situation. 

Evening.  

I return to the school at 7:00 p.m. for a 
presentation by a Librarian from the public 
library system. The student technician who 
was hired to operate the theatre lighting 
system cannot get the house lights turned 
on and the stage lights off. He explains that 
some people who had used the theatre 
during the summer have changed and 
relabelled the lights. The audience finds 
their seats in the dark. When the 
presentation starts, the presenter is unused 
to a darkened theatre setting and repeatedly 
complains that he cannot see the audience 
because the lights shine in his eyes. The 
student asks another teacher who often uses 
the theatre, for help. But she cannot quickly 
figure out the system. The presentation 
proceeds with only 5 members of the 
public in attendance. The entire hour and a 
half presentation focuses on describing the 
potential dangers of the Internet for young 
children and recommends parent 
awareness, and personal monitoring with 
the use of filtering programs and children’s 
gateways or portals. When talking about 
the problem of hackers, the presenter states 
“You can’t stop the genius of a kid from 
breaking out” reinforcing the image that 
teenage hackers are geniuses rather than 
vandals and criminals. During the question 
period, I ask about the responsibility of the 
Internet Service Providers and the 
government to protect against, control and 
apprehend abusers of the Internet. His 

Teacher-librarian 2 (about the double-
booking of the auditorium): 
My predictions regarding the presentation 
are correct. The teacher keeps her 
students dancing on the stage and the 
librarians who have booked the space 
seem angry that she is here. The student 
technician is ill prepared (through no 
fault of his own) and there is confusion 
regarding the lighting board. Apparently 
some switches have been relabelled 
incorrectly. I hate it when things don't go 
smoothly and feel as though I am 
responsible. Logically, I know that I am 
not but I can't help feeling that it reflects 
badly on me somehow.  
 
The presentation is a disappointment. 
Approximately 6 people show up. The 
presentation is obviously "canned". I 
watch it out of respect for the speaker and 
I also mentally critique his presentation 
style, picking up pointers for when I speak 
in public. I am also angry at the 
presenter, who keeps commenting about 
the quality of the lighting throughout his 
presentation. I feel he should adapt and 
make the best of it; instead he complains, 
dropping snide comments here and there.  
The biggest disappointment for me is 
when the speaker is unable to adapt his 
presentation to teens. As the venue was a 
high school and he knew we advertised it 
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apprehend abusers of the Internet. His 
response is that the technology can’t be 
controlled and that people will invent 
something to subvert whatever is put in 
place. I query whether a technology that 
can’t be controlled should be part of our 
society. The speaker responds “It is, and 
you can’t stop it.” There are no other 
comments from the audience, other than a 
query about the difference between MS 
Messenger and ICQ, but the speaker could 
not answer the question. The presentation 
generally is a disappointment. It is a 
canned presentation, produced by the 
Media Awareness Network and sponsored 
by the CBC, Bell Canada, Shaw Cable, and 
the National Film Board. The presenter is 
not very knowledgeable about the issues. 
He does not know of any websites or 
portals for teenagers and does not have a 
good understanding of technical 
information, such as how to delete the 
browser history files and cache memory.  

to the parents, I feel he should be better 
prepared for this.  
 
I stay behind afterwards to secure the 
building. The student technician is quite 
disappointed that the equipment wasn't 
working. He takes the speaker's 
complaints to heart and I try to make him 
feel better by telling him that it was 
obvious that he did his best. I find out he 
plays hockey and I make a personal 
connection to him. As it turns out, he 
knows my 15-year-old brother-in-law who 
also plays hockey. I ensure he has a ride, 
lock up behind him and go home 
exhausted. I am also dreading the next 
presentation in the series. 
 
My own thoughts:  
I have difficulty controlling my anger. I 
feel we have helped promote the idea to 
parents that technology cannot be 
controlled and they are individually 
responsible for controlling and protecting 
their children. This denial of the 
possibility of social controls is sponsored 
by some of Canada’s biggest media 
corporations in conjunction with publicly 
funded institutions.  
I go home and am relieved that I will be in 
a different position the following day. I 
am tired of trying to keep the library 
functioning and feeling like a failure when 
it doesn’t. I am reminded of the movie, 
The Shawshank Redemption, and feel, like 
the lead character, we are expected to 
“crawl through a river of shit and come 
out clean on the other side.” 
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Reflections From Other Teacher-Librarians 

As a researcher, I was aware of the possibility of a “false consensus effect”68 and 

was concerned that my compilation of this description originated from my retrospective 

reflections on my personal story as a teacher-librarian. I decided to improve the 

trustworthiness of the text by checking for consensus with two people in similar roles.69 I 

handed copies of this chapter, incorporating all of the contributed comments, to teacher-

librarians in two other secondary schools in this study. Their comments are based on their 

readings of the text that I and several others collaboratively produced. I include their 

unedited reactions as separate statements. 

Response No. 1, from a teacher-librarian, after reading the above document: 
I read your paper last night and did it ever ring true of a day in our life at school.  
Technology has taken over and runs our life. It was interesting to read about the 
interaction with the Tech person. I seem to sense a good deal of tension between 
the two of you. Also the Tech person doesn't seem to appreciate the importance 
that a library plays in the daily life of a school. I have Windows NT and have not 
experienced the same type of problems, but can readily sympathize with you 
when the computers are not working. Students seem to feel that the Internet will 
answer all their questions and book research is second hand. 
 
I also can relate about the classroom teacher and audiovisual equipment. Often 
when I am called it is usually something very simple, cables not plugged in 
properly, not set on Channel 3 etc. Teachers should be required to take an AV 
course in university. 
 
Your days run similar to mine and I never know what is going to happen. 
Between classes and study students, the library can be full. Now, with textbook 
distribution at the end of the month, life will be busy. 
 
The paper is good and quite an eye opener. If only the public knew what really 
goes on. 
 
Take care, 
Betsy  
 

                                                 
68 The tendency for people to feel that most other people hold similar attitudes to one's own is known by 
social psychologists as the false-consensus effect (Sibicky, 1996). 
69 Eisner (1991) believes that consensus is one of the three features of qualitative research that should be 
considered by reviewers. He defines consensus as “the condition in which the readers of a work concur that 
the findings and/or interpretations reported by the investigator are consistent with their own experience or 
with the evidence presented”. (p. 56) Lincoln and Guba (1985) use the notion of achieving trustworthiness 
by asking “how can an inquirer persuade his or her audiences that the research findings of an inquiry are 
worth paying attention to?” (p. 290).  
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Response No. 2, from a teacher-librarian, after reading the above document: 
Dear Linda, 
 
I appreciated our conversations over the space of last week, and hope you found 
your time at our school helpful. 
 
I read the document you left for me with great interest, and I might add, 
increasing tension as the pages unfolded! Your experiences as Teacher-Librarian 
in the age of technology were very similar to mine, so much so, that I developed a 
keen angst at reminders of my own sense of loss of control in the face of lessons 
gone awry and undeliverable expectations.  
 
I find it impossible to comment on specifics in your document, it reads like a story 
and comments of mine would be an interruption in the plot. I would, however, say 
that either through laziness on my part, or sheer embarrassment in the face of past 
technological failure, or the eventual realistic acknowledgement that without 
adequate training and sufficient technician time, I would not likely be a winner in 
this game, I have been less willing to accept cutting-edge technology. Perhaps this 
is a head-in-the-sand approach, but I can say with assurance that recent years have 
allowed me to be more people-oriented and far less frustrated. I wouldn’t be 
surprised if that also means a better teacher and colleague. 
 
I wish you luck as you proceed with your commendable project, and look forward 
to hearing the results of your efforts. 
 
Sincerely, 
Veronica 
 

Learning from Everyday Interactions 

In addition to my standard cultural ethnography techniques of observations, 

individual and group interviews, and the analysis of relevant documents, I used a three-

stage process to focus attention on one particular day.70 I used my personal story as the 

starting point. My aim was to build a detailed description, from various perspectives, of 

what was happening during teachers’ common, everyday interactions related to ICT. The 

three stages of producing this text included: (1) a detailed describing of the actions taken 

and encountered during one school day, written as the personal story of a participant-

observer researcher, (2) the distribution of this description to the main actors and the 

                                                 
70  W. F. Whyte (1991) cautions that it is not sufficient to document actions taking place at any single point 
in time (p. 270). I agree with this position and include this snapshot as part of a larger exploration that 
traces actions over time, including interviews and extended observations. 
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incorporation of their responses into the text, and (3) the sharing of the compiled 

document with two teacher-librarians from other secondary schools, to obtain and 

incorporate their responses. Seven women from three schools jointly produced the 

resulting 34 pages of descriptive and reflective comments.  

I wanted to see if this process of examining the complex workdays of teachers 

would teach me something about how gendered identities are shaped and reshaped during 

these interactions. As a critical ethnographer, I am faced with the problem of conducting 

research with an emancipatory intent while remaining aware of a need for what Patti 

Lather (1991) describes as a ceaseless respect for the experiences of people in their daily 

lives and for their intellectual and political capacities. My goal of achieving construct 

validity71 requires me to reflect on the ideological and political nature of my research 

project and how that constructs my sensemaking about this day. To avoid the imposition 

of my perspective on others, I juxtaposed those of my colleagues. I believe this technique 

makes more visible the process of social construction of our thoughts, actions and 

emotional responses. Using a symbolic interactionist method of inspecting our language, 

perspectives and use of symbols, I attempt to trace the circular flow of interactions and 

how these influence our choices and emotions, illustrating how a shared social reality 

arises (Charon, 1998).  

My interpretation of this document began with my selection of two important 

elements that appeared throughout the text. I decided to code the participants’ references 

to their (1) emotional states and (2) rational choices to act. Continuing the same two-

column technique that I had used to produce our joint description, I extracted all of the 

sentence segments that refer to emotions and actions: placing my references on the left, 

and those of other actors on the right. I then sorted through these references, looking for 

patterns (See Table 9.1. Expressions of emotional states, and Table 9.2. Rational 

choices).  

                                                 
71 My research methods, outlined in Chapter 3, include achieving construct validity by asking participants if 
they are in agreement with theoretical statements. 
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Table 9.1 Expressions of emotional states. 
My references to emotional states Other people referring to emotional states 
Anxiety 

I am …conflicted 
She could have become angry & 
frustrated 
She needs to feel confident in her ability 
She expresses a concern 
Boys might get annoyed  
She is amazed at the cost 
I am flustered 
I am overwhelmed with fatigue  
She felt the student was very upset 
I feel his need is greater than mine 
I am disappointed 

 

 
I was feeling frustrated 
It seemed the only answer was … 
I didn’t even try,  I am quite concerned 
I feel badly,  I feel consumed 
There is general disappointment 
This is what I didn’t want to have happen 
She is visibly disappointed 
The student is quite disappointed 
He takes the comments to heart 
I try to make him feel better 
I am dreading the next presentation 
I anticipate some problems 
Students were anxious 
The librarians seem angry 
There is confusion 
I hate it when things don’t go smoothly 
I feel exhausted 
I read with increasing tension  
I developed a keen angst 
My sense of loss of control 

Guilt from self attribution of fault 
I feel foolish for not remembering 
I again silently chastised myself  
I try to console myself   
I apologize 
I have difficulty controlling my anger  
I seem to have failed on all fronts 
I feel even more guilty 
I am tired of feeling like a failure 

 
I should be more enthusiastic 
I feel as though I am responsible 
I can’t help feeling that it reflects badly on 
me somehow 

External attribution of fault to others 
I am so frustrated  

 
 

 
I feel resentful 
I am angry 
I feel he should adapt & make the best of it 

Relief 
I am pleased I made the decision 
I am grateful [she] is so cooperative.  
She is pleased to learn 
It is a relief…, as I do not have to worry 
I feel better externalizing my 
frustrations of not being in control  
I go home and am relieved 

 
I begin to feel better 
I go home exhausted 
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Table 9.2 Rational choices. 

My references to rational choices Other peoples’ references to rational choices 

I check computer functionality  
I remind the students to sign the log sheets 
I ask them to report any problems 
I tell a teacher how to set up data projector 
I search my computer for a lesson plan 
I mention 7 computers needing servicing 
I give my program CD to the technician 
I go set up the data projector 
I move the teacher’s AV trolley & computer 
I seek technical help to provide audio  
I complete the virus scan on my computer 
I discuss anti-virus software with technician 
I telephone supplier and order new software 
I comply with copyright regulations 
I send a teacher to retrieve the data projector 
I go set up the data projector, returning for 

manual and a replacement screen 
I attempt to move the AV trolley, but cannot 
I use another computer to print lesson plan 
I consult with teacher on how to proceed  
I ask students to restrict use of computers 
I return some borrowed software 
I locate software for a secretary to borrow 
I respond to teacher’s security concern  
I look for the arrival of the software 
I ask a teacher about her email virus  
I ask a technician to make library security a 

top priority  
I am cautious of a teleconference request  
I discover a dropped IE.exe file  
I retrieve the disk and reinstall the file 
I ask the library technician to ask about L4U 
I ask a hacker to clean out the trojan 
I wait for the technicians to reghost  
I request a digital copy of a .ppt presentation  
I attend a workshop  

I re-installed IE.exe on one of the computers 
I put “out of order” signs on unusable 

machines 
I lent students disks and printed work for 

them 
I didn’t try to redirect computers to the 

printer 
I check my email before I begin preparing 
I scour the reference section for print 

resources 
I make locating print resources my priority 
I plan library projects so if the computers are 

not working, print materials can be used 
I walked past the computers and reminded 

students to sign in and out 
I ask a student to log-off so a teacher-

assistant can use the computer 
I started the introduction to the research 

project 
I called the computer technician to ask about 

L4U 
I remain in the library to work after school 
I am the teacher sponsor for a public 

presentation 
The teacher keeps her students dancing on 

the stage 
He complains, dropping snide comments 
I stay behind to secure the building 
I try to make him feel better 
I ensure he has a ride and lock up behind 

him. 
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Emotional. 

Focusing on my own choices, it is apparent that I am most often engaged in the 

pragmatic aspects of accomplishing tasks. I justify these decisions to myself by 

rationalizing that I need to have the machines functional for student and teacher use. This 

orientation shifts my attention away from people to the material artefacts. The moment I 

entered the worksite, I focused on ensuring the functionality of the machinery. As I had 

not been at the worksite the previous day, an alternative action upon arrival could have 

been to check the people, rather than checking the computers.  

As I take time to reflect and consider how I might have excluded and oppressed 

others through my actions,72 I realize how my single-minded focus on the functionality of 

the computers oppressed the students, and harmed the emotional states of my co-workers. 

They described their internal emotional states: “I was feeling frustrated,” “I feel badly,” 

and “I …feel consumed.” They did not express their emotions at the time, and neither did 

I; we chose to suppress our emotions to accomplish the business of the day - a constant 

stream of interactions with students and other staff members. As Charon suggests, 

emotions are social objects that are learned in interactions with others (1998, p. 146).  

While these women used many different labels to describe their emotions, (i.e., 

“conflicted, frustrated, concerned, consumed, dreaded, angst, and tension), I decided that 

I could characterize them as belonging to two broader categories73 - anxiety and relief 

from anxiety. These feelings of anxiety and relief were not outwardly expressed during 

the day, but were, for the most part, managed and controlled during interactions. It was 

only when I read the self-reflective comments of my colleagues that I became aware of 

how others were feeling. Arlie Hochschild has described how flight attendants and bill 

                                                 
72 Jennifer Gore (1993) cautions researchers to consider how their own perspectives can oppress others. 
73 I found that applying an organizing schema to the actors’ statements helped me to focus my thinking and 
to develop a deeper understanding of “what was going on here.” I was aware of what Maslow (1968) 
referred to as a “resistance to being rubricized,” the resentment that individuals generally feel at being 
placed into categories (p. 126-127). It is offensive to individuals since it denies their unique identities. I 
want to avoid offending these women, so I have categorized our sentence segments rather than individuals. 
I recognize that the statements made by individuals at one point in time are not fully developed 
representations of who that person is, or who she may become. As Lather (1991) cautions, the act of 
creating categories is an act of power (p. 3). Taking her advice, my categorical schemes should be 
considered “provisional constructions.”  
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collectors learn to manage emotions as they move through complex and often 

contradictory workdays in contemporary organizations (cited in Bergquist, 1993). 

Bergquist commented on this research, raising the concern that by becoming skilful at 

controlling emotions, employees risk losing the ability to “rely on their emotions to 

provide them with an accurate sense of their real attitudes, values, and feelings about 

other people or events” (p. 72-73). While flight attendants and bill collectors work with 

the public, teachers and support staff in schools work in environments where children are 

constantly present, observing every action and overhearing almost every comment. The 

observing presence of nearby students was not directly mentioned by any of the co-

writers of the day’s descriptive text. We are so accustomed to working within their 

presence, we no longer consider it a significant factor. To understand why these actors 

perceive a need to manage their emotions, you must visualize all of these situations 

taking place while the actors are presenting themselves to the children as competent 

professionals and adult role models.  

An important element that emerged as contributing to this repression of anxiety is 

the actors’ attribution of fault. These women share a pattern of feeling guilt from self-

blame: “I feel foolish,” “I chastised myself,” “I feel as though I am responsible,” 

“through laziness on my part,” and “sheer embarrassment in the face of past 

technological failure.” During a time period when multiple technical and resource issues 

were constraining their actions, these people mostly blamed themselves. When they did 

turn their emotional expressions of blame outward, it was towards other individuals “I 

feel he should adapt,” “teachers should be required to,” and “the Tech person doesn't 

seem to appreciate.” Our focus on the internal dispositions of the people we interact with, 

while underestimating situational influences, is known as the “fundamental attribution 

error.”74 Remembering Gore’s (1993) advice to “direct attention to our micro-practices of 

pedagogy and our broader social visions,” I reflect on how our primary focus on 

interactions and our tendency to attribute fault to individuals, both ourselves and others, 

contributed to our inability to see the broader organizational or social context. 

                                                 
74 “The ‘fundamental attribution error’ is the tendency of people to overestimate the influence of internal 
personality traits and underestimate the roles that social-situational factors play in determining another's 
behaviour” (Sibicky, 1996). 
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This attribution of blame towards self, and other individuals, reinforces social 

expectations that we must manage our emotions. Work cultures do not easily tolerate 

expressions of negative emotions. Using my personal story as an example, I did not want 

others to think that I was technically incompetent, so I hid my feelings of guilt at not 

being able to meet other people’s needs. When I wrote, “I have difficulty controlling my 

anger,” I was focusing on my personal need to feel in control and not to cause a 

disruption of the school’s social relations by expressing my emotions. At the same time 

that I was feeling this anger, I was sitting, unaware, beside another female teacher who 

was also feeling anger. If I had not asked her to read my personal story, we would not 

have known how the other felt. As none of us expressed our emotions outwardly, we 

reinforced the social expectation of maintaining an appearance of calm and technological 

competence in front of students and colleagues, no matter what was happening. The main 

source of relief from this state of anxiety was expressed as the prospect of going home 

and escaping from the situation.  

My written expressions of emotion, admitting my feelings of guilt and self-blame, 

set the stage for other respondents to be more expressive about their feelings. We learned 

from our interactions with each other to manage our emotions in these situations, in this 

case, to self-blame by labelling our emotions as shame, guilt, or a sense of loss of control, 

attributing fault to ourselves or to others, and suppressing any outward expression of 

these emotions.  

Professional. 

This pattern of attributing fault to individuals helps create teachers’ perceptions of 

needing to individually solve technical challenges as they arise. Making these problems 

known to a larger audience places the competence of the problem-raiser in question. An 

example of this process is apparent in the text; when other staff members became aware 

of the inability of the library staff to protect the library computers from attacks by 

hackers, they initiated actions designed to isolate the problem to the library computers. 

The task of identifying the hacker(s) became a task of individual surveillance and it was 

up to the library staff to maintain a watchful eye on the students. A “blame the victim” 
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atmosphere was created as the continuation of the problem became interpreted as “the 

individuals responsible for surveillance are doing an inadequate job.”  

A pattern of teachers and support staff acting individually to fix technical 

problems became apparent when I inspected the sentence segments referring to the 

actions taken by the main actors (See Table 9.2 Rational choices). This listing of our 

actions shows how we repeatedly attempted to respond to the needs of others by 

attempting to fix individual technical problems.75 A library technician responded by 

helping students save and print their reports, a teacher-librarian responded to teachers’ 

requests for technical assistance by helping them set-up their equipment, and another 

teacher-librarian responded to a request for computer access by asking a student to log-

off. This “responding mode” is also evident in the teacher-librarian who responded to a 

students’ distress by caring for his emotional and physical needs, despite her own distress 

and fatigue. These interactions show ostensible power relations of service; technical 

expertise and authority is used in the service of others. My comment, “I feel his need for 

the equipment is greater than mine,” shows an ability to “take the role of the other” and to 

empathize with their situations.76 Empathy is a learned skill and the service-oriented roles 

of teacher-librarians and library technicians in secondary schools influence and reward 

the abilities of the actors to see from the perspectives of others, and to act in a responsive 

way to their needs. These are not stimulus-response behaviours but conscious, moral 

decisions to act and to provide assistance to people in need. Charon (1998) prefers the 

terminology of “planning,” rather than “responding,” to emphasize the conscious decision 

to act. 

The multiple technical tasks and short-term interactions that transpired throughout 

this day did not include any sustained conversations between more than two people at a 

time. The one-on-one communication that did take place was technological both in the 

form of rationality and in the content: What is the presenting problem and how can it be 

fixed most efficiently? In the situations described here, the emphasis on efficiency is 

based on concerns with speed and cost - to restore or provide technical services, and to 

                                                 
75 C. Desjardins (1989) suggested that females “are more apt to operate in a ‘response mode’; this mode 
values connection rather than competition, caring rather than being objective” (Wilson, 1995, p. 193). 
76 J. M. Charon writes that it is through the development of the ability to “take the role of the other” that the 
self emerges (1998, p. 74). This is a central tenet of the symbolic interactionist perspective. 
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maintain operations with the lowest costs possible. My focus on accomplishing technical 

tasks consumes my thinking during the school day, and dominates my interactions. My 

close examination of the text outlining my thoughts revealed to me that my flow of 

actions was constantly interrupted by technical problems and I concentrated my thinking 

on those problems. My personal story does not include the routine activities that I 

engaged in with ease, as they were well rehearsed and required little active thought. 

These routine activities included the teaching of three different classes and my 

interactions with the teachers and approximately ninety students in those classes. It was 

when my regular teaching routines were interrupted, that I focused my thoughts on those 

interruptions.77 I asked questions about ICT products and problems, listened to the 

explanations that I was offered, defined the situations as requiring particular forms of 

action, and then acted.  

The people that I interacted with were familiar with these routine practices and 

together we readily responded to each other with questions, definitions and actions that 

were focused on equipment functionality. We engaged in a social process of creating a 

shared understanding that defined these situations as a need to identify and fix technical 

problems as they arise, to meet the needs of students as “generalized other” and as 

individuals. We created an expectation that computer technicians, the teachers and the 

support staff, should respond to multiple problems, without clearly understood 

mechanisms for establishing priorities. The priority was to fix the technical problems, 

while the goal of enabling student learning faded away.   

To step away from this technological rationality and to refocus on the goal of 

student learning and relationships with people, rather than ICT, generated a sense of 

“giving-up.” As one of the teacher-librarians wrote: “I knew I could never be a winner at 

this game.” Her choice to refocus her attention on people is framed as inadequacy; she 

eventually perceived she did not have sufficient power to control the technological 

resources. Yet, her giving up the game changed her reference group, gave her relief from 

her feelings of anxiety and improved her self-concept, “that also means a better teacher 

                                                 
77  These two concepts are attributed by Charon (1998) to Blumer’s emphasis on “mind action” as a 
continuous process that takes place all day long, and Mead’s emphasis on mind action that takes place 
around problems in situations (p. 107).  We are always actively thinking, but when our actions are blocked 
we engage in a more conscious process of problem solving.  
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and colleague.” If technological trouble-shooting becomes a dominant factor in teachers’ 

work lives, they do not receive the positive reinforcement required to maintain a self-

identity of “ICT user.” There are greater opportunities and rewards from interacting more 

directly with students and teachers.  

Organizational. 

The actions taken by the participants during this day show how the organization 

of the school influenced our decision-making. None of the actors had verbal or face-to-

face interactions with the school administrators during this day, but the reality of 

administrators as generalized other is evident, as are the organizational rules and 

practices that guided our definitions of situations, our decisions and our actions.  

There are similar patterns of role perception among the school actors. When a 

non-routine technological task is undertaken, the person will seek out someone with a 

greater level of knowledge or control over the piece of equipment being used. When a 

student sent a print command that did not work, he or she would approach one of the 

library staff and ask why the computer wouldn’t print. The adult staff members would 

interrupt their current activities and respond. When the Internet Explorer program would 

not launch, or the MS Word program would malfunction, the students requested 

assistance and the library staff responded by reinstalling the programs. The teachers in 

the school show the same pattern of behaviour. When the teachers wanted to use the 

newly purchased data projector and were unfamiliar with its operation, they came to the 

library, or sent a student to request assistance. A student who had embedded sound files 

into her presentation, asked me to provide audio capabilities and I sought a computer 

technician to ask for assistance. All acted out their roles in the manner that we had come 

to expect of each other; when we encountered a problem or new task, we asked for 

assistance from the person who had a greater level of expertise or control, and expected 

that person to respond.  

When a teacher assistant asked to use a teacher’s computer and was denied the 

request, she expressed her dismay by being “visibly disappointed in my answer.” This 

facial expression of disappointment when a request for assistance was not immediately 

responded to, successfully communicated that a role expectation had not been fulfilled 
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and elicited a more positive response – a student was asked to log-off so the teacher-

assistant could have access to a computer. The social expectations of role fulfilment were 

well established in the organization, the actors knew the forms of action they were 

expected to perform, and acted within those role expectations.  

This “expert control” of the equipment was partly due to the actors’ lack of 

familiarity with the different types of equipment, but more often was part of the 

information system design. Networked computer systems with security devices that are 

set to restrict access to functions, transfer the locus of control to remote locations where 

the end users78 are not allowed. This system design, common in all five of the research 

sites, centralizes control of the technological artefacts in the hands of a few people with 

technical roles or skills, such as library staff, computer technicians and their assistants. A 

pattern of dependency amongst ICT users is established. This hierarchical form of system 

design creates a pyramid of “expert power” within the schools.  

The expectations of immediate response that are part of students’ and teachers’ 

role definitions, are not necessarily held by those with expert power. The “invisible hand” 

that controls computers remotely, cannot be held to these role expectations through the 

traditional forms of social interactions in schools. An email message requesting a virus 

scan can more easily be placed in a queue when the requestor’s expression of 

disappointment is not visible. The people who relabelled the lighting board switches did 

not have to face the people who later tried to use them. The hackers who were attacking 

the computers did not have looks of anger and disapproval directed towards them. Social 

interactions that normally guide actors were interrupted by the intermediary presence of 

ICT, which as social objects open to remote manipulation, allow people to act without 

interacting. 

The practices of technical experts can also create the sense of an invisible hand as 

the operations to achieve technical tasks are often performed “for others,” rather than 

“with others.” I reinforced my position as “expert” when I set up the equipment without 

explaining the process to the students or classroom teacher. This was accepted as the 

                                                 
78 End users is a term denoting the “final or ultimate user of a computer system. The end user is the 
individual who uses the product after it has been fully developed and marketed. The term end user usually 
implies an individual with a relatively low level of computer expertise. Unless you are a programmer or 
engineer, you are almost certainly an end user” (Lycos tech glossary, 2002). 
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standard way of performing the expert role. When I later asked a couple of computer 

technicians in an interview whether they were aware that their fast keyboard finger 

movements made it impossible for people to follow what they were doing, they laughed 

and one admitted, “We do that to impress people. To make them think we’re smart.” The 

role expectations for people within secondary schools are maintained, as the actors 

defined technical expertise over any but the most common functions, as lying in the – 

often invisible – hands of others. 

Gender. 

By now, the reader may be wondering “But what does all this have to do with 

gender?” There is no indication of any overt sexism. None of the participants attributed 

their anxiety to gender characteristics. But they were aware, as all actors are, whether 

consciously or unconsciously, of the gender influences that people experience. In this 

case, the teacher-librarians and library technicians who collaborated on this text were all 

female, while the computer technicians, the student technical assistants, the “whitehat 

hacker,”79 the suspected “black hat” hackers, the school administrators, and the guest 

speakers were all male; a common pattern in secondary schools. The women’s attempts 

to accomplish their role expectations of response and service were interrupted when we 

continually encountered technical problems that we could not readily resolve. Our limited 

access to the security systems and the servers, combined with our limited knowledge of 

the various types of equipment, led us to repeatedly request assistance from males, both 

adult and student, who were higher in the hierarchies of expertise and control over ICT 

technologies. The women’s insufficient access to power through technical expertise and 

the control of resources was associated with anxiety and gender. The women, however, 

were not the only ones feeling anxiety. The boy who could not control the lighting board, 

the boys and girls who could not use the disabled computers, the girl who could not use 

the sound in her presentation, the men who could not focus the data projector, and the 

man who could not see beyond the stage lights, also had their flow of actions disrupted. 

                                                 
79 A student informed me in an interview “There’s two varieties of hackers, “white hat” and “black hat.” A 
white hat is someone who is paid, or on their own free will, cleans up the mess of a black hat -- what the 
public consciousness of a hacker is. None of these people are women, they are all men. “Script kitties,” 
they don’t know how it works, they just use it. There are quite a lot of female script kitties, they just want 
to grab the stuff and try it out and see if it works. They don’t want to know how it works.  
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The difficulties and frustrations associated with technological problems did not 

discriminate by gender. The gender pattern becomes apparent when you examine who 

has control over the resolution of these problems. When tracing the anxiety, guilt and 

sense of loss of control associated with ICT interactions, those who hold positions of 

power are, in most cases, male. For women, maleness can become the defining 

characteristic of the controlling expert. The masculine nature of the technological expert 

may not be consciously identified, or explicitly acknowledged, but just as the female 

students learned, “We need to find a smart boy.” The teachers learn that technical smarts 

are most likely masculine smarts, as one student described him, “ the man in charge.” If 

we attribute our emotional anxiety and guilt to these interactions, and these interactions 

are with males, we can come to associate males with the source of anxiety.  

Summary. 

The patterns in these interactions illustrate an almost universal tendency towards 

individuation in four types of interactions: material, professional, emotional, and 

organizational. The actors described their emotional states as various forms of anxiety 

and relief, while attributing fault for their anxiety to individuals, either self-blaming 

themselves or other individuals. The decisions to act made throughout the day included 

individual attempts to trouble-shoot technological problems (Trouble-shooting), to 

provide services and care for students (Responding), and to focus on personal objectives 

(Surviving). The almost total absence of forms of mutual action during this day is 

indicative of the social reinforcement of individual technological problem solving, a 

school culture of emotional repression and surveillance, and an organizational system 

design that emphasizes a hierarchy of expertise and control, and individual action rather 

than mutually agreed upon goals. Gender is the unacknowledged bogeyman in the closet, 

as a few males exert expert control of technological artefacts and males and females have 

their actions continually disrupted by the need to rely on male expertise. 

Epilogue 

This story is an ongoing saga; the technological problems associated with 

managing a school library media centre do not go away, they simply change from day-to-

day. The problem of files disappearing from the library’s computers was eventually 
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resolved when the computer technician had time to learn the proper configuration of the 

desktop security software, Fool Proof. This software was somehow causing the actions 

that had mistakenly been attributed to students. Since the technician reconfigured Fool 

Proof, there have been no similar security problems. There has also been no reappearance 

of BO2000.  

The effects of the emotional turmoil and mistrust generated during these types of 

incidents are difficult to measure. In reflection, I recognize the error of attributing fault to 

individual dispositions for this sequence of events. By focusing almost solely on the 

micro processes of interactions, we did not enact any changes, we simply suppressed our 

emotions and prepared to continue the next day. Hercus (1999) explores the relationship 

between identity, emotion, and feminist collective action. As I sat in the auditorium 

watching a public presentation, I was sitting beside a fellow teacher who was feeling 

anger at the same time I was. By neither of us expressing this emotion, we forsook the 

opportunity to take collective action. By framing all of our conflicts and anxieties as 

interactional, we thought the solutions lay in our dispositions. If we could just control our 

emotional reactions to these situations, we could continue to function in our roles. There 

were only a few, short-lived moments when people considered the organizational and 

extra-organizational influences that helped to shape their interactions. These moments 

were quickly abandoned as people became engaged in new interactions. 
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Chapter 10 Computer Lab Cultures 

In this chapter, I focus on the teachers assigned to teach courses in the schools’ 

computer labs. These teachers have the greatest number of interactions with students who 

are taking computer classes and help to produce the culture of computing in schools. This 

description combines observations, interviews and speech-in-action with these teachers, 

accompanied by data obtained from the data collection methods used by the school and 

provincial level authorities. I am attempting to achieve veracity80 with my depiction, yet 

am very aware of the constraints of time and text length that require me to focus on only 

a small part of how these Computer Lab teachers speak and act. I have selected what I 

believe to be the most significant aspects in relation to the research questions, How is the 

under-representation of females in the study and broad range of uses of computer 

technologies in schools repeated? and, What social, cultural, personal and educational 

practices shape the choices made?  

Computer Lab Cultures of Exclusion 

Different types of teachers and their classes, those who “own” the space and those 

who are “just visiting” use computer labs in schools. 81 As described by the students in 

Chapter 6, the teachers and students in courses directly focused on learning computer-

related skills have greater levels of influence over the design and configuration of the 

spaces, and use exclusionary techniques, such as locked doors and passwords, to define 

boundaries.  

                                                 
80 Stewart (1998) suggests the following checklist for veracity in an ethnographic study: (1) prolonged 
fieldwork, (2) seeking out reorienting or disconfirming observations, (3) good participative role 
relationships, (4) attentiveness to speech and interactional contexts, and (5) multiple modes of data 
collection.   
81 Henry Becker reported in a survey of 1,100 schools in the United States, “frequent student experiences 
with school computers occur primarily in four contexts – (1) separate courses in computer education, (2) 
pre-occupational preparation in business and vocational education, (3) various exploratory uses in 
elementary school classes, and (4) the use of word processing software for students to present work to their 
teachers” (2000, p. 2). Outside of the courses taught in computer labs, there are only a small minority of 
academic classes in secondary schools where students use computers at least once a week.  
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One of the mechanisms of power is the differential pattern of processor speed and 

multimedia capabilities of the computers allocated for different courses. Over half (57%) 

of computers in secondary schools are distributed to computer labs, where the style of 

instruction is most likely to be technology-centered courses in computer education or pre-

occupational preparation in business or vocational education. These computer labs have 

the largest proportion (65%) of the newest and best quality computers in the schools (BC 

Ministry of Education. Standards, 2002). 

Each of the secondary schools has more than one computer lab classroom and 

those who make decisions82 tend to group together equipment with similar processors and 

software into different rooms or areas to create more uniform technical environments. 

There were no wireless computers in any of the research sites, so electrical and cabling 

requirements prevent the students and teachers from easily relocating the computer 

workstations. The unique, specialized types of computers and peripheral devices, such as 

soundboards, digital video cameras, and printing presses, are typically located, like the 

network servers, in locked side rooms and are reserved for use by specific students for 

particular projects. Entering through other controlled spaces, such as the computer labs, 

libraries, band rooms or theatre, is the only way to access these locked side rooms; thus 

creating boundaries and a second level of exclusive access to ICT spaces within the 

schools. These spaces are closely surveilled by teachers and computer technicians, so that 

only those users with special privileges can have access. 

There is a constant play of power/knowledge, or domination – resistance, among 

the users and managers of ICT equipment. Examples of these forms of domination – 

resistance were described in Chapter 9, both the management and vandalism, or hacking, 

of computers is often done by remote, or unseen hands, and in Chapter 7, the students 

engage in power games to control the desktop images. The teachers assigned to teach 

classes in the computer labs use techniques of exclusion and surveillance to maintain as 

much consistency and reliability as possible in an environment over which they have very 

little control. The standard method of classroom surveillance, the gaze of the caring 

                                                 
82 Chapter 11 includes a more detailed discussion about the decision making processes for ICT in secondary 
schools. 
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teacher,83 loses effectiveness when computer users know that no one can trace their 

actions back to them – they have effectively escaped the Panopticon.84 Because of 

teachers’ inability to rely on the caring gaze as a normalizing technique to control the 

actions of others, they resort to exclusionary techniques, such as security software that 

restricts access, passwords, locked doors, and controlled access side rooms.  

These are the power mechanisms used by computer lab teachers to exert some 

control over their spaces, there are, however, additional control mechanisms that are 

exerted over these teachers. School district regulations state that the credentialed 

computer technicians are the only staff qualified to change the computer networks. Each 

of the schools’ has access to computer technicians; some are part of an individual 

school’s staffing, whereas others are directed from a central School District office to visit 

schools and perform specific tasks. These computer technicians establish and maintain 

the school networks, servers, and computers. This centralized technical control, based on 

regulations, surveillance, and the expert knowledge of technicians, is a technique of 

power designed for the normalization and totalization of the schools’ computer-users, 

both teachers and students. This centralized form of authority is resisted by the actions of 

teachers and students who exert power over their spaces by transgressing regulations and 

using their technical knowledge in unauthorized ways, for example, to perform minor 

repairs on equipment, relocate a network hub, transfer hard drives from one computer to 

another, to rewire a classroom.85 The juridical and managerial forms of authority that 

come from above to exert control over school computer labs are resisted at the “capillary 

level”86 of the mechanisms of power. 

                                                 
83 Ball (1990) provides an historical analysis of education using Foucauldian concepts of power relations, 
demonstrating the rise of the concept of the teachers’ “caring gaze” in the early 1900s.  
84 Foucault (1973/2000) describes Jeremy Bentham’s design of the Panopticon as “a form of architecture 
that makes possible a mind-over-mind-type of power; a sort of institution that serves equally well, it would 
seem, for schools, hospitals, prisons, reformatories, poorhouses, and factories (p. 58).  
85 I have deliberately avoided using quotations in this section to better ensure the anonymity of those who 
have transgressed these boundaries. 
86 Foucault (1975/1980) theorized the capillary level of the mechanisms of power, where “power reaches 
into the very grain of individuals, touches their bodies and inserts itself into their actions and attitudes, their 
discourses, learning processes and everyday lives” (p. 39). 
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Power/knowledge relations. 

The separate strands87 that exist in secondary schools are part of the schools’ 

institutionalised structures of departmentalized and hierarchical organization along 

disciplinary lines. The Business Education Department teachers used to teach typing and 

secretarial skills to primarily girls. As forces of economic and technological change, and 

the women’s movement combined to increase girls’ options, the old Typewriting courses 

became Keyboarding or Word Processing. These courses metamorphosed again, 

sometimes into elective Information Technology (IT) classes, while retaining some of the 

same teachers and typing focus. Former typing teachers are not the only ones who teach 

the junior IT classes. As the Ministry of Education officials designed new course options, 

teachers migrated from other subject areas seeking new opportunities; they were 

reassigned, or applied for a job teaching in a growing area of interest. These teachers --

from Physical Education, Home Economics, Mathematics, Science or Technical Trades 

backgrounds, express various reasons for moving into a new subject area. One woman, 

who requested a transfer, “was standing out in the field one day and wondered if I really 

wanted to be 50 and still standing up to my ankles in water…so I asked if I could switch 

and become a Business Ed teacher.” Another woman, assigned by her principal to teach 

computers, explained, “I personally don’t have those skills, but I had to learn because my 

job insists. When I went to [a new school], I was told I had to do this bit of computers, so 

I had to learn how to do it.” A third woman, a senior math teacher, took the initiative to 

create her School District’s first course offered in Computer Science: 

It used to be called Computer Science, since 1974. I was the first person in the 
district to teach computers and computer programming. We had a keypunch then 
and I took the cards to the University after school. I eventually got one computer 
for the whole class and that is how we did it for the first few years. Then we 
gradually got more computers.  

A fourth woman, just starting a career as a teacher, explains her pragmatic reasons for 

teaching IT: 

                                                 
87 The term strands refers to the recommended sequences of courses, or paths, that students take during 
their five years of secondary school, to ensure they have the required prerequisites for the upper-level 
courses they wish to take, which in turn are required for entrance into particular post-secondary courses. 
There is a great deal of “downward” influence in an education system, as university entrance requirements 
drive students’ course selections in secondary schools, and elementary and middle schools attempt to 
prepare students for secondary school expectations. 
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I did not choose it. No. I took it because it was available. It was a job. It is very, 
very, very difficult in this school district to even get a foot in the door. This 
allowed me an opportunity to work in the school district, period.  

A fifth woman who was a former Business Education typing teacher, felt her move was a 

natural transition: “I had taught word processing at my former school, so I was assigned 

to teach IT here.” These five women brought different backgrounds, and motivations to a 

common role of secondary school IT teacher, some proactive and others reactive.  

There are no standards for assessing the qualifications of IT teachers, the pre-

service teacher training institutions offer courses in the skills and pedagogy of teaching 

with IT, but the BC College of Teachers, which grants teacher certification, does not 

recognize ICT as a teaching specialty. One consequence is a variety of backgrounds and 

skills and an imbalance in power/knowledge relations among the teachers who share the 

computer lab spaces. A former Business Education teacher, Chelsea, comments on the 

emotional difficulties she experienced while working with a male teacher colleague who 

had a different background and skill level: 

The teacher [who teaches the Computer Science strand] comes from a totally 
different background, and … I think he, in his heart of hearts, is really upset by 
the fact that somebody who has very little background in computers ended up 
teaching any of the computer classes. Now, this is me and just my conjecture, and 
perhaps it’s my lack of confidence, I don’t know, but I think he would have 
preferred someone who was more like him, a computer guy.  

It is difficult for many of these women teachers to have self-confidence in their technical 

competence, because of the ever-expanding skill base required to teach technological 

courses. Gloria expressed a similar type of self-deprecation, phrasing it this way: 

I don’t feel I have the expertise. I’m still very concerned about my expertise in 
computers simply because there’s always something new to learn. I don’t feel that 
you’re ever quite on top of it and there are people I work with whom I know have 
way more background in computers and it’s their hobby, their interest, their total 
focus. I simply can’t keep up to those sorts of people; it’s not my hobby. 

Both of these women have viewed themselves through the eyes of their colleagues and 

passed judgements on themselves as lacking expertise. The issues of qualifications and 

competence are an ongoing concern for these teachers as they are continually learning 

new skills to stay current in a rapidly changing field.  
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Grant, a male IT teacher who also lacks professional certification was much less 

self-deprecating:  

Paper qualifications don’t count for anything, don’t count for a single thing. If 
somebody were to come up to me and show me documentation that they have all 
this computer training, I wouldn’t look twice at it. Because I know that there are 
people out there that have vast amounts of information but have never actually 
taken a course on anything in their lives. If they ‘talk the talk and walk the walk.’  

These differing levels of willingness to invoke knowledge are part of a political process 

of defining differences, constructing the self, and establishing who does and who does 

not possess technological expertise. 

The invisibility of sex. 

One of the schools offers two stand-alone options for computer classes in grade 8 

and has sex-integrated enrolment patterns, while still showing gender-based student 

preferences for different courses (See Table 10.1). 

Table 10.1 Student enrolment, by sex, in Grade 8 computer electives.   
 

Grade 8 Elective Courses Males Females 

Keyboarding 8 24 38 

Computer Assisted Drafting 8 15 2 

 

When I asked one of the male IT teachers at this school whether or not he had noticed 

any gender issues related to ICT, he replied, “I am around the kids all the time and I don’t 

see anything.” I then asked, “Is gender ever an issue?” “No,” was his response. I then 

queried, “What would make it an issue?” “My daughter’s at an older level and boys take 

over the higher programming. At the grade 8 application level, it’s equal.” This IT 

teacher was aware of the gender differences that become more apparent at the upper 

grade levels, but did not see any connections with what was happening in his school at 

the grade 8 level. The boys who were enrolled in Computer Assisted Drafting (CAD) are 

more likely to subsequently enrol in programming classes than the girls whose only skill 

is keyboarding. For him and his school, gender is invisible. 
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At another school, a male grade 9 and 10 information technology teacher, Phillip, 

started his interview by informing me that he had a 50/50 balance of sexes in his class. 

He then said he could easily confirm the numbers and pulled out his daily register to 

count the numbers of males and females. The numbers indicated an approximate 70/30, 

male/female imbalance, so he counted a second time. He then quickly calculated in his 

head and said “So, that’s actually around 70/30.” He then closed his register, looked at 

me, and said with confidence, “So it’s about 50/50.”  

This tendency of the teachers to maintain a perception of equal participation by 

sex in their IT classes, despite the actual numbers, emerged as a common pattern that was 

not disrupted by the quantitative data. Repeatedly, when I asked teachers about the sex-

balance in student participation rates in their classes, I was informed that they were 

essentially equal. I have integrated additional examples of this phenomenon into some of 

the following sections, so readers can better understand the context. These teachers did 

not give the appearance that they were attempting to hide the truth from me, for them, 

this was the truth. 

Gendering Effects of Strand Divisions. 

To understand more fully the patterns of power/knowledge differences described 

by these teachers I started to pay more attention to what I now call the “two strands,” 

taking this phrase from one of the respondents. The two strands refer to the separate 

groupings along disciplinary lines of the multiple course options for students.88 There are 

ongoing efforts by educators to make these strands more permeable, but the accepted 

understanding is that students will progress within their chosen strands. These divisions 

along disciplinary lines occur within the computer labs as students choose various 

options, such as Information Technology, Business Education, Computer Science, or 

Programming courses. Another example is the choice offered in one school between a 

Home Economics/Life Skills or a Technology/Applied Skills strand. The sex divisions 

that are not apparent when students are receiving a comprehensive education in the 

earlier grades now becomes apparent in the students’ choice of course strands, as    

                                                 
88 The BC Ministry of Education is currently conducting a public review of graduation requirements, 
including a proposal for more specialized “pathways to graduation” (BC Ministry of Education, 
Graduation requirements review, 2002a) 
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shown earlier in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.89 The organization of the strands aligns with 

traditional male and female social categories.  

Exclusion through organizational design. 

A Grade 8 teacher describes an Applied Skills course she was assigned to teach 

without having a previous background of computer knowledge or skills. First, she 

describes the organization of the schools’ course options and the students’ selections: 

Pamela: I teach all the Life Skills 8 and that includes sewing, cooking, computers 
and career personal planning because I have the students for a full year. 
Then the men take the other grade 8’s that take the Tech 8. [The students] 
decide in grade 7 whether they want to do Life Skills or they want to do 
Tech 8. Tech 8 includes things like metal work, wood work, computer 
drafting where they do 3-D models and they make little hand made things 
like little cars, so they get certain people who really want to get in to 
computers because they do a kind of a drafting, 3-D models on the 
computer.  

The people who sign up – and I get almost all the girls, …about 90% of 
the girls – take Life-Skills. They want to learn how to sew and they want 
to cook. They’re not really interested, they don’t want to do Tech. They 
don’t want to do Wood work and Metal work. They’re not interested in, 
say, going into Automotive. They’re not interested in Engineering. They 
want to do the Foods part, the main interest is usually food, a lot of them 
like sewing because they even continue in grade 9 or in grade 10 in the 
sewing. And the computer part is – they take it because it’s part of the 
curriculum.  

I don’t have the exact break down of what they are offered in their Tech. 8 
but a lot of the boys take it, – they’re mainly boys. There may be one or 
two girls who take it, uh, people who push. Their parents do make these 
decisions for the students as well, and sometimes they do encourage. 

When we did course planning in grade 8 … for grade 9, I said “We have 
kind of a flow chart that shows the kind of streams to go into, because we 
offer a Business program and then because we offer from grade 8-12, you 
can go the Tech route. So, if you did Tech, then you’d take some more 
applied electronics.” They could go into that area, then, from in there, 
they could go into Engineering. A couple of the male teachers who teach 
Tech, they qualify in engineering so a lot of the boys start in Tech 8 and 

                                                 
89 This streaming of students along gender lines, through course selection choices, is a well-researched 
phenomenon. The American Association of University Women (AAUW) commissioned two reports, 1992 
and 1998, to document the trends of American students’ self-selection along gender lines, into traditionally 
masculine and feminine courses.  
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then they kind of have their sights set on engineering. But to my 
knowledge a lot of the girls don’t veer into that direction.  

Linda: So in the Life Skills component, the life skills that you teach them 
regarding computers, is word processing? 

Pamela: Exactly. I’ve noticed that over the last five years students come in with 
such a good background in computers that they need less and less of it, 
they were all very confident. So this year I kept narrowing the assignments 
down to the basic word processing and just editing and making the 
documents look good and learning how to use the word processor.  

Linda: Have you noticed any gender differences? 

Pamela: At one time, yes, but not at this point. Only in the fact that girls are 
interested in Life Skills but they still have these computer skills. At least 
they had word processing skills. But it was the boys that went into Tech, 
which was supposed to be the male oriented thing.  

Linda: Was there a gender difference there, do you think? 

Pamela: Well, the boys seemed to enjoy it. All the boys went into it when they 
slated all of this. I thought at one time it was how it was promoted. You 
know, like this was promoted better than this. So most of my 100 students 
were all girls except for a few boys,  

When I heard a teacher describe “slated” course options as “it was supposed to be the 

male oriented thing” I realized how deeply the embedded ideas of “student choice” and 

gender stereotypes were working together to create a circular rationality and a culture of 

management. School-based educators consciously design courses to appeal to certain 

groups of students, in this case, gender groups, and then give students the option to 

choose between those courses.  

This particular example of Life Skills and Technology 8 strands that are bundled 

with a specific set of electives comes from the school that has the most visible Grade 8 

male/female division. In this illustration, both the female and the male students are 

provided with educational programming that includes ICT skills and knowledge, but for 

the grade 8 girls boundaries are placed on their ability to learn advanced skills, “…I kept 

narrowing the assignments down to the basic word processing and just editing and 

making the documents look good….” The grade 8 boys are given opportunities to use 

computers in a more imaginative and intellectually challenging ways, “computer drafting 

where they do 3-D models” to provide them with the option of going into engineering. 
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This teacher ignores the limitations created by the provision of only two options 

and attributes the sex-differentiated split to individual student choices, “The students 

decide.” She also uses a normalization technique by assuming that the students who are 

in her Life Skills classes are all there because “They want to learn how to sew…they 

want to cook, they want to do the Foods part …and, the computer part – they take it 

because it’s part of the curriculum.” All of the individuality of students’ interests and 

desires are wiped out and replaced by her conceptualisation of a single “normal” student 

who is defined as wanting to learn traditional homemaking skills, and putting up with the 

computer part. She applies this same process of normalization to the male students who 

are defined as people who really want to get in to computers. The one or two girls who 

enrol in Tech 8 are characterized as deviations from the norm, “people who push.” 

This deliberate design of educational programs to segregate students by gender 

preferences is a technique of management. The male teachers of Tech 8 teach the boys, 

and the female teachers of Life Skills teach the girls. The provision of differentiated 

instructional content constructs female and male students who enter the next stage of 

course selection with differing attitudes and abilities. The male teachers of the senior 

engineering courses know that their students will come to them later with a particular set 

of knowledge, skills and attitudes acquired in earlier grades. 

Exclusion through discourse. 

A number of women and men teach either grade 9 and 10 Information 

Technology (IT), or Computer Science (CS) courses in these secondary schools. I 

interviewed 11 women and 6 men, asking them questions about gender, ICT, and how 

they perceive their roles in the schools.  

The women who teach the junior-level information technology courses, IT 9/10, 

described the organization of the courses by different streams. Gloria provided a history 

of how the course names and offerings changed as a response to technological and 

curriculum changes, but the content still reflects the teachers’ backgrounds, skills and 

interests: 

It’s a funny department in that I’m in Business Ed and traditionally uh, Business 
Ed Department had what used to be called Data Processing 11 and then 
Information Management 11 and 12 and Keyboarding 9 and 10. We were the 
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people who traditionally taught those courses, so those courses have stayed with 
us in Business Ed. Now there is Info Tech (IT) 9/10, and then there’s the Business 
Computer Applications (BCA) 11 and Business Information Management (BIM) 
12. 
 
The Information Technology 9 and 10 courses were not designed by the Ministry 

of Education to be offered as separate courses, but were developed as a set of learning 

outcomes intended to be integrated into existing curriculum. An expectation that all 

students will acquire technological knowledge and skills lead to the Ministry’s plan to 

integrate IT 9 and 10 learning outcomes into a broad range of courses. The schools’ 

culture of management based on a technological, or instrumental, rationality is apparent 

in the decision by many of the province’s school administrators to instead organize IT 9 

and 10 as separate courses. School administrators consider it more manageable to 

schedule separate courses in the existing computer labs and to have the courses taught by 

a few assigned teachers who can acquire and teach the necessary skills.  

As school district officials are not required to report their educational 

programming decisions at the Grade 9 and 10 level, there is no provincial data recording 

how many schools in the province offer separate Grade 9 and 10 IT courses, or how 

many student enrol in these courses. All five of the secondary schools in this research 

project chose to offer separate courses, rather than integrated ICT learning outcomes.  

These organizational choices create another level of division as students decide whether 

or not to choose an IT elective course. A grade 9 IT teacher at one school estimated that 

“approximately 40% of the students choose to take the grades 9 and 10 IT courses.” As 

there is no coordinated effort to integrate the IT learning outcomes into the other 

curriculum strands, this means that 60% of students do not receive any formal ICT 

training after Grade 8.  

The number of Business Education elective classes are fewer than they used to be, 

because of falling student enrolments. At one school, there were insufficient numbers of 

students selecting the grade 9 and 10 IT courses, so the school administrators decided not 

to schedule the courses for the 2001/2002 school year.90 The administrators and teachers 

                                                 
90 This phenomenon of falling enrolments in business and computer science courses is happening across the 
United States as well, despite an increasing demand for workers who have technological skills (AAUW, 
1998). 
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in these schools are engaging in considerable restructuring of these courses and 

departmental reorganization because of the decline of student interest in both business 

education and computer technologies. These changes generate challenges for the teachers 

who have to develop new skill sets and new ways of promoting their courses to the 

students.  

As indicated by the students’ comments in Chapter 8, it is not readily apparent to 

students how the content of these course options differ. Course descriptions in the course 

selection handbooks are brief and the teachers who teach the various courses bring their 

particular skills and instructional approaches. Some schools have amalgamated the two 

strands of business education and information technology into one departmental 

structure, while others retain a formal division between the two departments. The course 

selection handbooks provided for students sometimes show a complete separation 

between Business Education courses and Information technology courses. Others list two 

strands labelled in various ways; sometimes including arrows to show that a crossover is 

possible between the two streams (See Figure 10.1). This example of two course 

descriptions is similar to the “flow chart” technique used by Pamela. It shows how 

educators promote the “two strands” options to students, one strand for students 

interested in Business, and the other strand for students interested in Computer Science.91 

Even when two departments are amalgamated, the skills taught, and the teachers who 

teach those skills still identifiably represent two different strands. 

 

                                                 
91 The course selection Tables in Chapter 5, Table 5.1 and 5.2 indicate that while the IT 9 and 10 courses at 
this school did not have a statistically significant difference in their gender composition, the Computer 
Science courses appear on the table as being male dominated.   
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Figure 10.1 Course description blurbs in a Course Selection Handbook 
Information Technology  Computer Science 

Information Technology 9/10 
? 
? 
 

Business Computer Applications 11 
? 

Business Information Management 
12 

OR Computer Science 9/10 Level 1 
? 

Computer Science 9/10 Level 2 
? 

Information Technology 11 
? 

Information Technology 12 

 

Information Technology 9/10 
Recommended Prerequisite: None  
Course Description: This is an introductory course 
in Word Processing, Desktop Publishing, 
Multimedia and general computer use.  
Students will learn to:  
Maintain data files using Windows 95/98  
Keyboard by touch  
Format reports, letters, tables and resumes  
Create advertising, newsletters, programs and flyers 
using graphics and draw options  
Produce multimedia documents  
Use and evaluate Internet resources  
Design a Web page  
It is strongly recommended that students take this 
course before proceeding on to other courses in 
Information Technology. 
 

Computer Science 9/10 Level 1 
Recommended Prerequisite: Information 
Technology 9/10  
Course Description: This course is designed for 
students who have some knowledge of computers, 
their use and operation and wish to learn how to 
program using QBASIC. This course is NOT an 
introduction to computer use but an introduction to 
computer programming. Although this course is 
open to students in all grades, it is strongly 
recommended that students take the Information 
Technology 9/10 course before taking this course or 
at the same time as taking this course. If not taking 
this course then students should have the 
appropriate background skills and knowledge. 
Students should be self-disciplined and able to work 
independently. Previously acquired knowledge and 
skills should include the following : Keyboarding 
skills, knowledge of computer operating systems, 
including basic commands and procedures in DOS 
and MS Windows, as well as basic disk 
management (e.g. file and directory formation and 
organization).  
Course Content:  
Introduction to programming in QBASIC - Students 
need not have programmed before but will work 
through a set of lessons related to programming then 
will apply those lessons to solve programming 
problems. Structure, planning and creation of 
programs in QBASIC through problem solving. 
Research Project: A computer application topic 
(student selected)  
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The discourse of prohibition, “Thou shalt not,” that was apparent in the posted 

signs and regulations in computer labs and libraries (See Figures 6.4 and 6.5) appears 

again in the course selection handbook for students. When students are considering which 

strand to choose, they are confronted with language designed to warn them away from 

taking the Computer Science courses, “This course is NOT an introduction to computer 

use…” The various warnings included in the course description blurb do not provide 

assurances that the students will be learning in a caring pedagogical environment. The 

blurb emphasizes prior knowledge with specific expertise and independent work, but the 

recommended prerequisite course does not include the required skill set. The blurb does 

not convey a sense of welcoming or belonging to any students other than those who can 

recognise themselves as already possessing knowledge of DOS and MS Windows 

operating systems. Only 10% of the students who chose to enrol in these Computer 

Science courses were female. The gender implications of the pedagogical practices 

indicated by the Computer Science research project that is “student selected” will be 

discussed next. 

Exclusion through pedagogy. 

The conversation that follows is with Alison, a grade 11 and 12 IT teacher, whose 

classes represent on average the 70/30 male/female ratio common at this level. She is 

responding to my statement that my research includes a focus on gender and ICT: 

It’s hard for me to think about the trends and what’s happening. The opportunities 
are certainly there. I don’t think that the girls are intimidated in the classes or feel 
that they don’t have the same equity or the same advantages because I really don’t 
see there being a difference in what I’ve seen in the classes that I’ve taught.  

I mean, historically, I think more girls have signed up for Business Computer 
Applications [BCA] type courses, the word processing and presentations, but 
that’s shifting too. We’re seeing a lot of guys taking that course too. But that falls 
into the general, you know, the old role of being the secretary or the 
administrative assistant. That’s where you learn those skills. Yeah, that depends 
on the student and, in my perspective, it doesn’t have anything to do with gender. 
There’ll be some boys who want to learn how to keyboard really well and do it 
properly and there’ll be some girls who want to do that properly. On the other 
hand, there’ll be some boys and some girls who could care less. I mean, that to me 
is just individual attitude towards learning. I didn’t see anything jump out 
specifically ‘gender.’  
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Alison refers to the Business Computer Applications [BCA] type courses as being 

historically female dominated and the “old role of the secretary or the administrative 

assistant,” however, she does not perceive gender as a current issue. She attributes 

difference to “individual attitude towards learning.”  

Another woman, Tina, who taught senior computer science courses for many 

years, talks about the historical context and the longitudinal changes she has observed in 

the culture of the computer labs. Tina was describing a shift in emphasis from computer 

programming to business applications, when I asked her to comment on any changes that 

followed the shift in emphasis from programming to business applications: 

When I started [in the 70s] of course, the people who started it were people who 
were usually math teachers or science teachers who had an interest in it and sort 
of started on their own. I know we had Business Applications in the 80s, probably 
when you started getting computers more available in the schools. People started 
buying computers rather than typewriters for the Business Ed courses and then 
you had a large number of the computers for those kind of applications. The 
students that were interested in Business Applications would have taken the 
Business courses.  

But what did happen when we introduced the junior [computer science] courses, 
there were a lot of students who took it in 9 or 10 just because they were 
interested and they wanted to know what it was about. In the last few years, when 
I was teaching juniors, about 40% of the class were girls. But the number of girls 
in the senior courses wasn’t as high as that. It was as if they had got as much as 
they wanted, needed, of programming at the introductory level. The ones who 
stayed and took it at the 11 and 12 level were the ones who were keenly interested 
in science and computer science.  

Tina has noticed that there are gender differences, and also attributes the drop-off of 

girls’ enrolment after the introductory level, to personal choice or preference.  

Later in the interview, Tina describes the types of “student selected” projects that 

the students choose. Her description of her experiences with the senior students who 

study computer programming corresponds in some ways with the following description 

that Alison provides. But there are some differences as well. Tina continues her 

description of how students act in the senior computer science classes, without initially 

differentiating by gender: 

Tina:   Web design is a puzzle for them; a lot of them like to make it flashy, 
colours, sound, and games. Whenever they get to choose a program, 90% 
of the time the program they choose to do is a game. In fact, almost 
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always, they write a game. There’s shoot-em up games and those kinds of 
things. Last semester it was a maze. You worked through five or six 
levels, a very sophisticated program. Some of them are adventure games, 
like medieval type things, or science fiction kinds of things with creatures. 
More often than not, they are those kinds of things. Fantasy or sort of 
space ships; but shooting at each other. 

Linda: Yes, even the fantasy ones would probably have knights battling dragons 
and saving damsels. 

Tina:   Well, not saving damsels, usually they’re fighting each other, and 
sometimes there’s a damsel in the background. So they can be quite 
imaginative and creative and a lot of fun. One of the [girl’s] ones last year 
was an adventure game sort of, actually, some of them wrote individual 
games. I was just trying to remember. The girls can almost be involved 
with anything. They’re not separated by boy and girl, it’s just whatever 
group they happen to be in.  

I remember quite a few years back there was one group with at least one 
or two girls in it. I don’t think I’ve ever had a group of just all girls. There 
have been groups of all boys because of the numbers. They divide up by 
their friends. There’s three girls out of 27 who took Info Tech 12 this year. 
There’s two right now. There was one first semester.  

It is difficult for teachers to have an understanding of gender patterns in a classroom’s 

culture when there are so few girls who take senior computer programming courses. 

When there are only one or two girls in a class with 24 boys, the need to agree on a group 

project means that the girls either choose to work independently or to work cooperatively 

with boys on a “shoot-em-up game.” Teachers’ permission to develop “student selected” 

projects results in a predominance of masculine culture and barriers to the transfer of 

knowledge to females through collaborative group work. 

Alison, who also instructs senior level IT classes, which had a 70/30 male/female 

ratio, describes her observations of the classroom culture:  

The only thing that really jumps out still is that I’m finding that the girls are just 
more creative. They’re using the whole brain, they’re using both sides, the left 
and the right to produce a web page that is not only coded properly but looks good 
and is organized and designed. Mind you, I’m looking at it from my eye too, 
which I have a different perspective because it’s a female perspective. So who 
knows?  
 
If you look at web page themes, an assignment we just did, most of the boys, I 
would say 80% of the boys just off the top of my head, did web pages on game 
strategies. I allowed them to choose their topic, so it would be strategies for War 
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Hammer, or strategies for Half Life, or strategies for Counterstrike or all about 
games or game reviews. Two or three of them did web pages on game reviews, so 
there’s 80% of the boys that did gaming, game reviews, game strategies. Two of 
them did actual subject matter; virtual reality or something like that.  
 
Whereas, the girls did a wide range of web pages. Some did Neo Pet things, 
which is similar to games. You create pets on the Internet. One did IT careers. 
One did a history of computers, so a little bit more serious topics. One did music, 
created a web page that she could actually make a lot of money off. Top ten 
music, but very, very well done, very, very well laid out with a listing of the 
current top ten and then all the lyrics to the songs, and links to all the lyrics of the 
songs, information about the artists. It was just beautifully done. So, that’s the big 
difference. I mean the boys just seem to be so focused on the gaming. They’ll 
come into the class and become unproductive.  
 

Alison negates her earlier comment that “gender does not jump out” by her description of 

the students’ practices. She is able to recall specific projects by the student’s sex, and 

expresses concern about the gendered patterns of activities. The web design projects are 

individual activities, so the students have control over their choices. Alison describes the 

boys as continuing to act within the boundaries of the shoot-em-up culture of computer 

gaming, while the girls have more varied interests. She is able to see gender as relevant to 

pedagogical development practices, but not to organizational practices. 

In addition to a core education program, which is mandatory for all students in 

British Columbia and includes the four academic areas of English, Social Studies, 

Science, Mathematics, and Physical Education, there are elective courses. The elective 

courses are organized into three categories: (1) Applied Skills, (2) Fine Arts and (3) 

Others, which include the Modern Languages. By the end of grade ten in British 

Columbia, students must have successfully completed both a Fine Arts and an Applied 

Skills course. To graduate, students must earn a minimum of two Fine Arts 11 credits and 

two Applied Skills 11 credits. The courses taught in the schools’ computer labs are in the 

Applied Skills category.  

Some secondary level courses do not focus directly on the learning of ICT skills, 

but require students to develop technological skills to achieve other purposes. Applied 

Skills courses in Drafting, for instance, have gradually migrated from being taught as a 

manual skill to being a computer-based software skill taught in a computer lab. Some 

schools offer Drafting 11 as a dual credit course, satisfying graduation requirements for 
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both Fine Arts and Applied Skills. Course selection handbooks that provide students with 

information about these courses include descriptions of both course content and 

recommended prerequisites.  

In this school, the four courses in Drafting were selected by 24 and then 26 

students in the past two school years. Because of the small numbers selecting these 

courses, students are scheduled together to create one multi-grade class for one semester 

of the school year. A typical Drafting class includes multiple grades and has a sex 

composition of 22 males and 2 females, reflecting its origins as a Technical or Trades 

course. (See Table 10.2)  

Table 10.2 Example of sex composition in one Drafting lab. 
 

 Males Females 
Drafting 9 8 2 
Drafting 10 5 - 
Drafting 11A 8 - 
Drafting 12A 1 - 
Total students 22 2 

 

The grouping of students from various grade levels into one multi-graded class is a 

common occurrence in the Applied Skills courses. A teacher assigned to teach these 

courses has to organize his or her workload to include planning for multiple courses as 

each class will include students from different grade levels taking different courses with 

different skill levels. My own teaching career has been more closely associated with 

academic subjects and, prior to this study, I was relatively unaware of the difficulties 

faced by the Applied Skills teachers. It was not until I visited some of these classes and 

interviewed a number of these teachers that I started to understand the workloads that 

they undertake. Roger is one of these teachers. He has thirty-nine different preps for the 

seven blocks of time that he teaches in one school year. I talked with him about his 

drafting class and part of our transcribed conversation follows:92  

                                                 
92 I include this extended segment of our conversation because I believe it illustrates the difficulties 
teachers encounter when they are aware of the need to adapt their teaching for individual and group 
differences, yet feel constrained by numerous factors. 
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Linda: [Roger], the reason I’m interested in the Technology Department is 

because it’s an example of a place in secondary schools where there tends 
to be a gender differentiation in terms of who chooses to take the courses, 
and it tends to be boys who choose those courses more than girls.  

Roger: Absolutely. 

Linda: And it’s now an area that’s becoming a technological area.  

Roger: Yes, to some extent. Certainly in the drafting sense.  

Linda: Is the Drafting course part computer lab and part shops, or is it all 
computer lab? 

Roger: It’s all computer lab. We probably spend the first two months doing hand 
drawing with pencil and paper though. Learning basic skills and then 
moving to the computers and learning computer skills. You can’t learn 
both from the computer itself. There’s too much to learn, starting with the 
computer, to learn all the program and everything. If you don’t have the 
basic skills, it just becomes a large fight. If you have some basic idea of 
what you need to do, then a computer is relatively easy. 

Linda: What’s the gender mix in those classes? 

Roger: It is about half and half for Drafting. 

Linda: It is, eh? 

Roger: Yup, definitely.93 A lot of them were art-based kids who liked to draw, 
some of them are architects and into architecture, a few kids were into 
design, like wanting to be a car designer. One kid’s father was in 
construction, so he grew up thinking he was going that way. He needed to 
know how to draw up blue prints and renovations and explain blue prints 
to people.   

Linda: Why would the girls take it? 

Roger: Most of the girls were architecturally bound, yup engineers, people, that 
was their goal. I have a very different set of kids than I usually do from 
shop students. These kids were mostly university bound, not all of them, 
but a far greater number than I usually have. Very high, some of the kids 
were top students in the school. Just having a basis of mechanical design 
and technical functioning and how things work and there was a really 
different mix of kids. It was neat.  

Linda: Have you been teaching it for long? 

                                                 
93 This is another example of teachers’ inability to see the visible gender composition in their classrooms. 
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Roger: This is my first year. [The computer science teacher] used to teach it. It’s 
because it’s become very computer oriented, especially the way I ran it the 
last half of the year. Software change has become a problem, you have to 
learn a new software package every couple of years because they’ve 
changed the format. I teach all, -- there’s 9,10, 11, 12  -- and they’re all in 
the same room at the same time.  

Linda: So the kids could take Drafting four times and their skills keep getting 
more detailed? 

Roger: Larger projects. The large project for this year’s senior students was 
designing a condominium complex. I gave them the basic shell of a 
building, it was based on a project downtown and they had to have a 
commercial level and they had to have living levels, which were all the 
same, and then the penthouse at the top. So it was three different zones in 
design. That was quite an involved project. I try to figure out what the 
senior kids are interested in and make a project design for them. Some 
kids have very different ideas on what they want to do, some kids house 
design doesn’t thrill them. So I found that very difficult, but they seemed 
to do all right. 

Linda: How many kids in the class? 

Roger: 24. It was difficult. It’s very tough and all the classes are like that when 
you have so many grades in one class, and there’s 7 different courses in 
one room at the same time, that’s very difficult. But it seemed to go all 
right. Once you get the hang of it, it’s all right. 

Linda: And do the girls stay with it right from grade 9 through 12? 

Roger: For the drafting? I’d suspect girl take it one year, one time and I didn’t 
have any students coming back, any girls, no girls were second level or 
third level.  

Linda: Oh, they were all introductory level? 

Roger: All the girls were, yeah. They were different grades, but they were all 
introductory and I don’t care what grade you’re in, if you haven’t done it 
before you’re doing introductory. 

Linda: So why don’t they come back? 

Roger: I just think what they wanted to get out of it, they got it, and they learn 
what they wanted to learn and they think they’re prepared for. They have a 
general idea of what drafting is. They’re familiar with the program and I 
think the girls that I have for the most part were extremely dedicated to 
what they were doing. Most of my girls were my high, high marks. I think 
it’s just because those students were very dedicated, they do very well in 
every course. That was their goal, getting a B in a course was something 
they weren’t even familiar with. So it’s just the way they were. I had some 
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girls, I had one girl drop out because she decided to dedicate her time to 
her core subjects and that was fine. 

Linda: What grade was she in? 

Roger: She was in grade 11, but she was still an introductory student. It was all 
done classroom-based. But we went quick and you really had to pay 
attention. You really had to be organized and you had to work well. We 
move quickly and some kids who didn’t quite grasp it or weren’t computer 
friendly had a difficult time. They get, everybody got everything done but 
they struggled. And maybe thought at this point they would like to get it 
done.  

Linda: Can you think of anything that might encourage the girls to want to take it 
a second or third year? 

Roger: I think, I don’t know. The girls really enjoyed the house design I think. 
The guys did too. Everybody did well, and the kids enjoyed designing 
their own home. It was difficult for them because they had only lived in 
their own home and never spent time looking around and realized how 
things are oriented. But all the kids really enjoyed that, getting to design 
their own home and thinking about it. The girls in particular, I don’t think 
they enjoyed so much the construction drawings, the cross sectional, how 
the house goes together, all different layers and that. They’re part of the 
working drawings. I don’t think they enjoyed that as much. It was like 
they didn’t care about it, they enjoyed the design and the lay out. 

Linda: Girls have probably not been as involved, this is just an assumption or a 
guess on my part, in seeing construction and so perhaps they have 
difficulty in picturing what that would be like? 

Roger: Yeah, yeah, I’ve thought about that in terms of having kids make models 
of homes, and putting 2 X 4 models and all the stick models and they 
could put all the layers together. Because when you’re just drawing on 
paper it’s very hard to point to a wall and say “behind this wall is this and 
behind that” and you know it’s very hard for them to see that. Even 
pictures, we have 3-dimensional pictures in textbooks. It’s still very hard 
for them to see the different parts. Having them assemble a small room 
unit shed, with the same sort of technique that a house is put together may 
be more helpful. I think they would enjoy that too.  

Linda: Yup, a friend’s daughter is in architecture, she’s graduated now. She’s 
working as a designer in town here, but that’s her problem as well. I mean 
she’s wonderfully creative and designs these beautiful interiors but she has 
difficulty with the construction drawings. She just doesn’t have enough 
background knowledge to feel confident with it, and yet she’s out there 
telling the contractors how to do the construction, and she keeps saying 
“Gee, I wish I could go see a house being built some day so I actually 
know how it’s done.”  
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Roger: Yeah, it’s incredibly complex. All the girls have grown up in homes that 
are the original cottages from this area, really, really old homes. I mean 
they could be very beautiful, but small and very charming. But all they 
knew was this very old home. That’s something I found that was lacking, 
was the ability to know how something was put together and maybe doing 
it by hand and doing it from a model might be helpful.  

 
Knowing that this teacher has 39 different preps, or courses, to prepare in a year, and 7 

courses scheduled together to create just one class of Drafting, which he is teaching for 

the first time, makes it more understandable that he has a misperception about the female 

participation rate in his classes. His earlier statement of certainty that he has a 50/50 sex 

balance is similar to that of other computer lab teachers who thought they had a 50/50 

male/female ratio in their classes. The male/female ratio in his drafting classes was 

actually 22/2, and these two 14-year-old girls were working alongside 18-year-old boys. 

This image of equal sex participation rates is strongly embedded in teachers’ perceptions.  

Teachers do not have control over their teaching assignments. They can express 

their wishes in a form distributed near the end of each school year and can speak to their 

department heads about the courses they would prefer to teach, but the school 

administrators, do the actual assignment of teaching loads. Roger, who learned how to 

use the drafting software to teach students, was not reassigned the Drafting course the 

following year. This is not unique to this teacher, as the instability of teachers’ 

assignments makes it difficult to build their knowledge and skills set. Roger was unable 

to act on his insights into the benefits of providing some hands-on construction activities. 

Another teacher who learned the software to instruct an IT 9/10 class was reassigned, as 

was a third teacher who learned the C++ programming language and was not assigned the 

same course the following year.  

The pedagogical practices described by these four computer lab teachers, Pamela, 

Alison, Tina, and Roger, are a developmental model derived from psychological theories 

of childhood development, such as Dewey and Piaget, and recent theorizations of child-

centered learning. The teachers view the students as coming to them with a previously 

developed set of attitudes and interests, either innate or developed in early childhood. The 

teacher “does not have to bear the ultimate responsibility for the ‘failure’ of the child. 

The teacher is finally confirmed as a mere facilitator of the process … the child as a 
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natural learner” (Kendall & Wickham, 1999, p. 131). Pamela’s belief that “girls are 

interested in Life Skills,” is attributed by Alison to “just individual attitudes towards 

learning,” and echoed by Tina who explains, “the one’s who stayed …were the ones who 

were keenly interested,” and Roger, who said “So it’s just the way they were.” The 

teachers’ form their pedagogical practices in relation to this view of students as having a 

natural set of interests and attitudes. They view teaching as facilitation and nurturing of 

these preferences, rather than seeing students’ preferences as a set of socially constructed, 

contingent beliefs about the self. Students’ attitudes and choices are produced by their 

surroundings, yet these teachers do not accept responsibility for the classroom as a 

culture of management influencing those choices. Once they have identified students’ 

interests, they design courses and classwork that makes use of, or colonize, those 

interests, but do not consciously attempt to disrupt or reshape the interests and attitudes 

producing students’ choices.  

Another possibility is that the teachers are wrong in their characterizations of the 

students’ interests and attitudes being the driving force in their decisions. None of these 

teachers, as is standard practice, had established feedback mechanisms for asking 

students why they decided to continue, or not to continue, in their classes or programs. 

Computer lab teachers repeatedly encouraged me to interview those few female students 

who were still taking senior level ICT courses, as if these girls held the secret knowledge 

explaining the different participation rates of women and girls with ICT. None of them 

encouraged me to interview the students who were no longer in their programs  

Summary 

The teachers’ assurances that there is not a gender problem and that it is a non-

issue belie the descriptions they offer whenever the conversations turn to specific 

activities or particular examples. I now understand their statements that it is not a 

problem to mean, “it is not a problem that requires my attention, or that needs fixing.” 

Both the male and the female teachers consistently misperceived the numerical 

representation of females in their own classes, and consistently praised the abilities of the 

female students. They also expressed beliefs that the girls’ decisions not to continue in 

these ICT-related classes are legitimate expressions of their personal interests and 
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choices. None of these computer lab teachers spoke about how girls come to decide that 

leaving is their preferred choice.  

I have not been able to produce a complete representation of the culture of 

secondary school computer labs. That task would be impossible. What I have done is 

focus on those practices associated with computer labs that produce cultures of exclusion 

and influence the choices that students make. These include: (1) the architectural design 

of spaces to facilitate surveillance and exclusion, (2) the asymmetrical power/knowledge 

relations of technological expertise that position people differently, (3) the colonizing of 

gender differences at the organizational level of curriculum strands, (4) the exclusionary 

and prohibitory language of course selection, and (5) the inability of teachers to see 

themselves as shaping gender, only as facilitators of a developmental process. This 

complex of disciplinary practices will be placed within the broader context of masculine 

technocultures in schools and society in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 11 Producing Masculine Technocultures in Schools 

In this chapter, I argue that school technocultures are produced and reproduced as 

masculine territory. I begin with a description of the Career Preparation programs 

available for students, and use an analysis of the quantitative data for Career Preparation 

programs in the research sites and throughout the province to confirm the numerical 

dominance of male students in ICT related career programs. Teachers’ descriptions of 

their student recruitment practices and the “hang-out” spaces created for the guys in these 

programs are presented as illustrations of the practices influencing gendered choices. 

In the next section, I continue my ascending analysis by presenting an assembly 

of vignettes that depict those aspects of school life that work to shape students and 

teachers as masculine or feminine and technocultures as being masculine territory. A 

second series of vignettes broadens the scope to present the external discourse of 

commentators on gender and technology to illustrate the social, cultural, and political 

influences that insert themselves into the discourse of educators and students. 

Career Preparation Programs 

Career Preparation (Career Prep) work experience programs provide career 

exploration and development options for students. Career Prep programs are two-year, in-

depth studies of one specific subject or career field. Students decide towards the end of 

grade 10, whether or not they wish to enrol in one of the Career Prep programs. The 

programs are not mandatory, but they are a popular option for students and in British 

Columbia in the school year 2000/2001, there were 48,699 students, 8% of the student 

population, enrolled in a Career Prep program.94  

The Career Prep programs vary from school to school because they are locally 

developed. The quality of the programs is dependent upon the knowledge, skills and 

abilities of the teachers who design and implement the programs. The Ministry of 

Education allocates additional funds to the School District based on the headcount of 

                                                 
94 The funded FTE student enrolment in British Columbia public schools for 2000/2001 was 597,958.  
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students enrolled in Career Prep programs, which creates an incentive to increase the 

number of students enrolling. One of the research site school’s Course Handbook entices 

students by stating, “Career Prep graduates are given wait list priority in engineering and 

technical programs at some colleges and universities.” The internal distribution of the 

extra funding for Career Prep differs among the School Districts; Career Development 

coordinators retain centralized control of these funds in some schools, while in others, 

sponsoring teachers control the funds.  

There are numerous Career Prep options for students wanting to explore careers 

associated with ICT. A listing of the 256 different types of Career Prep programs 

available in the province in 2001 includes 41 options that appear to focus directly on ICT 

skills, or require ICT skills to handle the career field’s tools. As the Ministry of 

Education does not collect the course descriptions of these offerings, it is only possible to 

surmise content based on their titles. I present my selection of 41 program titles as 

indicators of province-wide student enrolment in ICT-related programs so readers can 

judge the veracity of my choices. The related columns provide the sex breakdown of the 

current student enrolment, the total enrolment four years earlier (1997/98) and during the 

research period (2000/2001) to provide an indication of which programs are growing and 

which are declining, and the number of schools that offer that particular Career Prep 

program (See Table 11.1).  
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Table 11.1 Students, by sex, enrolled in ICT-related Career Preparation95 
Selected ICT-related Career Prep Programs 
by 
National Occupations Classification Codes 
(NOC) 

Sex 
2000/01 

 Total 
Students 
enrolled 

Total 
Students 
enrolled 

Growth 
or 

Decline 
 

BC 
schools 
with 
program 

 M F 1997/8 2000/01 (+/-) 2000/1 
1. Business, Finance and Administration       

BN Business Computing 84 126 51 210 + 19 
DP Data Processing 20 14 228 34 – 6 
DT Desktop Publishing 36 27 60 63 + 9 
FI Finance Management 82 125 242 207 – 12 
IN Information Management 21 34 95 55 – 10 
OF Office Careers 3 12 9 15 + 7 
OT Office Technology 5 48 72 53 – 5 
SE Secretarial 3 12 16 15 – 6 
Sub-Total of students by sex 249 398 773 652 –  

2. Natural/Applied Sciences and Related 
    Careers 

      

AL Applied Engineering 
Technology 

41 3 52 44 – 1 

AT Aviation Technology 58 12 79 70 – 12 
CD Computer Asst. 
Design/Drafting 

226 49 313 275 – 27 

CK Computer Systems 
Management 

184 26 25 210 + 16 

CO Computer Applications 137 35 175 172 – 21 
CS Computer Science 539 90 607 629 + 47 
CT Communications Technology 34 16 45 50 + 6 
CZ Computer Technology 242 19 170 261 + 19 
EG Engineering 144 35 164 179 + 18 
IF Information Management 
Tech. 

535 102 430 637 + 29 

IE Information Technology 273 65 108 338 – 18 
TS Technology and Science 536 497 1124 1033 – 32 
ZK Computer Studies 20 6 7 26 + 3 
Sub-Total of students by sex 2,969 955 3299 3924 +  

       

                                                 
95 Data compiled from the amalgamation of three reports: An internal report for the Ministry of Education 
listing CP Courses by gender and NOC for the 2000/2001 school year, and Reports 1591A for the school 
years 1997/1998 and 2000/2001, available at 
http://www.bced.gov.bc.ca/k12datareports/standardreports/98sldtxt/1591a.txt and 
http://www.bced.gov.bc.ca/k12datareports/00sldtxt/1591a.txt I selected the ICT indicator courses prior to 
reviewing the statistics segregated by gender. 
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Selected ICT-related Career Prep Programs 
by 
National Occupations Classification Codes 
(NOC) 

Sex 
2000/1 

 Total 
Students 
enrolled 

Total 
Students 
enrolled 

Growth 
or 

decline 
 

BC 
schools 
with 
program 

 M F 1997/8 2000/1 (+/-) 2000/1 
5. Art/Culture/Recreation & Sport       

EK Electronic Design and 
Publishing 

9 5 6 14 + 3 

FU Film and Video Production 27 16 6 43 + 4 
GR Graphics 12

2 
84 239 206 – 24 

JP Journalism and Publishing 5 30 78 35 – 7 
MB Broadcast Media 11 4 18 15 – 2 
MD Media Technology 33 11 80 44 – 5 
ME Media 73 75 228 148 – 7 
ME Media Journalism 36 57 53 93 + 10 
MY Communications 
Media/Fine Arts 

17 12 5 29 + 2 

RA Recording Arts and Science 14 6 31 20 – 2 
RB Radio Broadcasting 39 26 10 65 + 2 
TV TV production 82 48 211 130 – 14 
VA Video Arts 52 42 56 94 + 5 
VD Video Production 32 22 28 54 + 5 
ZD Computer Graphics 12 3 27 15 – 2 
ZN Computer Multimedia 68 18 4 86 + 7 
Sub-Total of students  632 45

9 
1080 1091 +  

6. Sales and Service       
TO Technological 
Opportunities 

14 20 78 34 – 2 

TQ Technical and Service 
Careers 

53 24 130 77 – 6 

Sub-Total of students  67 44 208 111 –  
7. Trades/Transportation/Equipment 
Operators/Related Occupations 

      

 DR Drafting 364 66 534 430 – 62 
9. Processing/Manufacturing and 
Utilities 

      

 TG Techno-systems 
Management 

4 11 20 15 – 5 

Total students, by sex, in 41 selected 
ICT-related programs 

4,285 1,933 5,914 6,223 +  

% sex-differentiated participation 69% 31%     
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The unequal sex-differentiated representation in the ICT related Career Prep programs is 

revealed in this table; females are only 31% of the total provincial enrolment. Female 

students predominate in the Business, Finance and Administration category, while male 

students predominate in all of the other major categories. The programs showing the 

greatest growth during the four years analyzed are the most heavily male dominated 

programs of Computer Science Management (88% ? ) and Information Management 

Technology  (84% ? ). During the same time span, the female dominated programs 

declined in overall numbers. This may be explained in part by the availability of various 

programs for students. A greater number of schools (385) provide ICT related career 

programs that are male dominated, while fewer schools (114) provide programs that are 

female-dominated.  

Similar to the examples provided earlier with both male and female IT and 

Drafting teachers, this sex imbalance in participation levels is often not visible to the 

Career Prep (CP) teachers, who consistently over-estimated the participation levels of 

females. One teacher, for example, responded to my questions about the sex balance in 

his class:  

I think that based upon my Career Prep enrolment for next year, it’s about half 
and half boys and girls, the number of students that have signed up. I’ve checked 
it. It’s pretty close to half, if anything, there might be a few more girls than boys 
in it. 

His perception of the balance in his school’s CP courses, which are more balanced than 

the provincial average for these types of courses, was not borne out by the actual 

enrolment statistics provided by the school, which show a decline in overall female 

enrolment to 26%  (See Table 11.2).  

Table 11.2 Students, by sex, enrolled in ICT-related Career Preparation 
 
 2000/2001     2001/2002    

CP programs M F Total % Females  M F Total % Females  

IE Information 
Technology 

37 19 56 34%  53 18 71 25% 

CO Computer 
Applications 

10 3 13 23%  3 2 5 40% 

Totals 47 22 69 32%  56 20 76 26% 
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Career Prep recruitment practices. 

Students’ and Teachers’ discourse about these Career Prep programs provides 

another lens for exploring the mechanisms of power/knowledge relations. The teachers 

who design and promote these career development options are in direct competition with 

other Career Prep programs to attract and retain students. The more students enrolled, the 

greater the funds available for the development of programs. In ICT-related Career Prep 

programs, a main consideration is providing students with access to the technological 

tools they need to develop qualifications for post-secondary education or entry-level 

skills for jobs in the high tech economic sector. These tools are expensive and require 

constant replacement if they are to remain current with industry standards.  

Crystal, described her observations of how an IT CP teacher had increased student 

enrolment by making direct appeals to individual students: 

The way I understand Career Prep is that you go out and recruit students so that 
you then have the time off and then build your program. You have lots of money 
with which to build your program. So he did a very good job of going around and 
recruiting students. He just chatted up everybody that he could find in the hallway 
to come and try it. So – more power to him. 

This recruitment mechanism of “chatting up” students in the hallway successfully filled 

the program, but you can expect that a psychological tendency towards 

“homosociality,”96 being more willing to trust people “of one’s kind,” with similar 

characteristics and customs, influences who is included. According to this theory, male 

ICT teachers are more likely to approach young boys as likely prospects, than young 

girls. This mechanism might also help explain teachers’ persistent over-estimation of 

female participation in ICT courses. If females are not perceived as being, “of one’s 

kind,” the presence of even a few females becomes more noticeable and may become 

exaggerated in people’s minds. 

Another IT CP teacher described his purposes and practices for attracting 

students: 
                                                 
96 Rosabeth Moss Kanter (1977) described the mechanisms for what she termed “homosocial” reproduction 
of managers in organizations. “The more closed the circle, the more difficult it is for ‘outsiders’ to break in. 
Their very difficulty in entering may be taken as a sign of incompetence, a sign that the insiders were right 
to close their ranks. (p. 68)” 
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Steve: We promoted Career Prep by putting together a couple of short audio-
visual presentations that were presented during an assembly for grade 10 
students looking for Career Preps in grade 12 and 11. And did our 
presentation to all the grade 10’s and they chose shortly thereafter on their 
course selection cards. 

Linda: Can you tell me the sort of things you talked about? How you promoted it? 

Steve: What I said was a description of what we do -- we design web pages, we 
work on network computers, we also do a lot of visual graphics. I’d like to 
do some computer artwork; we do animations, multi-media stuff and that 
sort of the thing. And the demonstrations we showed were both video 
oriented, on digital video and stuff that’s not the strict territory of the hard-
core computer enthusiast, but more the easy to use and fun aspects of it. 

Linda: Do you think that had a difference in terms of attracting more females? 

Steve: Probably.Yeah, I think so. If I had just gone up there and said “Oh well, we 
do computer programming and web pages and that’s about it.” I think it 
would not have had the same response had I not done what I did. I think 
so, definitely. 

Linda: What influenced your decision to do it that way? 

Steve: I wanted it to be open to everybody and I wanted to have, what I really 
wanted was a cross section of students. I wanted students with interests in 
all different areas to take part and I didn’t just strictly want just the core 
group of really hard-core computer users who perhaps are still mostly 
adolescent males, the stereotype would suggest. I wanted a little bit more 
of everything. I wanted more women. I wanted to have a nice balance and 
I wanted people with different interests, people with interests more in the 
artistic area, in media and that sort of thing. I wanted my Career Prep to 
become something that represents the school and you can’t represent the 
school with only one group of students, with one specific group. You have 
to represent the school with a little bit of everything.  

There was a financial motivation as well, because the more students you 
have in the Career Prep the more funding you will get as targeted funding. 
And I wanted to be able to do more things and of course more things 
inevitably equates to more money, you need more money to buy 
computers for kids. So, the more kids I have, the more computers I can 
buy. So I wanted to take the Career Prep a little bit more mainstream 
rather than just stay focused on the real techie-type stuff, it tends to attract 
only a certain crowd. 

Linda: And it seems to have worked? 

Steve: Yeah, definitely. 
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This teacher comments that the “real techie stuff …tends to attract only a certain crowd,” 

and  “one specific group.” He sees school technocultures as sites of masculinity, a 

particular form of masculinity that requires the type of persistence and aggression 

described by the male students Bruce and Andrew in Chapter 7. To broaden the appeal of 

his program, he has specifically targeted both “more women,” and a “cross-section of 

[male] students.” His optimism that girls’ participation levels in ICT-related career 

programs will increase because of the appeal of multimedia was a commonly held 

assumption among ICT teachers. In fact, while the number of male students increased by 

16 the following year, the participation of females in his program decreased by one, or 

6%. As shown by the NOC Category 5 Art/Culture/Recreation and Sport in Table 11.1, 

an emphasis on multimedia is insufficient by itself to increase female participation.  

These two illustrations show that when teachers’ recruitment practices consist of 

(1) targeting or chatting up individual students, and (2) emphasizing the appeal of 

multimedia, the results are not an increased participation of female students. These 

teachers did not attribute differences in program selection to girls’ abilities or sense of 

self-efficacy, but to their choices. A belief that “the pendulum will swing” is expressed 

by Grant, another IT CP teacher: 

I don’t know that we’ve waited long enough to see the results to show up in 
university yet, I think there probably was a time when there were no girls in 
Engineering at all, ever, and now there are girls. It’s not 50/50 but there are some. 
I think the pendulum will swing. I just think the pendulum takes a lot of time to 
swing. Now, what it’s swinging against I think in many cases are the stereotypes 
for one, that Engineering, Math and Science -- that’s a man’s game, that’s a man’s 
world. That’s the stereotype that has been entrenched for decades and I think it’s 
only gradually being lifted. I think it’s going to take a little longer for it to be 
gone. I think it’s going in the right direction probably. Not as fast as people would 
like, but I think it’s moving in the right direction.  

This image of the pendulum was an acknowledgement by this teacher that there is an 

imbalance in the participation levels, while also implying a natural order in the           

slow swinging of the pendulum. We are not expected to interfere with a swinging 

pendulum, only to stand back and watch the movement from a safe distance. Grant’s 

explanation, “now there are some girls in engineering,” gives listeners the impression that 

somehow these changes just happen. Consistent with the developmental model of 

teaching discussed earlier, there is no indication in his words of any sense of agency or 
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personal responsibility to promote or support these forms of social change, or to ensure 

that students are able to make free, and fully informed choices. 

Masculine technocultures. 

In some schools, the Career Prep programs do not have scheduled instructional 

time. Students can complete the requirement for 100 work experience hours after school, 

weekends, and holidays, or in school. The students only meet occasionally with their 

teachers, perhaps during lunch breaks and after school. This emphasis on personal 

responsibility and the independent completion of the program requirements for Career 

Prep creates school environments that reinforce and magnify students’ individual choices. 

Educators’ organizational and instructional decisions help to shape the separate 

technocultures within the schools. These subcultures are broadly defined as the spaces 

and interactions within schools where the material artifacts, discourse, and practices are 

technology-based. The ICT Career Prep programs are an important source of influence in 

the shaping of these technocultures, as the students and teachers establish spaces, virtual 

and real, where they can meet, work together on their technology projects, and share their 

learning experiences. 

The specialized technological tools that ICT Career Prep teachers provide for 

students’ skill development are expensive and vulnerable to accidental and deliberate 

damage. Because of this, the equipment is usually located in smaller side rooms that 

remain locked or off-limits to the general student populations. Access to these rooms is 

mainly for unsupervised, individual and peer learning by the Career Prep students, or 

focused small group and individual instruction from the teacher. Those students who 

choose to engage meaningfully with these tools can develop new skills. The unsupervised 

nature of this self-learning can also result in the creation of peer subcultures within the 

schools; it’s “a place for the guys to hang out” as a male Career Prep teacher put it. It was 

readily apparent to me that the patterns of male dominance in these side rooms are only 

occasionally interrupted by the presence of a solitary female, who was often in the 

company of a boyfriend or companion. Margaret, an ICT teacher, shared her observations 

of these male-dominated hang out rooms: 

So all the kids who are focusing on IT, any aspect of IT, they funnel into that 
Career Prep. The boys there tend to be a clique of boys. That’s what I see them 
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doing, playing games, and they’re not supposed to be playing games in there. A 
lot of them aren’t playing games, they are being creative. But that seems to be 
their safe haven where they go and they hang out. But I don’t often see the girls in 
there. But it could be just, why do they want to go in there, you know? It’s only a 
social thing between them. It doesn’t matter who you are, male or female, it’s 
tough to go into a small room. And with a group of people that obviously these 
kids have been together for a long time, they’re all buddies. They all know what’s 
going on. They’ve got their little things that they do and “Oh, don’t go near that 
machine. That one’s so and so’s” even though they’re not assigned. It’s very 
difficult. 

The comfort and security of these masculine, techie spaces, where homosexual and 

homosocial environments are created within the schools, provides no incentive for the 

members of these subcultures, “a clique of boys,” to work towards the inclusion of 

others. These IT CP teachers expect the students to work independently and part of that 

independence is allowing students to establish their own rules of engagement.  

None of the teachers attempted to disrupt these practices. The discourse of choice 

and student interest was the only discourse. The recruitment practices of the teachers do 

not effectively attract girls into these career programs, and the almost exclusively male, 

techie-dominated spaces produce masculine technocultures where students are free to use 

power techniques, “the little things that they do,” to exclude other students – those who 

do not belong, females and other, non-techie, types of males. 

Gendering Students and Teachers 

This section provides readers with glimpses of the practices that work to produce 

and reproduce technology in schools as masculine territory, and students and teachers as 

gendered subjects. There are many possible ways that I could collect, shape, and present 

this information for readers. The task is to do so in a manner that creates a sense of 

believability, or authenticity, for readers. For every passage I include, there are both 

similar and counter examples that could be included. The schools that I observed, the  

people that I interviewed, and the multitude of related documents produced by people 

both within and external to these schools, do not have logical, singular, or unitary 

processes for the gendering effects of interactions. I eventually selected four examples to 

represent how the practices of masculine technocultures are not isolated to those spaces 

designated as computer labs, these micro level techniques of power are practices 
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throughout secondary schools, and reach all of the people within. Here I represent, (1) the 

problem of “What about the boys?” (2) the power struggles between female teachers and 

boys who want to be “technical experts,” (3) the power technique of adopting a feminine 

stance, and (4) the digital harassment of female teachers. 

What about the boys? 

There is a high degree of awareness and reference to gender amongst teachers. 

Gender categories constitute teachers’ discourse regarding their classes even before they 

meet. When I talk informally with teachers about their classes, the most common 

comment is to characterize them as either “good’” or “bad” and to associate this with sex. 

One teacher states “I’ve got a great class this semester, a lot of good girls.” Another 

responds, “It’s going to be a tough class. I’ve got 19 boys and only 5 girls.” The teachers 

do not explain their meanings when they refer to the sex composition of their classes; 

they assume that fellow teachers know the implications of a sex imbalance.  

One of my focus group sessions included these comments from a young woman 

just beginning her teaching career. As we enter the conversation, she is describing her 

efforts to integrate technology use into her classroom pedagogy and is commenting on 

the behaviour of the boys in one of her classes: 

Collette: In my English class, anytime the boys had to do something really 
creative, like [producing] the video of Julius Caesar, it would always 
involve drug lords. They’d have drug dream sequences involving this little 
guy running through a field of poppies and throwing around what looked 
like cocaine and toking. When I asked them what was their favourite part 
of the semester, “Julius Caesar,” “doing the video,” “you let us watch 
Gladiator,” “we got to make the video.” Like forget anything else I taught 
them, their video, that’s what they’ll remember. I mean, maybe they’ll go 
on to a life of amateur filmmaking. Maybe they’ll be the next Atom 
Egoyan, but in the meantime.  

In the last video, these cheeky buggers, they did this video in which they 
demonstrated a drug technique known as ‘knifing’. At that point I 
switched the video off and said “that’s enough, that’s enough young 
criminals.” They’re like “it was instructional we were all learning,” I’m 
like “no that’s enough.” What do you do?  

When we were trying to research cults and mind control and propaganda, 
all they wanted to do was research Satanic Vampire Death Cults. Which 
also, they somehow managed to incorporate the poor missing man, Alec, 
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from [the local community]97. They said “Alec is the patron saint.” I said, 
“well, you know, wherever Alec is, he would find it moderately amusing, 
still kind of bad taste.” But they were like, “Alec is the patron saint.” 
Like terrible, terrible grade 10s, terrible boys. I don’t know, what do you 
do? Oh well, it’s the end of term. I don’t know, they’re out of my hair 
now. Good bye. Terrible.  

And then when we did the poetry unit, oh dear, I wanted them to analyze a 
song in terms of lyrics. All they did was Tupac,98 the rapper who was shot, 
um he’s sort of like a patron saint, a martyr. So they all analyzed Tupac 
songs, which was fine. So then after their presentations, I put a Tupac 
question on the poetry test and you know what some of them did? Some of 
them didn’t even know the answer, because it was like “I didn’t know you 
were going to put it on the test.” But half the class’s presentations were on 
Tupac and why he’s a martyr. And they weren’t even paying attention, 
“this is the thing you’re interested in all of you, you weren’t even paying 
attention.” Like it’s hopeless. It’s just, you know, you try.  

It was mostly boys and rowdy, rowdy, rude boys, sporty boys, boys with 
too much testosterone, druggie boys. And um yeah, they fed off of each 
other and the afternoon class was hopeless. I just after a while started 
sending them out, just get out.  

Linda: You must have heard this question “what about the boys?” It’s a statement 
of concern that boys are very disengaged in schools..99 Do you see this? 

Collette: Mine certainly were. You don’t hear it so much about the girls. Girls get 
on with it and do it. Girls, if they’re not going to be interested in school 
they’re not going to turn up, they’ll skip. They won’t be a real disruption 
in class. But it’s the boys that tend to be the behavioural problems, the 
noisy ones. And the thing is, if you get the wrong mix in a class and you 
get too many of them in there, they can really make life miserable. And 
they get really bad. It’s hard teaching in those classes, particularly if you 
have any of the disruptive students. That’s why your nerves are shot in one 
hour. You can’t keep those fires out, you put one out here and then you’ve 
got another one here, and your discipline just goes. Anyway, it can be a 
problem. It sucks the joy out of it.  

Collette believes her efforts to use student video production for classroom learning were 

sabotaged by the boys in her class who used the opportunity to impose their own culture 

                                                 
97 Alec, the local man who was reported missing, was later found dead. He was a personal acquaintance of 
this teacher.  
98 “While in prison, rapper/actor, Tupac Shakur studied in depth the teachings of the political philosopher 
Machiavelli. Tupac said he learned a lot from reading Machiavelli's books, particularly The Prince and The 
Art Of War. After his release from prison, Tupac began using the name Makaveli to represent his new way 
of thinking” (From the The unofficial Tupac Shakur fansite). 
99 The problem of “What about the boys” has been raised most effectively by Christina Hoff-Sommers 
(2000), and in Canada by Mark Holmes, (2000). 
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of drug use. Her concern with the disruptive behaviour patterns of the boys dominates her 

thinking and her pedagogical practices. She did not have to worry, or even think about 

the learning of the girls, because “they’ll skip. “They won’t be a disruption in class.” It’s 

the boys and their noisy behavioural problems that attract her attention. In this example, 

the effect of the boys’ behaviour was that even the teacher wanted to get out, she 

considered ending her career as a teacher. 

The achievement levels of boys are a concern for many of the teachers in these 

schools. The denial of gender inequality100 as an issue that needs attention was sometimes 

aligned with direct references to this concern about boys and a belief that their 

achievement levels are falling behind those of girls. A female IT teacher, Vera, phrased it 

this way: 

I really do see it as a non-issue. When I get in the classroom, I don’t see gender 
inequities as a problem, as an issue. And I’ve studied a fair amount on gender, 
not, certainly not, to the depth that you have. In the Bachelor of Education, we 
studied gender issues in education and I think we did touch on technology but it 
was more gender bias in education, period. You know, looking at math, boys’ 
accomplishments in math vs. girls’. And now, of course, we’re seeing that in 
reverse. And I think in recognizing that it is, seeing that it is a non-issue, I don’t 
know what I’m trying to say. Yeah, I don’t see it as an issue. 

Earlier in the year, her school principal had distributed statistical data evidence that girls 

are now achieving higher marks than boys. This was also the principal’s response when I 

told him that my research focus was on gender and computer technologies in secondary 

schools. He handed me the same set of graphs for my data collection with the comment 

“what about the boys, we should be thinking of that.” The two graphs reported student 

letter grades by sex for senior (See Figure 11.1) and junior classes (See Figure 11.2). 

There was no breakdown of participation levels or grades by courses; all of the grades  

for various courses were conflated into the same graphic images. The implication 

teachers were expected to derive from interpreting these graphs was that boys are not 

achieving as well as girls. The difficulty of establishing comparative values for a letter 

grade of B in grade 12 Physics, with an A in Textiles, or an F in Leadership was not part 

of the school discourse.  

                                                 
100 A phrase I am borrowing from Deborah. L. Rhode’s (1997) comprehensive book, Speaking of sex: The 
denial of gender inequality. She discusses “the silence around the ‘no problem’ problem – the mistaken 
assumption that gender inequality is a problem largely solved.” 
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This response of handing me graphs illustrating boys supposed lower achievement 

levels was repeated by two other school administrators’ who informed me that the real 

problem is now boys. One of the driving forces for this concern about boys is the 

inclusion of sex-differentiated achievement levels by the Fraser Institute as two of the 

seven criteria for ranking secondary schools. The Fraser Institute calculates the difference 

between male and female students in the value indicator for English 12 and Mathematics 

12 (The Fraser Institute, 2001). Although all of the school administrators claimed they 

did not approve of the Fraser Institute’s practice of publishing rankings for secondary 

schools, and provided rationale for discrediting their calculations, administrators at three 

of the research sites presented this information to their school staffs and repeated the 

Fraser Institute discourse of concern about male achievement. In English, girls were 

reported to be outperforming boys by 4 percentage points. 101 The Fraser Institute (1999) 

also reported: 

In Mathematics 12, “where girls previously trailed boys on the provincial 
examination results, the gap has been closed. … While it is still the case that a 
greater proportion of boys take Mathematics 12 … the difference in examination 
marks has favoured the boys by less than one percentage point, …the boys 
achieved a higher percentage of honours marks than did the girls. (p. 4) 

This discourse of concern about boys achievement, repeated in schools by administrators, 

and then by teachers, did not include a discussion about the gender differences in 

participation rates along traditional subject lines, or the implications of participation 

levels on achievement. 

                                                 
101 The Fraser Institute (1999) released a highly publicized examination of the academic gender balance in 
British Columbia, which raised the concern, “are school-based assessments systematically biased against 
boys?”  
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Figure 11.1 Senior classes’ letter grades by sex. 
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Figure 11.2 Junior classes’ letter grades by sex. 
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Boys as “technical experts.” 

Boys who possess ICT skills often become designated as “helpers” or “assistants” 

for providing technical support. This was a recognizably masculine position in the 

schools; one school administrator said, “I don’t know of any girl that has ever been a 

computer assistant.” The boys who obtain these positions may actively campaign by 

demonstrating helpfulness, like Bruce’s story in Chapter 7, or they may attract the 

attention of adults by being rule-breakers. A common strategy for defusing the aggressive 

attacks of young hackers was to give them positions of responsibility. “I think we can 

turn him around,” was the rationale provided by different school administrators, IT 

teachers, and computer assistants. One described this process, as “The alpha-male needs 

to be brought onside, and then the class can be controlled.” When I suggested that doing 

this was reinforcing “boyism,”102 he justified his actions as necessary because “it is the 

way the world is.” This resort to what Hodgkinson (1996) terms the “naturalistic fallacy” 

in thinking makes the mistake of assigning a value to a fact. Just because of the way boys 

are, this technician believes his actions are justified. Without having been trained in 

developmental models of pedagogy, this technician has adopted a type of response 

similar to the teachers, one of non-interference in developmental processes. 

Another technician provided an example of his experience with some boys who 

he thought were hacking the computers: 

For example, there were a couple of boys that maybe were into hacking, that I met 
last year student wise. I think they had some weird names for me at first, but by 
the end of the school year we were talking to each other and stuff. I think they 
understood my viewpoint about why we were doing things the way we were 
doing them. The fact that I was respecting them, not just treating them as ‘you do 
as I say type thing,’ they respected me to the point of not wanting to hassle me 
and wreck my stuff. So I thought that was pretty good. They maybe thought I was 
weird and were against me as being an authority on computers, but in the end they 
came around, and we were actually friendly towards each other. Not that I trusted 
them on my servers.  

 

                                                 
102 The term that I used while speaking to this teacher was “boyism.”  I meant the reinforcement of boys’ 
aggression and misbehaviour through reward, and the teacher appears to have understood the term that 
way. When I reflect upon the term now, I notice its contrast to the words “racism” and “sexism,” which 
connote prejudice and discrimination, instead of the favouritism implied in our use of  “boyism.” 
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The boys who began by rule breaking, ended with a friendly, interacting relationship with 

a computer technician. They were allowed to enter the private workrooms where the 

technician maintained the servers, even though he still denied them personal access to the 

servers.  

The interactions of these boys with female staff members were sometimes 

problematic. There were numerous instances of the female staff members, teachers and 

non-teaching staff, complaining about interactions they had with male students who 

wanted to be seen as technical experts. The women identified this as a problem in general 

“Some students can’t see women as authority figures,” but particularly when technology 

was involved. Sometimes these students had obtained official positions as technical 

assistants, while in other cases they were the boys who rushed forward and started 

pushing buttons whenever a piece of equipment was wheeled into a classroom. One 

teacher tells of her encounters with student helpers: 

Jillian: I logged onto my computer this morning. A parent had asked me if their 
daughter was in my Science class, and I didn’t know. So I was going to 
check and see where [her daughter] was slated for Science. When I clicked 
on SASI103 I got a message that said ‘next/cancel’ and I went ‘next’ 
thinking I was getting into SASI. What the computer was prompting me 
for was SoundBlaster. So the message wouldn’t come off the computer 
and [my teaching assistant] couldn’t get it off the computer. We tried 
logging off and starting back up and it kept coming back up that I needed 
this disk. So I went to talk to [the computer technician] who was with a 
student helper and it was implied that I had done something to the 
machine to make this happen and that I had been trying to load on 
SoundBlaster. I guess for my own personal use. I don’t know why I would 
be needing that.  

So with the students there, [the computer technician] came and checked 
my computer and continued to ask me what I had done to it. ‘How did this 
get here? How did this [SASI] icon get here?’ I said the icon was always 
there since you go through the machine. He denied that it would be there. 
But he goes ‘Is the machine from one of the administrators’ who had full 
access to SASI?’ um, so, ‘Did I let students use my computer?’ It was 

                                                 
103  Schools Administrative Student Information Software (SASIxp). The SASIxp website promotes this 
product by claiming “offers instant access to all the information you need including student demographics, 
attendance, discipline, grades, schedules, health, immunization, emergency, and parent/guardian. Working 
with SASIxp not only provides instant, detailed student information, but saves all personnel some valuable 
time. Whenever data is input into one SASIxp module, it is automatically shared with other modules that 
may require the same information” (NCS Pearson, 2001). 
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implied that I wasn’t supervising my computer and that somehow I had 
caused this to happen. I said ‘No, students weren’t using my computer.’  

Then the student asked me, ‘But are you here all day and do you really 
know if anyone was using your computer?’ So I said ‘I’m sure a student 
hasn’t done this to my machine.’ The student asked me if I had inserted 
any disks into my machine that I was given. I had inserted a disk from one 
of the girls in my grade nine enriched class who had made an HTML web 
page. Then it was implied that maybe she had done something malicious 
with her disk so that when I put it in the machine it causes [SoundBlaster] 
to come up. I knew that wasn’t a realistic conclusion, so I said I was sure it 
wasn’t that. So they continued on - that somebody must have done this to 
my machine and it must be vandalism.  

Then the student pointed out to [the computer technician] that sometimes 
when you ghost a machine and the person doesn’t have rights or 
something like that the computer will search for the next closest thing to 
SASI, which in this case would be SoundBlaster because the acronym is 
similar and that’s probably how that got there. Then they fixed it. There 
was no apology or nothing. Not that I was expecting a full apology, but it 
was definitely implied that I had either installed this myself or that I had 
let someone vandalize my machine. And when they figured out that it was 
a problem that had been ghosted and it was something that was done by 
[the computer technician], there was no conversation beyond that. It was 
just fixed, and OK thanks for that and walked away. 

Linda: How’d that make you feel? 

Jillian: Frustrated. It just made me feel like I was stupid. Like I had done 
something to the machine and now I had to go find the man to come fix 
it. When really it was a problem with the way he set it up in the start. I 
didn’t like having the student there. Um, being questioned in front of the 
student and having the student come in and start questioning me too with 
what I had done. I didn’t like that. I don’t know what a good word is to 
describe it. I just felt like it was being implied that I was incompetent. 
Because it is uncomfortable interacting with a student that way and when 
the student’s standing there saying you must have let someone vandalize 
your machine, you know that’s insulting my professional integrity and I 
don’t need that from a student, I don’t need that from an adult either. 

Jill did not initially describe her experience with the adult and student technicians as a 

gendered interaction, despite her reference to resenting having to “go find the man” to 

come and provide technical support. My questions about gender did, however, make her 

start thinking about gender differences and she later came to me and asked to resume the 

interview. I switched on my tape recorder and this time she stated: 
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Jillian: From the previous tape, I talked about a student fixing my computer with 
our computer technician… Afterwards, I remembered in my classroom I 
had a female student fix my computer once, or attempt to fix my 
computer. And the question was originally asked in the first interview I 
believe, it was asked, ‘How did I feel about the student being male?’ and I 
think at the time I said something to the effect that I guess a female 
student could have treated me the same way too so it was hard to judge 
whether it was a gender thing or not.  

Afterwards, thinking about it, I remembered an incident where I had saved 
a file on the computer that I had downloaded from my e-mail. I made a 
change for a student and went to hit save. I thought I saved it, closed up 
the e-mail and went to find the document on the hard drive and couldn’t 
find it. I was busy with a student who needed help. It was in a Science 
classroom. There was a girl in my class and she’s quite good with 
computers and she was finished her work. I said “If you have a minute can 
you search the hard drive for this file?” and I briefly explained what 
happened. She searched and couldn’t find it either. She was very polite 
and said “Maybe your finger slipped, maybe you thought you clicked the 
mouse and you didn’t, but it’s not here.” But it wasn’t done in a put down 
way and there was no accusation that I didn’t know how to save a file. 
There was no accusation that I purposely lost the file, that maybe I didn’t 
even have the file open in the first place. It was very polite and very 
respectful and I would ask [her] for help again, whereas I don’t want [the 
boy] helping me again.  

Jillian was not alone in her consternation at receiving technical support from a student. A 

teacher assistant at another school told me a story about how she had lost important data 

because students had been assigned to work on her computer. She said: 

A couple of boys arrived and said they were supposed to help me by installing 
some security software. After they left, I checked the data on the floppy disks that 
were by the computer. They were absolutely empty. All of the data had been 
deleted. I asked the students but they denied they had done anything wrong. They 
must have done something, how else could the data have been deleted? 

These feelings of anger directed towards young boys who take on the role of technical 

expert were also expressed in terms of other technical functions in the schools. The 

audio-visual equipment that was available in classrooms was another area where teachers 

were sometimes too engaged with instruction and classroom management to pay attention 

to technical glitches. Another teacher made a final parting comment to me after the bell 

rang for classes to start, ending one of my interviews. I asked her to let me quickly turn 

the tape recorder back on and repeat her closing statement: 
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Lucia: The 15 year old boy running up to fix the VCR isn’t a matter of expertise; 
it’s about power, knowing more than the teacher, especially knowing more 
than a female teacher. That’s how it used to be in our class, ‘Yeah, there 
she goes again.’ It makes me cranky. 

These power struggles between female teachers and the boys who want to be known as 

the technical experts sometimes erupted into open conflict. Some boys used their expert 

power to deliberately disable equipment that the teachers needed to use, knowing that the 

teachers would have to request their help to get the equipment functioning again. 

Technology provides students with more ways to resist the normal teacher/student 

power relationships. The female teachers perceived these forms of resistance by young 

male technical experts as targeting women more than the male teachers. The male 

teachers and technicians were more likely to describe instances of being able to “turn 

around” young offending males by befriending, or co-opting them, into more 

collaborative technological relationships. The male/male friendship bonds that permit 

male technicians to drive male students in their cars (Chapter 7), and male teachers to 

chat up male students (Chapter 10), are not as easy for female teachers. 

Adopting a feminine stance. 

The power relations between female teachers and male computer technicians 

sometimes took the form of a staged gender performance. Ruth described how she 

attempted to gain assistance from the computer technician: 

I adopted a ‘feminine stance’ to ask [the computer technician] to move the 
computer table. ‘I know you are terribly busy, so when you have time, we could 
really use help moving this.’   

The tone and approach that she demonstrated for me was one of “helpless female.” In 

other situations she is very firm and forthright, yet she decided that the best way to get 

the assistance she needed was to adopt a role that acknowledges and reinforces the image 

of masculine power.  

In another school, the male who controlled the technological hardware was not a 

computer technician, but the school custodian, or janitor. One of the female computer lab 

teachers described how she interacted with the custodian:  

I have to stand there, sometimes for a half hour, listening to his stupid, sexist, 
offensive jokes to stay on his good side. If he likes me, he will bring me pieces of 
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equipment that I need, like a hub. I don’t know where he gets the equipment, but 
he does. If I annoy him, he could report that I rerouted the network cables without 
having permission. 

When I asked another female computer lab teacher about this situation, she agreed that 

she also found it was necessary for her to keep on the custodians’ good side, and that it 

could be “quite trying at times.” These teachers preferred to work within the limitations 

of their assigned gender roles rather than attempt to disrupt the relations of power within 

the school.  

The recursive effects of harassment and control. 

Both teachers and students experienced digital harassment from students. Female 

teachers described a number of instances of digital harassment and although the 

perpetrators were never positively identified, all of the women targeted for harassment 

believed one or more of their male students were responsible. I am personally familiar 

with this phenomenon of sexual harassment from a male student, as during an early, pre-

computer stage of my teaching career, I received a series of sexually explicit telephone 

calls from a young male voice. At the time, I sponsored an after-school audio-visual club 

for science fiction fans, who were predominantly male. Because the student’s mechanism 

for harassment was the telephone, I could hear his voice and that helped me establish his 

identity. The movement towards digital harassment through computer technologies 

creates additional barriers to identification, reducing the authority and control, while 

increasing the vulnerability of female ICT teachers.  

The forms of harassment vary. Janet, a young teacher with her first class of grade 

8 Keyboarding, described an indirect form of harassment. The students had arranged 

themselves into rows by sex, with the girls near the back and the "behaviour boys” all 

seated in the row immediately in front of the teacher’s desk.104 From the teacher’s seated 

position, she could just see the students’ heads above their computer monitors as they 

worked. The girls worked quietly, with their heads held perfectly still as they practiced 

their keyboarding. The boys’ heads were in constant motion, bobbing up and down and 

turning from left to right, as they interacted with their neighbours. A girl raised her hand 
                                                 
104 Janet explained further that the boys seated in the front row were ‘behaviour boys’ some officially 
designated as behaviour problems, and others not. “They are seated at the front because they came in late 
on the first day of this course.” 
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and informed the teacher, “My password isn’t working.” As the teacher started to 

respond, a boy from the front used the opportunity to display his power by shouting, “I 

hacked in and changed it.” Janet continued to instruct the students, using the phrase 

“Ladies and gentlemen” to get the students’ attention. When I asked Janet if she had 

noticed any gender issues in the class. She repeated the by now familiar practice of 

beginning with an almost automatic denial of gender as an issue, and then describing 

gendered practices. Janet replied: 

Not really. Ironically, the all-girls’ row tends to do the most work and is on task. 
The girls are more creative and less vulgar. The boys tend to be really vulgar and 
violent in their stories. I do think about this kind of stuff. Something like this 
doesn’t surprise me. I instructed them not to use violence or vulgarity, yet all of 
their stories are like this.  

Sometimes it does make you feel powerless. It just reminds me that I have to 
repeat myself several times before they start, and I remind myself of their age. To 
stop it, I’ve moved the boys around. I read their stories out to the class. I skip the 
ones that are inappropriate. I control the content by being the only one taking 
things off the printer.  

The students who write in this manner, depicting girls as fairies and boys as killers, know 

that their teacher is the only one who will read their work and do not protest when she 

avoids reading it aloud to the class.  

Similar to the students who were harassed (See Chapter 7), Janet did not 

characterize these interactions as harassment, but accepted personal responsibility for 

being able to manage the situation. She explained, “I don’t consider it a personal attack – 

they want to see how far they can push me. ‘What will she do next?’ Janet read me an 

example of the type of unsigned, anonymous writing that she regularly took off the 

printer (See Figure 11.3). Janet’s feelings of powerlessness in the face of harassment by 

her male students had the effect of making her adjust her teaching practices to reassert 

her control over the students. 
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Figure 11.3 Example of students’ harassment of a teacher. 

 
It looked like a plain, ordinary brown paper bag where the fairy people live, and 

Shrek, the ogre lives next door to them. Jason the psycho killer was living happily with 

Shrek. The fairies were named Sniade, Kayley, Kylaia, and Justiane. All they 

did was play and hang out until Jason the psycho 

killer came and tried to kill their boy. But the little 

boy was no regular boy he was a furious carrot eating bunny. The 

bunny boy was 8 ft. tall and had been eating in the psycho’s 

garden of red headed people he had killed. The red hair on the 

people looked like carrots so he always took a few after his daily 

hop to the Butcher Shop! 

Wooooo!! I am a little bunny rabbit!!! Pet my little fur. Oh I am so cute!!!!! Shrek 

didn’t like that bunny rabbit and took out his butcher knife and cut that little rabbit into 

little tiny pieces and [it continued] 

 

Another example of digital harassment took the more direct form of emails sent to 

another female IT teacher, Rita. Someone routed a series of threatening messages to her 

personal email address by going through an Internet Service Provider (ISP) that provides 

anonymity for its clients. Because the emails referred to Rita’s instructional decisions, 

she believes that the perpetrator was one of her students: a boy who was unhappy that she 

would not allow him a greater level of authority in the class. Because of the threats 

included in the messages, Rita informed the police and the school administrators of the 

situation. The police response was that they had insufficient resources to be able to track 

and positively identify the perpetrator. The school administrators questioned, but did not 

expel the boy whom she suspects, and he is still present in the school. This incident of 

digital harassment from an alleged male student embittered Rita, who now carefully 

protects her privacy and has tightened her control over the school’s technological tools.  
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These illustrations of male student power plays using positions of expertise and 

digital harassment produced the effects of increasing the teachers’ mechanisms of control 

in their classrooms; which means increasing the levels and types of surveillance, the use 

of passwords and security systems, and ultimately, reinforcing cultures of exclusion in 

computer labs and other technological sites within the schools. If teachers believe they 

cannot trust the students, it reduces their ability to create a welcoming climate for 

students. The emotionally draining struggles that I experienced as a teacher-librarian 

(Chapter 9) trying to identify alleged student hackers is a struggle that the school-based 

actors repeat continually in different sites and with different parties. Whether these 

struggles are about who is the expert, like Jillian’s story, or are expressions of students’ 

“casual rebellion against the rules,” as Andrew describes it (Chapter 7), the recursive 

effects of increasing attempts to exert control surface through the schools. 

Awash in Masculinity: The Culture of Cyberspace 

I have selected and represented these vignettes that leave no definite border, for 

the express purpose of critiquing the belief, gender is “not an issue” in ICT but simply a 

matter of girls making legitimate choices to pursue other interests. There are power 

dynamics at play that divide students and constrain the choices they make. These power 

dynamics are not contained within the borders of the school grounds, but are extensions 

and productions of the wider social context that educators and students experience. I now 

provide an additional three vignettes that illustrate how the dominant discursive practices 

of cyberculture make themselves felt within schools. 

The “Mark of the Beast.” 

School administrators provide teachers with information about their classes by 

distributing class lists a few days before the start of a new semester of classes. The 

schools’ records clerks print these lists from the SASIxp105 relational databases and 

include the students’ names, student numbers and the designations of M (male) and F 

(female). The students are required to report their sex classification with their 

                                                 
105 The SASIxp website promotes the program with the following statement: “You'll find that transcripts 
include complete information like demographics, course completion, work-in-progress, GPA, rank 
deficiencies, test scores, and enrollment history. They can be sent easily to other schools or district offices” 
(NCS Pearson, 2001). 
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demographic information for the schools’ reporting databases. The database relates this 

information to the student identification numbers, which remain constant throughout their 

years in the K-12 system. Officials at the provincial Ministry of Education establish 

province-wide criteria for the collection and management of student data, and store this 

demographic information in a central database. Student numbers are the primary driver 

for school district funding formulas. The database for student demographics attaches the 

signs106 M or F to all students in the schools, bifurcating the student bodies into two, 

approximately equal-numbered branches.  

One day I was speaking with an English teacher about a novel, The handmaid’s 

tale by Margaret Atwood, 107  that students study in her grade 11 classes. In this novel, 

Atwood depicts a society, set in the near future, that returns to religious and patriarchal 

values. When I asked the teacher how the students had responded to the messages 

contained within this novel, she replied that the students were enjoying the novel and the 

discussions. She then added, “It is not that hard to implement Atwood’s vision.” She 

described (before Sept. 11, 2001) how all of our personal records, including financial, 

health, academic, and employment information are centrally filed and controlled. She 

pointed out that all of these records are identifiable by sex and concluded with the 

statement: 

It would not be that difficult for the government, or people who have taken over 
the government, to simply identify all the accounts marked F for female to 
prevent women from accessing their bank accounts, to remove their passports, or 
to freeze their pensions or income assistance cheques. We are very vulnerable to 
the sort of scenario depicted in The handmaid’s tale. It’s frightening and it’s 
already happening in countries like Afghanistan where religious fundamentalists 
have reasserted patriarchal domination and won’t allow the women to get an 
education or medical care. It could happen here too. 

I had not considered the information about sex that is included on the teachers’ class lists 

as anything other than helpful until I had this conversation. The information made 

available to teachers about their classes is sparse, so the inclusion of M or F as one of the 
                                                 
106 Semiology, is described by R. Barthes (1988) as “the close analysis of the processes of meaning by 
which the bourgeoisie converts its historical class-culture into universal nature.” Barthes believes 
“semiology must attack…the symbolic and semantic system of our entire civilization; it is not enough to 
seek to change contents, we must above all aim at fissuring the meaning-system itself” (Barthes, 1988, p. 
8). 
107 The handmaid’s tale became a popular American movie, produced in 1990 and starring Natasha 
Richardson and Robert Duval. 
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data bits reinforces teachers’ characterizations of their classes by gender composition. 

This ubiquitous collection and reporting of sex through information technologies 

contributes to this teacher’s fears of possible control by external forces. The Ministry of 

Education requires school administrators to collect and report demographic information, 

but it is the teachers who implement this requirement by overseeing students’ completion 

of the forms.  

The context that this English teacher was experiencing includes other works of 

Christian apocalyptic fiction, as more than 30 million copies of one such series have sold 

in the United States and several hundred thousand in Canada (Globe and Mail, Sept. 29, 

2001, p. D8). “Thanks to the phenomenal success [of this literary genre]…millions of 

readers were inclined to interpret events as manifestations of biblical prophecies. This 

teacher expressed fear of people’s claims for divine retribution manifesting itself in the 

identification and suppression of females through technological means of surveillance 

and control. She is not alone in her fears of the possibility of a male backlash.108 These 

may be the fears that underlie the almost automatic denial of gender inequality or of a 

gender issue by these teachers. They do not want to draw attention to gender – best to let 

sleeping dogs lie. 

Breaking the glass ceiling. 

Another female IT teacher described her experiences as a young woman entering 

a male-dominated profession that she later abandoned: 

Ruth:   I have a Bachelor of Commerce in Finance, a Bachelor of Education, a 
Master of Business Administration, and certification in Production and 
Inventory Management, which is manufacturing, which is very 
traditionally male. So I’ve been there. I was the first female ever to be the 
shop floor production control manager of all men and they’ve done an 
article on me, ‘Breaking the glass ceiling.’109  So, I’ve been through a 
very, very, male conservative old boys club organization.  

                                                 
108 Susan Faludi’s (1991) book, Backlash: The undeclared war against American women, is a journalistic 
reportage of how these fears are responses to already occurring practices. Faludi later published Stiffed: The 
betrayal of the American man (1999), which focuses on “the cultural forces that constrain us all” (Faludi, 
1999). 
109 “The ‘glass ceiling’ is a term that describes the artificial plateau, beyond which women and other 
minorities are denied the opportunity to advance to upper levels of executive management in corporate 
America. It has become a routine practice to deny thousands of qualified women the top level jobs, merited 
by their performance. Unites States Department of Labor studies have found that women hold only a small 
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I’ve always believed that if you deserve a certain job or promotion, if you 
can do the work regardless of your gender. Now, there are issues. There 
are people out there who, they’re still, I had some bosses out there who, 
my last one actually. It was just so clearly obvious that, ‘a woman can not 
handle this position.’ In this day and age it’s still out there, this type of 
thinking. You could see that women didn’t get the promotion and men 
were promoted. Yeah, he made it a little too obvious. When very talented 
women were working in his group or course he just took this new group 
over. Women didn’t get permanent positions or were moved away from 
him. The boys that you knew, who were in with him, were given 
promotions and what not. I mean that’s still happening today in a lot of the 
old corporate environments.  

But I still love to believe that if you have the credibility and you have 
what it takes to get the job done, that whether you’re male or female … 

Ruth is revealing the tensions between her belief that the world should be fair and women 

should be respected for the work they are capable of doing, and her actual experiences in 

the work world. Despite her description of her negative personal encounters with sexism 

and discrimination, she struggles to frame her thoughts according to her own ideals rather 

than her experiences. She extended this belief that gender should not matter to her 

classroom, where she acted as though “gender does not matter.” Rather than performing 

the naturalistic fallacy of trying to get an “ought from an is,” she is adopting a belief that 

“it is what it ought.”  

“It’s the nature of the beast,” or “don’t worry, change will come.” 

The publicly funded television network, Knowledge TV, has a weekly program 

hosted by Doto’s Data Café. He had a discussion with J. D. Frazer,110 a young male 

guest, and asked him a question about gender equality. The short conversation, which 

was in the promotional trailers for the show, went like this: 

Doto: What about gender equality in IT? You’ve had a lot to say about that. Still 
male dominated in your mind? 

J. D. Frazer: Oh, by all means. You walk into any IT shop and you can see that 
largely, 80% or more, it’s male dominated. 

Doto: And not one of them that can hit a golf ball straight. 

                                                                                                                                                 
percentage of senior management positions in Fortune 500 companies. The "glass ceiling" barriers toward 
women are nothing but an insidious form of sex discrimination, in violation of law (Davidovich, 2000). 
110 J. D. Frazer is the executive producer of User Friendly Media Inc. He goes by the pen name of "Illiad", 
and is the author of "User Friendly the Comic Strip". Their website is www.userfriendly.org. 
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J. D.: Or speak to women. ‘Oh, look, she doesn’t have a Y chromosome, this is 
interesting, how do I deal with that?’ 

Dotto: So you think that’s going to even out? Or is it just going to get… 

J. D.                                                                                                        Over time. 
It’s been promising. I’m doing a little bit of research on that and there’s 
been a surge in female attendance in courses at university for some things 
like computer science and engineering. And I think that’s a good thing. It 
slowly changes the mentality. Maybe not in my lifetime, but eventually 
we’ll see that a female working in IT is no more unusual than a male or a 
neuter for that matter. 

Dotto: That’s good. [laughter and end of topic] 

Despite his references to “over time, and “slowly changes.” Reminiscent of the slow 

swinging of the pendulum, this conversation made me hope that this man might have 

something more worthwhile to contribute to this topic. So I visited his website. As the 

site opened, I was greeted with a cartoon with the following script: 

First panel: Two men at a computer station. 

Young white male #1: Greg went to a veteran’s club? What kind of logic is that? 

Young white male #2: I think that he figures that he’s suffering from the 
equivalent of combat-induced stress. 

Second panel: 

Young white male #1: How do you think he’s doing there? 

Young white male #2: Oh, the real vets there are probably making it clear that 
he’s not “one of them.” 

Third panel: Five men in a bar. 

Greg: …and then she told me she couldn’t find the “any key” on her keyboard. 

Young white male #4: Duuude… Harsh. 

Young white male #5: My God. Somebody get this poor man another beer! 

Young white males #6 and #7 look on in horror. 

My hope of finding a thoughtful commentary at this website was somewhat diminished 

by seeing this cartoon. I did not feel that I was in friendly territory with these images of 

young male computer help-line workers socializing by laughing at the lack of a woman’s 

technical knowledge. As the cartoon archives is available I did a quick search on the 
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keywords “girl” and “gender” and found that this was a typical cartoon depiction of 

gender issues in IT. Another example of this type of dialogue is: 

Storyline: Springtime for Erwin 

Main Characters:  two young white males at a computer workstation 

Young white male #1: Am really makink progress here, Mikhail. Am close to 
finishink good friend for Erwin.  

Young white male #2: What Gender are you making Erwin's friend ?  

Young white male #1: Byunzczek. Am not even sure if Erwin is boy or woman or 
inbetween!  

Young white male #2: Don't worry Pitr. It's only the difference between a port and 
a dongle111 

With my hopes growing even fainter, I returned to peruse the website again and found a 

series of animated cartoons featuring more young white males bantering together, and 

with one large-breasted female. I decided to return to my own thoughts and leave those of 

J. D. Frazer behind. This masculine technoculture is typical of computing environments 

visible to teenage girls. The video games industry and the online community is rife with 

this type of male humour, and erupts occasionally in student practices, such as the video 

productions described by Collette. 

Provincial efforts to bridge the digital divide. 

On August 20, 2001, the newly elected Liberal Party government, headed by 

Premier Gordon Campbell, issued a news release regarding the formation of the new 

Premier’s Technology Council (Government of British Columbia, Aug. 20, 2001). The 

news release stated that the Council “will inform the premier on all technology-related 

issues and advise government on how to make British Columbia a global magnet for 

high-tech investment, growth and job creation” (p. 1). The composition of the Council 

was described as including, “some of our brightest and most innovative business leaders, 

researchers, and educators from all major technology sectors.” And the council’s first 

task “will be to recommend strategies within 90 days to bridge the digital divide – the 

figurative line that separates British Columbians who have the access and skills needed to 

                                                 
111 A port is a computer receptacle for cables. A dongle is an approximately 5 inch cable with a plug at the 
end to insert into a port. 
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make use of information technology from those who do not.” This concern about the 

digital divide is based on a stated economic goal of “the entire community will share in 

the prosperity that follows.” The 14 appointed members of this premier’s advisory 

council include 12 males and two females, making the sex representation 14.2% female. I 

am waiting to see if this group of people is able to make a significant contribution to the 

resolution of the gendered digital divide. 

Summary 

The discourse of gender within the schools is a strange contradiction between 

gender denial and yet almost ubiquitous referencing of gender. The official texts of the 

schools include sex as a primary means of identifying and reporting students. This helps 

to shape the unofficial texts created by the everyday discourse among educators and 

students, who use gender as a set of pedagogical and management practices that label, 

divide, and constrain people; performing gender roles to achieve desired goals. Males 

gain advantage from images of authority and expertise, while females produce, and gain 

advantage from images of compliance and helplessness. At the same time that a gendered 

discourse predominates in interactions, an almost universal discourse negates the 

importance or relevance of gender to instructional and organizational practices. 

The effects of the historical political and economic domination of society by 

males on the understandings of people within schools are represented by a teacher’s fears 

of digital surveillance systems and the potential for targeting people by sex. A teacher 

who describes her previous experiences breaking through the glass ceiling when she 

worked as a manager in a male dominated technology industry provides a second 

example. The final two examples from the mass media and provincial government 

illustrate the frustrations encountered by females when seeking intelligent, gender 

sensitive commentary and policy development in the ICT field. 
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Summary of Teacher Section 

This seems to be a particularly complex, difficult, and intractable problem. 

Recursive and shifting power relations amongst students, teachers, computer technicians, 

and school administrators produce school technocultures in gendered ways; a synergistic 

mixture of domination - resistance reinforcing a culture of management that uses 

mechanisms of surveillance, control, and exclusion to create a miasmal atmosphere that 

says to many students, both male and female, “you are not one of us.”  

The introduction to this section on teachers, provides a glimpse into my own, 

every day life as a teacher. It reveals the almost universal tendency towards individuation 

in four types of interactions: material, professional, emotional, and organizational, the 

forms of instrumental rationality used, and the suppression of emotions that teachers use 

to cope with the constant stream of interactions in which they engage. This view of the 

work world of teachers provides a background for understanding how computer lab 

cultures are produced as spaces where gender is invisible as a social issue, but is 

colonized for the purposes of management as students are divided into course strands, or 

pathways to graduation. The production of masculine technocultures extends beyond the 

sites identified with computers, to all sites within the schools, and beyond, whether 

technological artifacts are present or not.  
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SECTION 3 SCHOOL ORGANIZATION 

This section on school organization is the final layer in my attempt to follow 

Foucault’s (1975/1980) advice to conduct: 

An ascending analysis of power, starting from its infinitesimal mechanisms (the 
micro-mechanisms of power) and then see how these mechanisms of power have 
been utilised and colonised by more general mechanisms, and by the State. (p. 99)  

I explore the possibilities for change by probing the formal management structures and 

institutionalized practices for school improvement and asking the actors about the 

problem of gender equity, paying particular attention to the school accreditation process 

and the development of annual school growth plans.  
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Chapter 12 Where is the power to change? 

The question of providing equitable education in our public schools is both a 

moral issue of principle, and a pragmatic problem of goal attainment. Do we, as 

individual members of Canadian society, and educators, understand, believe in, and 

support an end purpose of equal opportunity, or equity in achievement?  If we do, then 

what means do we use to achieve that end? 

The bureaucratic and administrative processes of public education are ostensibly 

structured to guide us towards the achievement of socially and politically determined 

moral and legal principles, such as gender equity. To provide guidance for the 

implementation of five principles of gender equity in education, general strategies for 

gender-equitable teaching were included in the Appendix of the Integrated Resource 

Package (IRP) for Information Technology (IT) (See Figure 12.1).  

This listing of five principles and general teaching strategies placed the main 

focus and responsibility for achieving gender equity on teachers and their management of 

classroom interactions. The fifth principle, however, referred to the need for “cooperation 

and collaboration among students, educators, education organizations, families, and 

members of communities (emphasis added).”112 In this, my final chapter of research 

findings, I focus on education organizations. This shift in focus does not mean that I will 

now be speaking of organizations as disembodied abstractions in the form of policies, 

plans and practices. As Greenfield (1984) reminds us, education organizations are 

composed of individual people, acting with will and imagination (p. 153). It is time to 

describe and interpret their observations of organizational structures in secondary 

schools, looking for practices that promote “cooperation and collaboration” for achieving 

gender equity  

 

                                                 
112 This mission statement for gender equitable education was removed from all curriculum resource 
documents in 2000 because a former student brought a legal challenge to also include a statement on 
homosexuality. The ministry decided to resolve the issue by removing all statements on separate equity 
issues, and issuing a more comprehensive document on diversity in BC schools (BC Ministry of Education, 
2001). 
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Gender-equitable education involves the inclusion of the experiences, perceptions, and 
perspectives of girls and women, as well as boys and men, in all aspects of education. It will 
initially focus on girls in order to redress historical inequities. Generally, the inclusive strategies, 
which promote the participation of girls, also reach boys who are excluded by more traditional 
teaching styles and curriculum content.  

Principles of Gender Equity in Education  

• All students have the right to a learning environment that is gender equitable.  
• All education programs and career decisions should be based on a student's interest and ability, 

regardless of gender.  
• Gender equity incorporates a consideration of social class, culture, ethnicity, religion, sexual 

orientation, age.  
• Gender equity requires sensitivity, determination, commitment, and vigilance over time.  
• The foundation of gender equity is co-operation and collaboration among students, educators, 

education organizations, families, and members of communities. 

General Strategies for Gender-Equitable Teaching  

• Be committed to learning about and practising equitable teaching.  
• Use gender-specific terms to market opportunities - for example, if a technology fair has been 

designed to appeal to girls, mention girls clearly and specifically. Many girls assume that gender-
neutral language in non-traditional fields means boys.  

• Modify content, teaching style, and assessment practices to make non-traditional subjects more 
relevant and interesting for female and male students.  

• Highlight the social aspects and usefulness of activities, skills, and knowledge.  
• Comments received from female students suggest that they particularly enjoy integrative thinking; 

understanding context as well as facts; and exploring social, moral, and environmental impacts of 
decisions.  

• When establishing relevance of material, consider the different interests and life experiences that 
girls and boys may have.  

• Choose a variety of instructional strategies such as co-operative and collaborative work in small 
groups, opportunities for safe risk taking, hands-on work, and opportunities to integrate 
knowledge and skills (e.g., science and communication).  

• Provide specific strategies, special opportunities, and resources to encourage students to excel in 
areas of study in which they are typically under-represented.  

• Design lessons to explore many perspectives and to use different sources of information; refer to 
female and male experts.  

• Manage competitiveness in the classroom, particularly in areas in which male students excel.  
• Watch for biasses (e.g., in behaviour or learning resources) and teach students strategies to 

recognize and work to eliminate inequities they observe.  
• Be aware of accepted gender-biassed practices in physical activity (e.g., in team sport, funding for 

athletes, and choices in physical education programs).  
• Do not assume that all students are heterosexual.  
• Share information and build a network of colleagues with a strong commitment to equity.  
• Model non-biassed behaviour: use inclusive, parallel, or gender-sensitive language; question and 

coach male and female students with the same frequency, specificity, and depth; allow quiet 
students sufficient time to respond to questions.  

• Have colleagues familiar with common gender biasses observe your teaching and discuss any 
potential bias they may observe.  

• Be consistent over time. 

Figure 12.1 Gender equity statement formerly in the BC IT IRPs 
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Management Structures of Secondary Schools 

Schools follow the bureaucratic model of formal hierarchical organizational 

structures, where organizational power is vested in the authority of the position, not the 

person.113 Located in the central School District offices, the school district Executive 

Officers who report directly to the elected School Trustees, are responsible for managing 

the work of the school-based managers, called administrative officers, or AOs.114 The 

school administrative officers in turn manage the staff and the daily operations of the 

schools. While the teachers are members of a provincial collective bargaining union, the 

British Columbia Teachers’ Federation (BCTF), AOs belong to a separate bargaining 

group, the British Columbia Principals’ and Vice-Principals’ Association (BCPVPA). 

The clerical staff, teachers’ assistants, and computer technicians are members of a third 

labour union, which differs among the school districts. 

The authority to govern that is granted to school-based principals and vice-

principals is reflected in the design of school decision-making structures. The central 

position of school administrators means they have greater access to, and control, the 

information and communication systems, and the allocation of resources. The structures 

for decision-making varied only slightly from school-to-school, as AOs engage in 

practices that align with their particular leadership styles, the different school cultures, 

and existing routinized practices. The organizational structures that are common to all 

five schools are a departmentalization of staff members by separate disciplines, and the 

use of department and staff meetings for dissemination of information, and discussion of 

issues. Other school committees are created for either short-term or long-standing 

purposes that cut horizontally across disciplinary lines, such as professional development, 

technology, and career development.   

Departments. 

School Boards have the authority to appoint teachers to act in the role of 

Department Heads, or Subject Chairs. These positions create another organization layer 

that is not well defined, and that functions as both a horizontal and vertical source of 

                                                 
113 Daft, R. L. (1995). Organization theory and design. Fifth Ed. San Francisco: West. 
114 Renamed Principals and Vice-principals by amendment to the School Act in the spring of 2002. 
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power. Department level meetings are often attended by AOs and chaired by the 

Department Heads, who also act as the departmental representatives at Department Head 

Committee meetings. This participation in meetings creates additional opportunities for 

Department Heads and AOs to develop interactive networks in the schools. If you are not 

a Department Head or a voluntary member of a committee, the only formal opportunity 

to meet with people outside of your department is a one or two-hour staff meeting that is 

held once a month, after the normal workday.  

The inadequate level of financial compensation115 and the limited decision-

making power means that many teachers consider Department Head tasks onerous and 

the positions are not eagerly sought. Sometimes, the members of a department hold 

annual elections to select a nominee, some rotate the positions, while others arrive at a 

consensus regarding who will assume leadership.116 Some Departments have the same 

person as Department Head for many years. Despite these varied ways for teachers to 

nominate a Head for their Department, the school principal retains the authority to 

recommend an annual list of appointees to the Board of School Trustees and will 

sometimes override the selection made by the members of a Department. 

Opinions varied about the effectiveness of this form of organization to address 

substantive issues, such as gender equity. Some teachers feel isolated from the process, 

such as Robert, who said: 

I’ll come right out and say it, it’s an elitist kind of a circle, where a certain group 
of people, certainly not the majority, deal with what could be, or what are the 
major issues of the school, and there’s little or no feed-back to people who are not 
on the committee. In theory, it seems like it should be an effective vehicle to 
express concerns like this [gender equity]. But it doesn’t work that way. They 
don’t seem to want more of these philosophical issues to deal with, which could 
have a lot of beneficial pay-off in the school. 

In addition to Robert’s identification of the issues of control and communication 

associated with a hierarchical power structure, there is a perception by some teachers, 

                                                 
115 The allowance for the position of Subject Chair is less than $1,000 per annum. The allowance for a 
Department Head is under $2,000 per annum. 
116 The term leadership, as opposed to authority, often does not apply to these positions, as many teachers 
consider the functions to be “adminis-trivia.” These include the departmental management of the annual 
process of ordering and organizing of textbooks and software, and related budgets, such as equipment 
replacement funds. 
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such as Jeff, that the power associated with these positions can produce negative effects. 

Jeff complained: 

Within the department, some people claim [the upper level courses] as theirs. I 
think there is a tendency to do that. And I think it's worse, or more so, in some 
departments. Anyway, I just think that what that creates is an elitism. 

Another teacher, who holds the position of Department Head Committee Chair, not 

surprisingly, believes teachers see the structure more positively, “a kind of a filter for the 

whole huge staff, a filter for decision making.” Another member of a Department Heads 

Committee, Reggie, responded to my question about the possibility of collegial decision-

making by describing his experience on one of these Committees, “I thought that they did 

a pretty good job sometimes of assessing things, like equitable teacher workload, and 

technology, and stuff like that.” A third Department Head, Bruce, said: 

We’ve become exceptionally departmentalized and so there’s very little 
collegiality or sharing. There’s nobody in the staff room at lunch. And the 
teachers are suffering from isolation, and the myopia that comes from being 
departmentalized. 

The absence of specific language regarding Department Head Committees in the 

collective bargaining agreements between School Boards and the members of the BCTF 

contributes to ambiguous interpretations of the purposes and structures of these 

committees and their relationship to other committees that may exist in the schools, such 

as school technology committees. Simple procedures, such as the appointment of 

Committee Chairpersons, the scheduling of meetings, and the control of the meeting 

agendas, are often shrouded in mystery, or unconcern. I asked one long-time member of a 

Department Heads Committee how the chair of the committee was chosen and he 

responded, “I’m not sure, the same person has done it for about ten years. It might have 

been a vote. I’m not sure, but I was a member of the committee for ten years and I 

forget.” Another Department Head said, “We don’t really have department meetings, I 

just talk to people if there’s something that comes up that has to be done.” 

The departmentalization of school management structures created a sense of 

independence between departments that was evident in their reactions to my suggestions 

for increasing interactions between the teachers who taught in the various computer labs. 

When I asked Business Education teachers if they had chances to discuss technology 
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issues with the IT or Computer Science teachers, a typical response was, “Why would we 

want to?” One IT teacher, voicing a typical response to the idea of talking with Business 

Education teachers, asked, “What do we have in common with them?,” “They’re all 

about production. We’re all about creativity. We have nothing in common,” he added. In 

some cases, the teachers were also separated physically, with their computer lab 

classrooms located in separate parts of the school. When the computer labs were 

physically located together, this sense of division was lessened, but still present.    

School Technology Committees  

The committee structure of schools is a school-based management decision, so 

there was variety among the five secondary schools. I noted a separate Technology 

Committee reporting to the Principal or Vice-Principal, technology decisions made by the 

Department Heads Committee, and, in one case, no formal structure at all for technology 

decision-making. When a distinct Technology Committee functioned in a school, the 

members were drawn from a variety of positions, depending on interest or expertise (See 

Figure 11.2). In one school, the invitation  to attend a school Technology Committee 

meeting was open to all staff, “Anyone who wants to come can attend the meetings.” Or, 

more commonly, ad hoc meetings were attended by a small number of people who had a 

direct interest in the decisions being made. In one school, the administrator in charge of 

technology said that he did not hold formal meetings: “I wrote the Technology Plan by 

myself. John and I are the only ones interested in technology at this school, and I pretty 

well know what has to be done.”   

Figure 12.2 is an organization chart that illustrates the common hierarchical 

structure of a departmentalized secondary school. The ad hoc Technology Committee is 

shown, in this case, as an advisory committee to the Vice-principal, and consisting of 

voluntary members drawn from different departments and levels. This was the most 

common organizational form. These committees typically met irregularly,117 and without 

formalized agendas or minutes that were distributed or kept on file. 

                                                 
117 In one of the schools, the Technology Committee had not met for three years. In another school, there 
was no committee structure for education technology decisions. Three of the schools advertised meetings of 
a Technology Committee, two chaired by Vice-principals and the third by an IT teacher. 
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Figure 12.2 A prototypical Technology Committee in secondary schools 
 

The members of these school Technology Committees were engaged almost 

exclusively with the purchasing and allocation of technological resources. Sylvia, who 

taught senior computer classes, described the interactions:  

Sylvia: Every piece of equipment for this classroom is a fistfight to get. You have 
to really battle. The rules only apply to those who play by the rules. I’ve 
been playing by the rules for years and getting punished for it. The 
administrator came up to me and put his arm around me and said ‘You’ve 
got to play the game.’ Those who ignore the rules will continue to ignore 
the added rules. I’ve given up serving on committees. 

Linda: Do you think gender is a factor? 

Sylvia: I don’t have time to analyze it – I don’t think I’m gender oriented. This is 
work; it shouldn’t matter. We’re all people at the table trying to do certain 
things. I try not to differentiate by gender. If it’s fair, gender isn’t a factor; 
same as race and creed are not factors. There are places where gender 
matters – the workplace, it shouldn’t matter. I expect to be treated the 
same. You should get what you deserve on the strength of your 
contribution.  

Linda: I notice that you say “should.” Do you think people do get what they 
deserve? 

Sylvia: Fairness is a myth of childhood. I have some standards and have to live up 
to those standards. If you have standards, life is hard – There’s a Grand 
Canyon between where life should be and where it is. I see that other side, 
but I don’t want to play that game because I wouldn’t have my self-
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respect. That’s my personal values. People used to say, ‘That’s a value 
statement.’ What’s wrong with having values?  

Sylvia, like Ruth in Chapter 11, is struggling with the contradictions between her belief 

that life should be fair and equitable, and her realization that fairness is a myth of 

childhood. While Ruth was struggling with naming the problem directly, Sylvia sees and 

is willing to name the “Grand Canyon,” but still resists becoming engaged in acting upon 

her beliefs, because she prefers to act “as if” gender doesn’t matter, because she believes 

“it shouldn’t matter.” Sylvia sees action as political, inaction as non-political.  

School Improvement Processes 

The processes for technology decision-making often do not follow the accepted 

processes for other types of decisions. The teachers’ varying abilities to “talk the jargon” 

create different degrees of involvement in the decision-making processes regarding the 

allocation and configuration of technical resources. Decisions to change operating 

systems, office productivity packages, or programming languages, have immense impacts 

on the workloads of these teachers. Any one of these changes means months of work 

relearning how to instruct. Three of the teachers described the changes affecting them: 

Sylvia: In the time that I’ve been here, I think we’ve changed operating systems 
three times.  

Susan: I’ve taught on Macs, and I taught IBM one class and Mac the next, so I 
had to go both platforms. 

Betty: We’ve changed full suites four times, full suites of programs…so I’ve 
found it an incredibly steep learning curve. 

Marilyn described how this had changed both her personal life and her work life:  

The last four or five summers I did not look forward to particularly, because I 
knew that I’d be prepping118 yet another course, or prepping yet another program 
…just to keep up with the demands of the students, the demands of the 
curriculum.  

I noticed that these teachers spoke about these changes as if they were external to them, 

so I asked about their involvement in making these decisions. Betty described her lack of 

involvement in the decision-making processes regarding technological resources:  

                                                 
118 The term ‘prepping’ is short for preparing. Marilyn refers to the amount of preparation time needed to 
teach a new course.  
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No, [I didn’t make the decision] it was whatever happened to be available at that 
time. We had Works, it did become outmoded, and it was just not powerful 
enough for us anymore. And then [the principal] got a really good deal on [a new 
suite]. It took us into new and better things, but I don’t think I was ever 
approached to ever say whether I wanted to do this or not. No, it was just coming 
and then the next level was coming, and then Microsoft Office was here. But no, I 
think it was just something that was here. I believe it was pretty much [the 
principal who made the decisions] because he was purchasing the computers and 
making all kinds of deals to have whatever machinery we could get here. So no, I 
don’t think I was ever involved. 

This hierarchical form of decision-making is not unusual. Being a computer lab teacher, a 

Department Head, or even volunteering for a Technology Committee does not necessarily 

mean that a particular teacher is included in the decision-making process for 

technological decisions. Technological expertise, or the ability to “speak the lingo,” can 

take precedence over the formal authority of being a Department Head or Committee 

member.  

I asked Greta, a Business Education Department Head, to describe the formal 

decision-making organization in her school. She replied, 

I’ve often asked that, “What is the process? Who do I go to, to talk to about 
things?” And I actually called a meeting to say, “Who’s responsibility is this, and 
that, and the other thing?” and I at least found out what [the administrators’] 
responsibility was. But a lot of things seemed to happen at that time [Andrew, the 
principal, Philip, the Computer Science Department Head, and Terence, the 
computer technician], they decided things that happened around the lab --
hardware and that sort of stuff, because they spoke the lingo. They made the 
decisions around those sorts of things. They would talk, and again, they talk the 
lingo, they talk all about the operating systems and the network and that sort of 
thing, which I, it goes straight over my head. I don’t understand much of what 
they’re saying. So they’re the people that basically know what’s going on with 
regards to the network and software, or the operating systems and that sort of 
thing. I’m the teacher. I’m the teacher down in the lab. 

This teacher had ICT-related courses as her primary teaching specialty. Those who have 

IT as just one part of their teaching assignments can also be separated from the decision-

making processes. One of these teachers said, “No, I don’t know if we have a Technology 

Committee in this school. There may be, but I have never been invited to attend a 

meeting.” Another replied to my query by saying she’s never seen a Technology Plan for 

anything. She added, “I’d be lucky to even find a curriculum guide.” This pattern of 

accepting non-involvement was common, as another teacher said, “Things just happen 
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around here and we have to adjust.” Another said, “I think there’s a District Policy, but I 

don’t know how to get a copy of it.” Their justifications for this non-involvement focused 

on the factors described earlier, of not speaking the technical jargon, and the hierarchical 

control of information and decisions. As one IT teacher asked, “I don’t know the budget 

so how could I make those decisions?”  Others were more sensitive to the lack of 

consultation that often surrounds technological decisions. Barbara stated with anger: 

I have never seen such a dictatorship before in a school, as the way that decision 
was made. To say to me that [my request] has to go through the Budget 
Committee, and then a $21,000 expenditure on new computers is decided by 
executive order, just like that [snaps her fingers]! 

Seeking collaboration. 

As in many other organizations, efforts to improve methods of communication 

and to create a sense of empowerment through inclusion are ongoing. One technological 

change has been the introduction of internal email systems. As the chair of a Department 

Head Committee explained, “We use the email now to send out the agendas and minutes 

of all the meetings. That has helped a lot.” A computer technician, however, referred to 

the teachers who did not use the internal email communications as “the computer idiots.” 

This use of email solved some information distribution problems, but also created new 

communication obstacles, as people described arriving for meetings that had been 

cancelled by email, or contacting a school district technology consultant who refused to 

accept telephone or personal communications, “It’s nice to hear your voice, but I need 

individual responses through email.” One teacher, on her way to a school staff meeting, 

said in a sarcastic tone: “Talk? You mean talk to each other? Face-to-face? All we do is 

use computers here.”   

Another communications obstacle identified by teachers was the physical barrier 

of meeting together in crowded schools: 

That’s a problem here – the staff never gets together to discuss anything. That’s a 
problem with the building. The staff room should be larger and in a sunny, central 
location. No one ever goes to the one we have now. They all have their own 
Department offices and they hang out there with people they have something in 
common with, rather than talking to strangers. I think it’s too late to change it 
now. The pattern has been set. Everyone is too busy during lunch, and leave soon 
after classes are over. The admin. office is locked right after school when the 
secretaries leave.  
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The teachers are here early in the morning. That’s when you can find them. The 
photocopy room is the social area – if I want to find someone, I sometimes hang 
out there to catch them. You can have a few laughs, but the talk is work-related. 
People get their business done as they wait to copy. 

This teacher identified the absence of staff discussion, but did not consider formal 

meetings as a possible solution. Instead, she focused on the lack of informal opportunities 

to establish collegial relations with other teachers. The method of getting “their business 

done as they wait to copy,” reinforces a culture of individualism rather than the 

development of thoughtful, collaborative processes in schools. The decisions are simply 

made without extended discussion. As one teacher described the ethos of the monthly 

staff meetings at his school, “Spit it out, and let’s get out of here.” At another school, a 

teacher noted, “The administrator introduces all the staff meetings by saying, ‘If we hurry 

up, we can get this over within an hour, and get out of here.’” Short and fast staff 

meetings with overloaded agendas were common. Meeting agendas included the 

dissemination of information regarding new district level or provincial policies and 

regulations. The agenda items for discussion were usually related to procedures, 

reinforcing an instrumental rationality; those generating the most discussion were focused 

on students – should students be allowed to wear hats in the school? how many school 

dances should be held in a year? and, on what day? 

When I attended meetings in the five schools, my observations of short and fast 

meetings aligned with informants’ descriptions of anti-meeting cultures in the schools. 

Administrators and teachers alike, would arrive late for meetings, leave early, or simply 

not show up. Many teachers brought other work, newspapers, knitting, or their lunches to 

meetings. Administrators would leave their cell phones on and answer calls in the middle 

of discussions. The seating postures of many meeting attendees were not attentive, such 

as placing their feet on the desks in front of them, and there were many side 

conversations not related to the business under discussion. Standard meeting procedures, 

such as adopting an agenda and revisiting Old Business, were not practised.  

While teachers discounted meetings as ways to deal with issues, there were 

wistful expressions of a desire to talk with colleagues. Betty, a Business Education 

Department Head, said:  
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I would like to join a focus group to talk about how to focus on teaching rather 
than the technological support systems. Lunch hour would work for me. The Pro-
D [professional development] day is used for Department meetings. 

These types of informal discussion groups, or even more formalized structures, such as 

scheduled meeting to discuss issues related to professional development did not attract 

sufficient numbers of teachers to maintain their existence. Those teachers who desire to 

be more collegial, find there is no physical place in the school where they are not 

constantly interrupted by students or other teachers requesting assistance. One teacher 

referred to the few lunch hour meetings that I attended as a time to “inhale your lunch 

before the bell rings.” The teachers develop habits of individualism and isolation to give 

themselves respite from the constant pressure to interact. 

The formal mechanisms for decision-making in these schools did not seem to 

provide an opportunity for people to collaboratively address school-wide concerns. If 

educators were to consider gender equity seriously as an education principle, they would 

not be able to use meetings as fertile ground for building a shared understanding and 

collaborative action. The concept of educators acting as critically engaged public 

intellectuals,119 is silenced when instrumental managerial concerns squeeze out moral and 

political concerns (Harris, 2002). 

I asked whether or not gender was ever discussed during school meetings, any 

kind of school meetings, leaving my question as open as I could to encourage a broad 

range of possible responses. The answers invariably came back, “No, gender has never 

been an issue.” “Gender is never discussed.” I would then ask, “Do you see any reason 

why it could or should be discussed?” Again, the answers would be negative, “No, I don’t 

see why we ever would.” “It’s a non-issue.”  

At one of the schools, an administrator and a teacher remembered the “what about 

the boys” issue. The administrator described how he had distributed a periodical article 

about the lower achievement rates of boys at a staff meeting, and a female staff member 

commented that she had received the article. She said, “the comment was that we should 

think about what we should be doing for the boys.” There was no further discussion. This 

concern about boys was repeated at another school, where the administrator informed me, 

                                                 
119 Henry A. Giroux (1998) expresses a concern that educational institutions, such as universities and public 
schools, be considered a major public sphere, and therefore, deeply moral and political spaces (pp. 44-45).  
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“the issue isn’t about girls anymore, it’s the boys that are having problems.” There was 

no formal discussion of gender issues at this school either. Once the comment about male 

achievement was made at a Department Heads’ meeting, there was no further discussion.  

The achievement/equity contradiction. 

An External Accreditation Team that visited one of the schools expressed a 

concern to the staff members that the number of students being awarded scholarships was 

only average, despite the fact that the school was located in a community identified as 

having a high socio-economic status (SES). This comment from an external evaluation 

authority had an immediate impact on practices within the school. There was an increased 

focus on supporting the highest achieving students in the school, through a streaming of 

students into either “enrichment” or “regular” classes, exam preparation coaching, 

“success” assemblies, the sponsorship of a “scholarship club,” and the promotion of the 

school by the number and amount of scholarships awarded to graduating students.  

The school administrators and teachers had no difficulty understanding, and 

individually working towards higher achievement, as measured by the number and 

amount of scholarships. One teacher explained to me, “The reason the students don’t get 

as many scholarships is because they don’t bother to apply for them. They don’t need the 

money, so it’s more trouble than it’s worth for them.”  The goal of encouraging the top-

achieving students to apply for scholarships was accepted and accomplished with a 

minimum of discussions and virtually no debate. The apparent contradiction between 

encouraging students who are already privileged by socio-economic circumstances to 

reap the benefits by acquiring more financial awards, and a goal of achieving social 

equity by encouraging those who are less privileged to achieve, was not commented 

upon. The goal of increasing scholarship achievement was compatible with the existing 

organization structures, it was clearly understood and accepted by all parties, and there 

was little need for collaboration. The goal could be achieved through task performance, 

and everyone was familiar with how to accomplish the expected tasks.120    

                                                 
120 Anthony Giddens (1984), who wrote about the duality of structure and agency, theorized that people act 
within the bounded knowledgeability of their positions. Two feminist organization theorists, Rosabeth 
Moss Kanter (1977) and Kathy Ferguson (1984) shared this view and applied it to the constraining effects 
of hierarchical bureaucratic structures. 
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School Accreditation and Growth Plans 

The official processes for monitoring and evaluating educational programs in 

secondary schools include a six-year cycle of school accreditation, and the development 

and implementation of annual school growth plans. For School Accreditation, an External 

Team of site visitors spends a week in the school reviewing documentation produced as 

evidence, interviewing people within the school, and interviewing selected community 

members, such as the manager of a local restaurant or grocery store. This External Team 

is composed of people selected by the school, and includes an equal balance of three 

administrators and three teachers from other schools, and a chairperson who is often a 

School District Superintendent or someone of similar experience and authority. The 

External Team members, while adopting the role of advisors, have the legitimate 

authority to approve the internal, school-based process and its outcomes, thereby 

conferring substantial financial rewards,121 or to disapprove and impose sanctions. The 

surveillance of the External Team of site visitors affirms the activities conducted 

internally within the school, which are expected to be collaborative and reflective 

assessments of the topics provided for review.  

My data collection included a particular focus on the Accreditation process 

because of its intended goal of requiring educators to reflect upon their purposes and 

practices. I conducted interviews with selected participants who were involved in 

Accreditation, reviewed the documents generated during Accreditation, and observed 

practices during various stages of the different schools’ five-year growth plans. I included 

a review of student, parent, and teacher survey responses, and of teachers’ examples of 

evidence showing learning opportunities and performance indicators. In response to 

comments made by the interviewees, I expanded my data collection beyond the five 

schools included in this reseach by examining an additional five sets of accreditation 

documents generated by other secondary schools during this same time period. I also 

reviewed the training and resource manuals provided for the guidance of the Internal and 

External accreditation teams.  

                                                 
121 Additional school funding was provided for the implementation of the school growth plans developed 
during the accreditation process.  
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The human and social development of students, including their sense of social 

responsibility and tolerance and respect for the ideas and beliefs of others, is one of the 

three stated goals of education in British Columbia. The other two targeted areas are 

intellectual development and career development. The goal of human and social 

development received scant attention during the schools’ internal accreditation processes 

and the respondents had only vague recollections of any discussions around the concepts 

of social responsibility, tolerance, or gender equity. The chair of an Internal Accreditation 

Sub-committee gave a typical response when I asked about gender. He said: 

There was some concern about bullying at the time and trying to counteract the 
effects of bullying. But, around gender issues there was not a lot of awareness, or 
it was that, under social responsibility, that issue didn’t tend to come up. But, 
specifically around gender issues, it didn’t come up per se.  

There were indications that the inclusion of social responsibility as part of one school’s 

growth plan for improvement did not result from a process of internal examination and 

collective reflection. A teacher, who had acted as a co-chair of his school’s Internal 

Accreditation Team, commented: 

[The growth plan goal to support a safe, respectful, and healthy environment] 
centered around a concern about violence, to head that off. There are media 
comments just about every year and there was some kind of an incident at a 
neighbouring school. Something was going on over there. The general attitude of 
staff was ‘going through the motions.’ These are canned responses. Of course 
we’re going to do this. Social responsibility is a flavour of the month, a knee jerk 
reaction to media comments, not a process where we could work at changing 
people’s attitudes. 

The accreditation topic of social responsibility described by respondents as “a minor one” 

is attributed in this example to external influences and therefore a suitable topic for a 

“false front” described by Werner (1998) as able to deflect criticism while in effect 

maintaining the status quo. There are varying reasons for teachers to perceive a need to 

present a false front for accreditation. One reason provided by a sub-committee chair was 

the burden on teachers of time and work required to gather data that is not normally part 

of their school tasks: 

George: It’s in a sense asking us to find evidence, it imposes on us a huge work 
burden that people are simply unwilling to do. To what end? Where is the 
reward for it? I’m not even talking financial; I’m talking about the 
document itself. It doesn’t unh, the system that we live in is extremely 
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bureaucratized and it’s very difficult for us to collect information that 
we’re not used to collecting. And then to ask us to collect it simply for this 
document even though it may have the purpose of getting us better, it’s not 
enough.  

It’s foreign to the organization to collect information on social 
responsibility. Where else does information, under what circumstances 
would we be collecting it otherwise? And yet just to include it as an item 
in Accreditation, regardless of what the School Act says, to what all the 
curriculum say about teaching social responsibility - it’s simply not there. 
We don’t collect information on it. And in fact, if you don’t collect 
information on it, you don’t value it.  

Linda: You don’t discuss it? 

George: No, no, we don’t, unh, no we don’t. And you think that one time you will 
come back to it, but you don’t. You get so busy that you go from week to 
week, and your school year is precious, and it’s time and what needs to be 
done. You try to get Accreditation time in for something and people are 
just overwhelmed with it.  

Normalizing discourses. 

The teacher respondents repeatedly used similar metaphors when reminded of the 

collaboratively developed statements in their school’s growth plan; they referred to the 

four goals as either “motherhood” statements or “window-dressing.” The literal meaning 

of motherhood as having an inherent worthiness, justness or goodness that is obvious or 

unarguable, was negated by the sardonic inflection with which this phrase is uttered. The 

teachers distanced themselves from their school’s stated growth plans through this use of 

irony. Distancing was further underscored by the teachers’ inability or unwillingness to 

identify who was responsible for the implementation of the growth plans. They believed 

that the generalized nature of the four goals meant that responsibility lies within the 

organization as a whole, “the administration,” “the department heads” or “someone,” and 

they are thereby removed from personal responsibility for organizational commitments. 

One Accreditation Committee member said: 

The Administration was to lead it, and with staff input. And, you see there’s quite 
a variety of interests on the staff and I think what happens frequently is nothing 
gets done. Pleasing no-one in order to please everyone. I mean it’s very typical of 
any organization isn’t it. We need to change but, if you change this, this might 
happen, or that might affect this, so let’s not do that. And so you would quickly 
exhaust all of your options and you would stop moving forward. You know, the 
path seems to be covered with bushes all around and you’re too fearful to look 
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behind to see if there is a path and so you don’t. And that’s really where our 
organization is at. That’s what I think.  
 
I wouldn’t blame the administration. They know very, very well what frustrations 
and fears this teaching staff have and they honestly go out of their way to try to 
make our jobs as teachers less onerous. So they’re not going to push forward a 
certain agenda if staff’s not on side. 
 

Teachers use the motherhood metaphor for the growth plan to indicate that its purpose is 

to protect them from the scrutiny of the External Team of accreditors and the public. No 

criticism of the growth plan was possible. As another teacher explained: 

Everybody just threw stuff in the growth plan. The statement about lifelong 
learning is also in our mission statement. We put it in there because that’s what 
people like to hear. That particular phrase, we know that people like to hear that 
because it comes from some other source, maybe from the universities, maybe 
from the Ministry. They catch on to that phrase and go with it. Nobody sits up and 
challenges that. If someone challenged it, they would be branded a troublemaker. 
No one going for an administrative position would challenge it. 

The accreditation process can be described as ritual public performances presenting 

totalizing discourses that both mask and protect internal oppositional discourses. In the 

absence of either an official definition of social responsibility or a shared understanding, 

the teachers drew upon the language used in the survey questions and their own 

interpretations of the zeitgeist, or cultural context, to produce an orthodox liberal 

interpretation of student learning.   

One Internal Report states, “the litter problem within the school and on the school 

grounds needs to be raised as a social responsibility issue.” The External Report counters 

the teachers’ statement of concern about a litter problem:  

Despite the staff’s dissatisfaction with the perceived litter problem within the 
school, the team found significant evidence of a strong student sense of social 
responsibility. …Examples were seen in the wide-spread acceptance of the 
Student Code of Conduct, involvement in the Leadership Camp, the low 
incidence of vandalism or violence, and the strong display of decorum on the part 
of students. 

This linguistic reconstruction of the teachers’ statement of concern into praise of the 

students’ decorum is an example of the power used by the External Team to reframe the 

teachers’ construction of knowledge. When questioned about the External Team’s 

comments, one teacher replied: 
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Teacher: There were no External Team comments about social responsibility. 
They said we had a good group of students, academic students. 

Interviewer: Good in terms of moral or ethical behaviour? 

Teacher: No, [laughter] good academically. Students here are so materialistic – 
it’s fantasy land. Look at the cars in the parking lot…they’re very 
pampered. The teachers are pressured to give kids good marks. 

Teachers’ feelings of pressure to give students, who they describe as materialistic, good 

marks is in keeping with the competitive orthodox liberalism of laissez-faire economics. 

The External site visitors reframe the concerns raised by teachers, even issues as socially 

acceptable as littering, and teachers are informed that their students meet social 

expectations for decorum.  

Contextual influences are evident in the selection of myths. The Growth Plan 

strategies for achieving goals include prescriptive implementation of Ministry and 

District policy and curricular directives, such as “increase use of technology to deliver 

curriculum.” A comparison of these goals and objectives across ten sets of accreditation 

texts provides several similar examples. Organizational sensemaking describing this 

language as “motherhood,” derives from the practice of adopting phrases and concepts 

from the approved texts of the educational bureaucracy. Teachers feel justified in this 

false presentation because they are aware that one of the purposes of the accreditation 

project is to reassure parents that their children are receiving a satisfactory education.  

A process of continuous improvement is enacted by the requirement for schools to 

submit annual reports to the Ministry outlining the school’s progress in meeting its 

growth plan goals and objectives. This annual report process was described in one 

school’s department head meeting as an administrative task of “crossing the T’s and 

dotting the I’s,” and therefore did not require any teacher involvement. This separation of 

teachers’ involvement from the process of formal reporting on school improvement 

reinforces the division between formal means of accountability and internal school 

interactions. The knowledge and language of those who are concerned with eliminating 

social inequities are absent from the normalizing document that states the official school 

position. As one teacher noted: 

When you have a large school with departmentalized staff members with no clubs 
or activities for people to become involved, and with a staff that’s overworked, 
you’re not going to have community. So, as long as you have a situation where 
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stress exists around the demands of the job where we have full time teachers who 
simply can not teach classes all day and maintain their sanity, then the system’s 
broken. And asking for social responsibility in a broken system is too much.  

Teachers’ desire for community is submerged and superseded by their desire to survive 

and maintain their sanity.  

The accreditation survey language that collects data responses to statements about 

“respect for people who are different” and “equal treatment for boys and girls,” reinforces 

the liberal political conception that equal opportunity is available for all, and fails to 

question whether there is equal benefit for all. These statements are strong social control 

mechanisms that help to shape the language and ideologies of school stakeholders.  

A culture of individualized social concern.  

The teachers who speak so cynically about the process of accreditation and play 

language games to present a false front do not intend to avoid or suppress issues of social 

responsibility and school improvement. Teachers regularly raised social issues within a 

variety of arenas within their schools. Social issues, introduced by teachers at monthly 

staff meetings included concerns about an unhealthy corporate influence in schools 

because of the promotion and sale of Coca-Cola as a fundraiser, and a teacher-initiated 

petition for the construction of a student cafeteria to promote better eating habits and 

social interactions. Individual teachers took on personal projects to improve school 

culture around anti-racism issues, such as a Holocaust Symposium to engage students in 

conversations with Holocaust survivors, fundraising to build a school on a Caribbean 

island, and the posting of students’ anti-bullying and anti-racism posters in the school 

hallways. Department head meetings, provided arenas where teachers feel it is 

appropriate to raise concerns about the handling of specific incidents of student violence 

and bullying. Classroom teachers routinely incorporate in their lessons opportunities for 

students to choose topics for research essays, oral presentations and debate about the 

roles of women and visible minorities in Canadian society. Student field trips include 

visits to the local Sikh temple, the historical Chinatown district of the city, and museum 

displays of native art. Individual teachers regularly bring social concerns to the fore 

within classrooms, department meetings, department head meetings and whole school 

staff meetings.  
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One Department Head replied to my questions by speculating on how change 

could be achieved:  

So, how is it going to change? One, I think you need to double the amount of prep 
time that teachers have. And two, have a staff that is invited to participate in staff 
activities frequently  -- that are not just meetings, but are also fun things. And 
three, is to share meals together. You know, the breaks and the meals. And 
another suggestion would be, once you take care of the emotional needs of the 
staff, then they build community and that is how kids come on board. But without 
those things, with an overworked staff, you are not going to address the problem 
of social responsibility other than in the classroom, where the sad and lonely 
teacher teaches it individually.   

Social issues raised in this individualistic or extemporaneous manner are not part of a 

school-wide process of program assessment and evaluation. They remain the comments 

of individuals who often have a reputation for “always bringing up something or other.” 

The teachers who raise social concerns in these venues do not shift power/knowledge 

relations or the allocation of resources sufficiently to sustain a change in the discourse 

within the school. The separation of the language of accreditation from the language of 

individual concern makes it more difficult to develop system-wide responses to social 

issues. If a concern is in the accreditation growth plan then teachers’ believe it is 

“someone’s” or the administration’s responsibility. If it is a concern of individual 

teachers then it is not part of a system-wide response. Teachers’ ability to use language 

games to protect themselves from public scrutiny allows them to retain control and to 

avoid public scrutiny through accountability. The external accreditation teams and 

administrators are complicit with teachers in this process of constructing a ritualized 

organizational response. 

Concluding Thoughts 

The data collected through school observations and listening to the sense-making 

of teachers, reveals a mix of oppositional discourses concerned with the elimination of 

gender inequities, racism, violence and economic injustice, along with discourses that 

seek to maintain existing power relations through mechanisms of social control. These 

contradictory discourses are eliminated from the official documentation intended to guide 

the process of continuous school improvement. The participants, however, continue to 

draw upon these discourses within accepted milieu, such as the more individual and 
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private venues of their classrooms, and staff workrooms, while cognizant of the official 

appropriate discourse for public presentations of program evaluation, such as school 

growth plans and accreditation reports.  

A structuralist critical framework focuses attention on which interpretation 

becomes the official discourse, while insights gained from post-structuralist perspectives 

reveal how shifting power/knowledge relations are employed by teachers to mask and 

protect their own positions. While the disciplinary effects of official surveillance through 

accreditation suppress the formal discussion of contentious issues at the organizational 

level, they simultaneously construct a publicly acceptable cognition of gender as a set of 

pedagogical practices facilitating the individual development process of students. Whole 

school improvement projects that are aligned with accountability and managerial 

responsibility, work to perpetuate the suppression and avoidance of social issues such as 

racism, sexism and class divisions. 
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Chapter 13 Drawing to a close 

I began my research by hypothesizing that power/knowledge relations, “the 

interweaving of effects of power and knowledge” (Foucault, 1980, p. 109), are the most 

influential factor underlying the continuing under-representation of females in the full 

range of uses of ICT. In this, I believed that identifying and naming the source of the 

problem would somehow move people to action. My emancipatory purpose for 

conducting this research project was based on my conviction that people, acting 

collectively to address issues of social responsibility and justice, can effect change in 

schools. What I had misunderstood was the strength, number, and complexity of practices 

that perpetuate the grand narratives of “equal opportunities” and “choice” in secondary 

schools, and that keep educators from developing alternative ways of thinking, speaking 

and acting.  

My research and reflection on the question of gender and ICT has led me to a 

clearer understanding of the effects of the discursive practices among the people who 

inhabit secondary schools. When I put together the analytic insights that I have 

interwoven in my previous chapters, they construct a framework that illustrates an 

inadequate scaffolding for change.  

The Social Construction of Gender Identities  

The contradictions contained in the statement of purpose for British Columbia’s 

educational system, a language of enablement and development within a context of 

meeting social and economic goals, reveal the influences of power/knowledge relations. 

Gender is socially constructed, and people in secondary schools continually make 

conscious and unconscious choices that reconstitute gendered identities through their 

practices and discursive events. Revisiting my original research purpose of locating the 

points of choice and opening up spaces within schools for new discourses and practices to 

emerge, I am satisfied that I have made some progress towards accomplishing the first 

half of my goal. The points of choice have been made more visible through my ascending 

analysis of the micropolitical mechanisms that shape gendered and disciplined 

subjectivities in secondary schools.  
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Issues of equality and equity illustrate the complexity of educational practices. 

Gender equity is legally enshrined in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and 

the British Columbia Ministry of Education has a framework for diversity (2001), but the 

intent of these policies has been largely reinterpreted and refocused as equality of 

opportunity for individuals, rather than equity of benefits. Equity of benefit requires 

attitudinal and systemic institutional changes for marginalized groups. Without 

highlighting the need to achieve observable, gender-equitable results in technological 

competencies and uses, educators are only paying lip service to gender equity. Girls will 

not all want to become computer programmers and entrepreneurs, but they should have 

enough knowledge, skills and abilities to maintain a sense of control over technology by 

making informed, values-based choices, and being able to act upon those choices. It 

remains true that the “spiral of an increasingly male industry developing an increasingly 

masculine technology” (Kirkup, 1992, p. 275) must be interrupted. To do this, I produced 

an analysis of the socially constructed, institutionalized rules and structures that emanate 

from the discourses, practices, and material forms within schools avoiding 

oversimplification of complex processes.  

Section 1:  Students. 

I began with an exploration of the micro-mechanisms of power in secondary 

schools from the position of the students, the most marginalized of groups. I traced how 

students, who enter the schools as gendered subjects already shaped by social, economic, 

political and psychological forces, become vehicles for these forces. By adopting a 

gender lens to focus my observations, I produced a representation that highlights, rather 

than obscures, the gender divisions. I see multiple, interlinked practices that together 

produce gender as one of the fundamental constituting forces in schools.  

At the microlevel of interactions within and between clusters of students and their 

teachers, dividing practices are revealed by speech acts, sexual displays in clothing and 

grooming, the formation of friendship groups, and competition for access to computers. 

Instructional environments extend these gender divisions through the architectural design 

of separate spaces for males and females, classroom composition with students clustered 

into gendered courses, and seating patterns. Bifurcated male and female sex categories 
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are reinforced at the organizational level by a factory system of production that separates 

students through systems of course selection and design, producing classroom 

environments dominated by one particular gender. This multilevel set of dividing 

practices constitutes gendered subjectivities and reduces the number and type of students 

using ICT.  

Secondary school students and educators, through their actions and choices, 

indicate their awareness of sex and gender as an integral part of the social milieux. The 

students’ interactions with ICT is just one of the many arenas in secondary schools where 

issues of sex and gender are negotiated. Discursive practices produce culture, and culture 

produces persons through a complex interplay amongst the micro-processes of students’ 

discourse and interactions, the meso-level of school policies, regulations and practices 

and the macro-level imagery and messages of global technocultures. They reveal the 

complexity of interpersonal, classroom, and organizational practices that constitute 

students who have internalised knowledge of what are “appropriate choices.” These 

practices, both visible and invisible, and both speakable and unspeakable, are enacted by 

school-based actors. 

When quantitative data obtained from student surveys is aligned with comments 

from students, a more complex depiction is achieved than one derived from survey data 

alone; a depiction that brings into question the results communicated through surveys. 

When we seek answers to the question of “how” power relations are exercised in schools, 

the techniques and forms of communication used to guide decision-making require 

examination. In these cases, the Foucauldian “double-bind” of “individualization 

techniques and of totalization procedures” can be seen at play (Foucault, 2000, p. 332). 

Survey responses produce evidence of results that conflate the varied possibilities of ICT 

access, use, and attitudes, into one-dimensional forms. These results communicate the 

assumption that a majority of positive responses somehow negates the opinions conveyed 

by the “nay-sayers” who reply with disagree responses. Dividing practices are part of a 

culture of management in schools. Managerial practices include the forces of (a) material 

constraints, with (b) regulatory and disciplinary constraints on access and uses of ICT, 

and (c) disciplinary practices that work to constrain the range of socially acceptable 
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attitudes and behaviours.  These practices were masked by the survey data collected in 

schools, but revealed in conversations with students. 

Constraining forces are productive, they combine with dividing forces to produce 

students as disciplined, gendered subjects. Students, educators, and government texts in 

the form of surveillance instruments for school performance monitoring, work together in 

a complex interplay of discursive practices. The questions that are asked of students and 

educators inform people about “what matters.” The questions that are not asked, or asked 

so generally as to mask or distort the opinions and experiences of individuals, constitute 

students and educators in particular ways. They learn that their individual needs and 

desires are unimportant to the management of schools.  

Disciplinary power is a technology of the self that uses students’ experiences and 

internalised understandings to shape and divide gendered and disciplined subjectivities. 

These micro level interactions call on expressions of values that apply traditional 

definitions to those uses of ICT that are considered “secretary-like” and therefore 

women’s work. These gendered social norms differentially affect the choices of girls. The 

expressed interests of girls in digital imaging and web site design are often not part of the 

standard instructional offerings.  

Boys also experience the competition for scarce resources within schools, and the 

social isolation that can come from single-minded dedication, yet they are positioned 

differently. They can view the instances of digital pornography and hate more positively, 

as expressions of masculine rule-breaking. They can cultivate mentor/mentee 

relationships with older male authorities, without fear of breaking social norms for sexual 

prohibitions. And, perhaps most importantly, their course selection processes lead them 

to assume the appropriateness of Computer Science courses.  

Course selection and registration routines efficiently generate course schedules. 

While there is some flexibility in the courses offered to students, they conform, for the 

most part, with those courses mandated by the Ministry of Education and customarily 

taught by the schools’ teachers. Students, who develop particular interests and abilities, 

must somehow find a niche for themselves within the established structures of the school. 

There are opportunities for students to pursue idiosyncratic goals, but unless they fit the 

normal instructional and managerial patterns, these require active pursuit.  
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The students’ primary method of finding out about courses is through their peers. 

The listings in course handbooks often adopt a tone of seriousness, and include 

statements asking for prerequisite courses and knowledge, rather than statements that 

welcome and encourage enrolment. A sense of social belonging is one of the 

physiological, social and psychological requirements included in Abraham Maslow’s 

hierarchy of needs. People tend to associate where they feel they belong, and the set of 

practices in these schools produces students who have a clear understanding of where 

they belong. For some students, a sense of belonging happened through establishing 

exclusivity – this is our course – it’s “for the boys,” or “for the girls.”  

The course selection processes are based on a philosophy of equal opportunity – if 

you meet the prerequisites you can enrol in this course. The students know they are free 

to make their choices, and the choices they make are attributed to their personal desires. 

They are, however, also aware that many of the opportunities they seek are made 

impossible by a variety of environmental influences. This creates feelings of frustration 

and anger in the students, but they do not believe there are processes available for them to 

express, or act upon these feelings. The management of the course selection process 

relies on students making individual and independent choices, within social expectations 

that fit the bureaucratic structures of the schools. What counts as official knowledge 

about gender and ICT in schools, illustrates how the marginalized voices of students are 

masked and silenced by official processes. Despite the visibility of sex-differentiated 

divisions in courses and interests, gender is officially constructed as invisible. Students 

are not normally asked to voice their opinions or desires. 

The microlevel of student interactions reveals the embedded nature of student 

understandings of how boys use computers and how girls use computers. The students 

who transgress these boundaries, are subjected by their peers to disciplinary techniques 

that include teasing, harassment, and social isolation. They not only learn certain skills, 

they learn certain attitudes.  

The few students who are able to gain positions of power through technological 

expertise are almost exclusively male, and are consciously aware of the competition for 

scarce resources and the need to fight to obtain a legitimate position of power/knowledge. 

The female students, for the most part, act out their resistance by withdrawing from the 
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competition for legitimised forms of computer use, or enrolling in the lower status ICT 

skills courses they describe as being “for the girls.” Students describe the bureaucratic 

processes that rely on student choice for course selection as stressful and mysterious. 

They did not view these processes as freeing or emancipatory. 

Section 2:  Teachers 

Teachers are also both enmeshed in, and productive of, these power/knowledge 

relations. The patterns in teacher interactions show an almost universal tendency towards 

individuation in four types of interactions: material, professional, emotional, and 

organizational. The almost total absence of forms of mutual action is indicative of the 

social reinforcement of individual technological problem solving, a school culture of 

emotional repression and surveillance, and an organizational system design that 

emphasizes a hierarchy of expertise and control, and individual action rather than 

mutually agreed upon goals. Discursive practices become institutionalised as bureaucratic 

structures and rules stipulating who is able to access and manipulate the various 

technological artifacts. A few males exert expert control of technological artefacts and 

both males and females have their actions continually disrupted by the need to rely on 

male expertise. 

By focusing almost solely on the micro processes of interactions, teachers do not 

enact any planned organizational change. The teachers’ assurances that there is not a 

gender problem and that it is a non-issue belie the descriptions they offer whenever the 

conversations turn to specific activities or particular examples of students’ gendered 

behaviour. Yet, the dominant discourse remains, “it is not a problem that requires 

attention, or that needs fixing.” Both the male and the female teachers consistently 

misperceived the numerical representation of females in their own classes, and 

consistently praised the abilities of the female students. They also expressed beliefs that 

the girls’ decisions not to continue in these ICT-related classes are legitimate expressions 

of their personal interests and choices. None of these computer lab teachers spoke about 

how girls come to decide that leaving is their preferred choice.  

I have not been able to produce a complete representation of the culture of 

secondary school computer labs. That task would be impossible. What I have done is 
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focus on those practices associated with computer labs that produce cultures of exclusion 

and influence the choices that students make. These include: (1) the architectural design 

of spaces to facilitate surveillance and exclusion, (2) the asymmetrical power/knowledge 

relations of technological expertise that position people differently, (3) the colonizing of 

gender differences at the organizational level of curriculum strands, (4) the exclusionary 

and prohibitory language of course selection, and (5) the inability of teachers to see 

themselves as shaping gender, only as facilitators of a developmental process.  

The discourse of gender within the schools is a strange contradiction between 

gender denial and yet almost ubiquitous referencing of gender. The official texts of the 

schools include sex as a primary means of identifying and reporting students. This helps 

to shape the unofficial texts created by the everyday discourse among educators and 

students, who use gender in their pedagogical and management practices to label, divide, 

and constrain people; performing gender roles to achieve desired goals. Males gain 

advantage from images of authority and expertise, while females produce, and gain 

advantage from images of compliance and helplessness. At the same time that a gendered 

discourse dominates interactions, there is an almost universal negation of a discourse of 

concern about gender issues in instructional and organizational practices. The historical 

patriarchal domination of society’s political and economic systems continues to have 

effects on the understandings of people within schools.  

This seems to be a particularly complex, difficult, and intractable problem. 

Recursive and shifting power relations amongst students, teachers, computer technicians, 

and school administrators produce school technocultures in gendered ways; a synergistic 

mixture of domination - resistance reinforcing a culture of management that uses 

mechanisms of surveillance, control, and exclusion to create a miasmal atmosphere that 

says to many students, both male and female, “you are not one of us.” This view of the 

work world of teachers provides a background for understanding how school 

technocultures are produced as spaces where gender is invisible as a social issue, but is 

colonized for the purposes of management as students are divided into course strands. 

The production of masculine technocultures extends beyond the sites identified with 

computers, to all sites within the schools, and beyond, whether technological artifacts are 

present or not.  
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Section 3:  School organization 

School organization is the final layer in my attempt to follow Foucault’s 

(1975/1980) advice to conduct: 

An ascending analysis of power, starting from its infinitesimal mechanisms (the 
micro-mechanisms of power) and then see how these mechanisms of power have 
been utilised and colonised by more general mechanisms, and by the State. (p. 99)  

As I explore the possibilities for change, the data collected through school observations 

and listening to the sense-making of teachers, reveals a mix of oppositional discourses 

that express pedagogical concerns for students to learn about gender inequities, racism, 

violence and economic injustice, along with discourses that seek to maintain existing 

power relations through mechanisms of social control. These contradictory discourses are 

eliminated from the official documentation intended to guide the process of continuous 

school improvement. The participants, however, continue to draw upon these discourses 

within the accepted milieu of their individual classrooms, while cognizant of the 

appropriate discourse for public presentations of program evaluation, such as school 

growth plans and accreditation reports.  

A structuralist critical framework focuses attention on which interpretation 

becomes the official discourse, while insights gained from post-structuralist perspectives 

reveal how shifting power/knowledge relations are employed by teachers to create 

“motherhood” statements to mask and protect their own positions. While the disciplinary 

effects of official surveillance through accreditation suppress the formal discussion of 

contentious issues at the organizational level, they simultaneously construct a publicly 

acceptable cognition of gender as a set of pedagogical practices facilitating the individual 

development process of students. Whole school improvement projects that are aligned 

with accountability and managerial responsibility perpetuate the suppression and 

avoidance of social issues such as racism, sexism and class divisions. 

According to Nicholson (1980), the channelling, socializing, and legitimizing 

functions of schooling help to constitute the separation of sex-roles (p. 82). The example 

of the channelling of Grade 8 students into gendered course categories, Life Skills or 

Technology Skills, is an historical response to a perceived need to prepare girls for work 

in the private sphere of the home and in pink-collar, low-level employment. Boys are 
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channelled into courses and programs designed to prepare them for the world of work. 

This dividing practice is legitimized by the teachers’ contention that, “the girls are 

interested in…” The concept of individual choice based on attitudes is used to deflect 

attention from the choices made by educators to create only two possible options for 

students, one designed for males and the other for females. 

There are students who act against socially expected norms, such as the “pushy 

girls” who break conventions by enrolling in the Technology Skills courses. These minor 

exceptions to the tendency to comply with social expectations reinforce the explanation 

that individual learning styles, abilities, attitudes, and preferences account for gender 

differences in participation rates.  

While a few isolated teachers inserted gender into their pedagogical practices, 

none of the schools in this study provided examples of educators engaging in moral 

discourse - technology committee members described instrumental purposes for their 

committees, the school accreditation committee members described performance 

“scripts” adopted for the purposes of self- and organizational-presentation, and 

department and staff committees were considered annoying exercises conducted only 

when required. All of my questions and suggestions probing how to start a dialogue on 

gender issues were blocked by an absence of will and forums for dialogue. 

Individual teachers made ad hoc decisions to either act or not, in regard to gender. 

There was no evidence of any school-wide or group dialogue regarding gender. The 

schools that offered single-sex classes for physical education and dance did so to engage 

boys, rather than because of a concern with gender as a social category.  

Those who perceive it as a game, and believe they can win, are best at playing the game 

of power relations. There are many girls and women who withdraw from the game 

because (a) they trust others, (b) prefer to act as though the world is fair, or (c) because 

they don’t want to risk losing. By choosing to withdraw they maintain their personal 

freedom , but within a context of allowing technological and personal domination by 

others.  

An Interactionist Perspective 

Sandra Harding (1996) argues: 
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Gender is produced primarily not by individual choices, but, more fundamentally, 
by social structures and their culturally distinctive meanings. Gender relations are 
fundamentally structural relations of the social order and symbolic meanings of 
"discourses" (religious, legal, and other institutions and their practices, cultures, 
and ways of thinking). They are not fundamentally matters of individuals’ bad 
attitudes and false beliefs. … Individuals become gendered through the positions 
that they are assigned in culturally varying gendered structural and symbolic 
systems. (pp. 435-436)  

The students know that their femininity and masculinity is tied to their positioning in the 

schools’ subcultures. Choosing to take computer classes carries with it expectations of 

labelling, as does choosing textiles or woodwork. In secondary schools:  

The production of commodified, highly differentiated feminine or masculine 
selves becomes intense and all-consuming at a stage of life when heterosexuality 
is not only legitimized but, in essence, made compulsory – it is part of the price of 
growing up. (Eckert, in Cameron, 1998, p. 958)  

The students of this study have a shared understanding of the “heterosexual market” of 

secondary schools, and those who become too closely associated with computer 

technologies are no longer part of the popular group. Boys are encouraged to perform in 

the role of computer geek and whiz. In contrast, the girls are pressured to find someone to 

date, even if it is the computer geek. 

A gender role expectation held by many students is that boys and girls relate to 

technical artifacts in particular ways. Boys are considered more likely to have ICT skills, 

(“We need to find a smart boy”) while girls who show interest and ability with ICT are 

acting against the norm and are, “Girls imitating boys.” These normalizing gender roles 

were clearly differentiated and commonly understood by the students, “Boys like to play 

computer games,” and “Girls like to use email,” but “are afraid to open the boxes.” While 

I am participating in a process of documenting gender differences, I am attempting to 

shift the focus by revealing the mechanisms that produce them.      

Symbolic interactions continually shape and reshape peoples’ attitudes and 

beliefs. Actors are able to call upon both gender and technical expertise to manipulate the 

impression that they give (Goffman, 1959/1997). Examples of impression management 

practices are readily apparent: the computer technicians deliberately used rapid 

keyboarding to enhance an impression of technical expertise; a female student chose to 

not want computer access rather than have to compete with others for access; a female 
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teacher chose to present herself as a helpless female to get assistance from a computer 

technician; other female teachers presented themselves as interested in a custodian’s 

jokes to obtain his favours; and male teachers presented themselves as meeting the 

interests of students to increase enrolment in their courses.   

The interpretive frameworks used by the actors in secondary schools vary in 

different work settings within the organizations. Goffman used the term “symbolic 

domains” to describe how these different work settings constitute different 

interpretations. Female teachers who work within the context of computer labs, derive 

their interpretations of their situations from these symbolic domains. They take pre-

service training courses that are divided by different content areas into technology, 

business education, and education technology courses. The teacher certification process 

requires them to declare their area of specialized expertise, and the school district 

advertisements for teaching positions state the preferred content specializations. Teachers 

who are employed are referred to as “a Business Education teacher” or “a Computer 

Science teacher” and are required to instruct students with different prescribed learning 

outcomes contained in separate, provincially developed curricula. All of these formal 

documents and processes of a curriculum-driven system produce differentiated symbolic 

domains that constitute the values, beliefs, attitudes and behaviours of the people within 

those domains. The people who inhabit these symbolic domains become symbol-users 

who produce and reproduce others who are learning to act and interact symbolically. A 

Business Education teacher comes to believe that the students she teaches are Business 

Education students, while the Computer Science teacher comes to believe his students are 

Computer Science students. Teachers are disinclined to encourage movement across 

these divisions because they would risk losing enrolment in their courses. Teachers 

advise students based on these pre-determined divisions, as one teacher explained, “We 

have a flow chart that shows the streams to go into.” 

When students and educators make stereotypical claims about what “girls like…” 

and “boys like…” they are expressing opinions derived from their observations of 

students’ behaviours and inferring students’ attitudes from the consistency of these 

behaviours (Oskamp, 1977). They see male students engaging in practices that are 

different from those of girls, and conclude that these differences are the observable 
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expressions of internal personality traits; the girls choose to take Textiles and Business 

Education courses because they prefer textiles and keyboarding, while the boys choose to 

take Mechanics and Electronics courses because, as one boy said, “It just kind of follows, 

‘the boys with toys’ kind of mindset.” This type of explanation, known as the 

“fundamental attribution error,” illustrates the tendency to overestimate the influence of 

internal personality traits, and to underestimate the roles that social-situational factors 

play in determining another's behaviour (Sibicky, 1996). When people claim that the 

choices they and others make are free expressions of their preferences, they are 

neglecting to examine the influence of experience and context in the shaping of attitudes.  

Oskamp (1977) defines attitudes as “a readiness to respond in a favourable or 

unfavourable manner to a particular class of objects.” Attitudes are learned. They are 

learned through direct personal experience and through explicit persuasion. The 

educators who attribute gendered choices to differences in male and female attitudes are 

using one of the major explanations for gender differences.  

Teachers’ assumptions of student attitudes are based on their observations that 

“the boys prefer computer programming” and “the girls are more interested in web page 

design.” Teachers, who are accustomed to adapting their lessons to suit students’ 

different learning styles and intelligences, do not see gender differences as a social or 

political problem, but as natural differences that are accommodated by offering students 

choices to match their learning preferences. The emphasis on psychological factors, such 

as attitudes, diverts attention from the social context as an influencing factor (McVicar, 

1994, p. 45). There is no stage in the instructional process when a teacher is formally 

expected to move beyond individual student assessment and evaluation to a process of 

program evaluation.  

Toward New Ways of Seeing, Speaking, and Acting 

Seeking solutions to the problems associated with gendered identities requires 

careful consideration of the ways that we gather information and identify issues in 

schools. The amount and type of performance monitoring in schools is changing, and 

data collection is becoming institutionalized at all levels as elected officials, members of 

the mass media, and the public increase their demands for accountability from educators 
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(Willms, 1992, p. 2). Three great dividing factors in Canadian society are sex, race, and 

class. At the organizational level, reporting these factors constitutes part of the formal 

assessment process in schools.  

The tools used to inform the formal assessment and evaluation processes in 

schools are not designed to capture the micro-level interactions among students, teachers 

and administrators. The surveys that measure the opinions and attitudes of teachers, 

parents, and students, the course selection lists, and the graphs showing student 

achievement outcomes, do not record the context and situations in which people live their 

lives. They represent peoples’ opinions and attitudes as fixed realities, and mask the 

political nature of schools and the symbolic interactions that shape attitudes and opinions.  

Gender equity needs to become part of a system-wide discourse of concern before 

any significant change can be produced. School structures and cultures that support 

dialogues on gender issues are operating within networks of power relations. Speaking 

about power relations and holding them up for examination is a way to avoid domination 

effects by people who use power to control others:  

Power is not evil. Power is games of strategy. …The problem in such practices 
where power – which is not in itself a bad thing – must inevitably come into play 
is knowing how to avoid the … domination effects. (Foucault, 1997, p. 299)  

Wallace (1998) cautions: 

Realistically, deeply entrenched gendered norms in society and the differential 
value they evoke within organizations suggest that educational organizations will 
not willingly move toward the conversational meeting place. … Movement 
toward social justice may require the head, the heart, and a (not so) gentle shove 
in the right direction in order for shifts in consciousness to take place. (p. 27)  

Participatory decision-making using Foucault’s analysis does not depend on 

organizational restructuring or beneficent leadership. Participation requires a belief in the 

freedom of individuals to make their own choices, an “ethics of the self,” and 

understandings of how those choices are constrained by others. Individuals who play the 

game of power relations contribute to communities of learners that include other free 

individuals able to express and act on their values and beliefs. The poster’s exhortation 

for girls to adopt “attitude” can be reinterpreted as an attitude of speaking out about 

domination through power/knowledge relations. The difference between individuals 

acting individually and individuals acting together is a mutual respect for the freedom of 
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the subject and the courage to speak in ways that act against the forms of power that 

dominate others. 

The teachers who declared preferences for living and acting as if the world is fair, 

are making three misjudgements that contribute to the repetition of gender inequities. 

These are in the realms of: (1) logical thinking, by assuming they can get an “is from an 

ought,” (2) perceiving schools as non-political organizations, and (3) adopting 

developmental models of pedagogy and disregarding the interactional influences on 

students’ choices. The first of these errors, a jumping of the is-ought gap, is an inversion 

of the philosophical concept known as the naturalistic fallacy. C. Hodgkinson (1996) 

applies the concept to educational administration and argues that because values are 

inseparable from facts in experience, the problem is subtle and complicated (p. 122). Just 

valuing a particular state of affairs, does not make it so. Acting as if things are the way 

you want them to be – seeing the world, and the school, as a fair and just place – denies 

the political realities of schools. Schools, like all organizations, are places of conflicting 

interests. This is not a negative, but a productive way of viewing organizations. 

According to Morgan (1997), “Power is the medium through which conflicts of interest 

are ultimately resolved. Power influences who gets what, when, and how” (p. 170). When 

educators act as if equality of opportunity is sufficient to ensure social justice, they blind 

themselves to the visible signs of inequitable social divisions, such as gender. Educators’ 

denial of politics, and subsequent compliance with the undiscussibility of conflict 

maintains the status quo.  

The third misjudgement of adopting developmental models for their instructional 

practices creates learning environments where teachers and school administrators 

abrogate their responsibilities for producing equitable relationships, in favour of allowing 

students to develop “naturally” by pursuing their own interests. Using this model, 

educators do not accept their responsibility for shaping students’ choices, they respond 

instead.  

The search for alternative ways of acting is informed by an understanding of these 

three misjudgements. If educators can accept the political nature of differing human 

interests and the inevitability of conflict, they can begin to see that acting as if schools are 

just and equitable is insufficient. They need to put their beliefs and values into action to 
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promote change, rather than waiting for the pendulum to swing. They need to adopt an 

interactional view of human development that focuses on changing the discursive 

practices of students and educators to be able to change the rules and structures that 

divide and constrain according to sex and gender. 

Closing Thoughts 

This has been a long and difficult journey. My personal transformation from a 

state of anger about gender inequalities, and blame that I attributed to others and myself, 

has been reframed as individual freedom and opportunity to speak and act in ways that 

challenge domination. The question that still faces me is: How do we get the courage to 

speak and act for a just cause as free individuals? The compliance with authority that 

permeates our society is also embedded in our schooling practices, and our continuing 

performance of gender scripts is a sign of our compliance. We need to nourish the hope 

that we can create expanded communities of learners who sustain a dialogue of critique 

and questioning.  
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Appendix 2  Letter to School Principal 

Oct. 25, 2001 
 
 
 
Dear Principal, 

I am a PhD Candidate in the Dept. of Educational Psychology and Leadership 

Studies at the University of Victoria. I am requesting permission to include your school 

in my dissertation research study of secondary schools; the working title is The 

interrelations between computer technologies and male and female gender categories in 

secondary schools. This would involve my spending from one day to a week in your 

school, observing interactions and conducting up to six interviews with volunteer 

participants. In addition to observations and interviews, I am asking to have access to any 

documentation regarding policies and plans related to computer technology and other 

related public data such as accreditation survey responses and course selection summary 

sheets.  

As a secondary teacher myself, I realize that time is a precious commodity in 

secondary schools and offer my assurance that I will be as unobtrusive and as 

accommodating of your needs as possible. I will inform staff and students that I am 

observing naturally occurring behaviours and will not place any pressure on people to 

volunteer for an interview. The people I will be most interested in interviewing are those 

associated with the computer technology courses and services in your school. This would 

include an administrator, IT teachers, the teacher-librarian, the computer technician and 

student assistants or users.  

This research project is designed to explore both the interpersonal dynamics in 

secondary schools and the policies and practices related to IT to uncover how gender 

plays a part. The under-representation of females in the IT economic sector is paralleled 

by an under-representation of females studying in advanced technology courses. I have 

already conducted extensive research at other schools and am now seeking to improve the 

validity of my findings by testing their transferability to other settings. I wish to interview 

a few selected individuals at five different secondary schools to obtain their views on this 

topic. I also wish to observe people interacting and making decisions within their schools, 
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particularly in the hallways and lunch areas where students and teachers assemble, in the 

computer labs and libraries, and in other places where computers are used, such as the 

Arts Dept. or the Science and Math classes. I hope to be invited to attend and observe any 

ICT related staff meetings that may occur.  

I will abide by the ethical principles of anonymity and confidentiality at all times. 

My findings will be integrated with those from other school districts to increase 

anonymity There will be no deception. All voluntary interviewees will sign informed 

consent forms and the parents/guardians of the students interviewed will be informed of 

my research purposes and procedures. The interviews will be open-ended and informal. 

My questions will probe the interviewees perceptions of how gender is related to IT and 

will follow their thoughts regarding course selection processes, access to computers, the 

allocation of computer resources, the types of courses and programs offered, and the 

decision-making processes regarding ICT.  

I hope to conduct my research visit(s) to your school during a week in November, 

2001. I have attached copies of the consent forms that I plan to use. I have received 

permission from the xxx School Board, through xxx, to approach individual schools for 

permission.  

Thank you for your consideration of my request. I hope that your participation in 

this project will lead to a better understanding amongst educators of how to achieve a 

more equitable future for both males and females. 

 
Linda Coupal 
University of Victoria 
lcoupal@home.com   382-9408 
 
Attached:  Letter of Informed consent 
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Appendix 3  Notice of Research 

Notice of Research 

 
I am currently working towards a degree from UVic, and have selected xxx as my 

research site.  

 
• The focus of the research will be gender, computers and 

decision making processes.  
 
• I will engage teachers and students in a process of discussing 

their experiences with computers, both in the school and 
generally.  

 
• This will involve observations, textual analysis, three one-on-

one personal interviews and possibly three focus group 
sessions (5 people in each group), over a period of about a 
year.  

 
• To avoid any risk of coercion, I can not approach people face-

to-face to request your participation. I assure you that I will 
continue to provide you the same level of services if you 
choose not to participate.  

 
• I will place a consent form in your mailbox for you to consider. 

You may ignore it, or sign and return it to me directly or in my 
mailbox.  

 
• You may ask me for any additional information that you 

require to make your decision. 
 
 
Thank you. Linda Coupal  
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Appendix 4  Presentation to Staff 

An Outline of the Research Project     Computer-based technologies and Gender 
 
October,  2001 
 
Will this school be identifiable in my dissertation or in articles? 
No. My research will be based on data collected from at least five different secondary 
schools located in Canada, and possibly, the United States.  
 
Will individuals be identifiable? 
No. The data from these five schools will be integrated into broad themes derived from 
common statements and patterns of behaviour. 
  
Will the personalities of specific individuals be commented upon?  
No. All comments are about the roles that people act out, whether gender roles or 
teaching, student or administrative roles.  
 
Will specific incidents be identifiable? 
Some occurrences will be described as examples but care will be taken to eliminate any 
possible identifying information. A committee of four supervisors from the University of 
Victoria will review my work to ensure that it preserves anonymity. The people who are 
directly involved may be able to recognize events in which they participated.  
 
What types of data am I collecting? 
I am collecting comments and observations that often reflect a broad range of differing 
opinions and conflicting positions. Issues of gender, technology and decision-making 
processes are not simple black and white situations, but include many different views and 
experiences.  
 
I am attempting to develop a description of secondary school culture based on the 
interactions, talk, and practices within the schools.  
 
I will not be passing judgement on any of these interactions.  
 
I will be trying to present a picture of the effects that different types of interactions have 
on people.  
 
Why have I selected this type of research? 
The gender imbalances in the uses of computer technologies have already been well 
documented.  
 
Gender differences are quantifiably evident in schools, at post-secondary institutions, and 
in the work world.  
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What we do not know is why these differences exist.  
Nor do we know what can be done within the educational system and within our own 
teaching and administrative practices to alleviate differences that limit opportunities.  
 
I am using research methods that help us to understand why and how these things happen, 
and how they can be changed.  
 
What are the possible benefits of this research… 
for You? Opportunities to express your experiences, opinions and feelings individually 
and in groups. 
 
for the School? The practice of democratic forms of expression benefits the school as a 
whole, as it enhances understanding of other peoples’ opinions. 
 
for Education Systems? Current knowledge about the gender dynamics of school 
interactions will be enhanced. Boys and girls, females and males will have a greater 
understanding of the many small, and not so small, ways that we are affected and affect 
others through our words and actions. People may become more aware of: 

• the effects of gender,  
• their responsibility to act on gender concerns, and 
• organizational practices that encourage us to take action.  

 
How is the raw data collected? 
I am acting as an observer in the school. My experiences and opinions will be included in 
the data. 
 
My methods for collecting my data include 

• Informal, personal interviews with students, CUPE staff, teachers and 
administrators approximately 30 to 60 minutes each. 

• Observations of the physical setting and people’s interactions, including formal 
settings such as staff and committee meetings and informal settings such as the 
hallways, the Library and staff room 

• Reading and analyzing the written documents produced in the school, such as the 
minutes of meetings, Parent newsletters, the Accreditation reports, Professional 
Development opportunities and class lists. 

 
How will the raw data be used in the final results? 
I go through standard ethnographic and action research processes of:  

• gathering research data from multiple sources 
• integrating the raw data into coded categories using pseudonyms  
• interpreting patterns of behaviour and significant incidents 
• analyzing emerging patterns  
• developing themes for further enquiry and analysis in interviews  
• revising and transforming the themes into theoretical constructs 
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This research is being conducted by Linda Coupal, a doctoral student in Leadership 
studies at the University of Victoria.  
 
If you have any further questions or concerns, I can be contacted at lcoupal@home.com 
or  
(250) 382-9408 
 
If you are willing to volunteer for an interview, I would appreciate hearing from you. 
Thank you. 
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Appendix 5  Checking for Consent 

Checking for Consent  
For the Research Project Computer-based Technologies and Gender 

As it has been nine months since I first presented my research to the xxx staff, it is 
important for me to know that the people in the school understand my research process 
and are still willing to let me use xxx as one of my research sites. 

Therefore I am asking you if: 
1. You fully understand that I am doing ethnographic research that involves 

researching gender and computers within the context of the school's culture, 
including such influences as: 

a. Sociological factors 
i. economics and resources  

ii. socialization  
iii. social context  
iv. rules and regulations  

b. Psychological factors   
i. competition  

ii. career pressures  
iii. workload stresses 
iv. naturalism (that's the way boys and girls are)  

c. Philosophical factors 
i. morality and ethics of decision-making processes and content  

d. Physical factors 
i. ergonomic strains 

ii. physical access to equipment? 

2. You are willing to let me continue to collect and analyze data through a 
combination of methods, including interviews and focus groups, observations and 
textual analysis of the written documents in the school? 

3. You are willing to actively participate in the development of the theoretical 
constructs by sharing your thoughts about the data collected and the emerging 
analysis and theories? 
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Appendix 6  Letter to the Board Describing Progress 

 

Board of School Trustees 

 

Dear Trustees, 

I am currently working towards the completion of a PhD degree in Leadership 

Studies and have been conducting research within the School District based on your 

approval. I am now providing you with an update on the progress of my research. 

I have conducted my research at xxx Secondary School, and have used the data 

collection methods described in my original research proposal and approved by the 

University of Victoria Human Research Ethics Committee in April, 2000 and again 

approved for a one-year extension in June of 2001. In addition to individual interviews 

and focus group sessions, these methods include:  

• Naturalistic observations (Observations that do not interrupt the naturally 

occurring behaviours within the school) in the following public settings: 

o School hallways and lounge 

o School library resource centre 

o School theatre and gymnasiums 

o School computer labs 

o School office 

• Naturalistic observations in the following private settings, after having 

obtained the permission of the informed participants and the school 

administration, include: 

o Staff room 

o Staff meetings 

o TAC meetings 

o Department meetings 

o School Professional Growth Committee meetings 

• The reading of public documents, including the following: 

o School Accreditation reports, Internal and External 
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o The District and School Technology Plans 

o The school’s course selection booklet and website 

o The Parent Newsletters sent home to parents 

o The course selection tally summaries (no individual names) 

o The Graduation Survey results summaries 

o The results of the Provincial Exams and the FSA summaries 

• The reading of private documents, having obtained the consent of the 

informed participants and school administration, include: 

o The agendas and minutes of the TAC meetings and staff meetings 

o The list of teacher assignments 

o Any other relevant documents that the school principal and 

participants agree to share with me 

 

The types of interactions being observed are those that shape and reshape peoples’ 

conceptions of gender, their sense of agency (their ability to make changes), and their 

uses of computers and related technologies. My observations are of a casual, informal 

nature and do not interfere with my ability to fulfill my responsibilities as a School 

District employee. They are necessary to provide a cultural context for understanding the 

comments made by individuals during the interviews and focus group discussions. The 

approximately thirty interviews that I have conducted occurred during school lunch 

periods, before or after school or during teachers’ preparation periods and did not 

interfere with class time.  

All of this research has been based on the ethical principles of informed consent, 

anonymity and confidentiality.  

I appreciate the support that you have provided in the past and look forward in 

anticipation to a positive response. Thank you. 

 

 

Linda Coupal 
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Appendix 7  Public Announcement of Research Observations 

Public Announcement of Research Observations 

 

Ms. Coupal, a graduate student from the University of Victoria, will be conducting 

research in the school today and tomorrow, Nov. 8 and 9th, 2001. The research includes 

observations of the ways that students and staff interact with each other, and with 

computers and related technologies. The following settings will be observed: 

• hallways and lunch areas 

• library  

• theatre and gymnasiums 

• computer labs 

• other computer-related activities and locations 

 

All observations will be anonymous and confidential. No individuals will be identified in 

the research report. 

 

If you wish to have more information about the research or want to participate in 

interviews or discussion groups, you may contact Ms. Coupal by leaving a message in the 

school office or library, or phoning 382-9408. 

 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
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Appendix 8  Sample of Results Shared With Participants 

Sample of Results Shared with Participants 
 
Female staff members have informed me: 
Asynchronous communication 
They do not like using email because of the useless, annoying messages broadcasted 
 
Allocation of resources 
They feel that they have been given the oldest and slowest equipment in the school 
 
Professional Development 
They feel that they have not had opportunities to be trained in the different types of 
programs, and at the times that they wanted training 
 
Decision-making 
They claim they are not involved in the decision-making processes as much as they 
would like and are then expected to use programs and processes they do not want to use. 
 
Ergonomics 
The computers were placed on old desks and tabletops, with no adjustments in chair 
heights, monitor heights or mouse  
 
Specialized knowledge 
Some male students use their knowledge of computers and technology to deliberately 
gain power over their female teachers. 
 
Sexualized environment 
Teachers are concerned that girls are subjected to harassment within the classrooms and 
hallways of the school, with the result that their confidence and self-concept is affected 
 
Girls have told me: 
Sexualized environment: 
They cannot be seen using the computers too much or they will be stereotyped as geeks 
and ostracized and harassed 
 
Homosociality 
They cannot approach male teachers without risking being considered flirts. 
If they chat with or ask questions of boys who have computer knowledge, their fellow 
students tease them both. 
 
Specialized knowledge 
A few males and boys, who personally select to whom they will pass that knowledge, 
control access to specialized knowledge about computers 
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Appendix 9  Theory Development Shared With Participants 

 
Example 1: An example of my theme development is Gender Awareness and Denial.  
Data Collection: 

• As I interview people I enquire about the ways they use gender to characterize 
certain decisions, behaviours and feelings.  

• I notice the physical setting of the schools, such as the way people dress and the 
pictures and images that are in the schools.  

• I read the official documentation, such as the accreditation documents, Ministry 
IRPs, the School Act, District and school policies, regulations and handbooks  

• I notice when people make gender references in conversations with me and during 
meetings and other joint activities.  

• I notice the interactions amongst and between students and adults 
 
Data Analysis: From this raw data, I am able to draw a rough sketch of Gender 
Awareness and Denial in my sample of five Secondary Schools: 

• Students and adults portray their gender by the way they dress, style their hair and 
use make-up and other adornments 

• Students and adults portray their gender by their given names 
• Students and adults acknowledge and reinforce gender when using pronouns (he 

said, she said) and addressing groups (boys, girls, men, women) 
• Students and adults describe and characterize their classes in gendered terms 

(there are lots of boys in my class, I’ve got a balance of boys and girls) 
• Resources are selected and used on assumptions of gender appeal (this book or 

activity will appeal to the boys, the boys will want some black poster paper, most 
of these stories are for the girls, the girls like to use email) 

• School administrative data identifies gender in print-outs of class lists (M, F) 
• Classes can be single-gender by policy (PE classes and teams) and by practice 

(Textiles, Metal work, Creative writing, Advanced Placement Computer Science, 
etc.) 

• Sometimes roles align with national and provincial or state statistics as 
predominantly gender-typed (female secretaries and business and domestic skills 
teachers, male custodial staff, administrators, computer technicians, technology 
teachers); other times they are atypical (female computer science teachers, 
administrators) 

• Social activities are gender-marked (Separate male and female social activities) 
• Students use gender as a way of organizing and analyzing data (classroom 

research) 
• Visual imagery in secondary schools includes hyper-sexualized images of gender 

categories (magazines, wall posters, locker pictures and computer screens) 
• Teachers consciously assign research topics that include women as a category 

option and as individuals; students select these topics 
• Humanities teachers select literature, research and debating topics that foreground 

gender issues 
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• People engaged in hiring may consciously consider gender as an affirmative 
action selection factor 

• A resource on the structure of gender inequality in Canada is rejected by a teacher 
as ‘Communist propaganda’ 

• ‘Gender is not a problem here’ or ‘Gender is not a big deal in this school’ is a 
common initial response to questions about gender, followed by examples of 
gendered behaviour. 

• Accreditation process of whole school improvement planning gathers survey 
information by gender but results are not broken out by gender. 

• The phrasing of the Accreditation survey question on gender refers to ‘equal 
treatment’ and places the results within a topic of personal safety, emphasizing 
school climate  

 
Theory Development: My initial draft of theoretical constructs for this theme of Gender 
Awareness and Denial may include: 

• Gender is a fundamental organizing principle in secondary schools, which are 
microcosms of our larger society 

• Images, discourses, and texts within secondary schools use gender as a signifier 
• Gender is embodied in our physical postures and range of activities 
• Staff and students use gender as both a conscious and subconscious means of 

constructing meaning 
• Gender categories are reinforced by sexual stereotypes of femininity and 

masculinity 
• Stereotypical images of femininity and masculinity are both reinforced and 

challenged, directly and indirectly, in the discourses and practices that occur 
within the schools 

• Gender issues are not part of the formal discourse of the schools, but informal 
discourses operate on gendered assumptions 

• The schools’ formal assessment and improvement processes track gender 
participation but do not use gender as an evaluation criteria, shifting the analysis 
away from systemic organizational issues and an examination of purposes 

• Gender has been relegated to the position of ‘been there, done that’. Feminist 
issues have had their 15 seconds of fame. The neo-liberal and neo-conservative 
climate in North America has shifted focus to multicultural and race issues, youth 
violence and the ‘What about the boys?’ arguments. 

• This period of high capitalism benefits from economic individualism and the 
commodification of males and females into masculine and feminine stereotypes. 
A climate of competition permeates secondary schools, which have a social 
function of sorting students for economic placement. Individualized responses to 
social justice issues do not challenge or disrupt existing social patterns. 
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Example 2: Another example of my theme development is Computer Use.  
 
Data Collection: Through a combination of interviews and naturalistic observations, I 
enquire about and note: 

• the ways people think about and use computer-based technologies  
• the locations and types of computer equipment available in the schools  
• the interactions amongst and between students and adults and computers 
• the schools’ organizational structures, formal decision-making processes and 

routine patterns of behaviour for making decisions about the allocation of 
resources, paying particular attention to decisions about computer technologies 

• the schools’ written statements about computer technologies, such as 
implementation plans, guiding policies, evaluation surveys and growth plans 

• the teaching and learning about computer technologies that occurs within the 
schools 

 
Data Analysis: With this raw data, I am able to draw a rough sketch of Computer Use in 
Secondary Schools: 

• There are budgetary restrictions that limit the quantity and quality of computer 
resources in schools 

• The existing hardware resources are placed in locations where they can receive 
the greatest amount of use while being monitored 

• It is common practice to have computers grouped together into labs configured for 
whole class instruction and for teachers throughout the rest of the school to have a 
computer located in their classrooms and/or workrooms. 

• School servers are usually located in a separate, locked room with restricted 
access 

• Secondary schools have computer technicians, usually male, to provide technical 
support  

• The most common instructional model is elective courses in information 
technology, business applications and other specialized applications, such as 
drafting 

• Integration of computer technologies across the curriculum is both mandated and 
encouraged, but with limited implementation 

• Not all students select the computer-related elective courses 
• The use of computers is a major focus during the schools’ Accreditation processes 

of whole school improvement planning, but none of the schools link computer use 
with gender for purposes of program evaluation 

• Gender imbalances are readily apparent in upper level courses in secondary 
schools that are career streamed into post-secondary computer science, software 
and hardware engineering. 

• Performance and achievement levels for the girls and boys who do select these 
electives are not obviously different 

• The removal of restrictions on email access results in a more equal gender balance 
of recreational computer use 
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• The viewing of inappropriate and offensive websites is not a major problem, with 
only a few infractions per year. The students are able to self-monitor what is 
appropriate. The offenders that have been caught have been male. 

• Both male and female students like to change desktop images as a means of 
marking the computer that they use. These images often include sexualized 
images of pop stars, but may also be animal images or images of outdoor sports or 
utility vehicles. There are conscious power struggles to leave a personal mark. 

• Computers are sometimes deliberately disabled to prevent other people from 
using them. This includes unplugging the network cable, keyboard or mouse. 

• When apparent vandalism or hacking occurs, the assumption is that the 
perpetrator is male. The perpetrators that have been identified have been male. 

• Female students express annoyance with hackers and vandals and attribute this 
type of behaviour to boys and their desire to be cool. 

• Both male and female students state that there is social pressure not to become too 
closely associated with computer use. Computer-using students state that they 
have forsaken a desire to be part of the in-crowd 

• Fellow students will harass both male and female students who carry laptop 
computers  

• Female students have experienced being harassed when they ask male students 
technological questions 

• Female students express a reluctance to approach male technology teachers 
because of a fear of being perceived to be flirting 

• Teachers resent having to learn to use equipment and programs when they have 
not been involved in the decision-making process and /or feel that their opinions 
are not respected 

• Teacher workloads are full and the changes associated with computer 
technologies place an additional burden and increase stress. 

• Teachers and staff want more opportunities for computer training and to have 
more control over the timing and type of training that they receive  

• Both students and teachers experience bodily pain from repetitive strain injury. 
The cause is not always computer-related, but it is exacerbated by computer use.  

• Students express a need for more detailed descriptions of course offerings and for 
more career-related information about computer-based technologies 

• Computer-related career information sessions that include all students provide a 
greater level of exposure for female students. Sessions that are based on self-
selection do not attract female students. 

• Student organizations such as the Grad Committee and the Student Council focus 
most of their energies on social activities; they do not address issues such as 
gender and computer accessibility 

 
Theory Development: My initial draft of theoretical constructs for this theme of 
Computer Use may include: 

• Computer technologies are gender-marked resources 
• The disassociation of gender and computer technologies inhibits educators’ 

abilities to understand and respond to student needs 
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• A heavy workload and the sense of ‘just trying to keep one step ahead’ inhibits 
educators’ abilities to respond to student needs 

• The formal processes for communication and the involvement of teachers in 
decision-making and staff development are not used to address gender and 
technology issues. 

• There are no formal mechanisms for obtaining information from support staff 
about their needs, experiences and what they find relevant, other than the six-year 
cycle of accreditation surveys 

• The psychologizing of education has contributed to a masking of social issues as 
personality traits and individual differences 

• Educators do not have a strong sense of education as a means for achieving social 
justice. A focus on means limits opportunities for a shared construction of 
meaning around ends. 
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Appendix 10 Guidelines for Site Visit Observations 

Site Visits: 
Things to Observe 

Computer labs: 
1. Physical location and layout of computer labs and server rooms 
2. Posting of AUPs  
3. How the equipment is grouped by quality and type, and for what courses 
4. Aesthetics and ergonomic considerations 
5. Posters, career information and student work posted on walls 
6. General use and specialized equipment 
7. Access outside of instructional time 
8. Gendered interactions or comments 
9. Types of courses offered 
 

Libraries: 
10. Number and physical location of computers, and specialized equipment 
11. Rules posted regarding email and games 
12. Gendered uses of machines or interactions 
13. Displays of career information, ViaTech display case 
 

Classrooms: 
14. Presence and location of teacher and student workstations 
 

Hallways, lunchrooms and other public spaces 
15. Clustering of students by gender 
16. Physical interactions, such as play fighting 
17. Graphic material posted on walls, jokes, advertising, promotions 
18. The activities that students engage in 

 
Documentation: 

1. Participation 
a. The course selection handbook 
b. The summaries of students’ selections, including gender 

2. Achievement 
a. Adminfo analysis of school achievement or related data 
b. Fraser Institute ranking 

3. Satisfaction 
a. Accreditation surveys for students and parents  
b. Grad surveys that may be conducted 
c. Teacher developed feedback questionnaires (without names) 
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Things to ask: 
Students: 
1. How do you decide what courses to take? 
2. Do students have opportunities to give feedback about their IT courses? 
3. Do you have opportunities to request new projects, courses, etc. that might 

interest you? 
4. Do you know the name and role of the computer technician? 
5. What have you observed regarding gender and computers? 
6. Why do you think there are more boys than girls in the senior IT classes? 
7. What could we do differently to make IT appealing to more girls? 
 
Student Technical Assistants: 
8. How did you get to be an assistant technician? 
9. Is it a valuable learning experience for you? 
10. Do others get to benefit from the same type of experience? 
 
Teachers: 
11. Do you feel confident that you understand the school’s IT system? Can you 

describe it? 
12. Do you feel confident in your technical skills? Are they adequate to do your job?  
13. Are you involved in the decision-making processes? On a Technology Committee 

or a Department Head Committee? 
14. Who selects and purchases the new equipment? new operating system? new 

applications suites?, the routers and servers? 
15. Do you know what the school’s AUP is? Does it work well? 
16. Do you have a copy of the school’s Technology Plan? Did you help write it? Is it 

working? 
17. Have you noticed any gender differences in the participation or achievement 

levels in computer-related classes? 
18. Is gender considered when developing your plans or policies related to 

computers? 
19. Is gender considered when developing your lesson plans or units related to 

computers? 
20. Is gender considered when developing the course descriptions for the student 

handbook? 
21. How do you promote the computer-related courses to the students? 
22. Is there a place for the Career Prep students to work together?  
 
Computer Technician: 
23. Do you have students who assist you maintaining the system? 
24. How are these students selected and how do you train or supervise them? 
25. How many network servers does the school have and where are they located? 
26. What method for filtering Internet content do you use? 
27. What type of security software is used and its functionality? 
28. What is the Technician’s role and job description? 
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29. What are your estimates of tampering and vandalism rates? 
30. Time spent preventing or repairing tampering/vandalism? 
31. Is there sufficient technician time to maintain the school’s IT system? 
 
School Principal: 
32. How are the computer-based courses organized into departments?  
33. Do you have a Technology Committee or do you use a Department Heads 

process, or both? 
34. What is the role of the department head, technology committee members? 
35. What is the decision-making process for technology? 
36. How are teachers and students involved in the decision-making? 
37. Do you believe you have adequate information to make your decisions? 
38. Do you believe you have an adequate level of resources to support the decisions? 
39. How do you know the gender participation rates, and the achievement rates? 
40. Do you have other ways to get feedback from students and teachers? 
41. Do you do an analysis by gender? Or, What do you do with this information? 
42. Do you have an implementation plan for addressing gender differences? 
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Appendix 11 Sample of Focus Group Questions 

 

Performing Arts Department Focus Group, 

Questions 

1. How do you think computerized technologies in the performing arts can be used 
to increase opportunities for female students? 

 
2. How can male and female teachers benefit from using computerized technologies 

in the performing arts?   In your role as teachers? 
 

3. Are there any other gender issues related to computerized technologies that you 
wish to discuss? 
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